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ABSTRACT 
Peter, according to John 6: 69, confesses Jesus, not by 
one of the more familiar Christological titles, but by the 
enigmatic expression "The Holy One of God". The literature 
of the time offers few clues beyond an exorcism in Mark, 
where a demoniac uses the same title (Mk 1: 24 repeated in 
Lk 4: 34). What does the title mean? May we describe its 
contents as messianic or prophetic, priestly or descriptive 
of Jesus' deity? 
Our quest takes us into a consideration of these and 
other possible interpretations. We discover that the key to 
the title lies in the sense of agency inherent in the one 
half of the title ("of God") and the sense of divinely given 
authority implicit in the other half ("the Holy One"). For 
Mark, the agency, within the broader context of the Gospel, 
may be described as messianic, although in the narrower 
confines of the exorcism, we are probably to think of a 
holy man or hasid. For Luke, the cry of the demoniac becomes 
a confirmation, in accord with much of ch 4, of Jew-is' 
prophetic role. Behind both the Marcan and Lucan redaction, 
we catch a glimpse of an earlier setting in which the 
demons recognize the agent of God's Council, God's servant 
and holy one. 
For John, the messianic, prophetic and priestly answers 
fail to satisfy. The Holy One, in John 6, transcends these 
categories and points beyond to the realm of divine agents 
like Wisdom or the Son of Man. In the tension between 
Jesus and Judas, and in the positive response of Peter in 
his confession, we may recognise a parable of Wisdom, coming 
to earth being played out. The Holy One comes from the 
presence of God, enters (10: 36) and exits from this world 
(17: 10. ). Peter, as the spokesman of the believing community 
and as if in anticipation of the crisis of Jesus' 
crucifixion, recognizes the one who has power over life 
and death. 
YI 
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PREFACE 
Pen to paper, and a deluge of memories descend like an 
African thunderstorm. This thesis drew its inspiration from 
a meander of the river Wear and the granite stones of a 
Norman Cathedral. It blossomed into life in an English 
College which bubbled with sheer exuberance and Christian 
joy. I remember dark winter's mornings in the dampness of 
of the boathouse, cobbled streets misty in the light of the 
gas lamps, the choir in the college Chapel making heaven ring 
in notes bitter-sweet, and the silence of the river banks 
thickly covered with snow. I remember most vividly a study 
in Abbey house where a master scholar taught his apprentice 
to see the vision behind the stone. 
So first of all. I thank the Rev. Prof. C. K. Barrett for 
that glimpse of a vision, for his advice and criticism and 
most of all for his encouragement which helped me to reach 
beyond my limitations and for his time, given so very 
generously even after I left Durham. I thank also the staff 
and students of St. John's College for creating an atmosphere 
where fun and hard work could grow and mature side by side. 
I think in particular of the Principal, Ruth Etchells and 
the Rev. Dr. Bruce Kaye, who allowed my wife Shona and I to 
serve as tutors and so opened the way for us to cope 
financially during the two and a half years in England. I 
am reminded also of the conversations with Bruce and Dr. John 
Painter into the early hours or while jogging through Pelaw 
Woods. 
For the folk in South Africa who made this thesis 
possible, thanks are due. To Mrs. Shirley Kerr for allowing 
me leave during the period I was in Durham and for her endless 
encouragement. To David Lloyd-Jones and Glenda Kruz who 
assisted with the proof reading. Finally to two very impor- 
tant people. My mother who patiently typed and retyped this 
thesis and travelled 2000 miles to complete the work. Thank 
you for those many, many hours. Finally to the one who is 
the real inspiration behind the thesis. The one who supported 
me in so many ways both in England and here in South Africa. 
To the one who so unselfishly gave of herself that this thesis 
might become a reality. To Shona, my wife, I dedicate this 
thesis. 
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CHAPTER OIE INTRODUCTION 
1: 1 The Purpose of the Investigation 
The sixth chapter of the Gospel according to John 
commences with the narrative of the Feeding of the Five 
Thousand (6: 1-15), which is followed by a description of 
Jesus' appearance to his disciples on Lake Galilee (16-21). 
There are some striking parallels with the Synoptic 
accounts of both incidents. The next block of material in 
the chapter is largely without parallel in the other 
Gospels(1), as so many of the Johannine discourses are, 
and contains detailed teaching on Jesus as the Bread of 
Life (22-59). Thus the miraculous feeding of the crowd 
becomes a sign, pointing to the new teaching on the 
person and mission of Jesus. This teaching results in 
dissension among the followers of Jesus (vs 60) and 
indeed defection on the part of some (vs 66). 
11 
(66) After this many of his disciples drew back 
and no longer went about with him. (67) Jesus 
said to the twelve, 'Will you also go away? ' (68) Simon Peter answered him, 'Lord, to whom 
shall we go? You have (the) words of eternal life; (69) and we have believed and have come to know, 
that you are the Holy One of God. ' (70) Jesus 
answered them, 'Did I not choose you, the twelve, 
and one of you is a devil? ' (71) He spoke of Judas the son of Simon Iscariot, for he, one of-the twelve, was to betray him. 
In Mark and Matthew there are two feedings recorded, 
so that in Mark 6: 30-44 we have an account of the loaves and 
fishes, which is then followed by Jesus' appearance on Lake 
Galilee (vss 45-52), and a comment about the disciples' 
misunderstanding the miracle of the feeding (vs 52). Then 
later there is the feeding of the 4000 (as opposed to the 
earlier 5000) found in Mark 8: 1-10, which is shortly 
followed by Peter's confession of Jesus as "the Christ" 
(8: 29) and Jesus' rebuke against Peter as "Satan" (8: 33). 
While the writer of the Fourth Gospel seems to know'a 
tradition similar to that of the Feeding of the 5000 in 
Mark 6 (followed by the incident on Galilee), there are 
also indications that he knew a tradition in which Peter's 
confession followed a feeding miracle. So when we compare 
the Fourth Gospel narrative in ch 6 with the Markaa version 
(in chs 6 and 8) we-are confronted by obvious parallels and 
remarkable differences. 
, Perhaps the most pointed contrast is to be found in the 
very words of Peter, which contain the confession, o-v v C. 
ý 
'os 'y'ou OF-OZ and the interesting statement, 
e "11`'"'-' ýw ^ý s "c tWvi ov Xe ýs. The latter 
reminds us that one of the chief concerns of the Evangelist 
is to present Jesus as the one who brings eternal life to 
those who believe in him, and this concern is voiced through 
the attention given to Jesus' teaching on eternal life and 
in the conclusion to ch 20.. vs 31: " These things are 
written that you may believe that Jesus is the Christ, the 
Son of God, and that believing you may have life in his 
name; ' The former statement, that Jesus is ýýtos T aov 
stands in sharp contrast to the Synoptic confessions of 
Peter in which Jesus is acclaimed O X. IcrT4 in 
Mark (8: 29)", O XC, u-T0%5 Tvu (994Q in Luke (9: 20) and 
c 
01 STOS c5 VI ýS Tbc ýpü rou ýWY TOS In 
12 
Matthew (16: 16). 
The title c IDS 1o Gov may be rendered in 
translation as "the Holy One of God" and is not unknown to 
the Synoptics, that is, to Mark and Luke (cf Mk 1: 24 and 
Lk 4: 34), but there it is the confession (if that is an 
accurate term for the action) of a demon-possessed man. 
It is the. intention of this work to examine the expression 
roj <Gtoü as it is found in in 6: 69 in 
relation to the Synoptic usage and to related expressions 
which occur in the Jewish literature of the time, the 
relevant non-Jewish works, and the New Testament, so as 
to determine the background and intention of the title. 
We shall discover that the title contains within it 
several layers of tradition and that at different times it 
could mean different things. Our task is then to determine 
as far as possible what the writer of the Fourth Gospel 
understood by the title. - Secondly, we will attempt to 
explain the relation between the Fourth Gospel usage and 
the Synoptic usage. Thirdly, we will undertake an 
examination of the relation between this title and the 
other titles of Jesus found in John, particularly 
Vi Os To. (F. ov 
So far as I am aware, there has been no major work 
devoted to these three questions 
(2) 
and apart from brief 
comments found in the Commentaries on John (or Mark and 
Luke), the fullest discussion of the question is that of 
H. L. L Joubert. (3) Presently we shall have occasion to 
examine the various suggestions which have been made in 
the course of this century, at first briefly and then 
later in greater depth so as to assist us in arriving at 
the correct decision. The task is made more interesting 
by the variety which is apparent within the various 
scholarly works on Jn 6: 69. We turn now to an examination 
of the text. 
1: 2 The Text of Jn 6: 69. 
The text of Jn 6: 66-71 is quite straigh, 
we come, to the words of Peter, -particularly 
which we have undertaken to interpret. All 
are six readings(4) for vs 69b including Ö 
They are the following :- 
tforward until 
the phrase 
in all there 
ti 
KCO S Too 
G: 
" 
13 
(a) The Holy One of God (p 
Kc 
StO Tt» 
a c>"-,, ) ) which 
is found i1}(BCDLA et alia. The reading in P75 is 
uncertain but most likely it should be included here. 
(5) 
(The symbols are those of Nestle; NT Graece). 
(b) The Christ, the Holy One of God (ö Ate-Tös £ dýýos 
-rte Qý ") which is found in P 66 L, 
dbaý 
,)" 
(c) The Christ, the Son of the Living God (p` xeiar 
Üt°s 
'Tbv. oý rot. ) 
1WVT% ) which is found in t4. . W. j. 
(vtý5 
SCv L I) G 4%s Qcts Ct%ý f r}or. n Zýz (d) The lhrist, the Son of God. (ö XQ1r ä utöS TýüGbrý ) 
which is found in IC 33.6( S. L.. ýut` 
d1Vý 
S ý. V G `--adt'-) car. 'Simet "i . (e) The Son of the Living God (c6 Vý co,, -rov O, ov 'ýu' ýTb$) 
which is found in L(V)) C CAc-. 
(f) The Christ (p xe I i. 
ös ) which is found in 
Tertullian. 
Present day scholarship is unanimous in its support of 
p 
ros -MO QtZ as the original reading. This reading is 
found in all the major critical editions of the Greek text(6) 
and in the important modern translations from the R. V. 
onwards. 
(7) 
The Textual evidence suggests that e` ýä ios 
T-00 was the original reading and that in time a 
harmonising process (whether intentional or accidental) made 
itself felt. Part of this process had its origin in the 
messianic confession of Peter at Caesarea Philippi as found 
in the Synoptics. Thus variant (f) coincides with ?. '_k 8: 29, 
while (c) repeats the Matthean confession (Mt 16: 16). The 
other part of this process was a remembrance of the 
confessional statement at the end of the Fourth Gospel 
(Jn 20: 31 cf 11: 27), which affected variant (d). Whether 
through scribal error or deliberate change the original 
reading was made to conform with the traditional idea that 
Peter's confession of Jesus was (or should be) a messianic 
confession. Perhaps the most significant reading is (b) 
which clearly evidences the first step in this direction 
by the insertion of äi cr-r 
s 
Another question which should be considered at this 
stage is that of the place of Jn 6: 60-71 within the 
Gospel context. Several scholars have suggested that the 
order of the Johannine Gospel has suffered serious 
14 
dislocation so that the present order is not that of the 
original Gos el. 
(8) There are redactional comments within 
the Gospel(9ý and some difficult transitions between one 
section and another, such as in the Farewell discourses. 
(10) 
This has led to a feeling of dissatisfaction with the present 
arrangement of the Gospel on the part of some scholars, of 
whom perhaps R. Bultmann is best known. 
(11) 
Bultmann places 
6: 60-71 after 11: 55 - 12: 33; 8: 30-40 and before 12: 37-41. 
In this way Bultmann sets alongside each other two of the 
'summaries of Jesus' public ministry", 
(12) 
which in the 
present order mark the end of Jesup ministry in Galilee 
(6: 60-71), and in Jerusalem (12: 37-50). There appears to 
be no good reason to move Peter's confession in 6: 69 to a 
Jerusalem context, 
(13) 
and indeed this pericope appears to 
look back (of vs 60f) to 6: 52-. 59, articularly the verb 
aK«v&%ijEt in vs 61 (of 6: 52); 
(14) 
so that in its present 
form chapter 6 moves quite naturally from one section to 
another. The order thus makes good sense as it now stands 
and there seems little reason to disturb this form. 
(15) 
A more difficult question is -that of the order of the 
chapters, in our-case ohs 5. and 6, since there are fairly 
good reasons for understanding ch 6 as chronologically 
prior to ch 5, 
(16) 
for example - 6: 1 is rather abrupt 
in its present context, with Jesus' departure to, the other 
side of the Sea of Galilee following on ch 5, which centres' 
in Jerusalem. If we place ch 5 after ch 6, the problem is 
eased somewhat. This re-ordering is discussed by 
R. Schnackenburg(17) and although there is no manuscript 
evidence to support it, it must remain a possible. 
alternative to the present order, 
(18) Vie do well to remember 
also the work of J. L. Partyn(19}who compares the Fourth Gospel 
to a "Tell", in which indications are apparent of different 
strata, corresponding to different periods in the life of 
the Johannine community. Such a view of the Fourth Gospel 
has much to commend it, and it has the advantage of 
explaining abrupt transitions in the text without making 
complex re-arrangement necessary. 
It seems unlikely that 6: 60-71 should be understood as 
an isolated pericope and accordingly we will attempt to 
understand its place both in its present context within 
15 
ch 6, 
(20) 
and within the broader perspective of the whole 
Gospel. Where appropriate we will consider the alternatives 
presented by the redaction critics, and in particular the 
question of 6: 69 and its relation to the history of the 
Johannine community in so far as such a comparison is 
possible. 
1: 3 A Survey of Contemporary Scholarship on John 6: 69. 
In the course of the last thirty years in particular 
and generally over the duration of this century, a number 
of suggestions have been made about the precise interpre- 
tation of Ö Dios Toü GEaq, in Jn 6: 69. The very 
diversity of these opinions testifies to the enigmatic 
quality of the title, which is probably largely 
attributable to its very infrequency of use - three times 
in all the available. literature pertinent to the time. 
(21) 
We cannot rule out the possibility that a sense of enigma 
was evident even within the NT use, so that the title was 
used precisely on account of its slightly enigmatic flavour; 
or possibly that its pre-christian usage was largely .. forgotten by the time it was-incorporated into the Johannine 
context. Nevertheless we believe that it is possible to 
arrive at a conclusion not only about the Johannine 
understanding of the title, but also about its development 
in pre-Johannine tradition, without impairing completely 
its enigmatic quality. 
With the risk of oversimplification attendant upon 
such an endeavour, we have attempted to divide the opinions 
of scholars on Jn 6: 69 into four basic categories. 
-Naturally 
there will be some degree of overlap, with some, 
scholars belonging to two groups at once, so that in certait 
cases, the classification is based on emphasis within a more 
general opinion. The four categories are as follows : - 
(i) Those scholars who understand "the Holy One of God" 
as a messianic title for Jesus similar to the 
usual ö Xcý cr räs , 
(ii) Those scholars who also argue for a. messianic 
interpretation, but instead of the traditional Royal 
Messiah, they understand the figure. of the High 
Priestly Messiah as evidenced in the Qumran writings. 
(iii) Those scholars who see in ".. he : Holy One of God" the 
16 
recognition of Jesus as Prophet after the model of 
Moses or Elijah/Elisha. 
(iv) Those scholars who concentrate their attention upon 
the adjective 6tos rather than upon the idea of 
prophet, priest or king, so that they emphasize the 
content of the title in terms of ethical qualities 
. 
or divine qualities, and not the functional form of 
the title. 
As we shall see the interpretations of a5, m3 ©F y 
in Mk 1: 24 and Lk 4: 34 may be similarly divided. For both 
John and the Synoptics, the most popular interpretations are 
(i) and (iv). 
1: 3:, 1 The Royal Messiah 
A large number of scholars understand ö öcýýes m' C cm, 
as messianic, by which they mean that the title is equivalent 
in some ray to 0 XeLcr4\ .ý Although this is not always 
specifically stated, it is reasonable to suggest that 
"messianic" implies some sense of continuity with the 
traditional Jewish expectation surrounding the figure of 
the expected Davidic king. Since the messiahship of Jesus ig a 
belief which is evident at most levels of New Testament 
thinking, there is some truth in the statement that any title 
which is applied to Jesus is "de facto" messianic from a 
Christian perspective. Thus the NT messiah can be shown to 
exhibit traits which were foreign to the traditional Jewish 
hope of an eschatological king. At the same time the NT 
clearly shows cognisance of OT and. general Jewish eschato- 
logical expectation so that at times we are very close to 
the traditional messiah. On this account we deem it correct 
to phrase the messianic question as follows :- Does the 
confession of Jesus as "the Holy One of God" come from a 
recognizable tradition which incorporates the idea of the 
traditional Royal Messiah of Judaism, or is it "messianic" 
only within Christian tradition? 
Some writers do not appear to distinguish between the 
two types of messiah in their proposed "messianic" solutions 
to Jn 6: 69. Thus W. F. Howard, B. Lindars and J. N. Sanders and 
others simply designate the title as "messianic" without 
further elaboration. 
(22) 
For example J. N. Sanders writes, 
"This is a messianic title and thus in John as in Mark, 
17 
Peter confesses that Jesus is the Christ". 
(2-1) 
In contrast there is a note of distinction in the 
following writers : - 
C. H. DoOd After grouping ö 
o%jvS m along 
with some of the other Johannine titles Dodd says 
that John is "calling the role of the traditional 
titles of the Lord. For in primitive Christian 
usage they are all messianic, though for the most 
part they cannot be shown to have been current in 
this sense in pre-Christian Judaism". 
(24) 
V. Taylor While the "Holy One of God" does not appear 
to have been an "accepted messianic title", it is 
used by Peter as a "messianic designation". 
(25) 
If we understand Taylor correctly, "messianic designation" 
implies more or less the same as "primitive Christian 
usage" does for Dodd. However it appears to us to be a 
reasonable assumption that, for a title to be termed 
"messianic", one should understand some sense of continuity 
with the traditional messiah. 
Outside Christianity the messiah is not called 
IV 
D 
(26) 
and so in response to the absence of 
the tradition of a holy messiah, apart from the Qumran 
tradition of a High Priest, we find some writers who place 
the emphasis on the process of becoming holy (dedication 
or consecration). The following serve as examples : - 
B. Weiss "Jesus was in the absolute sense of the 
term, he Holy One of God i. e. the One dedicat e to the highest calling, that of the Messiah". 
E. C. Hos ns "The Title belongs to the Synoptic 
tradition where it is the equivalent of the 
Christ. In the Fourth Gospel it expresses the 
consecration of the Son to be the Sayi ur of the 
world, 10: 36; 17-: 17ff; of Rev 3: 7. " 1251 
J. H. Bernard The tc implies "He whom God consecrated 
as eC rist". 
It is evident that the two instances of "c. 
at Jn 10: 36 and 17: 19 are central to the correct inter- 
pretation of 6: 69. Then the Synoptic references in 
Mk 1: 24 and Lk 4: 34 follow in importance, 
(30) 
so that in this 
work we will devote time both to the idea of holiness in John 
and to the theme of exorcism in the Syroptics. 
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Perhaps the most interesting of the messianic 
solutions are those of C. K. Barrett anc R. Schneckenburg in 
which the tension between the traditional Jewish expectation 
of a messianic king and the Christian perspective of the 
Johannine author, finds clear expression. Their opinions are 
expressed as follows : - 
C. K. Barrett "Jesus is the emissary of God: in Jewish 
terms the Messiah, more generally the Holy One of God, 
who comes from God and goes to God ... At this point John is moving away from the technical l gu ýge of 
Judaism into more universal categories. " 1 
P. Schnackenburg "In view of its association with the 
synoptic confession of Peter in the history of 
tradition, (it) must refer to Jesus' P, ^. essiahship. 
John, of course, uses it in a deeper Christian sense, 
in a similar way to Matthew, who adds, Jýl interpretative 
phrase, 'the Son of the Living God'. " 
'. Ie notice the degree of flexibility among scholars in 
their description of ý' toS -mom G0 as Messianic, 
(33) 
and the apparent disagreement among them as to what 
constitutes a messianic title. Ile feel, as we emphasized 
above, that it is important to retain the traditional, senge 
of the word Xti e'TöS and its connection with Jewish 
eschatological hopes, for a correct analysis of 6: 69 as 
messianic or otherwise. Unless such a connection is recoxnisec' 
the term "messianic" is reduced to a somewhat nebulous 
description. For this work we will use the term "messiah" 
in either its traditional Jewish sense or in its 
Jewish-Christian sense. It is in this, the traditional 
sense, that most writers who support the messianic inter- 
pretation of Jn 6: 69 understand the adjective, with the 
accepted proviso that the Fourth 3ospel, is after all a 
C 0 4. hristian work and influenced profoundly by the view that 
Jesus is the Messiah. The Gospel, as we shall see, 
understands "Messiah" as a Jewish concept and demonstrates 
the continuity between Jesus and the contemporary messianic 
expectations, (of. 1: 37-51 
(-34) 
7- en we formulate the 
question of the messianic interpretation of in 6: 69, we 
need to bear this in mind, and to ask whether there are 
definite links between the traditional Jewish hope of a 
Messiah and the title. This of course does not preclude 
the i^. ea that such links were o? n (if they existed) to 
John as well as the Synoptics, but are not immediately 
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obvious to us. Nor does it preclude the possibility that 
one or other of the instances of the title are non- 
messianic while the rest are messianic. 
1: 3: 2 The High Priestly Messiah 
The suggestion was made by G. Friedrich(35) that 0 
7mV GE is a title for Jesus in his role as the 
High Priestly Messiah. On the basis of Ps 105(6): 16; 
2 Chr 23: 6; Ex 28: 36 and Sir 45: 6 Friedrich suggests that 
the title comes from a priestly (specifically high priestly) 
milieu. He then examines the Qumran tradition of the High 
Priestly Messiah together with the tradition contained 
within the Twelve Testaments and concludes that not only 
is there cognisance of high priestly messianism in the use 
of the term "Christ" in the Gospels, but "the Holy One of 
God" is a specific reference to Jesus as a type of High 
Priestly Messiah. 
From time to time various authors have observed within 
the Fourth Gospel certain traits which might be construed 
as "high priestly" such as the role of Jesus in ch 17. 
(36) 
Thus J. Gnilka, who is extremely sceptical of Friedrich's 
construction, nevertheless suggests that in the Fourth 
Gospel, Jesus is presented as a High Priest. Gnilka 
himself prefers for 6: 69 an understanding of Jesus as the 
divine agent of God. 
(37 
If one does accept that John 
understands and uses a tradition of Jesup as High Priest, 
it seems to us possible that Friedrich's solution is 
correct. Friedrich, on the basis of Qumran and the 
Twelve Testaments, suggests a connection between the 
role of the Priestly Messiah and the action of exorcism. 
Although there are many hidden weaiiesses(38) in the 
hypothesis of Friedrich it remains at face value one of 
the most interesting alternatives. 
1:?: 3 The Prophet 
Within the human realm the OT recognized the holiness 
in particular of two groups of persons, the priests and the 
prophets, although in later times the tendency was to 
include all members of a certain community. 
(39) 
It is 
therefore not surprising given a text like Ps 105(6): 16 
that Friedrich should identify ö 'ýýtos Too 6to7u as a 
2r 
title for Jesus as High Priest; nor is it surprising given 
a text like Jer 1: 5 or 2 Kings 4: 9, that some writers 
prefer a prophetic interpretation. One of the writers in 
this group is E. Schweizer whose main concern however is to 
establish a link between Mk 1: 24 and Judges 16: 17, thus 
presenting Jesus as a Nazirite, one consecrated to God, and 
thus in turn analogous to the consecrated prophet of 
Jer 1: 5"(40) Other writers with Jn 6: 69 in view have 
followed other paths to their solution. The following form 
a representative selection : - 
S. Schulz "Der vierte Evangelist wird demnach diesen 
prophetisch-charismatischen Hoheitstitel aus dem 
hellenistischen-or}entalischen Judenchristentum 
übernommen haben. "l41) 
F. Hahn "It is beyond question that John uses a 
portion of tradition; on the other hand it is not 
difficult to recognize that this confession 
statement has been built into the theological 
context of the Gospel and must now be understood 
from there: 'the Holy One of God' is equated with 
'Son of God' (10: 36); he is sanctified by the Father 
and sent into the world (10: 36) and has himself the 
function to sanctify others (17: 19b). But äö , tte5 fib;; Otoz is doubtless an earlier prediction... 
for in Mk 1: 24 th? phrase is already assumed in a 
fixed sense... (42 the -r- ^jMýý KtL. a'ct 
in Mark 1: 24 .... has connections with the tradition 
of the Old Testament charismatic persons and men of 
God, ... then $ : 'c6, os -ö%') OFd'3 may be 
regarded very much ... as the equivalent of the designation of a charismatic person rather as 
parallel to the designations of Aaron ... 1 
Hahn's interpretation of the confession in in 6: 69 is somewhat 
unusual. He argues that John inherited theeoriginal" 
confession of Peter, c7 
ýoi 
493. "'rani Ocaý I and that it was intended 
as an acclamation of Jesus as "Prophet". Subsequently this was 
altered by the introduction of new theological content like 
in 10: 36 and 17: 19, to bring it into line with the rest of 
the Gospel in its final form. Mark however changed the form 
of the confession, thus making it messianic. 
(44) 
Perhaps the most unusual form of a prophetic inter- 
pretation of "the Holy One of God" in in 6: 69 is that of 
J. Bühner who writes : - 
"Auch das Bekenntnis des Petrus in 6: 69 macht den 
Zusammenhang deutlich zwischen der Heiligket iind 
dem Amt des Boten, der Gottes Wort bringt. "ý45) 
For Bühner, "Boten" or "Gottesboten" in John (particularly 
?1 
in relation to the Son of t+? an) includes both "Zehre vom 
prophetischen und gleichzeitig engelhaften Gottesboten" 
drawn from the Jewish traditional beliefs evident in the 
Apocalyptic literature. 
(46) 
1: 3: 4 Solutions based on the understanding of ö ýýos 
in John 
In the Fourth Gospel, quite apart from the other 
Johannine literature, we find the term s is used 
of Jesus (6: 69), God (17: 11) and the Holy Spirit(47) 
(20: 22); ,,, , at 
ý 
ý, is used of Jesus (10: 36 and 17: 19) 
and of the disciples (17: 17+19). There is thus some basis 
upon which to construct the Johannine doctrine of holiness, 
and we will attempt this at a later stage. 
The term Los or its Hebrew counterpart Lil T. 7 is an 
important OT term particularly within the cultic milieu. It 
is one of the important descriptions of Yahweh Himself and 
consequently well suited to describe those things which 
belong to Him and are for His service. There are two sides 
to the idea of LU 7P, the positive sense of relation or 
encounter, and the negative sense of separation from the 
profane. 
(48) 
One of the problems we will encounter in our 
study of holiness is that of choosing between these two 
aspects in order to stress the one or the other, as indicated 
by the context. In Chapter Five we will show that while it is 
important to keep tension between the two sides of holiness, 
the positive and the negative, time and again it is the 
positive side which predominates. This ambivalence in 
meaning for 
16tos is noticeable within a selection of 
interpretations on Jn 6: 69, with the stress falling on one 
side or the other, or both : - 
R. H. Li htf oot "Jesus the Word become flesh, is also 
and uniquely He who is separated from sinners 
(Heb 7: 26) and belongs to God; and He it is whom the( 
Father sanctified and sent into the world (10: 36). 1' 49) 
A. Schlatter "Die Formel kennzeichnet Jesus als Gottes 
Eigentum, als den Einzigen, der durch seine ý50ý Verbundenheit mit Gott von allen gesondert ist. n 
B. Schwank. "Als 'der Heilige' ist Jesus gleich Jahwe 
'der Heilige Israels' abgensondert von allen profanen. 
Und trotzdem kommt er in der unheilige Welt, er kqt, 
um sich für uns 'zu heiligen' (17: 19 vgl 10: 36). 'ßl ) 
J. Gnilka. "Jesus ist der 'den der Vater geheiligt hat'. 
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Das heisst, Jesus ist vom Vater zu einem besondern 
Beruf, nämlich dem des Gottesgesandten, erwähnt und 
dafür mit der erforderlich Vollmacht ausgerüstet. " (52) 
It is in the last quotation that our attention is drawn 
to the significant expression "mit .. Vollmacht ausgerüstet" 
which for Gnilka is "göttlicher Vollmacht ". 
(53) 
The same 
sense of the divinity of Jesus, "the Holy One of God, is 
evident within a number of other scholarly solutions-of this 
category,. and indeed this group makes up the greater part of 
the category and stands as the most serious challenger (in 
terms of scholarly support) to all other solutions, particu- 
larly that of the first category - the Royal Messiah. Among 
the following writers the common link is the idea that in some 
way the term "holy one" implies the divinity of Jesus, but the 
means of arriving at this conclusion are somewhat varied and 
consequently some are less convincing than others. The 
following writers present a representative assortment of views: - 
a. Bauer For roc 1: 24 a messianic solution suffices but 
ei Johannes jedoch bekommt der Ausdruck einen viel----- 
volleren Gehalt und eine besondere Note, (10: 36; 
17: 17-9; 1 Jn 2: 20; Ape 3: 7). Er will sagen, dass 
Christus vonGpý4)mit himmlischen Wesens erfüllt 
worden wäre, " l 
0. Procksch "The recognition of Jesus as 
0 x: 03, Tbv ©C-010 
is here called a confession of faith ('t. 6 
TL'1ýý a-l &u Ký( AgY ýcýc1 cývwK. ý N=r ), so 
that 
again 
more is at issue than the recognition of the popular 
Messiah. As ö le'WLcs Too OscZ Jesus is set by 
John at the side of God whom he addresses as A. (Thf 
: t<ýtos (Jn 17: 11) ... in all the passages adduced t55) ) 
`LO 5 is used to describe the deity of Christ. " 
Co Brown "Although John was thoroughly aware of Jewish 
Chris ology (1: 39ff, 49ff; 4: 25; 10: 36 and 12: 31), he 
apparently refrains from giving an accepted 
-christological title here. Nevertheless the fact that 
he uses the epithet 'holy' elsewhere only Father and 
Spirit sets Jesus with God and not men. "15°) 
I,. Morris "It (the Holy One of God) is rare in the OT 
but iidoes remind us of the 'Holy One of Israel'. 
There can be not the slightest doubt that the title is 
meant to assign to Jesus the highest possible place. 
It stresses His consecration and his purity. It sets 
him with God and not men. (57T 
H. Odeber Peter "has already seen the Son of Man 
ascending up where he was before"*- Jesus as "the 
messenger, the bringer of the spiritual from the 
GGodhe. 58to man", is he who "connects the Godhead with 
od 
Perhaps the most lucid solution in this category is that 
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of 
P-N 
R. Bultmann who writes, that o ucCbýos Thu (½o 
"is a designation which has no recognisable tradition 
at all as a messianic title. This description 
expresses first of all that Jesus stands over against 
the world as the one who comes from the other world 
and belongs to God, and indeed he is the sole one to 
do so ... Finally in the context of 12: 20-33 and 
anticipating 17: 19 the title points to Jesus as the 
one who h ssýconsecrated himself as a sacrifice for the 
world. t 
We need to make mention here also of R. Schnackenburg who 
although he argues for a messianic interpretation of 6: 69, 
also registers that contained within the title there is 
"a more specific meaning". 
(60) 
This is expanded by 
Schnackenburg to include the reception by Peter of the 
divine revelation incarnate in Jesus. He points to the 
sayings in ch 6 (20,35,48,51) and says, "the 43'V E1. 
of Peter's confession could be a counterpart to them. In 
the authoritative 'I am', Jesus expresses his closeness to 
sod "". 'Holy' expresses the closest possible intimacy with 
God, a participation in God's deepest and most essential 
being, (61) 
This brief survey of the views in this last category 
illustrates one of the issues to be faced in our search for 
the true interpretation of o oZi6toS, Tam (. Z in in 6: 69, 
namely the intention and implications of the term 
in the Johannine context and the Way in which passages like, 
10: 36 and 17: 17-9 may be used to cast light upon 6: 69. On 
the question of issues, it is a good point to pause and 
take stock of th,: situation and to consider the way fozward. 
1: 3: 5 The Nay Forward 
lt is important at this stage to list some of the 
important issues which are at stake. So far we have 
outlined through the medium of different scholarly 
suggestions on Jn 6: 69, four different solutions to an 
understanding of d ö<- -(S' 0 -rb,, ®Edü . Zach of these 
four solutions raises different questions which we nee? to 
answer before we can arrive at a satisfactory conclusion. 
(a) The messianic solution poses two questions, one of which 
we have already formulated, namely the question of te 
connection between ö : llý'os arc: 4he Jewish 
or Je;: ish. -'hristian concept of the messiah, a-oar, . rcý the 
erson of Jesus himself. Only if we can ens:, er is _'iestion 
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affirmatively may we fairly describe the title as messianic. 
This is in accord with our definition of "messianic" as 
indicative of a connection with the OT expectation ofýa king 
like David, and the clear NT affirmation. that Jesus fulfilled 
euch, a messianic hope-. 
The second question arises out of the Synoptic use of- 
"the Holy One of God" (Mk 1: 24 and Lk 4: 34) and the variety 
of scholarly opinion thereupon. As-with the Johannine 
scholars, opinions maybe divided into roughly the same four 
categories - (a) Messianic, (b) High Priestly, 
(c) Prophetic, (d) Solutions based on an understanding 
of 1002ýLd>5 in Mark and Luke. However there. is an added 
dimension to the fourth category, the question of the 
relationship between o tuS T3v eoü and viös 
'you ßV_00 , which is the other confession of a 
demoniac (also found in the form cI Tb') Diu Tdu 
Wit'-rot-) Mk5: 7), and suggests for a number of scholars some 
degree of continuity between- the Holy One-and the Son of God. 
God. (62) Thus C. E. B. Cranfield. writes, "It is better here to 
understand C. ; Sjc>S -rom C- 
öu as in line with ö üýös tam Qtcý 
in Mk 3: 11 and urE 15ü sü roO UqJCe-ro,. _) 
in 5: 7. It is 
as the divine Son of sod rather than as Messiah that the 
c? enoniacs address Jesus. "(63) 0. Cull. nann(64) and A. E. 
Harvey (65) on the basis of the cemoniacs' use of in ýccS 
C. C Jtog Tü and u 
lit rou l5Fou "ruv Pf ou o 
TCv vW cr rou have suggested that both in the SynopWics 
and in John (of. 10: 36) the key to the solution-of the, 
former lies in its relationship with the latter titles. 
Cullmann writes on "the Holy One of God" that "this name 
closely resembles that of Son. It too describes the unique 
distinction of Jesus from all other creatures" and he refers 
to 10: 36 and Lk 1: 32,35 in support of this claim. 
(66) 
Our 
question then is as follows :- That is the relation between 
"the Holy One of sod" and 11th. - Son of Jod" which verses like 
Jn 10: 36 appear to presuppose? Since "Son of Gor'" might be 
either indicative of Jesus' messiahshin or of his filial 
relationship with his Father God, ; ire need also to determine 
(given there is some relation between the titles) what '.,: ark, 
Luke and John understand by "Son of sod". 
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(b) In so far as the category of High Priest-is concerned, 
there are two questions. The first is the question raised 
by Friedrich, who finds behind the exorcisms of Jesus, a 
High Priestly tradition. Is the casting out of demons a 
high priestly action and if it is do the Gospel writers 
show cognition of such a fact? The second question concerns 
only the Fourth Gospel and asks: Does the Evangelist present 
Jesus as a High Priest and if so is such a figure tenable 
outside of the Passion Narrative for John? 
(c) The Prophetic solution likewise poses two questions: - 
Is there evidence. within either the Synopties, or John of a 
connection between Jesus as "the Holy One of God" and the 
idea of Prophet? The second question arises out of Hahn's 
conjecture about Peter's confession in John as being the 
original form of the confessions 
(68) 
We ask: Is it 
possible that the Fourth Gospel follows the original 
wording of Peter's confession? We must admit that this is 
possible so we enquire, , 'ghat would. such a confession have 
implied in its original form? We acknowledge also the 
possibility that the idea of Jesusas a Prophet might, but 
not necessarily does, precede. the Christian belief that 
Jesus was the Messiah. 
(d) The last category is in our opinion the most important 
category and the questions are thus crucial to this work. 
'he first question is the interpretation of ; Gy toS 
within the Johanr_ine context - What does 
Ö ! -%Ios mean 
given John's use of ycXwc and ? The 
second question is related to this and also to the question 
under (a) above on the relation with "Son of God", namely - 
Does John's presentation of "the Holy One of God" imply a 
clear connection with the divinity of Jesus? 
Apart from these questions we need to examine. Jesus' action 
as that of one who casts out demons, and consider some of the 
ways in which such a role may be used in clarification of' 
"the Holy One of God". If John inherited the title from the 
',: arkar! usage or a similar setting, then an understanding of 
its intention in the Synoptics, whether messianic or otherwise 
is obviously important for the Johannine tradition. This does 
not mean that John has simply adopted the same basic meaning 
without change or conversely that he has effected . basic 
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changes; both are viable possibilities, and have individual 
merits. On the other hand, like so many of the NT titles for 
Jesus, differing contexts may elicit different nuances of 
meaning; and it is the belief of the present writer that 
this is particularly true for "the Holy One of God". We 
believe moreover that at different times in the tradition of 
the history of the Holy One of God, it meant different things 
to the users precisely on account of its enigmatic quality 
which we mentioned above. Accordingly we will attempt to put 
together the development of the title through different 
stages of meaning up to and including Jn 6: 69, by isolating 
the various strata of tradition through which the title has 
passed, in so far as the sources at our disposal allow. 
1: 4 The Johannine use of Titles 
1: 4: 1 The Main Titles 
The key titles in the Gospel are "Son of God", "Soil of 
! an"'and the absolute "the Son", which is the most common 
form of self-designation for Jesus. R. Schnackenbürg(69) 
writes of "the Son" that it is together with Jesus' use of 
Father, "the key to the understanding of Jesus as portrayed 
by the Evangelist, and of his words and actions as interpreted 
by him". 
(70} 
Schnackenburg goes on to make an important 
distinction between the absolute use of "'the Son" and the 
title "Son of God". 
"The Johannine Jesus does indeed speak of himself as 
the 'Son of God' (3: 18; 5: 25; 10: 36; 11: 4), and with 
the same meaning as when he says 'the Son'; but it 
can be seen from the Gospel itself that the title 
'Son of God' has a different root and a different 
Sitz im Leben (confessional formula: 1: 34; 1: 49; 
11: 27; 20: 31) from the absolute usg7ý 'the Son'- 
which is reserved to Jesus alone". 
Apart from the Christian inheritance concerning the 
sending of Jesus, his knowledge of God (Mt. 11: 27; 
Lk 10: 22), and his use of Father (Mk 14: 36), 
(72) 
Sehnacken- 
burg singles out two further possible areas of influence in 
relation to John's "Son-Christology". The first is the 
Jewish sphere and in particular the Jewish doctrine of "the 
God-Messiah relationship as a Father-Son relationship". 
(73) 
For Schnackenburg, '"the 'Son of God' title, originally 
messianic (was) understood in a deeper sense by John as 
part of his 'Son-Christology'. The second area of 
0 
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influence isolated by Schnackenburg is the Gnostic 
literature, in particular the Odes of Solomon, the Gospel of 
Truth, and the non-canonical Epistle of James . 
(74) 
In a 
convincing fashion Schnackenburg points out the continuity 
and disjunction in the respective presentations of Father/ 
Son relationships in the Gnostic Texts. Although the 
Gnostic writings to which he refers are clearly influenced 
by Christian thinking, it appears feasible that certain 
elements of the Gnostic myth related to Sonship may pre- 
date the Johannine presentation of Jesus in the Fourth 
Gospel. With an eye open to such a mutual interaction of 
sonship ideas Schnackenburg writes-, - 
The Evangelist wished to give "the Christian answer 
to the Gnostic question, and over against the 
mythical figure of the Gnostic redeemer to set the 
one true 'Son' who as man upon earth, truly reveals 
'the Father' and leads the way to him. " c5 
J. H. Charleswbrth's detailed examination of the Odes of 
Solomon has confirmed that idea of mutual interaction 
between the Johannine community under the Evangelist and 
the Gnostic milieu, thus supporting the conclusion of 
Schnackenburg. (76) 
In the same way that John the Evangelist set out to 
combat the mythical figure of the Gnostic Redeemer, so 
also we find signs that he is concerned to combat certain 
"false" teaching about Jesus as the Messiah and perhaps 
also as the expected Prophet like Moses. 
(77) 
M. de Jonge 
has shown, quite convincingly, that although John 
acknowledges the belief that Jesus is both king and prophet, 
both roles are reinterpreted and "redefined in terms of the 
unique relationship between Son and Father, as portrayed by 
the Fourth Gospel". 
(78) 
John does not reject the idea that 
Jesus is the Prophet or the Christ, but he points beyond 
both of these titles to the divine Sonship of Jesus. Thus 
Nathanael is told he will see greater things, and the 
blind man who knows Jesus as "prophet" and "messiah" 
encounters in Jesus the Son of Man* 
(80) 
According to 
De Jonge, these terms "are not wrong but insufficient; 
they may be used in a wrong context and are, therefore, in 
need of further definition". 
(81) 
This "further definition" 
is to be found in Jesus' teaching on the Son, the Son of Man 
or the Son of God. 
(82 ) 
Thus in 20: 31 "Christ" and "Son of 
%L 
God" stand together for Jesus is both these figures and 
a process of mutual interpretation is to be understood. 
Two pressures are brought to bear upon the Johannine 
community and each is reflected in the Gospel presentation. 
The first and most obvious is the tension resulting from the 
severing of links with the Synagogue as a result of the 
decision to expel the followers of Jecus. 
($3) 
The second 
pressure arose from within the community. It probably took 
the form of a division between members of the community who 
held to variant expressions of Christianity. Thus M. de Jonge 
comments, 
"Johannine christology is developed not only in 
contrast with Jewish thinking but also with other 
christological views. The Johannine community 
does not only assert its identity by pondering 
over the true reason for its being separated from 
the synagogue and by developing christological 
motifs in explanation of that; it also tries to formulate its own standpoint over against 
christological discussions in the Church, 
particularly over against Christian arguments 
adduced(ýý)the debate between Christians and 
Jews. " 
J. L. Martyn's analysis of the historical development 
likewise takes cognizance of these two pressures and 
allocates them to the middle and later period of the history 
respectively, 
(85) 
De Jonge draws attention in particular to 
the group of so-called Christian Jews who remain within the 
synagogue (Jn 8: 31ff and 12: 42) and who are therefore 
£ý/ T Köcrl"w " 
(36) 
°nother group might have consisted 
of those influenced by Gnostic thinking and holding to a 
docetic view of Jesus. 
(7) 
Clearly within the historical 
situation of the Gospel the formulation of its christology 
was crucial - in view of both the conflict with the 
Synagogue and the conflict within the community over 
divergent expressions of Christology. Hence the titles of 
Jesus needed to be most carefully chosen ane placed within 
the complex Gospel formulation of Jesus, the incarnate Son 
of God. 
R. Schnackenbur writes: "In the Johannine christolopy, 
the most divergent impulses and aspects are merged 
into a consistent composition: along with the notion 
of the 'Son of Man' there is also that of the 'Son' 
who is sent by the Father and returns to him, and that 
of the Logos of the Wisdom type .... The evangelist 
may and should be credited yvht the final amalgamation 
of the various elements. " l 
a 
ýn -J 
It is this "onalgamation" of the various elements , -which is 
the most striking aspect of the Johannine use of titles. 
Diverse traditions from the respective realms of Judaism, 
Christianity and Hellenism are drawn to ; ether unc er the 
masterly touch of the Fourth Evan, relist to become a single 
testimony to GoOls divine Son. The best example of this is 
the Fourth Gospel presentation of the Son of Man, which 
seems to share the synoptic understanding of the Son of Man 
and yet at the same time demonstrates quite individual 
traits: For example 
_the 
pair %CKT#LAK'%vtcv and ýVe(f G vcLY 
which has given rise to a number of explanations of which 
the most important, as R. Schnackenburg so clearly shows, 
is that of the Wisdom 1ý'yth. 
Many of the titles in John have links with Jewish and 
-Hellenistic systems of thought, yet his usage is not 
explicable on the basis of either the one or the other, nor 
can Christian tradition supply all the answers - we must 
take account of a period of theological reflection upon not 
only Christian traditions but also the other influences 
which entered into the Johannine community from outside. 
In conclusion then, there are two important facts about 
John's use of titles : - 
The first is the way in which certain titles, like Son, 
Son of Man and Son of God, are used to interpret other 
Christian titles found in the Gospel; understanding, of 
course, the crucial importance of the Father-Son relation- 
ship. 
The second is the evidence that behind each of the 
titles used in the Gospel, we need to understand a period 
of deep theological reflection, prior to their final 
incorporation within the closely constructed theology of 
the Gospel. 
In our study of Jn 6: 69 and the Holy One of God, we will 
endeavour to use these facts as means towards a fuller 
appreciation of that title, both from a theological and 
historical point of view. 
1: 4: 2 The Confessions found in the Fourth Gospel 
Pressures like the friction with the Jewish community 
and various differences in contemporary christologies led 
the writer of the Fourth Gospel to include several 
confessional statements about Jesus in the Gospel apart 
from the stated aim of the work (20: 31). These are :- 
<. 
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(a) John the Baptist confesses Jesus as ö oepvöS ivü & 
(1: 29,36) and either ö Jiö ToZ E. oü (1: 34) 
or p 'pý' K%£. 
_ToS mC 
Eff go3 , depending on the text. (b) Nathanael confesses Jesus as 15 uý Tov ( ate 
and J3'( L)ºC. o$ -rom 'Ideýý, ý, (I: 49). (c) The Samaritans confess Jesus as b O,,, ToC art-oo (4: 42). 
(d) Peter confesses Jesus as 
C. 
Co Tom 0c. O3 (6: 69). 
(e) Martha confesses Jesus as ö xtt, c: -Tos p JC T'o3 
Tov K: --tjo 1-ex öv ©S (11: 27) . (f) Thomas confesses Jesus as 
C 0 C 01 ., K ve i oS pi ov KK -0 (=ýý o jJ0u (20: 28). 
It appears likely that the confession of Thomas is the 
climax of the Gos el and represents the fullest appreciation 
of Jesus' person. 
/90) 
Conversely within the context of 
chapter one, it is possible, following the statement 
"We have found the Messiah" (1: 41 cf 45 that the confession 
of Nathanael is primarily messianic. 
(91 
If we confine our 
attention to the confessions of the ai. sciples of Jesus, (leaving 
aside for the present the confessions of the Samaritans and 
of John the Baptist), 
(92) 
we find that each confession is 
linked with some manifestation of his power; and connected 
with some definitive teaching about the role of Jesus; 
apart from the last confession which deals more with the 
response of Thomas and the unseeing believer to the risen 
Christ. So we fine that the demonstration of power for 
Nathanael is first of all the "prophetic" words of Jesus, 
"Before Philip callee you, when you were under the fig tree, 
I saw you.,, (vs 48) Then there follows Nathanacl's 
confession (vs 49) and very briefly Jesus promised that 
T; athanael will see the Son of M. a_n in glory, (ves 50'. ). 
The confession of Peter is preceded' by Son of Man teaching 
(6: 62) Which is not altogether different from the previous 
reference (1: 51). Although the demonstration of Jesus' power 
might be found in the feeding 'of the five thousand there is 
another demonstration closer at hand; Jesus shows his 
knowledge` of those who believe (vs 64) and those like Judas 
who do not believe (vs 71). 
The confession of Martha is in response to Jesus' 
teaching about himself as "the resurrection and the life" 
(11: 25f)ß so that in a sense her confession anticipates the 
: miracle that Will follow, namely e raising of La^arus and 
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the climax of Jesus' public ministry; just as 6: 69 is 
probably the climax of the Galilean ministry. The final 
confession of a disciple is that of Thomas which is in 
response to the crucified and risen Lord and is immediately 
followed by one of the most important verses of the Gospel, 
"have you believed because you have seen me? Blessed are 
those who have not seen and yet have believed. " For the 
Johannine community these words marked the sense of 
continuity and association with the belief expressed by 
Thomas and indirectly with'the other believers and their 
confessions recorded earlier. 
It is possible that there is a sense of development 
within the confessional statements found on the lips of the 
disciples (including Martha), from that of Nathanael to that 
of Thomas: Just as there is an increase in the associated 
miracle from "seeing Nathanael" to the very resurrection of 
Jesus. It is not yet clear how the confessions of Peter and 
Martha-fit into the pattern; although the development 
within the associated miracles seems plain enough - from 
knowledge of Nathanael, to knowledge generally of men's 
hearts, to Jesus as the one who raises the dead and finally 
to the risen Lord. There are other points of continuity 
between the confessions which deserve a mention. We note, 
the use of the Son of Man figure as a guide to the 
confessions of Nathanael and Peter, and that eternal life 
is a key point for the confession of Peter (6: 68) and of 
Martha (11: 25): It is probably also to be understood in the 
confession of Thomas. We conclude therefore that the 
confessions of the Fourth Gospel appear to be part of a 
regular pattern, so that an appreciation of such a pattern 
will assist us in our understanding of the confession of 
Peter in 6: 69. 
1: 5 The Holy One of God and related titles 
Apart from the three occurrences of 6 %ec To 
in the NT (Jn 6: 69; Mk 1: 24; Lk 1: 34), the title is never 
duplicated either in the centuries preceeding the Common 
Era or , 
in the first few centuries of Christianity, in so 
far as the evidence available at this time shows. 
There are, as we shall see, titles which are very similar, 
but the actual title is nowhere to be found. Most of the 
related titles are found either in the OT or in the NT 
- ý... 
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with only a few exceptions, so we will consider all the 
titles in three groups : - 
(i) Old Testament (inclusive of Ecclesiasticus). 
(ii) New Testament. 
(iii) Other writings, (inclusive of Nag Hammadi and Qumran), 
1: 5: 1 The Old Testament 
There are three titles which come to mind when we think 
of ö ýcýýoS roo C0 in relation to the OT. The 
first is clearly the closest parallel to the NT title, and 
it is found in the Psalms: 
Psalm 106: 16: 1tiCi, ii'oCewe G Q-"cv Mwveý ft lvCY 
1TOL O E. t. + F3aý 1<0('(, ,' ftc ýV Tö\ 04. Z1ov 
K vet- 00. 
The Greek 7i Ktocuou translates the 
Hebrew f fl' (B I 'T P. We note further in 
Numbers 16: 7 (to which the Psalm refers) that Aaron is 
C. N 
called OV 
£ 
(XLX£. KTo(L .K 
ve LOS O'ioS, ooC, Snos 
rendering the Hebrew( 1 Tj1fl 1 (l 3' '1 tU X, (and cf. 
the M. T. of Num 16: 5). In Sirach 45: 6 we, read , 
'A 
Ü ljiwo-£v ýKiov OONoLov eCUrv. J 
ýoS X4 v ojüTOO 
kK 
. The reference to 
points back to Moses who according-to 45: 2 was made like 
Ö r2 
öC1 to V: and in 45: 4 Moses is, sanctified by God 
and "chosen out of all men", the Greek verbs being ioccrv 
and ýp A 't'ý ocTo respectively. Thus both Moses and 
Aaron are distinguished as "holy" although it is Aaron who 
is "the Holy One of the Lord". It is not clear how 
sharply we should distinguish Ku <<-ov from 'räß (EXCZ , 
but it is wise to leave the question open. We also would 
like to leave open the possibility that following the 
references in Ecclesiasticus to the holiness of Moses, he 
oCýt o may also be considered a candidate for the title 
KveIoü , (of vs. 6 
6cS ov ö4oLov 
The second title is found in 2 Kings 4: 9 and refers 
a 
to Elisha, £ ýVwv &C. 1 '-'iros Tao QLou4,61 Vs ouros ... 
51 
which translates the Hebrew ILl T1 ' j1 7 )c% LLS' 
This is somewhat further removed than the title used of 
Aaron, nevertheless for many scholars it is logical to 
postulate a connection between Jesus as an exorcist and the 
prophetic tradition. The words of the demons in Mk 1: 24 are 
said to be reminiscent of 1 Kings 17: 18 (addressed to 
A 
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Elijah) - TL 
CPO%- 
Kati. COL ad V©Q, ý,. ýTt 
' (DF ,; E Schweizer suggests that in M, 1: 24 we 0 00 To 
have a synthesis of the OT passages, 2 Kings 4: 9. 
and 1 Kings 17: 18 
(93). 
The connection between 
Mark and the reference to 1 Kings 17: 18, is in our opinion 
rather tenuous ' and may suggest little more than that 
00 , rot, dIPI KX äöß.. is a well known form of challenge. 
(94) 
We do not however deny that Jesus mi ht be seen as reviving 
the traditions of Elijah and Elisha, 
95) 
so that 2 Kings 4: 9 
is extremely important from the synoptic perspective and 
we shall consider the implications at length. 
(96) 
The OT shows that priests and prophets could be 
called holy and according to certain of the Greek texts, so too 
e e£Ov could Samson. So we find that in place of Yo (II 
we might read «W05 a oo , which although in indefinite 
form is a close parallel to CS 
dI 
! S+Os T, %" erw . 
Judges 16: 17 (According to B). 3'n,, etriD5 eEOÜ Sr. ' Eiµ1- 
; 
-ao Ko LVt S ! +. "TCos Nw... 
(A) t-cad s `o-a.. v1 "cý'i. e (ü 
The Hebrew reads 4' 1-1 `ýX -)'T. ) +>. 
Judges 13: 7.6T-t, QEöý öc'4+6v fdrTbct. 'rip 
Judges 13: 5. ÖTL KJ iC ýid 5c 'Q'T"Gt.. To 
nn "ff L °Cýýý ` 1TO 'AS, KOcXi"c.,.. Alex. reads 
Neclcie-ett-av 
The translation of V. (lie as 
öcIýtcs 
raises the 
possibility of a known connection between the two titles. 
E. Schweizer(97) made use of this possibility to suggest 
that the words of the, demons in Mk 1: 24 contained a play on 
words whereby "Jesus of Nazareth" was in fact equivalent to 
Jesus the Nazirite (on the basis of Matt 2: 23 which reads : - 
Kdý O&Y VA TI? K^1e'£Y ? IS 1T Xi A%ýot%IyPjy N. Cý Ofe£(9 
K1º"1 T ý' 
v 1t,. ' N A. SwtOt 05 
The second title, 
07 
') O£c 3, is then another 
affirmation of Jesus as Nazirite, understanding 
ö ötros 
as the equivalent of p Y. c ke- . Schweizer also points 
to Judges 13: 5(A) and the spelling of Nazirite which is in 
accord with Matt 2: 23. His final conclusion suggests that 
it is the idea of "consecration" 
(98) 
which is stressed by 
this "play on words". , 11hile we agree with the idea of 
consecration as important (cf. Jer 1: 5) the play on words is 
0 
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not easy to maintain particularly if one takes into account 
that Matt 2: 23 might have been influenced not by Judges 
13: 5(A) but by the Hebrew of Isaiah 11: 1 and particularly 
the messianic term "13 ). 
(99) 
We note incidentally that 
in modern Hebrew Christians are still (called Z" - 1J 1, 
(100) 
Of these three titles for priest, prophet and nazirite 
which we have considered, it is the priestly title 
(Ps 106: 16) which initially at least appears to hold the 
most promise for our quest. The title, provided we accept 
- KOeCou as basically the same as ro 
C= ce 3, is 
very close to Jn 6: 69 and the holiness of the priesthood in 
the OT is very well attested (of Lev 21: 6). Our attention is 
then drawn to Judg 16: 17(B) and 2 Kings 4: 9 in turn, each 
being one step away from the title in John. However we are 
not just conducting a linguistic exercise and the determining 
factor is the present context. 
Perhaps another title merits attention, if only to 
illustrate its basic difference from "the Holy One of God'. 
L. Morris(101) as we noted above remarks that Jn 6: 69 
"reminds us" of the OT "Holy One of Israel" -a title 
frequently used for Yahweh within a covenant context. 
(102) 
It seems to us that on reflection there is very little basis 
on which to speak of such a reminder; indeed the titles 
have very little in common, apart from a slight formal 
resemblance. A more promising comparison would have been 
with the absolute "the Holy One", often used interchangeably 
with "the Holy One of Israel", and common, in the later . 
rabbinic works. 
(103) 
We will see shortly that Jesus was so 
called in the NT, particularly in the Johannine literature 
outside of the Gospel, with every sign that the title implied 
something of his divinity. So for a different reason from that 
cited by Morris, we find ourselves sympathetic to his final 
conclusion for Jn 6: 69 - "It sets Jesus with sod and not 
men"; sympathetic but at this stage not yet persuaded. 
The last of the OT titles which deserves a mention is to 
be found in Ps 15(16): 10b which reads :- OýcSE ; 
94^j0-ta 5 lr, ew 
06- av (70U The expression 
Tön/ 
öCrioY COV translates 7 T'o fl . 
The title recurs in Acts 2: 27 and 13: 35 but only as a 
quotation of the Psalm, and although it is applied to Jesus 
the title itself is not repeated. Since the idea of Jesus as 
35 
Messiah occurs in both passages in Acts, some writers 
consider that the title is therefore messianic and then 
proceed to use thib as evidence for the messianic 
interpretation of p X, os -T0 ecdü ß(104) This is 
a most misleading use of the passage, for although the 
RSV renders it as "Holy One" it actually translates 
vow 
eTt-oV 
which in turn renders T 'p (1 and 
perhaps "Pious One" might be a better term. It would seem 
that the LXX always renders Tý on as &-/0 s and 
never by eý, cs or one of its cognates. 
(105) 
The 
titles therefore have quite separate traditions although 
this does not mean that "the Pious One" is not an 
interesting and pertinent parallel to Jn 6: 69. 
1: 5: 2 The New Testament 
The title Or ö 6, os rou Orc is found in Mark in 
the context of an exorcism. The incident is repeatec' with 
minor alterations in Lk 4: 31-7, but is absent from ratthew. 
The pericope according to T1ark 1: 21-8 runs as follows : - 
21. And they went to Capernaum; and immediately on 
the sabbath he entered the synagogue and taught. 
22. And they were astonished at his teaching, for 
he taught them as one who had authority (z joucixv ZxL.. ) V, and not as the scribes. 23. And 
immediately there was in their synagogue a man with 
an unclean spirit; 24. and he cried out, 'What have 
you to do with us (. r . 4. Iv i«' . mot 
), 
Jesus of n'azareth? Have you come to destroy us? 
I kn o: who you are, the Holy One of God. ' 
(ö Dios -ro3 (DC-DZ ) 25. But Jesus rebuked 
him saying, 'Be silent ((PLý. wpFrc. ) and come 
out of him! ' 26. And the unclean spirit, 
convulsing him and crying with a loud voice cane out 
of him. 27. And they were all amazed, so that they 
questioned among themselves, saying, 'Vihat is this? 
A ne*; r teaching Z IS K. civM ): With 
authority ('t ýoua- iec ) he commands even the 
unclean spirits, and they obey him. ' 28. And at 
once his fame spread everywhere throughout all the 
surrounding region of Galilee. 
Two aspects immediately come to our attention; the first 
is the mention in vss 22 and 27 of authority (F_SOwruK 
and indeed this along with the pericopes preceding and 
following (Ir. k 1: 16-20 The calling of the disciples; 
Mk 1: 29-34 Jesus' healing ministry - in particular his healing 
of Peter's mother-in-law) presents something of Jesus' impact 
upon the region of Galilee. The Lukan setting is Similar. 
J 
The second aspect is the tension between "the unclean 
spirit ( ýT VýÜNaTL INA-Qde--w ) and the Holy One of sod; 
4 
between the Agent of God and the eemons, there is room only 
for animosity. We will consider the meaning of these two 
aspects and their relation to the title ö9 pos Tb3 G e3 
in more detail as we follow the course which we have set 
ourselves. 
Apart from the abovementioned titles like ÖO d"sc S 
in Acts 2: 27 which we have already discussed, there are two 
further NT titles which deserve attention : - 
(a) The Righteous One. This title is found in the First 
. EpistleAof(lhJnn 2: 1), in Acts 3: 14 and 7: 52 and in the OT in 
Is 53: 11 (the righteous one, my servant) and Hab 2: 4. The 
idea of a righteous messiah is well known from Pss of Sol 
17: 35 and Qumran -4Q Patr. Bless.: "until the Messiah of 
Righteousness 11 TX nf 
'wta comes, the Branch 
of David". When we come to consider the role of the 
Messiah as revealed in the OT and related literature, we 
will find that the adjective "righteous" is frequently 
applied to the Messiah, particularly in relation to his 
"righteous judgement". It is therefore not surprising 
that such a title should be applied to Jesus. But there is 
more to the usage than just a recognition of Jesus as 
Messiah. In the passages in Acts there is a consistent 
emphasis on the innocence of Jesus and his place within 
the long role of persecuted prophets. Thus in 
Acts 3: 14 we read: 
But you denied the Holy and Righteous One, 
and asked for a murderer to be granted to you. " 
and Acts 7: 52 
Which of the prophets did not your fathers 
persecute? And they killed those who announced 
beforehand the coning of the Righteous One, 
whom you have now betrayed and murdered. " 
Thus. there is a clear ethical element within the use of the 
title, so that Jesus, the Righteous One, is the Messiah who, in 
spite of his innocence, has been crucifiec. Yet God has 
raised him up as clear proof of his innocence (cf 3: 13), and 
has given him the task of "turning everyone of you from your 
wickedness". There are affinities here with Paul's use of 
the second Adam (cf Rom 5: 17 and 18) and according to 
R. H. Fuller also with Isaiah 53: 11. 
(106) 
The latter 
a 
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connection is not unlikely in view of the presentation of 
Jesus in Acts 3: 22-6 as a type of Prophet - in fact the 
promised "Prophet like Moses"; and the parallel between 
Jesus' death and the persecution of the prophets in 7: 52. 
In the First Epistle we read - 
1 Jn 2: 1bf "But if anyone does sin we have an advocate 
wit the Father, Jesus Christ the Righteous; 
(2) and he is the expiation (i. ý ecýýv ös ) for our sins, and not for ours only but for the 
sins of the whole world. " 
In 1 Jn 2: 29 the theme recurs, 
"If you know that he is righteous, you may be sure 
that every one who does what is right is born of 
him. " 7l 
In both instances we are aware of the clear ethical content 
understood within the title, but here the effect is not so 
much to stress the innocence of Jesus as to mark him as 
belonging to the sphere of the Righteous, which is the 
sphere of God. Jesus as the advocate is the one who 
represents the righteous believers and they are born "of 
him" (vs 29). This is very much in line with the dualism 
(108) 
found in John's Gospel and in a more pronounced form in . he 
Epistle, in which all of mankind is divided into children of 
God (of, 1 Jn 3: 1 and Jn 1: 12) and children of the devil 
(of 1 Jn 3: 10 and Jn 8: 44). For the former group righteous- 
ness is one of their characteristics along with the 
anointing (of 1 Jn 2: 20); as it is the mark of Jesus, the 
Righteous ; essiah. 
(b) The second title of concern to us is the use of the 
absolute "the Holy One" of Jesus, sometimes on its own 
(1 Jn 2: 20) and sometimes in conjunction with some othcr 
title. So for example we find Acts 3: 14 "the Holy and the 
Righteous One" (ö o`ýcýýýs Ki tKceloS and Rev 3: 7 
"the Holy and the True One" (p c%, oS 
In Luke 1: 35 we find mention of the birth of Jesus: - "And 
the angel said to her, 'The Holy Spirit will come upon you, 
and the power of the Most High will overshadow you; there: ore 
(the child) to be born will be called holy ( toy, the 
Son of God! " It appears likely that a term like Tk VOY 
ele should be understood to agree with the neuter -Gs0v . 
(109) 
Cle 0-N In Acts there is a mention of Jesus as . c«Ids 7X I5 
(4: 27,30) which is either "Holy servant" perhaps with links 
ýn 
1L 
with Isaiah's servant songs, or "Holy Son" linking up with 
Lk 1: 35. We note that Acts 4: 27,30 is quite clearly set 
within a messianic framework; there is a quote from 
Ps 2: 1-2 with the inclusion of the term "anointed", which 
is then applies to Jesus (vs 27) the one who works "signs 
and wonders" (vs 30). The reference from Luke 1: 35 also 
suggests a messianic interpretation through the connection 
with the title "Son of God". On the other hand the 
Johannine references (1 Jn 2: 20. and Rev 3: 5) do not 
immediately strike one as messianic and indeed the title in 
Rev 3: 5 is later applied to GoO (6: 10), so that there is some 
justification for calling it a divine title. All this 
suggests that for different writers, the holiness of Jesus 
could carry with it different connotations, from a sense of 
his messiahship to a sense of his divinity. At a later 
stage we will return to a consideration of the holiness of 
Jesus in the NT, but for the present it is clear that such a 
doctrine was well known, but variously understood. Each 
reference to his holiness needs to be carefully compared 
with a° 0% 14 % -r-0,3 (De"** in Jn 6: 69 for possible links, 
and deductions about Jesus' messianic role or his divinity, 
or both drawn out of such comparisons where deemed necessary 
and logical. 
1: 5: 3 Other literature 
In the literature which comes from Qumran we find a 
well attested doctrine of holiness which includes angels 
and sectarians. We will deal with this doctrine at length 
in ch 5, so we need only to outline a few of the uses of 
"holy" in relation particularly to angels. Ne find 
that among the terms used to describe the angels, the term 
a' w ITT) or holy ones occurs frequently. Sometimes it is 
found in the form 11U T similar to 
the OT usage, to describe the fact that these holy ones 
belong to Yahweh. 
(110) 
Moreover, we find that 
the expression "holy ones of the Most High"(/ { 4ý y p' LIT 1) 
is to be found in the Damascus Document 20: 8. This 
has not before been related to Jn 6: 69 perhaps because an 
angelic title was considered inappropriate, or the plural 
form deemed too far removed from the singular. In response 
to these hypothetical obstacles we note the confession of 
I? 
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Peter in the Gospel of Thomas (You are like a righteous 
angel). 
(111) 
The other title used of the angels was 
or "sons of heaven" which was perhaps a respectful orthodox 
way of referring to the "sons of God". We note the similar 
preference in Matthew's Gospel for Kingdom of Heaven rather 
than Kingdom of God, and perhaps a similar sentiment lies 
behind the frequency of the form ` 11 J' III 1T1 rather 
than 7 1' tj y'W1 7l7 T. The interesting point about 
these titles, namely ' ill IT1 and (i ' lj (Lj t, j1, is 
that they appear to be interchangeable. Thus in 1QH 3: 22 
we find them appearing as parallel terms : - 
a` 111 -r x: 14 43 _1a x'13 Aa . 21 
`. n 11 ti 
. 4' r1w `>>. 11 -r-v ziA 7 il' 2 x11`1 For the present we will do no more than note these terms 
and suggest that they warrant more attention than they have 
received hitherto. 1,1°oreover the parallel between 41 (L) VT j1 
and OTI 11 '): I opens up certain possibilities , for the- 
relationship between ö D%Ios Tom (SýEc» and 
Ö ULös Toü G )E:,: [; in the NT. But so far these are 
just vague suggestions and we are at this stage a long way 
from coming to any definite solution. When we consider the 
idea of holiness in the OT, NT and related literature we will 
find that at L, IJ 1 -T7 or o4c-ýSiLOL was frequently 
applied to members of a particular religious group such as 
the Sectarians of Qumran or the Christians. The wide 
variety of "holy ones" inclu-ing the OT prophets and the 
angels and the members of these groups illustrates something 
of the problem involved in the interpretation of the title 
oýzSioS Zbu ýýOÜ " 
6 C' ^ 
The last title for our consideration is found in the 
:; ag Harmadi writings, the r. elchizedek scroll. 
(112) 
Here we 
find that I: _elchizedek is adcressed as "Holy One, High Priest, 
the Perfect Hope and Gift of Life" 
(h 13) 
all in the vocative 
case following"O :: ielchizedek'. she context does not make 
clear the banis for I7-elchizedek's claim to the title Holy 
One - whether it is on account of his priesthood or his 
divine qualities as evidenced in the scroll. As with the 
other titled we will refer back to Melchizedek in the course 
of our study. 
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In conclusion then, our study of the related titles to 
Jn 6: 69 has shown no identical form apart from the Synoptic 
usage at Mk 1: 24 and Luke 4: 34. Thereafter the OT parallels 
deserve attention, particularly the prophetic and priestly, 
usage. Finally we note the NT testimony to the holiness of 
Jesus. One point has come out of this survey, namely 
that "holy" is a perfectly acceptable attribute for an 
Agent of God sent and commissioned by Him, whether human or 
angelic or divine. 
1: 6 Some Methodological Considerations. 
Our investigation into the meaning and background of 
"the Holy One of God" in Jn 6: 69 will proceed in two stages. 
In the First Stage we will examine the various functional 
solutions for the Holy One of God; first of all the Messianic 
function in line with the Jewish idea of the royal Messiah; 
next the Priestly function in line with the Qumran idea of the 
High Priestly Messiah; and finally the Prophetic function in 
line with the Jewish hope of an eschatological prophet like 
Poses or Elijah/Elisha. In making a choice between these 
functions for Mark, Luke and John individually, we will 
remain alert to the two further possibilities; namely that 
the title is not functionally identical with one of the 
above; or that it is identical with more than one, that is 
with some form of synthesis. 
The second stage of our research will concentrate upon. 
the content rather than the form of the title, and upon the 
meaning of ö ötPs in the Johannine and Synoptic 
contexts. In particular we will consider ideas of ethical 
separation, consecration, otherworldliness and divinity. At 
the end of this section we will come to a conclusion about 
both the form and content of the Johannine understanding of 
ö `öýýýos row dFöv , and relate this to the Markan arc 
Lukan levels of interpretation. 
In this work vice will refer to the writer/redactor of the 
Gospel as John or the Evangelist. This does not imply any 
particular theory about the authorship of the Gospel. There 
are however two assumptions which we will make ;- 
(a) J. L.;? artyn has compares the Fourth Gospel to a "tell" . n. 
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in which he finds that although this "literary 'tell' 
exhibits a remarkable degree of stylistic and conceptual 
homogeneity", 
(h14) 
it is nevertheless possible to discern a 
variety of literary strata which "to some extent ... may be 
differentiated from one another" ... "In other words, the 
literary history behind the Fourth Gospel reflects to a 
large degree the history of a single community which 
maintained over a period of some duration its particular 
and rather peculiar identity. " We will be dealing with the 
Gospel in its final form, but where necessary we will 
consider some of the theories of redaction criticism. More 
important however we believe is this cognisance of the 
"growth" of the Fourth Gospel and where pertinent we will 
associate certain texts with different levels of this 
"growth". We will follow the breakdown of Martyn(115) and 
R. E. Brown(116) who both identify three periods in the history 
of the com'nunity - the early period with pronounced over- 
tones of Jewish Christianity; the middle period following 
the break with the synagogue and the threat of expulsion 
from the synagogue for those confessing Jesus as Christ; 
and the late period with tension within the community as 
they attempt to understand their position vis & vie other 
Christian communities. R. E. Brown writes of this stage, 
(117) 
"The insistence upon a high christology, made all the more 
intense by the struggles with 'the Jews', affects the 
community's relations with the other Christian groups whose 
evaluation of Jesus is inadequate by Johannine standards. '" 
In similar vein J. L. Martyn(118) writes, "The perio: also 
finds the Johannine community forming its own theology and 
its own identity not only vis ä vis the parent synagogue, 
but also in relation to other Christian groups in its 
setting". The fundamental ten-et of the literary recon- 
struction of P.. artyn and Brown, is what Martyn(119) calls 
"the highly probable correspondence to the Birkath ha ,,; ini: n 
of the expressions ; (Ti o o-wVýýWISES 4EvE IrO- etL and 
d'ROO'vv Cýwýd V 'ToEt of Jn 9: 22; 12: 42 and 16: 211. 
This acts as the watershed in Johannine history and we will 
have occasion to note its effect from time to time, in 
relation to the community view, before and after this event - 
the Early and Later periods respectively. 
4? 
(b) The second presupposition is that the Gospel was 
written for the Johannine community, rather than as a 
missionary document or as a general Christian sourcebook 
for the life of Jesus. 
(120). 
For Martyn this implies that 
"it was written for a community of people who had shared 
history and who in the course of that history developed a 
highly symbolical language with numerous expressions which 
they could easily understand as referring to their shared 
history". 
(121) We note from a slightly different 
perspective the similar conclusion of M. de Jonge, when 
writing on 20: 31 (where two texts are possible T LO- tIo1TZ 
and TterTLV crriTE. ). De Jonge questions whether the 
aorist, if'taken as the correct text, should be understood 
as an 'aoristus ingressivus' in which case "the purpose of 
the Gospel would be to bring outsiders to faith in Jesus 
Christ, the Son of sod". He continues, "If either 
T1 Q'Tr-on-re is original or the ingressive aspect 
of the aorist is not intended here, the Gospel is directed 
towards a people who already believe, but read it to 
strengthen and deepen their faith". 
(122) 
It is clear that 
De Jonge favours the latter, 
(123) 
and in this he follows 
H. Riesenfeld who compares 
L*Yd. 
- sentences in the Gospel 
and First Epistle of John, to conclude that such sentences 
reflect catechetical instruction within the Johannine 
community rather than missionary practice. 
(124) 
This 
conclusion has obvious implications for any study in the 
Fourth Gospel. As Prartyn suggests, this would mean that 
the symbols and expressions found within the pages of the 
Gospel (and the other Johannine v. ritings), although at 
times opaque and enigmatic to us, would be transparent and 
readily understandable to the readers who lived within the 
Johannine comnunity. 
(125) 
In considering the Johannine usage of "the Holy One of 
God" we need to be open to the possibility that even if John 
inherited the title from the Christian tradition similar to 
. ark or 
the other NT sources of the Gospels, there seem to 
be grounds for believing in a period of theological 
reflection(126) upon such traditions. As a result the 
Johannine use of the title may have involved a process of 
re-interpretation and reworking of the content in accord 
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with the general Christology of the Gospel and perhaps 
also of the context within which the title first appeared. 
So our search is not for the original meaning of the 
title "the Holy One of God" nor for its intention within the 
Synoptics, except in so far as these cast light upon the 
Johannine usage and intention. Naturally the more we 
understand about the title and its development the better 
we will be able to understand its place within the Fourth 
Gospel, but we wish to emphasize that we do not believe the 
answer to Jn 6: 69 is to be located, outside the Gospels 
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CHAPTER TWO THE "THE HOLY ONE 
2: 1 Introduction 
The Old Testament treasured the hope that one day 
Yahweh would intervene in the history of mankind so as to 
establish within the Israelite community His own 
Kingdom. Although this hope was to'change over the years 
particularly in the era of the apocalyptic writings, many 
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of the fundamental aspects remained constant. So it was 
that the picture painted by the pre-exilic prophets was to 
have a lasting effect. 
"The hope of the pre-exilic prophets was that the 
community would be morally purified and cleansed 
of all its bad elements; that it would flourish 
unmolested and respected in the midst of the 
Gentile world, its enemies either destroyed or 
forced to acknowledge Israel and its God; that it 
would be ruled by a just, wise and powerful king of 
the house of David, so that internal justice, peace 
and joy would prevail; and even that all natural 
evils would be annihilated and a condition of 
unclouded bliss come into being. " (1) 
The New Testament reflects the belief that Jesus 
fulfilled the OT hope of a messianic king. Indeed the title 
. rros was 
to become part of the very name of Jesus, 
to form the composite' o' 
)( 
. 6rrS 
or ! (ý-%. QrT°S 
=. 7roüs Several scholars would today 
acknowledge that'the idea probably originated with Jesus 
himself, and anyway forms an essential part of the 
earliest NT'comprehension of the Stranger from Galilee. 
(3) 
That Jesus understood(4) the role of the Messiah to be 
different from contemporary expectation is indicated in the 
Gospels by his apparent reluctance to accept the title. 
":. Grundmann(5) writes, "At all events, the tradition shows 
that the history of Jesus gives rise to a new form of 
Messianic teaching. That is decisive is not earthly descent, 
but the thought and act of God". It was the fundamental 
belief of the NT writers that Jesus was the anointed Agent 
of God 
(6) 
and as the unique representative of God, he 
fulfilled the roles of prophet and king (and in some instances 
priest), and yet he also transcended them. 
'7) 
The NT uses several titles of Jesus, some of which 
correspond with the OT messianic hope (X a--fin S, 
C and ß. cß-iiýtüS Tw 'Io- ^I X, "' ), 
while others seem to imply some other aspect of his function 
or person, (K veto SI Vi iss -nw 08 %JvS Too : VQCCMe ), 
j. H. Dalman(9) says of Jesus' use of Son of Man: "In using the 
title He purposely furnished them with a problem which 
stimulated reflection about His person, and gave such a 
tendency to this reflection that the solution of the problem 
fully revealed the mystery of the personality of Jesus". 
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Son of God is another title which effectively lifts the 
level of consciousness of the reader beyond the messianic 
stage to a true appreciation of the filial relationship 
which is unique to Jesus. 
Our task in this chapter is to examine critically the 
messianic interpretation of C. Xýsc. oS zoü (Dc o3 
particularly in relationship to two other NT titles, 
namely ö 01-10S voü esoü 
(10) 
and ä )( cr-röS 
As with all the chapters in this work we shall confine 
ourselves to those works which are generally accepted as 
relevant to the NT period. 
The OT offers little evidence for the expectation of a 
"Holy Messiah" as we have seen. Qumran knew of a "holy 
anointed one" in 11Q Melch. but there it refers to a 
herald rather than to a king, and the fragment from cave 1 
mentioned by P. Winter is inconclusive. (11)- only once is the 
king connected with holiness and that is in the Psalms of 
Solomon, which we shall consider below. 
We have already noticed the appearance of p öt-61,05 
Toü ýLoü in Mk 1: 24 and Lk 4: 34. If we 
can show that the title-is intended to be messianic, in 
either Mark or Luke, then the possibility exists that John 
knew and used such a tradition. 
, 
We have already drawn -- 
attention to a number of Johannine scholars who view the 
messianic interpretation of Jn 6: 69 with favour - C. H. Dodd(12) 
V. Taylor, 
(13)B. 
Weisst(14) E. C. Hoskyns, 
(l5) 
J. H. Bernard 
(16) 
and B. Lindars(17). In opposition to such an interpretation 
we notice particularly R. Buitmann, who is often quoted as 
saying that the title is a "designation which has no 
recognizable tradition at all as a messianic title" . 
(18) 
Less often is attention drawn to his footnote, on the same 
page, which reads - "As a Messianic title, 
Tot Qtov occurs only in 1Qk 1: 24 Lk 4: 
34. 
" ý So 
Bultmann did in fact accept the title as messianic but not 
. for John. 
It is in the writings of R. Schnackenburg(19) and 
C. K. Barrett(20) that we find the important suggestion 
that the confession in Jn 6: 69 has two levels of .- 
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interpretation -a Messianic level and another more 
profound level. As Barrett writes, "Jesus is the 
emissary of God; in Jewish terms the Messiah, more 
generally, the Holy One of God, who comes from God and 
goes to God". 
(21) In this chapter we shall observe some 
of the details of this added dimension which renders the 
simple messianic interpretation of John 6: 69 somewhat 
inadequate. 
2: 2 The Messianic Interpretation of o äýýoy tw in 
Mk 1: 24 and Lk 4: 34 
Whether the writer of the Fourth Gospel knew the 
Synoptics or not, we still have to ask whether 0` kbl ots. 
jbý7 Oteu in ! 4k 1: 24 and Lk 4: 34 is messianic - implying 
some connection with the Jewish tradition of the Messiah. 
There are a number of scholars who are of the persuasion 
that the rlarcan use is messianic, including YJ. F. Blunt, 
D. E. Nineham, B. H. Branscomb, P. Carrington, A. Farrer, 
A. rd. Hunter and H. B. Swete. 
(22) 
Similarly a number of Lucan 
scholars hold the same for Luke 4: 34, such as G. W. H. Lampe, 
S. Maclean Gilmour, K. H. Rengstorf, G. B. Caird, J. PZ. Creed, 
E. Earle Ellis and J. R. H. Moorman. 
(23) There are of course 
many others of the same opinion; however there are 
dissenting voices which we are not at liberty to ignore, 
including such notable writers as C. E. B. Cranfield(24) on 
-St. Dark and I. H. 1-Sarshall(25) on St. Luke: Both writers 
suggest that the title includes the divinity of Jesus, and 
Cranfield in fact denies any messianic content in line with 
R. Bultmann's interpretation of John 6: 69. This is the 
crux of the interpretation of the Holy One of God - the main 
problem to which we shall refer time and again in this work: 
Does jn S m' 3 imply Jesus' role as Messiah, or 
His role as the Divine Son of God? 
Already in this chapter, we shall find our attention 
drawn to the need to understand some development in the 
tradition from Mark to Luke concerning "the Holy One of 
God". Indeed one of the questions we shall attempt to 
answer as this chapter unfolds is the following : - 
; 'hat is the difference between Lk 4: 41 ýeurecy -ov Xec. aTOV 
n 
aCu Tb Vti vet 
) and (Ö t4_ ýýzt_r &v jj-r s) in Mk 1: 314 
Another question to which we will immediately direct our 
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attention is as follows : 
Is the role of the Holy One of God as an exorcist an 
indication that Jesus fulfils the role of the Messiah, or 
an attempt to link Jesus with the prophetic tradition 
(or even with the Divine Man)? 
We turn now to this question. 
2: 2: 1 The Conflict with Demons and the Messiah 
There are two ways of understanding Jesus' action as 
described in Mark 1: 25 and in other passages where Jesus 
expels ( 
£K (3ýýºw ) demons and unclean spirits. Thus 
Jesus is by definition an exorcist, and indeed there are 
parallels with contemporary fires who performed exorcism, 
as is shown by C. K. Barrett: 
(26) 
There are lso differences 
between Jesus and contemporary exorcists, 
67) 
there is a 
noticeable lack of emphasis on the magical aspect of Jesus' 
actions; 
(28) 
instead the focal point in the present context 
in Mark is the person of Jesus as shown through his 
unquestioned authority over the demons and their confessions 
of him. Some scholars are critical of the term "exorcist" 
and deny that Jesus acts as such; P. Carrington states, 
"The use of the word exorcism is a very serious blunder"(29) 
and A. Parrer suggests that, "St. Mark's antitype. for 
exorcism is not exorcism but cleansing". 
(3°) 
Farrer raises 
a sound point; there is an ethical note present, as we shall 
demonstrate at a later stage. One cannot however escape the 
conclusion that Jesus' actions place him within the category 
of exorcists and wonder-workers, yet at the same time pointing 
beyond these figures. We shall therefore continue to use 
the term exorcism. Lark has however provided another 
framework within which to interpret the actions of Jesus, 
and this leads us to the second level of interpretation. 
The second way of interpreting the exorcisms is to 
understand a framework of conflict arising from the clash of 
forces implicit in Mark's Gospel, in which Jesus stands as 
the representative of the forces of God in opposition to the 
forces of evil. Jewish tradition linked the Messiah with the 
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punishment of the evil spirits; 
(31) 
although there 
was another tradition in which Michael or Melchizedek- 
performed that role. We will examine at this stage the 
possibility that Mark made use of the idea that it was 
part of Jesus' role as Messiah to cast out demons. There 
are in fact four arguments in favour of such an under- 
standing, particularly when we consider the other two 
synoptic Gospels. 
(a) The first argument is based on Matt 12: 23 and suggests 
that Jesus as an exorcist fulfilled certain messianic 
expectations. - 
(b) The second argument based on the so-called 
"Messiasgeheimnis" of w. Vwrede, 
(32) 
suggests that Jesus 
commands the demons to be silent 
3: 
25) because they 
understood his messianic function(3) and attempted to 
forestall his mission through a premature disclosure of 
his messiahship. 
(34) 
(c) The third argument in favour of a link between Jesus 
as the expeller of demons and his messianic function, is 
to be found in Lk 4: 41, which argues that the demons knew 
Jesus as Messiah. 
(d)- The fourth argument suggests'that there is a 
deliberate antithesis between Jesus as the Messiah, 
anointed with the Holy Spirit, (35) and the-demon-possessed 
man filled with unclean spirits. 
(36) 
In fact, as we shall see, the presentation in Kark is 
different from the Lucan presentation, so that to use the 
evidence of Luke to cast light on the Marcan interpretation 
may be misleading. However a consideration of these four 
arguments individually is vital and will lead us to a fuller 
understanding of the pericope in Mark and its dietincti©n 
from the Lucan version. We examine now the arguments-for 
a messianic interpretation of the exorcisms and the light 
these cast on the confessions of the demons. V 
2: 212 Exorcism, the Son of David and Matthew 12: 22f 
The most precise link between Jesus casting out demons 
and the Messiah is to be found in Matt 12: 22f: - 
(22) Then a blind and dumb demoniac was brought 
to him, and he healed him so that the du=b an 
spoke and saw. (23) All the people were 
amazed, and said, 'Can this be the Son of : arid? ' 
. 
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Thef 
7 re 
however some problems in this "' 
passage, 
first 
of all this is not a true exorcism since 
there is no interaction with the demons; Jesus heals 
(LO jirt v) the man, he does not cast out the demons; 
Secondly the title "Son of David" may be understood as 
messianic, as a comment about Jesus' family connections, 
or as a description of Jesus as a magician. It was 
L. R. Fisher(38) who made the latter suggestion, in preference 
to the messianic interpretation on the basis of folk-legends 
about the magical practices of Solomon, 
(39) 
the Son of 
David. - Fisher refers to the magical papyri and Joeephus 
(Antiq 8: 45 ). According to Fisher, Jesus wishes to 
dissociate I himself from such an interpretation of his. 
actions, 
(40) 
hence his words "a greater than Solomon is 
here" (Matt 12: 42)6(41) 
The general use-of "Son'of David" in the Gos els, in 
their present form, is so obviously messianic 
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ý 
that 
it is difficult to give credence to the suggestion that. 
it is not messianic in Matt 12: 23. This is not to say 
however that the Messiah was not in some way indebted to 
the Solomonic traditionL; 3Aor that the Gospel presentation 
of Jesus is not influenced by charismatic wonder workers (4¢) 
like the hellenistic Divine Mane(45) 
The idea of the Messiah as presented in the NT is a 
synthesis of a number of traditions and it is difficult to 
separate the strands which are now so intricately inter- 
woven. In chapter four we shall consider the Rabbinic 
traditions of the Messiah as a Second Moses, 
(40) 
and the 
possible synthesis in the NT presentation of Jesus, as the 
worker of wonders, and as king and prophet. Without a doubt 
the Exodus narrative had a formative effect on the concept 
of the messianic hope 
(47) 
as did the narratives found in 
the Elijah/Elisha sagas. 
(48) 
These however are just some 
of the strands combined under the single idea of the NT 
Messiah. K. Berger suggests that one of the other strands 
was that of the Solomonic traditions. Unlike Fisher he 
sees the contribution of Solomon as an ancillary one to be 
ranked along with the prophetic tradition under the 
umbrella of the NT presentation of the "Son of David". He 
writes : 
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"Zahlreich sind ferner die Belege aus Papyri und 
Inschriften in denen Salomo als Sohn Davids, 
Prophet und Magier bezeichnet wird - jeweils 
im Kontext von Herrschaft über Dämonen. 
Aufgrund dieser Beobachtungen erscheint es 
als möglich, das Vorkommen des Titels 'Sohn 
David' in ntl. Heilungsberichten zu erklären. 
Weisheit und Herrschaft fiber Dämonen sind daher 
kein Gegensatz zur Figur des endzeitlichen 
Davididen, sondern diesem Aufgrund der 
Salomo-Typologie zugeordnet". (49) 
Berger continues by saying that equal weight should be given 
to the prophetic tradition; contrast M. Smith's picture of 
"Jesus the magician-. 
(50) 
The idea that the messianic 
tradition includes "Weisheit und Herrschaft fiber Dämonen" 
suggests that the OT messianic king was a combination of 
the traits of two kings in particular - David the Warrior 
and Solomon the Wise Judge. Berger draws attention to the 
presentation in the Chronicler of the figures of 
David, and Solomon 
(51) 
Solomon is depicted by the Chroni- 
cler as a wise and just king wo 4nherits. his kingdom and 
rules in peace and prosperity. 
5Te 
writer indeed exonerates 
Solomon of all his faults (cf. 2 Chr. 1: 1-9: 31 in 
comparison with the report in Samuel/Kings). In particular 
vie note the way in which the promise to David (2 Sam 7: 6) 
is altered to make Solomon, not David, the beneficiary: 
"Your throne" becomes in 1 Chr 17: 14 "his throne". In the 
same work David is designated as fl I)an 
17? 3 U3, x. 
(1 Chr 28: 3) while S olömon is ,fjIJ )3 V' X (1 Chr 28: 3) ; 
moreover we note the reason given against David's right to 
build the temple (1 Chr 22: 7-13, cf. 1 Kings 5: 17ff). The 
exoneration of Solomon and the denigration of David 
suggests that the Chronicler was deliberately modifying 
tradition in the light-of his present historical perspective(53) 
The reasons for his actions may be found in the need to 
present a picture of an ideal king which flattered the 
reigning monarch or conversely attacked him - we find 
similar modification in the presentation of the ideal king 
as recorded in the Psalms of Solomonc54A similar pattern is 
also to be found in the NT (including exorcism) as in the 
process of time the actions of Jesus were understood- as 
messianic, and linked with the twin roles of_the I.: essiah - 
those of Judge and of Warrior. 
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(a) The Messiah as a Wise Judge 
R. B. Laurin(55) has pointed out the frequent use of 
C) rJ W, 71 and J-l "T 
I in connection with the OT 
presentation of the wise king. The following serve as 
examples: 
Isaiah 16: 5 "Then a throne will be established in 
steadfast love and on it will sit in 
faithfulness in the tent of David one 
who jud es and seeks justice 
wn W'I'T I GLJ l11) and is 
swift to do righteousness () X7)3 % 
I -r ), It 
Isaiah 32: 1 "Behold a king will rule in righteousness 
( -1) Tyý) and princes will rule 
in justice ( 6iW)3L7 )"" 
Jer 23: 5 "Behold the days are coming, says the-Mord, 
when I will raise up for David a 
righteous branch (11 '-ý an .) 
and he shall execute justice G ýqsa ) 
and righteousness (, 1 Ti ) in 
the land. " z 
Prov 16: 10 "Inspired decisions are on the lips of a king; 
his mouth does not sin in judgement. 
G9 wr-7 )., 1 
In an excellent survey of the picture of the ideal king 
and its relationship to Solomon, K. W. Whitelam(. 
56) 
concludes, 
"The important Solomonic ideological development emphasized 
the-internalization of God-given judicial wisdom within the 
king over against the previous reliance upon the oracular 
guidance by the priests". However Whitelam adds a 
cautionary note about the translation of the root (j LJ LU 
purely in terms of a legal action. 
(57) Along with, 
S. 1s1_owinckel(58) he suggests, that-in the earlier texts it 
probably meant "to govern" and with the growth of the 
technical term *iýTa for government it gradually lost 
some of the early content. 
(59) 
Consequently we need to 
bear both meanings in mind when we consider the picture of 
the ideal king. 
Several writers have drawn attention to the apparent 
absence of the conflict motif within the OT presentation of 
the ideal king* 
(60) 
Is this perhaps because such a king is 
modelled upon Solomon rather than David? There are a number 
of similarities in the presentation of the ideal king as one 
who receives a kingdom already established and ,r ose reign 
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is marked by prosperity and peace. Only once is the king 
said to establish (j'JyJ) the kingdom (Is 9: 5f) and 
there is added the qualification xi 1? 2i 1l iii It xi 
1'1NT - ; levyn "i The following writers draw attention 
to features in the picture of the ideal kin that are based 
on the story of Solomon. Thus W. Earrelsonjý1)writes that in 
Zech 9: 9-10 and "in other texts as well (excluding Is 11: 4), 
it is Yahweh who establishes peace, the royal figure seems 
to be at most the preserver of peace established by Yahweh". 
D. Duling(62)suggests, on the basis of is 11: 1 and Jer 23: 5, 
that the figure presented there, "is not the conquering 
warrior of nationalistic proportions, but the wise king 
who executes justice and righteousness in the-land and 
brings salvation to the people". 
So it is that in a number of OT passages; 
63}Abe king 
appears to play a somewhat passive role in relation to 
Yahweh. At times the warrior aspect of the king is played 
down - as in the preference in the Chronicler for Solomon; '4} 
yet in general it is often implicit within the concept 
of Judgement which is a good reason for- 
not understanding 6cW in too legalistic a fashion. 
It is clear that where the emphasis is upon 
Yahweh as a Divine Warrior, 
(65) 
there is correspondingly 
lees place for a warrior king. As P. D. Hanson remarked in 
connection with the Messiah in the Apocalyptic literature, 
the role of the king as conqueror is inversely proportionate 
to Yahweh' role as the Divine "Narrior. 
(66) 
It must be 
added that in the OT the usual practice is to give Yahweh 
the credit for all major battles, rather than honouring the 
human agent involved. Such a qualification must surely be 
considered even for the following verses : 
Ps-110: 1 The Lord said to my lord, Sit at my right hand 
until I make your enemies your footstool. 
2 Sam 7: 13 I will establish the throne of his kingdom 
for ever. 
Ps 2: 8 Ask of me and I will make the nations your 
heritage. ' 
Ps 89: 23 1 will crush his foes before him. 
The general pattern then presents Yahweh, the Warrior 
as the one who establishes the kingdom and then appoints 
his king as vice-regent - perhaps as His adopted son(67) 
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(cf Ps 2: 7) but in any case as his representative, who 
rules in justice and righteousness, by rewarding the 
righteous and punishing the wicked, , 
(b) The Messiah as a Warrior 
There can be very little doubt, in spite of the claims 
to the contrary, 
(68) 
that the OT ideal king is a warrior. 
Although the credit for the action is invariably given to 
Yahweh, the role of the king must nevertheless be under- 
stood as an active one. If we understand the term Gq' Ta 
correctly it implies far more than the simple passing of a 
judicial sentence - at least in the OT. 
The term ) 1'T '' perhaps also 'i shows indications of 
a wider context 
lthan 
the legal one: Ps 110: 6 "Yahweh/He 
will execute justice (1 ý'7 Of )(6gßamong the nations 
filling them with corpses". Judgement and warfare are 
closely related in the OT. 
Ps 72: 1,4 Give the king thy justice 0 God, and thy 
righteousness to the royal son. May he 
judge (7 thy people with 
righteousness and thy poor with justice... 
(4) May he defend the cause of the poor 
of the people, and give deliverance 
( ,1`WI') to the needy and crush 
the oppressor. 
Isaiah 11: 3b, 4 He shall not judge by what his eyes see 
or his ears hear. But with righteousness 
will he judge (G ýQU1' ) the poor and 
meek and he shall smite J1I) 
the earth with the rod of his mouth, and 
with the breath of his lips shall he slay 
( 
_j'j 
jý' ) the wicked. 
it was however the next passage which appeared to hold a 
particular fascination for the Qumran writers as we shall 
see: 
Num 24: 17 "A star shall come forth out of Jacob and 
a sceptre shall rise out of Israel; it 
shall crush (V 17 hI) the forehead 
of Moab, and break down ( -ý f1, 
all the sons of Seth. 
It is this passage which more than the others defines the 
role of the Messiah as a warrior - and it is this element 
which Qumran and the Psalms of Solomon emphasize. We note 
also the claim made by Rabbi Aqiba on behalf of Simon bar 
Kosiba in the early second century of the Common Era; using 
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the same verse. 
(70) 
The royal Messiah in Qumran is variously referred to 
as "the Messiah of Israel", "the Branch of David", "the 
Righteous Messiah" and "the Prince of the Congregation". 
The king is presented pre-eminently as a Warrior King and 
three times Nun 24: 17 is cited with reference to him 
(4Q Test 12f 1QM 11: 6f CD 7: 19f). He is the one who 
will save Israel (4Qflor 1: 13) which as J. F. Sawyer has 
shown in the OT represents what is normally a divine 
function. (71) We note the emphasis on the Warrior aspect 
in the following two passages : - 
The Pesher on Isaiah (1QpIs frag a) 
"Interpreted 
. 
this concerns the Branch of David 
who shall arise at the end of days ... God will uphold him with the spirit of might, and will 
give him a throne of glory and a crown of 
holiness and many-coloured-garments ... He will put a sceptre in his hand and he shall rule 
over all the nations, And Magog ... and his sword shall judge all the peoples. " 
IQSb - The Scroll of the Blessings 5: 20-29 
"The Laster shall bless the Prince of the 
Congregation and shall renew for him the 
Covenant of the Community that he may establish 
the kingdom of his people for ever ... that he may dispense justice ... May the Lord raise you up to everlasting heights and as a fortified tower 
upon a high wall. May you smite the peoples with 
the might of your hand and ravage the earth with 
your sceptre: May you bring death to the ungodly 
with the breath of your lips. May He shed upon 
you the spirit of counsel and everlasting might, 
the spirit of knowledge and of the fear of the 
Lord ... For God has established you as the 
sceptre. The rulers and all the kings of the 
nations shall serve you. He shall strengthen you 
with His Holy Name and you shall be as a 
lion; and you shall not'lie down until you have 
devoured the prey which nothing shall deliver. " 
There are two reasons for the development in the 
arrior aspect of the Messiah as envisaged in the Dead 
Sea Scrolls ; - 
(i) The historical situation, perhaps in anticipation 
of conflict with the Romans. to whom "the Kittim" probably 
refers, would strengthen the hope for a political and- 
religious leader.. 
(ii) The Qumran texts give the priority in judgement 
0 t] LU )) ) (understood in its strict legal sense) 
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to the High Priest. Indeed in the Temple scroll the 
waging of war depends upon the authorisation of the High 
Priest and in the Isaiah Pesher we read of the king that "as 
they (the priests) teach him so shall he judge". But the 
priests do not fight - that is the role of the Messiah of 
Israel and his forces. As a result of this apportioning of 
roles, the king emerges as primarily a warrior and only 
secondly a judge. Conversely the Priest is primarily a 
judge and although he directs the war (IQM) he is debarred 
from actual contact with the enemy (along with the other 
priests) on account of his holiness. 
Perhaps the clearest expression of the king`s concern 
with the destruction of evil comes in the Psalms of 
Solomon (particularly 17 and 18) which give us many 
insights into the NT idea of Messiah. We note in particular 
verses 21-5 :- 
Behold 0 Lord and raise up unto them their king, the 
son of David, at the time in which Thou seest. 0 God, 
that he may reign over Israel Thy servant. And 
gird him with strength that he may shatter 
unrighteous rulers and that he may purge 
( ko&o C 0- oc L. ) Jerusalem from the nations 
, that trample her down to destruction. º7isely and righteously he shall thrust out sinners from the 
inheritance. He shall destroy the godless nations 
with the word of his mouth. At his rebuke shall 
nations flee before him, and he shall reprove sinners 
for the thoughts of their heart. 
It is possible that we are witnessing in these Psalms the 
taking over of language and functions, at one time applicable 
to Yahweh, now part of the presentation of the ideal king. 
For example the phrase "at his rebuke shall nations flee 
before him" reminds. one of similar sentiments about Yahweh 
(cf Is 2: 4; IIic 4: 3; Ps 46: 6). 
The most striking aspect in our opinion comes ire, 
verses 25-7 following : - 
He shall gather together a holy people (Ab(v %ior ) 
whom he shall lead in righteousness, and he shall 
judge the tribes of the people that have. been 
sanctified ) by the Lord his God. 
And he shall not suffer unrighteousness to dwell 
anymore in their midst, nor shall there dwell with 
them any man that knowetr ; tiickedness. For he 
shall know them that theme are all the eons of their 
God (Uýf, Oý. (-'ý£vv OeUTwV ). 
These sentiments could equally .: ell have described the 
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action of Yahweh. The cleansing'of Jerusalem appears 
again in verse 30, "And he shall purge ( KK(D&Leý. V£L 
Jerusalem making it holy (fV CýSc. sea-tu w) as of old. " 4.1 We note also the end of verse 32: - For all shall be holy 
(t T c_ 7PKv TAE s oteoc-) and the king the anointed (of the) 
Lord (Kati. ß "ccrt) tc oeu*ZV )(e. ý. c-ro s KOF Lov) 
(72 ) 
The Psalms are usually dated about the middle of the 
last century before Christ, and Psalm 17 is equated with 
the rise of Pompey and the subsequent demise of the 
Hasmonean dynasty, 
(73) 
which by all accounts had brought 
the cult and priesthood into disrepute (of 17: 33,36). 
In the Psalm we fl* 74 close pre-occupation with the 
holiness of Israel and Jerusalem in particular, which 
accords well with the suggested background. Moreover 
the strong warrior imagery found in the Psalm probably 
reflects something of the person of Pompey but is quite 
definite proof of the increasing interest in a warrior 
king prior to the first Christian centuryý75) The theme of a 
purged and holy Jerusalem adds a new dimension to the idea 
of a warrior king (of vss 25 and 33), and indeed he is 
himself declared to be "free from sin" (17: 41). There is 
no mention of Solomon in the Psalms although the title 
"Son of David" is found ( 17: 21 ); With regard to 
the NT picture of the Messiah as a political warrior, 
there can be little doubt that the Psalms of Solomon or at 
least the type of thinking characterized by these Psalms, 
is of tremendous importance for the New Testament. 
(c) Exorcism : Conflict and Judgement 
R. Bultmann suggested that the exorcisms in the 
Gospels should be und, r ood as proofs for the early Church 
of Jesus' Messiahshipl e is critical of a synthesis which 
would combine Messiah and the Mosaic Prophet in order to 
explain the miracles of Jesus, prefering the simple 
messianic solution. We consider that insofar as Mark is, 
concerned such a solution might suffice, whereas in Luke 
we are obliged to take cognizance of the prophetic aspect 
(as we shall see). We have drawn attention to the twin 
roles of the messianic king - as Judge and as Warrior - 
and both have their place in the NT interpretation of exor- 
cism. Apart from the examples we quoted above we find that 
the Targums present the Messiah as a warrior, wiile in the 
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Parables of Enoch(77) it is his judicial role which is 
significant. Other witnesses from the same period show 
a similar variety, sometimes as in 4 Ezra within the 
same work, with the messiah appearing sometimes as judge 
within the Divine Court and at other times as a warrior. 
(78) 
To return to the use of Son of David in the Synoptics 
and its relation to exorcism - we believe that the title 
applies directly to the ideal king and lacks reference to 
the magical abilities of Solomon. The exorcisms like the 
parables refer to the advent of the Kingdom - signs of its 
imminent arrival: 
(79) 
So the people recognize in the miracles 
the presence of the Messiah the Son of David, for this is 
what the title conveys in-its present situation, whatever 
it might have intended originally. K. Kertelge writes, - 
"In Zusammenhang der Erzählung dient der doppelte 
Ruf zur Akzentuierung der Erwartung, die sich 
auf Jesus richtet, der in der Blindenheilung ein 
-- - -Zeichen der anbrechenden eschatologischen__ Königsherrschaft Gottes setzt. " (80) 
And on the subject of the Marcan exorcism he writes : 
"Der Dämon, dem in der Synagoge ... entgegentritt 
weiss nicht nur um die wahre Bedeutung Jesu als des 
Gesandten Gottes. Er weiss sich von ihm auch sehr 
ernsthaft bedroht. Seine Anklage: $Du bist -- 
gekommen, uns-zu vernichten' signalisiert den 
eschatologischen Kampf, in den Jesus jetzt in 
einem ersten öffentlichen Beispiel ndt dem 
Widersacher Gottes eintritt. Bereits die 
Versuchungsgeschichte 1,12-13 hat den Blick auf 
die Auseinandersetzung mit dem Satan gerichtet. 
Der Kampf gegen Satan und seine Macht durchzeiht 
das ganze öffentliche wirken Jesu. " (81) 
The idea that Jesus was engaged in "der Kampf gegen Satans' 
may be compared with the suggestion made by H. Braun, 
(82) 
that the clue to the interpretatiön__of the exorcisms is to- 
be found-in the OT pattern of Holy War. So several themes- 
,s. 
come together in the picture of Jesus as exorcist. There is 
the essential note of conflict which points to Jesus as the 
messianic Warrior. There is the eschatological note 
suggestive of the advent of the Kingdom. There is the fear 
the. demons have of punishment which reflects the theme of 
the Messiah as Judge (and reminds us of the Jewish tradition 
that the Messiah would punish the demons). Finally there 
is the antithesis of the Spirit filled Messiah in contrast 
to the unclean spirit. 
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In Mark, Jesus compares exorcism to conflict, and in 
Luke the warrior imagery is even more pronounced 
: for we read (Lk 11: 21f) 
"When a strong man, fully armed, guards his own 
palace, his goods are in peace; but when one 
stronger than he assails him ( £ý-ýý Q wY ) 
and overcomes him (vtKA&-M 4cJTöv ) he takes 
away his armour in which he trusted and divides 
his spoil". 
The conflict motif is so obviously important(83) that 
ideas of magic or traits of the Divine ! an pale into 
insignificance, and with the Psalms of Solomon as a 
reference point it is easy to understand the exorcisms 
as the Messianic purging out of evil. 
2: 2: 3 The Messianic Secret and the Demonic Confessions 
We have suggested a possible way of understanding the 
exorcisms within a messianic framework, and we come now to 
consider the response of Jesus to the demonic confessions. 
Ile note the r1iarcan imperative MvZ, ©^h T (Mk 1: 25) 
which literally means "Be muzzled. " and the later remark 
in 1: 34, VWt#. - 
&a(LNöv:. 
c 1TÖ» t '#_ý4 
ßd\ev WA k_ O VK 
may' 4v XdAl vTi8. cwcvc"c 
öTt. ''&LLd CV aCuTvY. 
17hat is it that the demons know? Do they know that Jesus 
is the Messiah, or do the titles "Son of God/of the Most 
High God" and "Holy One of God" have some other significance? 
There are certain indications that, at least in the 
present form of the Gospel, part of the content of the 
demonic knowledge included Jesus' role as Messiah. There 
is first of all their fear of punishment and destruction, 
which accords well with the picture of the Messiah that 
we outlined above (cf Mk 1: 24 and 5: 7). Secondly the title 
"Son of God" as used by the demons might imply the messianic 
use of the title (cf Ps 2: 7 and 2 Sam 7: 14) rather than a 
reference to Jesus' filial relationship with God, or 
together with such an insight. 
However when we consider the Gospels, of Matthew and 
Luke, we find clear indications of. a tendency to add a 
messianic dimension or colour to the Marcan narrative. 
So, where Mark has in 1: 32 the fact that the demons knew 
Jesus, Luke interprets this as implying they knew that he 
was the t; essiah (Lk 4: 41). 
(84) 
There I: ark has in 8: 30 a 
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command not to make him known ( W4- E -W 
L 
wi av OOUTOLs 
vIL Mtjj Cvt. 
%1eywýa-iV TTFei, dim)) Matthew has Tärt 
S: Lý Te ý ). tTO TOI S 1P4( Q*JTýý S iv. c µ SI&vc. trir e'rv 't Jun ccTiv ö ýeº 
16: 20. This tendency is observable in the variants to the 
Gospel texts in which the term 
Ö ý(eý_, 
crT-eS plays a not 
insignificant part: for example-we note P66 on in 6: 69. 
If the messianic secret depends upon the traditions 
found in Matthew and Luke rather than in Mark, then there 
are real grounds for suggesting "Sohnesgeheimnis" as the 
key to the Marcan presentation. 
(85) 
The idea that this 
secret might include Jesus' Messiahship as well as the 
knowledge of his relationship with the Father, or apart 
from such knowledge again depends on how we interpret-the 
Marcan use of "Son of God". If "Son of God" is nothing 
more nor less than the equivalent of "Messiah" then the 
knowledge of the demons, portrayed in their exclamations, 
may be fairly described as messianic - and the command 
that they be silenced is indicative then of a "messianic 
secret". However in view of the total gospel phenomenon, 
"Son of God" probably means something more than idlessiah. 
Yet since it is convenient the term-"messianic" will - 
probably continue in use for some time to come, even if it 
is inadequate. 
We turn now to an examination of the : aroan and Lucan 
use of the title Son of God. 
2: 2: 4 The Son of God and the Messiah 
The title "Son of God"(86) appears in a variety of 
contexts in the Jewish writings, from the description of 
Israel to the angels of God., from the righteous man to the 
Jewish charismatics, from the royal messiah to certain of 
the Rabbis. 
() 
In Philo it is used of the Divine Logos 
and in Philostratus's life of Apollonius of Tyana, of the 
divine man. With regard to the NT there are two 
discernible tendencies among present day scholars. The 
first is to interpret "Son of God" as implying the 
functional divinity of Jesus,, inclusive of his 1-11essiahship, 
which led in time to the ontological divinity of the later 
NT writings. The whole transition is explained from 
within the context of Judaism, allowing for the minor 
influence of Hellenistic thinking -_as might be expected 
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even in. Palestine. 
The second tendency is to interpret "Son of God" as 
being largely influenced by the use of the same title of 
the Hellenýi8ýtic Divine Man; so that the transition from 
what Hahn 
O85, 
calls sonship which is "primär funktional" 
to sonship which is "wesensmässigen", -is directly 
attributable to the influence of the understanding of 
Jesus as a G)Eios 
AV^1 Thus also H. D. Betz writes: - 
"the Divine Man Jesus occupies an important place in 
Mark's Gospel. To be sure, Mark's Christology is 
the product of much more reflection and is more 
complicated than that of his sources. He inter- 
prets, and thereby changes, the earlier Chris- 
tology by placing his material in a new Chris- 
tological framework ... In the Markan view, all Christological titles designate Jesus' divine 
nature. The title most prominent in Mark is 
'Son of God' (chs 1: 11; 3: 11; 5: 7; 9: 7; 13: 32; 
14: 61; 15: 39), a title for the Divine ! Ian, now 
combined by Mark with the title for the ._ eschatological messianic king (chs 14: 61; 15: 26.32). " 
(89). 
The problem with the theory as presented by Hahn and 
the others is the rigid separation of Jewish and Hellenistic 
thought. ºlhile the NT writers do show signs of a concession 
to their Gentile readers, and also the adoption of certain 
non-Jewish patterns of thought, we need to bear in mind that 
Palestine was no less a part of the Hellenistic world, 
190 
so that it is feasible that an ontological comprehension of 
Jesus' divine sonship may have arisen within the Jewish 
Church founded in Palestine. 
A second problem concerns the idea of the Divine ?. Zan. 
We know from the work of L. Bieler(91) that there are a 
number of parallels between such a figure and the Gospel 
Jesus. We note also the careful study of E. Jones(92) on 
the subject and his conclusion - "The NT writers could 
hardly ignore the language, concepts and imagery of their 
day, The conception of the (-ýgo5 Avrle as held by 
Philostratus is therefore traceable in the "Gospels". 
(93) 
Jones however adds the qualification that Philostratus 
might have been influenced by the presentation of Jesus 
as found in the Gospels, 
(94) 
or similar traditions. 
L. Hengel(95) is critical about the claim that "Son of 
God" was a title for the Divine Man during the first 
Christian century, 
96) 
and there are a number of other 
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writers who express similar doubts about the value of the 
Log ; Qv'4e for the interpretation of Jesus in Mark, such 
as P., w, von Martitz, 0. Betz, E. Schweizer, G. Theissen 
and K. Berger. 
(97 ) 
If the title "Son of God" does not imply Jesus as a 
kind ofýs Av11e , then we need to ask what it 
does imply. There are two answers which crop up again and 
again in works on the subject, which are the following s 
(a) The title 6 &b Toü Qto& is a messianic title 
drawn from the idea of the king as an adopted son of God, 
and it describes Jesus' function as the appointed agent 
of God. 
(98) 
(b) The title describes Jesus' relationship with the 
Father, reflected in his use of Abba, in his prayers and in 
his frequent reference to himself as, "Son". 
Once again we need to ask the question, what does the 
knowledge of the demons imply? Is it (a) -or (b) or both? 
Part of the problem in finding an answer is to know what 
"Son of God" meant during the time of Jesus, and whether 
it was used as a messianic title prior to the NT time, 
The Qumran evidence provides the only instance demonstrably 
pre-Christian, 
(-99) in which the Messiah is referred to as 
Son 
(100)(4gflor l: llf) and there it is in-quotation from 
2 Sam 7: 1a. This is not definite evidence but, as 
H. H. Fuller(101) has suggested, it does open up the 
possibility that the title was coming into use as a 
technical term for the Messiah during NT times. Another 
scroll from Qumran is the mysterious fragment from Pseudo- 
Daniel which reads: 
"(But your son) shall be great upon the earth (0 King). 
All men shall make (peace), and shall serve him. 
(He shall be called the son of) the Great God, and 
by his name shall he be named. He shall be hailed 
as the Son of God and they shall call him the Son 
of the Most High... " 
It is uncertain to whom this-scroll refers,; and we await 
the publication of the full scroll. J. T. Milik suggests 
that it refers to Alexander Balas, 
(102)while 
J. Fitzmyer(103) 
conjectures that it refers to some. other Jewish ruler. The 
possibility that it has messianic intention appears to be 
somewhat remote. M1ý We believe the important fact about this 
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scroll and certain other uses of "Son of God" in pre- 
Christian times is the regularity in which the person or 
being so described functions as the agent of God. Thus 
the angelic Son of God, Philo's Logos, the Hypostasis of 
divine Wisdom, the king and; even Israel itself fulfil the 
function of God's agent 
(104) 
- His Son. 
With regard to the question of ö uxtos Tu&u as a 
pre-Christian title for the Messiah, given the fact that 
it could be used of various agents of God, there is good 
reason for its employment as a title for God's special 
agent - the Messiah (quite apart from the OT use of the 
theme of the king as "son" of God). E. Schweizer's 
sýt. 05 y of the motif of agency underlines this argument. 
However since even at Qumran the title itself is 
not clearly messianic, it seems reasonable to us to 
suggest that it was just coming into vogue as a messianic 
title during the time of the NT. In fact the NT is itself 
the earliest witness to this trend. 
In the NT, the title Son of God is on several occasions 
used in conjunction with the title Messiah: - 
In the Fourth Gospel Jesus is twice called "the Messiah, 
the Son of God" (11: 27 and 2Q: 31) and once "Son of God ... 
king of Israel". 
In the Synoptics Jesus is asked if he is the Messiah, 
the Son of the Blessed One (PbIk 14: 61) and the parallels 
preserve the titles with minor amendments (1k 22: 67ff; 
Matt 26: 63). - In Matthew Peter confesses Jesus as 
"the Christ, the Son of the Living God" and in the Synoptic 
crucifixion narratives both titles appear. 
In Romans 1: 3,. 4 we have what is probably the earliest 
record of the conjunction of the two titles: 
Tnv Vlo , 4ÜToü Toü ýLVv 
4VOV rr%C Circ j. sTa s4i 
KITA csttW. 4 Tov 
pýýcT©ýVTbs VI. OU (-cAÜ LV UVeCVLL- 
. 
K4ITe( TrYEVN. t . L)SI J4 P(M S 
fý %tY. (6Täc's"1wS Vi1-eJV. Some 
critics (See n. 87) would remove the phrases x. cT1( a4t and 
k (- AT Vf u pw, as redactions. Even if this argument 
is accepted the fusion of the two ideas of the Messiah and 
the Son of God is manifestly early. 
(106) 
`The 
posing of o üiös ''ov Ofov opposite C. 
ULOS Thu &Avi s in Rom 1: 3f is interesting since it 
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indicates to our mind something of the tension inherent 
in the former title. There is the functional equation in 
which Jesus' divinity is interpreted within the framework 
of his messianic role - thus Son of God and Messiah alike 
describe the agency of Jesus. There is also the dis- 
junction of a divine Messiah in a Jewish tradition: 
"Christ belongs to two spheres or orders of existence, 
denoted respectively by flesh and spirit; in these ýie can 
be described as Son of David and as Son of God. n(107 The 
idea of an 
(lob) 
ox-tionist Christology as propounded by 
E. Käsemann is a possible solution to the tension, 
but it is perfectly possible (perhaps preferable) to 
understand Jesus' baptism and resurrection as confirmation 
rather than initiation of his divine sonship. 
(a) The P"_arcan understanding of ö ut. os Too )Wh. ) 
When we consider Mark's understanding of ö vigs 
Tom, O& particularly in relation to his use of 
xeýýT S we find that there are both similarities 
and differences in comparison with the employment of these 
titles in the other Gospels. We shall see that Mark and, 
John have certain traits in common, but each of the four 
Gospels has quite distinctive emphases peculiar to their 
own Gospel. The title "Son of God" and the absolute use 
of "Son" or "Father" need to be seen together, part of a 
single picture, as I. H. 27arshall(109) has shown, rather 
than as separate entities following F. Hahn(h10); at least 
as they are now presented to us in the final form of the 
Gospels. 
Several writers have suggested that Mark understands 
Jesus as divine. 
("') 
The question about, the form of his 
divinity is very complex, indeed given the briefness of 
the Gospel teaching on the subject in comparison with the 
Johannine teaching for, instance, it is very difficult to 
say any more than-that it is probably functional(' 
12) in 
so far as it reflects Jesus' relationship to his Father and 
his own agency. Whether it intends a divinity in essence 
as opposed to a functional divinity (in which Jesus is 
divine because he fulfils the function of the Son of God, 
and acts as God's representative) is extremely difficult 
either to prove or to disprove. Legitimately one might 
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enquire whether such categories (like functional-or 
ontological divinity) are necessarily the right divisions 
into which NT Christology is to be subdivided. Yet without 
these there is a certain danger of reading Post Nicene or 
Post Chalcedonian problems into the literature of the NT. 
E. Schweizer's analysis of Mark's use of "Son of God" 
(113) 
to our mind has much to commend it. He suggests that 
the climax of the Gospel is to be found in the confession of 
the Centurion at Mk 15: 39) 
^ý%tn 
wSc; 0 Tos 
C 
OLYOewr'OS )LOS 
Gfýo0 ýV" 
The lack of an article should not lead us to translate this 
phrase as an indefinite expression, for there are good 
rammatical grounds for understanding the definite article. 
114) The facts'. that it is a gentile who makes the sublime 
confession and that it comes at the moment of Jesus' death, 
are obviously important; the former in the light of the 
Gentile mission, and the latter in the light of the Marcan 
interpretation of Jesus' sonship - he fulfils the mission 
for which he was appointed Son in and through his death. 
In obedience to his Father,, Jesus, through the medium of the 
cross is confirmed as Son of God. Such an interpretation 
is in basic accord with Rom 1: 3f and suggests the antiquity 
of the view. Son of God forms the key to the Marcan 
understanding of Jesus - it is the most authoritative 
christological statement. 
The confession of Peter in M. 'k 8: 29 has p 
and cannot simply be equated with the title u ids 'r ecau, 
Indeed, Jesus needs to correct the understanding of the term 
xý., aý rös through his teaching on the Son of " Man who 
suffers and rises from the dead. 
t115) 
It is important not 
to concentrate solely on the aspect of suffering to the 
exclusion of the perhaps more remarkable' aspect of a 
Messiah who rises from the dead. 
(116) C. Culimann. has 
suggested that Peter was thinking in terms of a political 
Messiah, someone who would drive out the enemy Rome and 
establish God's Kingdom within the land of Israei. 
(117) 
His thoughts are limited to this political sphere, the 
human realm, and he fails to comprehend the true nature 
of the Son of Man. 
When we compare Peter's confession with some of the 
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other confessions in Mark, particularly the demonic 
confessions or the heavenly voice at the baptism and the 
transfiguration, we notice there the lack of the term' 
XfV. 4r Tös and the frequency of the theme of sonship. 
E. Schweizer suggests that the confession of Peter fails 
to reach the same level as these other oonfessions(118) 
for unlike those confessions Peter fails te. recognise 
the divinity of Jesus - so closely associated in the - 
Christian tradition with the Sonship of Jesus. 
(h19) 
There 
is a tension within the Marcan use of Son of God which 
moves between its Jewish messianic background and the 
Christian belief in the resurrected Son of God and 
something of this tension permeates the other titles 
including Messiah and Son of Man. Hence Peter's confession 
is not wrong, nor is it inaccurate - for Mark Jesus is the 
Messiah (of I: Tk 1: 1) - yet Peter is told off so that the 
reader is obliged to look beyond the confession of Peter 
towards the Son of Man, who suffers, dies and rises from 
the dead - and the Son of God. 
It is characteristic of Mark and his use of titles 
that he allows titles like Son of Man and Messiah to rest 
side by side without strictly defining their inter- - 
relationship. The traditions of Jesus as Son of God, Son 
of Man and L. essiah are three strands in the Gospel tradition, 
sometimes interwoven and at other times separate, they co- 
exist without the more precise formulations found in the 
Lucan and Johannine Gospels. Nevertheless already here in 
Mark one is aware of the way in which Son of God and Son of 
Man act, as guides to the interpretation of the messianic 
role of Jesus, something which we have seen in the Fourth 
Gospel. It is a witness to the tension generated by the 
belief that Jesus as the Messiah had been raised from 
death and proclaimed Son of God - the divine Son of God. 
Jesus' divinity is an inherent part of the kerygma of the 
Gospel and cannot be accounted for solely on the basis of 
the Hellenistic divine man, but rises out of Jewish-Christian 
use of Son of God to describe Jesus as the divine Messiah. 
When we consider the question of the High Priest and 
the response of Jesus to this question we come to the very 
heart of the Marcan ohristology. Here are the three titles 
67- 
together, and between the question of the Priest,, 
ßV ýL C X, ýýo 
C výýs Too Eü%oýS1 ý-', , 
and the answer of Jesus lies the tension basic to the 
Gospel presentation of the divine Messiah. In the phrase 
"Son of the Blessed One" there is the messianic hope of the 
Jewish people summed up and poised opposite the Christian 
belief in the divinity of Jesus - and the charge of 
blasphemy has obvious implications for the later conflict 
which developed between the Church and the Synagogue. 
W. Grundmann writes on 14: 61 as follows : - 
"In this form the question is shaped by the Christian 
confession of Jesus as Messiah and Son of God, 
of. MMt 16: 16; Jn 1: 49 and 20: 31. Hence Jesus has 
to reply in the affirmative. He thus describes 
himself as the Son of Man and expounds His 
Messiahship, which includes divine son hip, in 
terms of Son of Man christology. " (120}1 
In concurring with Grundmann we must, underline the need to 
preserve the tension within the three titles and understand 
something of the conflict generated in the synagogue by the 
preaching of Jesus as a divine Messiah, 
(121) 
and the 
possible confusion of such divinity with the mythological 
belief in divine men fathered by the Greek and Roman gods. 
It was only by retaining the delicate balance between the 
three titles that the picture of Jesus as presented by 
Mark and the other Evangelists could meet the challenge of 
the Jewish and Hellenistic critics. 
In so far as the title "Holy One of God" is concerned, 
the Marcan presentation indicates that it implies something 
more than the confession of Peter as suggested by E. 
Schweizer above; 
(122) 
perhaps it is an alternative for Son 
of God and in content means much the same, thus indicating 
in part the divinity of Jesus. Or perhaps it implies the 
agency of Jesus and thus includes both the sense of his 
messiahship and the functional understanding of Jesus as 
the Agent/Son of God.. We prefer the latter formulation 
with the emphasis upon the idea of Jesus' agency as the key 
to the interpretation of ö öttios -rav 4eoZ and its 
relationship with the title "Son of God". It is an open 
question whether such agency included from the beginning 
the idea of the Messiah, but the Marcan presentation of 
Jesus would argue strongly in favour of such a conclusion. 
mark uses Messiah, or Xeý. crTos in a precise fashion 
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showing clearly his awareness of its Jewish antecedents 
(13: 21f and 14: 61.1cf 15: 32) and its Christian usage 
(1: 1). The title, as we have shop. ' needs the guiding lines 
of the other titles in Mark, nevertheless Jesus is presented 
as the Messiah(123) and although he is misunderstood by his 
disciples (124) and rejected by the Jews he remains the focal 
point of the OT expectation for a king. In the Synagogue 
in Capernaum, it would seem likely that the title 
7- ©f'O'O" had also some relation to the 
Jewish hope of the Messiah, but Mark does not elaborate 
and so we can only surmise. 
(b) The Lucan understanding of p utds Tou C týov 
In comparison with Mark, Luke presents a somewhat 
different picture of both "Messiah" and "Son of God". 
If we include the Acts of the Apostles we have access 
to the sermons contained therein and the apologetical 
attempts to maintain both the Messiahship of Jesus and his 
resurrection. In comparison with 15ark there is much more 
material available and consequently more information on 
which to build up a detailed understanding of the Lucan 
christology. From the beginning of the Gospel, Jesus is 
described as the messianic Son of God (of 1: 32-5) with clear 
links, with the Davidic promises, and this pattern is also 
found in the Acts (cf 2: 34ffland other places in which 
David is held to speak in prophecy of Jesus. In Luke and 
Acts the title Messiah appears to be quite adequate on its 
own to describe the function of Jesus, even after the 
resurrection (of 24: 46). When Peter confesses Jesus as 
YNr icr Tbv .m &¬ö + (9: 20) there is no remonstration Tov 
with Jesus on his part and no consequent rebuke against 
Peter. Effectively Luke has removed not only the blight 
on Peter's character, but also shielded his confession. 
The importance of Peter for Luke is adequately 
demonstrated within the Acts and this is an obvious 
motivation for his presentation of the Confession of 
Peter. For Luke the idea of Jesus as Messiah adequately 
expresses the person and mission of Jesus and thus 
performs the function of "Son of God" in Mark. So,,, for 
example, on two occasions following the death of Jesus, 
Jesus himself is found explaining his specifically 
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messianic role on the basis of the OT evidence (24: 46 and 
24: 26), just as the sermons in Acts deal with the suffering 
and resurrection of Jesus by recourse to the OT (of for 
example 2: 25 and 8: 32ff).. Thus Luke has extended the Jewish 
sense of Messiah to incorporate the life, death and 
resurrection of Jesus, as did Mark, but unlike Mark he does 
not regard Son of God as the primary corrective (along with 
Son of Man) to the term Messiah. In other words the readers 
of the Lucan Gospel understand Messiah in a wider sense than 
the readers of the Marcan Gospel, and this is explicitly 
seen in Acts where "the anointed one" is often linked with 
the Prophet like Moses. So in Acts 3: 17-24 we find an easy 
transition from the Messiah to the Prophet and we notice the 
use in 3: 14 of the Holy and Righteous One. 
Thus in Luke there are two notable points about the use 
of Messiah: 
(a) The first is what may be described as Luke's extended use 
of the title Messiah to include Jesus' death and resurrection, 
without obvious recourse to some other title like Son of Man/ 
Son of God. V: Grundmann writes, 
"Only the way through the cross to glory actualises 
the Messiahship proclaimed at the outset. Hence 
Luke's picture of the Messiah is decisively 
shaped by the crucifixion and the resurrection 
of Jesus. " (125) 
The title Messiah has grown to encompass aspects of the 
separate traditions of Son of God and Son of Man as found in 
Mark. Jesus fulfils the hope for the Jewish Messiah through 
his death and resurrection so that it is only in retrospect 
from these events that Jesus can be truly understood as the 
Messiah. 
(b) Apart from the Passion narrative Jesus is lso presented 
in the birth narratives as the promised Messiah', 
1 an)d 
in 
between these two poles, the actual mission of Jesus is 
often closer to a prophetic role than a royal role 
(of 4: 16ff). 
(127) 
The reader of the sermons in Acts is 
led to a similar conclusion about the prophetic mission of 
. Jesus. In the Lucan presentation of Jesus as Messiah, 
"Messiah" includes not only the kingship of David but the 
prophetic role as typified by Mose4 
128Since 
both roles are 
understood within the context of the miraculous birth and 
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resurrection of Jesus, we must needs acknowledge that there 
was also a divine dimension in the Lucan presentation of 
Jesus as the Anointed One. However the sense of divinity 
is differently construed from that found in Mark, where the 
dominant sense was the agency of the Son and lacked the 
idea of a miraculous birth or post-resurrection teaching 
from the lips of Jesus himself. 
In contrast to his use of Messiah we find Luke's use of 
Son of God somewhat reserved, perhaps because of the danger 
that his readers might misunderstand the title in terms 
of the pagan myths of the time. 
(129) 
In place of Mark's 
version of the centurion's confession, Luke has 'eCYý 
axa. KAL &cK"ccoýc (23: 47). His use of Son of God 
is always qualified in terms of the davidic sonship theme 
(1: 69; 2: 4; 4: 41 of Acts 2: 30f; 13: 23,33-6) but this is 
not to be understood in political terms as E. Schweizer 
points out, 
"The expectation of the rule of the Son of God in 
fulfilment of the Davidic promises has been 
long since taken out of the political sphere and 
related to te rule of the exalted lord over his 
community. " (130) 
In other words the divinity of Jesus permeates Luke's use 
of Messiah and Son of God. This is particularly evident 
in 1: 32-5 about which R. E. Brown has the following to say: - 
"The term 'Son of God' is a parallel to 'Son of the 
Most High' and both echo God's designation of the 
Davidic ruler as His 'son' in 2 Sam 7: 14 and Ps 2: 7. But the way these ideas are combined in 
1: 35 takes us out of the realm of Jewish expec- 
tation of the Messiah into the realm of early 
Christianity. The action of the Holy Spirit and 
the power of the Most High come not upon the 
Davidic king but upon his mother. We are not dealing with the adoption of a Davidide by 
coronation as God's son or representative; we are 
dealing with the begetting of God's Son in the 
womb of Yary through God's creative Spirit. If 
vss 32-33 could have been part of a purely Jewish 
narrative announcing the L: essiah's birth, as we 
saw from the Qumran parallel, the same cannot be 
said of vs. 35, since as we have seen, there was no Jewish expectation that the Messiah would be God's 
Son in the sense ving been conceived without 
a male parent. " 
gf3h 
l1 1l 
The same sense of divinity is present in Luke's use of 
'M'essiah as I. H. Marshall demonstrates with reference to 
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4: 41: 
"Luke's elucidation of the title (Son of God) 
in terms of Messiah (4: 41) does not mean that he 
has downgraded 'Son of God' to become merely an 
attribute of the Messiah: this is impossible in 
the light of 1: 32-5. Rather the term 'Messiah' 
is seen to be applicable to a more-than-earthly 
figure, able to exorcise demons and on a (132) different level from political Saviours. " 
The knowledge of the demons is then not limited to Jesus 
as a Messiah in the traditional Jewish sense, but 
incorporates within it the sense of Jesus' divinity. This 
understanding of Luke's use of the terms kt-irTe S and 
ut. ms MOW O¬öý , has immediate consequences for 
our understanding of Lk 4: 34 and ö 
: cjS%. s T.,; C aü which, 
particularly in view of Lk 1: 35, appears to be indicative 
not only of Jesus' messiahship but also of his divinity. 
In Mark 1: 34 the demons are silenced because they know 
Jesus (cTL ZY £c Le tr oerTöv. ) while in Luke 4: 41 we 
find that they know that Jesus is the Christ ( ; -c(. det 
7v %C%. rrtw ocoT, V 
iv-al ). Some of the variants 
to the Marcan version supply xe, e-7-; v f; Vati. to match 
the Luc. an claim. Probably we are to understand Lk 4: 41 as 
part of a similar process of messianization in which more 
and more aspects of the life and teaching of Jesus were 
drawn within the framework of his messianic function. 
There is evidence of this process elsewhere in the NT. 
(c) Conclusion 
In response to the question of the messianic 
interpretation of Son of God in Luke and Mark, based on 
Lk 4: 41, we have established four factors which need to be 
taken into consideration : - 
(a) The Marcan and Lucan use of the titles ö ch os taw Go 
and are quite distinctive and peculiar 
to each, so that Lk 4: 41 cannot be used as evidence for 
the :. arcan understanding of either title. 
(b) Luke tends to read into "Messiah" the miraculous 
birth, death and resurrection of Jesus including his 
divine sonship (4: 41). It is thus the key term for his 
Christology and all aspects of Jesus' mission including 
his role as a prophet are subject to it. Jesus is the 
Son of sod because he is first and foremost the Messiah 
'7 1) 
i f- 
(cf Lk 1: 32-5) so that there can be no accusation that 
he is a divine man of the pagan myths. 
(c) ?. "ark is content to allow the traditions of Son of God 
and Messiah to rest side by side with each other, as 
separate but related traditions. Hir- preference appears 
to be for Son of God and Son of Man as the definitive 
expressions vis-ä-vis the person of Jesus, but each in 
turn is loosely connected to Jesus' messiahship if only as 
a guide to the true understanding of that concept. 
Perhaps there is a note of reserve in the attitude of 
Jesus towards the title "Messiah" which necessitates the 
qualifications of the other titles; and perhaps this is 
because there lies behind the Gospel the working through 
of a political messianic tradition in the light of the 
life and teaching of Jesus as understood after his 
resurrection - the kind of conceptual development that 
Peter, the Galilean, might have undergone. Hence we find 
a sense of conflict within the Marcan use of titles -a 
necessary conflict since it bears witness to an important 
development in the early Christological reflection behind 
the Gospel. 
The consequences for our understanding of the title 
-N 
45 4W , 0%, 05. ; 
abo in Mark and Luke, depend upon the 
suggestion. that "the holy One of God" is somehow parallel 
to "Son of God", so that the content of the two titles is 
to an extent identical. If this is so, then we may 
suggest that a qualified affirmative to the question of 
the messianic interpretation of either title is indicated: - 
(i) Mark's use of Son of God holds together both the 
messianic role and the divinity of Jesus. It seems 
plausible that, the Holy One of God is a title which 
describes a similar appreciation of the role of Jesus as, 
the agent of God. So, in as far as Mark is concerned, the 
Holy One of God is messianic, provided we use that term 
to include its Christian content inclusive of the divinity 
of Jesus and perhaps exclusive of the political overtones 
which seem to characterise Mark's use of Messiah. 
(ii) Luke's use of Son of God and Messiah suggests the 
priority of the messianic framework for the interpretation 
of Jesus' divinity and a consequent lack of some of the 
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political expectations in place of an increased attention 
to the prophetic side of Jesus' mission and his fulfilment 
of the hope for an eschatological prophet. For the title 
"Holy One of God", the interpretation cannot exclude the 
idea of Jesus' miraculous birth or his resurrection, and, 
indeed, 1: 35 specifically connects Jesus' birth and his 
holiness as divine Son of God. However, in Acts, the use of 
titles like "the Holy servant" and "the Holy and 
Righteous One" argue very strongly in favour of a prophetic 
understanding of the Holy One of God, or, more correctly, a 
messianic interpretation which is largely dependent upon 
the tradition of a prophet like Moses. 
2: 2: 5 The Authority of Jesus 
The OT method of describing the agent of God on the 
human level, is by recourse to the idea of the Spirit of 
God, The Spirit marked out the agent as 
belonging to God and therefore in a special way privy to 
His 'frill. It was a sign of a divinely given authority. 
The baptism of Jesus is understood variously as Jesus' 
commission, 
(133) 
as his adoption, 
(134) 
or as confirmation 
of an already existing relationship(135) and there are some 
grounds for believing that the variety is already found 
within the four Gospels. For example, E. Schweizer 
distinguishes the various uses of the baptismal pericopes 
in the four Gospels(136) from each other. Although we may 
not agree with his conclusion, we do agree that in the 
individual Gospel presentations of Jesus as Messiah and as 
Son of God, the Baptismal scene is a crucial passage. In 
M_ark,, for instance, the words are addressed only to Jesus and 
this accords with the "Sol nesgeheirsnis" of the Gospel. In 
Luke, according to a variant reading, Jesus is addressed as 
the messianic king in the words of Ps 2: 7 - which might 
suggest the idea of Jesus' adoption, or a confirmation of 
an already existing relationship - as with the king in the 
OT (cf 2 Sam 7: 14); God's words, rwhether or not drawn from 
the legal institution of. adoption, proclaimed not a new 
fact about the king's person but his right to act as the 
representative of God. In the, NT presentation of Jesus' 
baptism, via-find the same concern to demonstrate the 
authority of Jesus, a divinely ordained authority. 
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There are a number of reasons why the idea of the 
authority derived by a special portion of Holy Spirit 
should lead one to think of the Messiah: The rabbinic 
literature and the Psalms of Solomon are two such 
instances. 
(137) 
However there were others who were 
associated with the same Spirit, such as the Priests and 
the Prophets. What then of the NT? Is the authority of 
Jesus and his baptism by the Spirit messianic? 
The Gospel of Luke contains an interesting variant 
at this point (3: 22) apparently reflecting Ps 2: 7 (LXX) 
171 K'@%, oc a't, tc motes p, uc µou CL Crb c. ýW 
o-hµ, tevv L 1. VVMkK. re_ 
This may suggest a messianic context for Luke's baptism, 
however in Mark the context is rather that of Jesus' 
authority in general. The theme of Jesus' authority is a 
constantly recurring one in Mark, and the clash with the 
demon in Capernaum is just one example. 
" Mark places the incident in Capernaum at the very 
commencement of Jesus' mission and as the first indication 
of Jesus' authority (cf 1: 22 and 27). In chapter 3 Jesus 
is held to defend himself against the accusation of the 
Scribes through reference to blasphemy against the Holy 
Spirit and vs 30 indicates that the redactor or author 
clearly saw the connection between exorcism/authority and 
the Holy Spirit. We note that Matthew 12: 28 is even more 
explicit in this connection. Later. in Mark the authority 
of Jesus is again the focal point for discussion between 
him and the Jewish leaders - Jesus responds by a reference 
to the baptism of John the Baptist (Mk 11: 27-33), so that 
one is left with the impression that Jesus, like John, 
possessed a divinely given authority. This latter incident 
takes place in the Temple almost at the end of his earthly 
teaching, so that it is fitting to understand some sense of 
balance between the first questions asked in the Synagogue 
in Capernaum and these enquirers in the Temple at the end 
of his ministry. The teaching is quite clear - from first 
to last, the officials among the Jews grappled with but 
failed to understand and come to terms with the manifest 
authority of Jesus; whereas "the great throng heard him 
gladly" (;, Ik 12: 37). 
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Kertelge writes, 
"Dass die Menschen zwar von der Macht Jesu 
angerührt werden, aber nicht an Jesus festhalten, 
bleibt das einstweilen noch ungelöste Rätsel des 
Evangelisten, das er alle dings gerade nicht in 
dieser Erzählung betont". 1301 
Mark, like John, presents Jesus as the one who, by his words 
and signs, provokes division among those who hear him and 
see his works; some recognise in Jesus the Messiah 
(Mk 8: 29) and Son of God (Mk 15: 39) while others attempt 
to kill him-and indeed succeed in doing so. 
What then is the authority of Jesus intended to imply? 
If we restrict our attention to the exorcisms we find that 
the demons fear punishment or destruction at the hand of 
Jesus. In the Gospel according to Matthew this receives 
an eschatological twist (which may or may not have already 
been implicit) - "Have you come to torment us before the 
time? " (Matt 8: 29). The most striking analogies which 
come to mind are those which concern Melchizedek (as in 
11QMelchizedek) or Michael, whose role it was in the 
eschatological era to punish the angels of darkness. 
(139) 
Jesus, like Melchizedek or Michael stands as the agent of 
God's judgement upon the forces of evil. There are in 
Mark aspects which may remind one of a cosmic conflict or 
perhaps more accurately a soteriological and ethical 
conflict. 
(140) 
Jesus as the Holy One of God stands against 
the Td pd öcK@'(O. QL'r'ov . It is this note of 
conflict and tension within the exorcisms and particularly 
this first one which leads us to concur with one of the 
conclusions of Kertelge. 
"Durch das geschilderte Wundergeschehen wird die 
oberragende 0, o'd toL Jesu offenbar. Konkret 
'ussert 
sie sich hier als sein Sieg über DPmcnen 
IOU rLA ist hier nicht im hellenistischen 
Sinne ausdruck übermenschlicher Kraft und Kenntnis 
einer zauberkräftigen Allmacht über die Nat u_^. 
Eine solche Auffassung würde dem Bild des ©Cos Av 1e 
entsprechen. 
Die '£SovoC. & ist hier vielmehr die im Eampf 
gegen die Dämonen sich. durchsetzende Rechtsmacht 
Gottes. Dieses Verständnis ist durch die 
Septuaginta vorbereitet wo zunächst 
Gottes nacht ( . 
ý3) seine 'unumschränkte Souverani tät' 
bezeichnet. " 
Hark apparently ur_deretands a link between the authar; ty of 
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Jesus, and the idea of Jesus as "Messiah/Son of God"*, 
Both Luke and Matthew however are more specific about the 
authority of Jesus via-ä-vis his role as Messiah. Matthew 
writes, "But if it is by the Spirit of God that I. cast out 
demons, then the kingdom of God has come upon you", (12: 28). 
For Matthew, Jesus' power and authority Are indicative of the 
breaking in of God's Kingdom - the messianic age of the 
Spirit. For Luke who has in place of 
1Tvt(p. Lri. &. 3 we are perhaps to o understand a reference to 
the Exodus (of Exod 8: 19)(142) in line with the tendency of 
Luke to describe Jesus' mission in terms of the Prophet like 
Moses -a tendency which continued into his re orting. of the 
early sermons in the Acts of the Apostles. 
(143) 
For Mark, then., it is the Son of God who faces the 
onslaught of the demonic hordes with the suggestion that 
he is thinking in terms of the Messiai and the conduct. of 
Holy War. For Luke the assumption is similar as Jesus the 
Prophet -Messiah wages war in the prophetic tradition against 
the forces of evil. The authority of Jesus in both Gospels 
is inextricably bound up with the belief that in the man 
Jesus was united the function of the 'Messiah (Prophet- 
Liessiah for Luke) and the fact of his divine Sonship. 
2: 2: 6 The Verdict on the Messianic Interpretation of 
Idk 1: 24 and Lk 4: 34 -A Qualified Affirmative 
We have presented in turn four arguments for the 
messianic interpretation of b e`týýýS -ram C ow . 
These were: 
(a) The interpretation of exorcism as a messianic action. 
7e found that it could be so understood particularly in the 
light of the conflict motifs attached to the Gospel 
presentation of exorcism; however this does not exclude 
other ways of understanding the action such as the prophetic 
interpretation or the messianic-prophetic. In the present- 
form the emphasis is on the authority of Jesus and not on 
the miraculous elements in the story. "Das markinische 
Interesse richtet sich vor allem auf die ^orte des 
Besessenen und das Verhalten Jesu dazu ... "(144) In Luke 
the action is probably to be understood as one of the 
functions of the Prophet-Messiah. In '.: ark the action is 
more on the level of conflict between the ASent of soe_ and 
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the forces of Evil; it is an indication of the commencement 
of the messianic Holy War with the stress upon the sense of 
Jesus' authority. 
(b) The Messianic Secret. This is in some ways more 
applicable to Luke than to Mark (of Lk 4: 41) and we have 
shown reasons for preferring the idea of a Son of God-secret 
for Mark; this simply confirms what we already know - Mark's 
preference for Son of God rather than Messiah and Luke's , 
preference for Messiah rather than Son of God. It tells us 
that the titles of Jesus were living traditions and not 
static doctrines and that there was during the time of Jesus 
and later considerable mystery surrounding his person. How 
we-describe this secret depends upon our perspective. The 
title Holy One of God was another insight into the mysterium 
Christi, and as such is neither accurately to be described as 
part of the messianic secret nor the Son of God secret, 
rather it is part of the general Jesus secret and therefore 
related to but perhaps not identical with either tradition. 
(c) The whole question of the messianic interpretation of 
Son of God has been discussed above and, provided some 
connection is understood between the Holy One and the Son of 
God, there appear to be good grounds for a qualified 
affirmative: qualified as we have explained above by the 
obvious Christian teaching about the divinity of Jesus and 
the tension explicit within a kerygma which proclaimed a 
resurrected Messiah. We have shown grounds for under- 
standing the Narcan use of both titles as messianic - 
implying the agency of Jesus in line with the idea of the 
appointed and the chosen son of God, who in conflict with 
the demons stands as the messianic holy one. The emphasis 
remains upon the idea of agency rather than a specific 
type, even that of a royal messiah so that it is very 
important to note that the Holy One of God is. not the same 
as the Messiah and in some ways perhaps distinct also from 
Son of God. Nevertheless we believe that the Holy One of' 
God may be described as messianic when the elements it has 
in common with Son of God are included. The Lucan 
perspective differs in that "messianic" in Luke includes 
prophetic as well'as royal functions; this is, made explicit 
in the Acts. So the Holy One of God is messianic by the 
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Lucan definition, denoting Jesus as the messianic prophet 
who works miracles and wonders (of 10: 35) and is at the 
same time the royal Son of God. 1 
(d) The Authority of Jesus. Again this highlights the 
difference between Luke and Mark, with Jesus, the Agent of 
God, portrayed in ? ark as a divine Son who fulfils the role of 
Messiah, and in Luke as the messianic prophet who is also 
the divine Son of God. This distinction may be over- 
stressed and we are aware of this danger, but we 
believe it is a valid difference and of some consequence 
for the interpretation of the Holy One of God. 
So we conclude with a qualified affirmative - the Holy 
One of God is messianic if you allow the general idea of 
the Marcan agent, the prophetic role of the Lucan agent 
and the overall Christian belief in the divinity of Jesus. 
Certainly the enigma of the figure of Jesus rests within 
this title also. 
2: 3 The Johannine Evidence 
The most important evidence in favour of a messianic 
understanding of the Holy One of God in Jn 6: 69 is the 
connection with the confession of Peter at Caesarea- 
Philippi as recorded in the Synoptic Gospels. However 
scholars are divided in their opinion about the exact 
dimensions of the relationship generally between the Fourth 
Gospel and the Synoptics. One theory which is 
commonly encountered is that John knew Mark or the pre- 
V_arcan tradition and perhaps also Luke. 
(14 ý 
The alter- 
native which is often presented is that John was 
completely independent of the Synoptics elcýe t insofar as 
his presentation follows the Gospel genre, 
Eere 
is 
something to be said in favour of both views, but as 
we proceed it will become clear that the confession of 
Peter in John is not unrelated to that found in the 
Synoptics, and the most likely solution is that they 
derive from a single tradition. 
If John knew the 2-iarcan or Pre-marcan tradition then 
it is possible that he made use of it in ch 6 
for his version of the confession of Peter. This would 
not automatically imply that the Holy One of God is a 
messianic title, but it does suggest that John might have 
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been aware of the need to supply a title which, although 
messianic, did not include the political ingredients 
normally inherent in 'Messiah'. The Fourth Evangelist,. 
like Matthew and Luke would then be seen as 
adopting and adapting the Marcan version - perhaps, like 
Matthew, to include the divinity of Jesus, as suggested by 
R.. Schnackenburg. 
'147) There are indeed certain basic 
similarities, as we shall see, between the Synoptic and the 
Johannine confessions; there are also differences. With 
regard to his use of titles, John has some interesting 
parallels with Mark which suggest that there might be 
a valid connection on this level. Obviously John has the 
more detailed exposition but nevertheless the parallels 
are interesting. 
The first parallel is in their respective uses of 
Son of God - which in both Gospels forms the key to their 
Christology and is preferred to the title Christ in so 
far as Son of God adequately comprehends both the function 
of Jesus and his divinity. For both writers it is the 
term for the agent of God who both fulfils and yet- 
trans-cends the Jewish hope of a messianic king. 
The second parallel is found in the way both Mark and 
John depict the divinity of Jesus as Son as effective from 
the beginning of his ministry, but not truly compre- 
hended until after Jesus' death, when, in Mark, a centuri cn, 
and in John,, the disciple- Thomas, confess it. 
The third parallel is found in the use of Messiah 
as a vehicle primarily for the Jewish expectations 
and as appropriate for the role of Jesus only through 
its association with the titles Son of God and Son 
of Man. 
Given these parallels it is tempting to speculate 
that Johannine Christology might in some ways be indebted 
to the Marcan Christology, but this is an area which 
requires more space than we can afford in this work. In 
so far as the Holy One of God is concerned we shall 
endeavour to ascertain the extent of the connection 
between the Marcan use of the title and its use within 
the Fourth Gospel. In so doing we shall explore the 
possibility that confessions about Jesus were associated 
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not only with individuals but also with geographical 
locations, and on this level are related to certain of 
the Marcan confessions. 
F. Hahn suggested that the Johannine version of the 
Petrine confession is the original form - depicting Jesus 
as Prophet - and that the Synoptic presentation exhibits 
signs of a gradual process of messianization. 
(148) 
It is pertinent to note that even if John knew the 
Synoptic traditions, this does not exclude the possibility 
that he incorporated independent traditions in his work. - 
some of which might pre-date the present form of the 
Marcan material. The question whether the prophetic role 
of Jesus is earlier than his messianic role, depends upon 
one's understanding of Messiah during the time of Jesus: 
Did this title imply only the Royal Messiah or could it 
be used in a wider sense of a prophet? The idea that 
Jesus, the prophet, was only recognized as messiah after his 
death as a "messianic pretender" has some ' credibility.. but 
then it is only one possible interpretation of the NT 
evidence. The alternative suggests that Jesus was 
recognised as prophet and messiah prior to his death. 
The opinion of Hah%1493 and. the concept. . of - 
Johannine dependence upon the Marcan version of the 
confession of Peter form the two poles 'between which we 
need to work-in pursuit of the meaning of the'Holy One of 
God. Is the confession of Peter, as found in John, adopted 
from the Synoptic tradition or is it independent? If it 
is dependent, the question is raised whether John has also 
adopted the messianic intention of Mark, and,, if so, what 
changes he has introduced through-his use of "the Holy One" 
in preference to "the Messiah". In order to answer these 
questions we turn now to an examination of the Petrine 
confession as found within the four Gospels. 
2: 3: 1 The Confession of Peter according to the Synoptic 
Gospels 
It is curious that so little attention has 
been given to the comparison of the confessions of Peter 
in spite of the obvious importance of this confession for 
the christological development of the Early Church. 
We have mentioned the work of Hahn and we note also the 
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important contribution of other scholars like P. Gardner- 
Smith, but these writers leave many questions unanswered 
(150) 
and the original form of Peter's confession remains an 
open question and an enigma of the first order. The Synoptia 
versions of Peter's confession are the following : - 
Mark 8: 29 
ö f: rid S Lý'EL acv rcý : ffv tL ca. 
iýe. LýrbS 
('151) 
Matthew 16: 16 .. 
kir 0K Oti c. 
1114W T tTC°S LI TLY U Ems. 
es 
XCýýrTos eý üýýS, Tiýv Cýýaü Tc 
`ýwVTO$ 
(152) 0 
Luke 9: 20 
ýfTeas O(TOKeL Oct S Eiicty Tvv rrw 
T'o ü GE Z  (153) 
The. similarities between the Fourth Gospel and the 
Synoptic confession are the following : - 
(a) The confession is made by Peter on behalf of 
the other disciples as a response to a question of Jesus. 
(b) It follows a feeding miracle, not the second 
miracle as in Matthew and Mark, but an earlier one which 
included the scene on the Sea of Galilee and Jesus' 
reproach to the disciples for their slovrness to under- 
stand (Mk 8: 21). The latter suggests a parallel with 
6: 60f, but only on very general grounds. 
(c) In both John and the Synoptics the confession 
of Peter marks the highlight of the Gospel narratives 
concerned with Jesus' Galilean ministry: for the , 
Synoptics the Transfiguration acted as a related high 
point, and it contains yet another of Peter's 
misunderstandings. -= '. - (M. 1k 9: 5 and parallels). 
(d) The confession leads to an indictment against 
one of the disciples as being on the side of the Devil - 
for Mark it was Peter, for John it was Judas. N"', 
The similarities must be considered along with the 
differences of which there-are a number; sufficient indeed 
to'suggest an alternative source :- 
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(a) The confession of Peter in Mark and Matthew takes 
place o. L. Caesarea Philippi while that in John apparently 
is located in the Synagogue of Capernaum. Its location 
there recalls the concern of the Gospel with the disciples 
who were afraid to confess Jesus as Messiah and those who 
in their confession were expelled. Capernaum was 
also the place where according to Mark and Luke the 
demoniac confessed Jesus as Ö 5%, coc TD ü f9 
V 
(b) The occasion of the confession is a different one 
and follows a schism in the group of believers in John, 
rather than a general questioning of the disciples by 
Jesus as in the Synoptics. Once again we are reminded of 
the difficulties within the Johannine community which 
might have reflected a similar schism within the ranks of 
the believers. In this case the confession of Peter is a 
rebuke against those who turn back from following Jesus, 
preferring the Synagogue and the traditional Jewish way 
of life. 
(c) There follows the confession of Peter according to 
John, the denunciationjof Judas - in clear contrast to 
Peter and the others, though it accords in some ways with 
the Synoptic denunciation of Peter. So Pete; according to 
Mark, is called "Satan", while Judas, according to John, is a 
"devil". Since the character of Judas is deliberately 
blackened throughout the Fourth Gospel (of 12: 6, OTL 
K7r T*1S 
fý/ ) this is not unduly surprising. 
Both Luke and Matthew take steps to exonerate Peter, not 
only with regard to Jesus" indictment but also through 
their formulation of the actual confession. 
(d) The actual confession of Peter in John's Gospel is 
formally quite different from either Mark or Matthew but 
has some resemblance to Luke's version. It lacks 
the crucial term "Christ", which is the single common 
factor of the other confessions. The earliest attempt at 
synthesis amends this deficiency, when P66 supplies 
0 Ye ýcr to produce a clearly messianic 
confession: 
Ö )( 
. a-r ,Ö OLVios TOV STOW 
These differences might suggest an alternative tradition 
for the Fourth Gospel but there are signs which appear to 
indicate deliberate alterations of the ruarcan or a similar 
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tradition, in part influenced by the didactic intention 
of the Fourth Gospel writer. These alterations area 
parallel to the changes in the Gospels of Matthew 
and Luke, but more far reaching in their effect. 
We shall now study each report of Peter's confession \ 
in detail s- 
(i) The Gospel of Mark (8: 27-38) 
The confession of Peter, as recorded in Mark, follows a 
feeding miracle and hinges upon the question of Jesus, 
"Who do men say that I am? ", asked while the group of 
Jesus and his disciples are, -! at Caesarea Philippi. In 
response to the question, the disciples say, "John the 
Baptist ... Elijah ... one of the prophets" all of which 
were views held perhaps not only during the time of Jesus 
but subsequently. Mark intends now to correct these 
views. We find that Jesus then rephrases the question, 
"Who do you say that I am? " to which Peter replies, 
"You are the Christ" (vs 29). It is clear that "Christ" 
intends more than just the anointed one as an abstract 
title for an agent of God, which might include also Priests 
or Prophets. It is here intended as elsewhere in Mark to 
refer to the royal Messiah of David's line. It is posed 
opposite the prophetic explanations of the people and we 
may perhaps have an insight into the contemporary situation 
during the writing of the Gospel in which the Christian 
message proclaimed Jesus as Messiah, while some would only 
accept that he was an Elijah-type prophet (perhaps because 
of the miracles he performed). Mark has Peter as the 
representative of the disciples, utter a confession of 
faith in Jesus as the Messiah, indicating what, in some ways, 
might already have been a source of conflict within the 
Synagogue (before the separation of Judaism and 
Christianity). 
Jesus enjoins them to keep this secret and then begins 
to teach them about the suffering Son of Man. Park (vs 31) 
counters the argument that the death of Jesus represented 
the failure of his mission. For Jesus, the suffering and 
indeed resurrection were already expected as an integral 
part of his mission. There is some evidence, such as the 
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Targums and the Qumran text of Isaiah 53, for the belief 
in a suffering messiah(154) but the teaching on the 
resurrection must have been somewhat strange to the 
ears of the first century Jew. It is the question of the 
resurrection which recurs in the next pericope, that of 
the transfiguration (of 9: 9-10), and causes 
controversy among the disciples there. Mark clearly 
understands Jesus' teaching on the Son of Man as a 
reference to Jesus himself, and the mention of the Son of 
Man coming "in the glory of his Father with the holy angels" 
18: 38) shows some indication of Mark's awareness of the 
apocalyptic figure so titled. So, in this way.. Mark 
defends also the death and resurrection of Jesus, balancing 
the traditional Jewish hope of a Messiah against the 
Christian teaching about Jesus as the divine Messiah. 
The rebuke against Peter, as we have explained above, 
was probably the result of Peter's failure to comprehend 
the role of Jesus, perhaps because he was attracted to the 
political possibilities within the messianic role. Again 
there is a suggestion here of the contemporary ? "arcan 
situation in which the question of Jesus' fulfilment of 
the messianic ideal must have often been debated. The 
rebuke is thus a polemic against all those who look for 
political gain in Christianity rather than becoming 
obedient to God's will, which must have been a significant 
problem in first century Rome.. Peter is told that he has 
in mind not the-things of God, but the things of man. 
Perhaps also Peter's failure to comprehend the role of* 
Jesus implies through his failure-to visualize the - 
r. esurrection, that he has closed his eyes to the divinity 
of Jesus., The subsequent teaching on the Son of Man 
(vss 37f and 9: 9) focuses upon the-resurrected and - 
triumphant Son of lean and forms an interesting parallele 
to the scene in the trial, of Jesus (14: 61f) with the same 
movement from Messiah to glorified Son of ?: an. Thus Mark 
balances the messianic. role of Jesus against the-teaching 
on the suffering and exalted Son.. -Peter is the, represen- 
tative not- only of the disciples but of all those Jews who 
fail to comprehend the divine Sonship of Jesus. However 
his confession as such is, _not wrong, simply his 
inter- 
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pretation of the role and function of Jesus, without 
which the divinity of Jesus is incomprehensible for Mark 
and those who view Jesus from his perspective. 
It is thus not surprising that immediately after Jesus' 
teaching on the exalted Son of Man, there follows the 
incident of the Transfiguration - this is the continuation 
of the revelation of Jesus' person and is in answer to the 
question Jesus raised, 'who am I? ' Yet once again Peter 
misunderstands (9: 6) and the question of the resurrection 
of the Son of Man remains for the disciples an enigma. 
It is difficult to know what lay behind the suggestion of 
Peter, whether he envisaged the setting up of some holy 
shrine(155) or the securing of time to hear the words of 
these august visitors, but it suffices to note that there 
exists the sense of misunderstanding - once more the 
disciples fail to come to terms either with the divinity 
of Jesus or his role as Son which includes suffering and 
resurrection. The transfiguration has been termed by 
Calvin,. "a temporary exhibition of his glory". sand by 
C. E. B. Cranfield, "an exhibition or prolepsis of the 
Resurrection and of the Parousia". 
15R. 
Bultmann suggested 
(157) 
that a resurrection appearance underlies this incident in his 
attempt to explain, something of the apparent incongruity 
of the transfiguration. From our'perspective, it appears 
that the important detail of the transfiguration is the 
sense of misunderstanding which underlines the failure of 
the disciples to come to terms with the uniqueness of Jesus 
before the resurrection. We suggest that it should be 
seen as an important complement to the, confession of Peter, 
and qualifies the role and function of the messianic Son. 
The divine voice reveals the sonship of Jesus, which 
at the baptism was reserved as a private communication. 
The command "hear.. him" probably has some connection with 
the, prophetic hope found in Deut 18: 15,18, as does the 
presence of Elijah and Moses. The idea of Jesus as prophet 
will be discussed later, but it is, worth noting that such a 
belief was not necessarily separate from the idea of Jesus 
as Messiah. -_. Indeed, there are indications in the four 
Gospels, and in Acts that as the royal 2:: eesiah, Jesus was 
expected to display prophetic traits. It would seem then 
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that in the present context the importance of the portrait 
of Jesus at the transfiguration looks beyond the role of 
prophet to the divine Son, whatever its original intent may 
have been. - 
What has come out of this examination of the Confession 
of Peter, as found in Mark, is as follows :- Peter falls prey 
to a misunderstanding of the role of Jesus, limited as-he is 
by his human intellect. Jesus has to castigate him and to 
correct his impression through the- teaching on the Son of 
Man and perhaps also the transfiguration. Even then, Peter 
continues to have problems with'the revelation given by 
Jesus and the disciples fail to comprehend the resurrection 
teaching. The message given by these narratives indicates 
the inability of the disciples to grasp the reality of 
Jesus' divinity prior to his resurrection. As we study 
the other gospels We shall find how the pattern provided 
by Mark was suitably revised to ease certain of the 
problems and questions raised in the Marcan narrative. 
The Liarcan presentation of Peter's confession accords well 
with the tradition that Peter's preaching and teaching lie 
behind the Gospel. 
(ii) The Gospel according to Luke (9: 18-27) 
Luke represents another stage in the history of the 
tradition. His last mentioned geographical location 
following 9: 10, appears to be Bethsaida; although Jesus' 
question is the same, there are certain differences in the 
answer given by -the disciple; for it includes the phrase 
"one of the ancient prophets is risen again" 
( rp o4 %i T. 1 S Tý gr 
ZeLkOciý. ýr vs ' 
19 ). 
Perhaps there is'some significance here - aniindication 
possibly of the belief in Jesus as a prophet raised to 'a 
new life, and in aý sense anticipating the belief that 
Jesus himself: would be raised from the dead. The connection'" 
with Elijah and Moses, is '-also"suggested, for their deaths, 
according to Jewish tradition, raised hopes for their 
eventual return. We note also in Acts the connection 
between 'Jesus the prophet and his resurrection (Acts 3: 12ff) 
and of course the 'use of Messiah in Luke to depict Jesus 
as the Mosaic, -prophet, which we -noticed above. 
, I- In response to Jesus': second question Peter responds, 
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'l'am ý(Cýýr `1bß QE Z' ani after the command to keep 
silence, Jesus teaches on his suffering as the Son of Man 
(vs 21) without the rebuke and castigation of Peter; and 
we find then the Marcan teaching on the return of the Son 
of Man. The transfiguration follows without the debate 
among the disciples on the meaning of the resurrection, 
nor the additional teaching by Jesus on the Son of Man, as 
in Mark. There is a curious reference to the sleepiness 
of Peter and the others (vs 32) reminiscent of Gethsemane, 
but the words c5u. cw - cot. 4crxv-- s, 6 oN stress 
that what they saw was no vision. 
Luke has no castigation of Peter so that the political 
aspect of the confession is not cause for question. Indeed 
with the Lucan use of Messiah it is probable that Luke 
intends some reference to the eschatological prophet, which 
would obviate some of the political overtones (although we 
note Lk 24: 19ff). By and large however one gains the 
impression that the confession of Peter is not only adequate 
but approved as an accurate description of the role of Jesus 
and not at odds with either the suffering and resurrection of 
Jesus or his transfiguration. The answer is undoubtedly 
found in the idea of-a suffering and resurrected prophet 
which probably formed part of Luke's Jewish heritage and 
which is now preserved in some of the sermons in Acts. 
(iii) The Gospel according to. Matthew (. 16: 13-28) 
Matthew: presents the confession of Peter in such a way 
that he avoids the problems raised in the Marcan version, 
-without recourse to the Lucan method of dropping the rebuke 
of Peter entirely. - Moreover he does not present Jesus as 
the prophet Messiah, but, like :: ark, seems to use the term 
exclusively of the royal Messiah. He sets the scene in the 
neighbourhood of Caesarea Philippi (16: 13) as in Mark, but 
his first question is' "Who do men say that the Son of Man is? " 
which in a way anticipates the teaching on the Son of Man 
which follows, '- The present context indicates that it "is 
unlikely that Jesus is here referring to a third person. We, 
note also in the answers given by the disciples that Jeremiah 
is introduced - clearly the reference has implications for the 
V tthean situation: perhaps Matthew knows of a tradition 
which links Jesus and Jeremiah, such as the theme of suffering. 
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The next question is as in Mark, but Peter's response is 
T different -ouö Xi. s C. ULo Tb" C oü 7w 
wýs" 
Moreover, Jesus blesses the response by giving it his 
sanction (vs 17) and, by accrediting it to a divine revelation, l- 
raises the confession to the same level-as the Marcan 
response of Jesus to the High Priest's question. No longer 
is the confession of Peter inadequate. -There 
is no sign of 
Peter'simisunderstanding# but as vss 18f show he is now the 
foundation of the f Kk. Xv1 .s UK . By separating the 
confession from the rebuke of Peter, the authority and 
accuracy of the confession itself is preserved. Jesus in 
vs 2% forbids the disciples to tell anyone that he is the 
Christ. We note the difference from Mark and Luke, both of 
which lack the term Ae, %. qrT S in the . command of 
Jesus. 
One might argue that the simplicity of the Marcan and 
Lucan confessions rendered the term Messiah superfluous. 
Matthew however draws attention to the danger of publicly 
announcing Jesus as Messiah prematurely and the attendant 
political overtones (cf ves 22f) attached not to Son of God 
but to Messiah. 
We notice the tendency to amplify the whole pericope 
. particularly 
in the words of Peter c1 ý: S O'0L ' 
Keel t 
OÜ f -Tdl d'OL i bUTo, 
ef 10 and Jesus' response. O Wacyj 6-w a-W 1A ov O-&e-rO<V 
C 
r-, 
dK 
ýY ý. ciýoY f-L. 
ýNo0 O%-, CDU (` C ovEI S T. 
Tov OEöu (158) 
The transfiguration narrative follows and we see that it 
lacks the remark that Peter did not know what he said, and 
there is no mention of the discussion of the disciples on 
the resurrection of Jesus, as in Mark. The general impression, 
in comparison with the I. iarcan version, is that Matthew 
deliberately introduces "Son of God" to bring in the sense 
of the divinity of Jesus lacking in the original confession 
of Peter, and secondly commends the confession of Peter 
through his inclusion of the blessing. Peter is obviously 
a key person for Matthew and presumably for his audience 
and Matthew takes pains to exonerate him of some of his 
faults. 
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(iv) Conclusion 
Our study of the confession of Peter as recorded 
in the Synoptic Gospels has revealed a number of 
important points, which we need to bear in mind for a 
correct understanding of John 6: 69. These are the 
following : 
(a) The confession of Peter displays significant 
variations in the three versions some of which are 
obviously deliberate alterations for theological 
reasons resulting from the issues raised by the Marcan 
version. It would not be beyond the bounds of reason 
then to argue that in John 6: 60ff we have a similar 
adaptation. One might suggest, as does R. Schnacken- 
burg, 
(159) 
that-John, like Matthew, introduces through 
the confession of Peter, a sense of the divinity of 
Jesus. However, the alterations in the Johanine version, 
if that is what they are, are far more drastic than 
in either Matthew or Luke, which means that we must 
accept the possibility that John was working from an 
alternative version apart from or 
together with the 
Marcan version of Peter's confession. The path is then 
open to suggest, as does Hahn, that thi$ was the original 
version as now found in John. 
(b) Two of the issues raised by'the Marcan version 
account for the most obvious changes in Matthew and 
Luke, namely, Jesus' castigation of Peter and the 
underlying political insinuations of his confession. 
Both Luke and Matthew cope with these problems in their 
own individual ways - Luke through his avoidance of the 
confrontation between Peter and Jesus, and Matthew 
by his inclusion of a blessing on Peter. Both writers 
allow the confession of Peter to stand as an adequate 
theological reflection on the person of Jesus, 
including the recognition of his divine status. 
Luke achieves this through his extended use of 
Messiah in a non-political sense, Matthew through 
his addition of the title 'Son of God' and 
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the divine sanction of Peter's words. We need now to 
ask if these two issues are reflected in the Johannine 
presentation of Peter's confession. If they are then it 
will be evidence in favour of John's cognizance of some 
form of the tradition now included in Mark, if not the 
Marcan version itself. 
(c) It is possible that some of the variety seen within 
the versions of Peter's confession may be related to the 
respective audiences of the three Gospels. If Luke is 
writing for a largely Gentile audience within the diaspora`,, 
then there might have been a deliberate avoidance of an 
unqualified use of Son of God as in the Marcan version of 
the centurion's confession, because of the possibility that 
such a confession might have been understood as the title 
for Jesus as a divine man ($£%. og Vne ). 
Similarly he might have been able to use'I/lessiah of God' to 
describe adequately the person of Jesus just as he presents 
Jesus in the sermons in Acts as the Prophet-Messiah. 
Matthew however appears to have been addressing an audience 
who had reservations about linking Jesus with the 
political messiahs of-the time, so that the messiahship of 
Jesus needs to be carefully qualified by the title Son of 
God. ' 
2: 3: 2 The idea of the Messiah according to John 
The idea of the Messiah plays an important part in the 
00 1 Fourth Gospel; 
(160) 
and apart from the term Xet trrv s 
which appears 17 times, we find also the transliteration 
ML a-o- 
L 
. eS 
(Jn -1: 41 and 4: 25) .` There are several 
indications, including the use of' co-o-I- KS , which 
suggest that John was anxious to-anchor his messianic 
concept firmly to its Hebraic- origin. ' There is also a 
polemical motif evident, when on the lips. of "the Jews" 
statements appear which to the believer clearly point to 
Jesus as the expected Messiah. We are able to sense 
something of the contemporary conflict with the Synagogue, 
at the centre of which was the confession of Jesus as. the 
Christ. - In a masterly way the Evangelist builds up, a 
picture of Jesus, the Messiah, almost entirely through the 
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reported speech of the actors in the Fourth Gospel Drama. 
Jesus does not use the word himself yet he does acknowledge 
that he is the Messiah (4: 25f); it occurs once in an 
editorial comment (17: 3) apart from the confessions and the 
aim stated in 20: 31, but it is in the comments of the 
Jews and the local people that we see several interesting 
beliefs about the Messiah come to light. 
As far as the teaching of Jesus is concerned we notice 
that in 10: 34, in response to an enquiry about his messiah- 
ship, Jesus answers the question by his reference to 
Sonship (10: 36); it is-his union with the. Father which 
effectively ac'bv as a barrier between the Jews and their 
interpretation of Messiah and the Christian concept found 
in words of Jesus. It is a re-interpreted messianic 
concept which is presented through the pages of the Fourth 
Gospel. 
There are other debates about the Messiah and his work, 
wherein various odd items of information are raised. The 
Samaritan woman-who is told by Jesus of-his messiahship, 
reveals that when the messiah comes "he will tell 
( öý V el ££(4: 25) us all things". In fact Jesus 
has just 
demonstrated 
to her his unique knowledge of human- 
kind, and-through the rest of the Gospel he does indeed act 
as a reveaLer, (cf 14: 6f). There are. various ideas about 
the Jewish or Samaritan "messiah" (taheb) as a revealer 
which might be indicated here, such as Deut 18: 18. Jesus 
is he-to whom God-has given His words as he promised to give 
them to the Prophet like Moses; so it seems best to under- 
stand Messiah here as "the Prophet" in accord with the 
Samaritan hopes. 
(161) 
The next instance in the debate is 7: 41-4 where the 
place of the origin of the Messiah is in question. John is 
apparently citing Jewish traditions about the Messiah and 
perhaps at a deeper level raisin& questions about the 
concern of Christian traditions (Like Matthew and Luke's 
infancy stories) to demonstrate Jesus' link with OT davidic 
tradition. In 7: 42 Bethelehem is cited as the place of 
origin for the Messiah, and the argument adduced, that since 
Jesus comes. from Galilee (vs 41) he is perforce disqualified. 
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Perhaps John here assumes that the reader is familiar with 
the Synoptic tradition of Jesus' birth in Bethlehem - this 
would imply that the reader would recognise the falseness 
of the conclusion* 
(162) 
On the other hand Jesus is not 
called "Son of David" in the Gospel, and there is no open 
connection with either Bethlehem or David. Jesus is a king, 
but his kingdom is not of this world (18: 36) or else his 
servants would fight! " The political implications of 
messiahship are seriously questioned by the statements of 
Jesus before Pilate, and in parallel perhaps with Mk 12: 35ff. 
Jesus is Lord rather than Son of David - he is Messiah 
because he is first of all the Son of God. John plays down 
the connection with David (absent even from-the Entry to 
Jerusalem unlike the Synoptic tradition) so as to stress the 
divinity of Jesus, and to distance the true comprehension of 
Jesus' kingship from its political rivals. 
The third instance concerns again the origin of the 
Messiah '(7: 26-31) and this time the idea appears that the 
origin of the Messiah will be unknown (vs 27). Jesus' 
origin is known (vs 27) so he cannot be the Messiah. We 
note that these-arguments all-follow the same form. It is 
obviously based on the rabbinic form of argument and perhaps 
reflects some of the dialogue between the Synagogue and the 
Johannine community, Indeed these may be actual arguments 
used by the Synagogue to discredit the messianic claims of 
the Christian community. The idea of a "concealed Messiah" 
who awaits a divinely initiated disclosure (such as at the 
hand of Elijah), is perhaps to be understood. 
(163) 
Jesus 
questions the knowledge of the people (vs 28) and within the 
context of the'whole Gospel, the people do not really know 
Jesus' true origin: 'they know nothing of his pre-existence 
or of his relationship with the Father, both of which are 
open only to the eye of the believer. 
Thera we find the Jewish belief (12: 34) that the Messiah 
will not' die but remain tis TOY äAwV I( , Perhaps 
Ps 88: 37(TXY) is intended here, or the idea that the Messiah 
will not die until he has ushered in the Kingdom. Once more 
to the eye of faith, this is clear proof that Jesus is the 
Messiah and more than the Messiah, he is the' divine Son of 
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God, one with the Father. So the arguments raised by the 
Jews as arguments against Jesus' messiahship become under 
the masterly touch of the author, proof of that very fact. 
There is the tragedy of the Jews who know so much 
about the expected messiah, but fail to see how the evidence 
of their writings points to Jesus - the note for the con- 
temporary situation in the Johannine community is unmistak- 
able; as is the note of condemnation pronounced on those who 
fail to believe, or who in believing fail to show their true 
colours "for fear of the Jews" (12: 42f), In contrast there 
are those who accept Jesus as Messiah, not as a result of a 
lengthy period of discipleship but from the beginning (1: 41), 
and they mirror in their confessions and experiences the 
beliefs and hopes and sufferings of the Johannine community 
(of 9: 34). 
Jesus as the divine Agent of God, the Son, is at the 
same time the anointed one, the king of Israel. -He is sent 
into the world to accomplish the will of the Father (10: 36), 
and this includes fulfilling the functions, of king and 
prophet. But as M. de Jonge clearly observes, "Jesus' 
kingship and his prophetic mission are both redefined in 
terms of the unique relationship between Father and Son as 
portrayed in the Fourth Gospel. " 
(164) 
It is only when 
Messiah is seen in the light of Jesus' Sonship that it 
can begin to point to the reality of Jesus. 
_We have seen the way in which John took into account 
some of the prevailing Jewish views on the Messiah; but to 
do justice to his presentation it is necessary that we 
recognise the way in which the idea of Jesus as-either 
the Messiah or the expected Prophet fits into the general 
framework of Johannine Christology. The key passage in 
this regard is 1: 19-51 whic'1, as R. Schnackenburg has shown, 
is concerned with the concept of Jesus as the fulfilment 
of Jewish messianic hopes. 
(165) 
In the passage Jesus is 
recognised by Andrew as, the Messiah according to the 
scriptures and this knowledge is shared with Peter (vs 41)0 
Later Philip makes a similar discovery (vs 45): ""! e have 
found him of whom Loses in the law and also the prophets 
wrote, Jesus of Nazareth,, the son o; Joseph. " Unlike the 
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discovery of Andrew there is here no reference to Christ 
or Messiah, instead we find clear indications that for 
Philip, Jesus is the fulfilment of the promise of a second 
Moses - hence perhaps the words "of whom Moses wrote in the 
Lawn. Previously John the Baptist was depicted as making a 
series of denials, which in effect opened the way to a 
portrayal of Jesus as the fulfilment of these roles. John 
denies that he is the Christ; he denies that he is the 
Prophet and he denies that he is Elijah. By deduction it 
seems probable that the writer of the Fourth Gospel intends 
Jesus as the recipient of these roles. If we understand 
the words of Philip correctly Jesus is here identified not 
only with the Prophet like Moses but also with the prophetic 
tradition including Elijah. Jesus displays to Nathanael 
evidence of his supernatural power (vs 48) possibly in 
response to the test cited in Deut 18: 21-2, for Jesus' 
words are true words. Thus Jesus identifies himself, and 
Nathanael responds with a confession which is now more 
messianic than prophetic and probably coincides with one of 
the confessions held by the Johannine community: "Rabbi, 
you are the Son of God. You are the king of Israel". The 
passage might have ended there with the presentation of 
Jesus as the hope of the Jews - the Prophet and the King 
of Israel, but it does not and instead we are pointed to 
greater things (note the change in person from vs 50 to 51: 
Irr, or 0 o1 to ' VµLV the open heavens and the 
Son of Man. 
The addition of vs 51 presents a deliberate correction 
of the previous hopes and bears witness to a tradition from 
the idea of Jesus as Prophet or Messiah, to the belief 
enshrined in the Logos hymn and elsewhere in the divinity 
of Jesus over and above these roles. The use of the Son of 
Man above and beyond the titles Prophet and L°essiah is also 
found in ch 9. 
We find there that Jesus is first of all described as, 
a prophet (vs 17); later his messiahship is mentioned as 
the cause-of the man's expulsion from the synagogue (vs 34 
of vs 22). The story as with Nathanael does not end there, 
. 
but goes on to tell of the encounter of the man with Jesus 
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again, and this time the discovery of Jesus as the Son of 
Man overshadows all that has preceded. As the man is faced 
with the divinity of Jesus implicit in the concept here of 
the Son of Man, he responds by "worshipping Jesus". It is 
evident - in the present form of the Gospel, whatever % 
its redactional history may have been, that the teaching on 
the Son of Man - Jesus' self-revelation as such - 
deliberately acts as a corrective for the interpretation of 
Jesus as either Messiah or Prophet. Both chapter 1 and 
chapter 9- bear witness to this. 
There is a reflection-here of the history- of the 
Johannine community and the break away from the Synagogue. 
The Johannine community while still within the synagogue 
discover Jesus-as Messiah and the Prophet; later for the 
confession of Jesus as Messiah, they are expelled from the 
synagogue; while outside the synagogue they truly discover 
Jesus, as the Son of Man, and their eyes are opened to the 
divinity of Jesus - the Logos made flesh. Once they were 
blind to the revelation incarnate in Jesus, but now they 
-see. - In contrast those-within the synagogue come-under 
judgement because they claim that they can see, but in 
reality they are blind to-the truth found in Jesus (9: 40f). 
The incident ends with just such a 
Mo de Jonge-sums up the whole picture of John's use 
of Messiah and Prophet as follows :- "Titles like 'prophet', 
'teacher sent by God', 'king' or even 'Messiah' do--not 
correspond completely with the-real status and authority---of 
Him-to whom they point. The terms are not wrong but 
-insufficient; ---they may be used in a wro context and are 
therefore in need of further definition. "` 
166) 
He goes on to point out quite correctly the way in 
which clarification "is given with the help of the terms 
Son of Man and-Son of God". We have considered the use of 
the former title, but we need to notice with De Jonge the 
use of Son of God, particularly in the confessions (1: 49; 
11: 27 and 20: 31). The Gospel might at one stage have been 
written simply to present Jesus as Prophet and Messiah, but 
in its present form these concerns take second place. This 
is a powerful reason for believing that in our interpretation 
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of "the Holy One of God" we cannot stop at the messianic 
level, but must consider a more profound intention, which 
is to be related in some way to the role of Jesus as Son 
of Man, Son of God. 
2: 3: 3 The Verdict for John : An Open Question 
At the opening of this chapter we outlined two possible 
arguments for a messianic understanding of John 6: 69. 
These were the following : - 
(A) The Holy One of God is used as a messianic title in 
Mk 1: 24 and Lk 4: 34 as indicated by the parallel title 
"the Son of God" and the conclusion voiced in Lk 4: 41. 
(B) The confession of Peter according to the Synoptics 
is clearly messianic and John does not depart from this 
tradition. 
At this stage of the chapter it is clear that these 
arguments are insufficient to prove that the Holy One in 
6: 69 is messianic. In the first place we have shown that 
. even 
in the Synoptics there are problems involved in the 
messianic interpretation of-the title, to which the most 
satisfactory solution appears to be one of conditioned 
affirmation. The title in lark is only messianic in so 
far as it describes generally Jesus as the agent of God. 
For I'ark the clue to the interpretation of the title 
appears to be its relation with Son of God, an area to 
which we shall return. Moreover since the title occurs in 
the context of an exorcism we become aware of a sense of 
conflict between Jesus the Holy One and the Unclean Spirit. 
In so far as the confession of Peter was concerned, 
we took note of two difficulties inherent in the Marcan 
version: the political overtones inherent in the term 
Messiah,, and the way in which Peter is castigated by 
Jesus. We also noticed the ways in which ., Tatthew and 
Luke overcame these problems. It is most significant that 
in the confession of Peter as found in the Fourth Gospel 
the problems do not arise - the confession is not political, 
Peter has no cause to rebuke Jesus and when Jesus calls a 
disciple a demon it is Judas to whom he refers. 
. 
Thus 
two of the major differences between the Synoptic confession 
and the Johannine confession may be attributed to a 
ý/ 
deliberate re-working of the passage as found in Mark, 
and in line with Luke and Matthew. It therefore seems 
unlikely that John knew of an original confession of 
Peter depicting Jesus as the Holy One, and far more likely 
that he knew the confession as recorded in either Mark or 
Luke. Moreover as we have seen there are good reasons for 
suggesting that John intends something more than a 
messianic title in 6: 69, and our attention may be drawn 
either to Son of Ian or on the basis of 10: 36 to Son of 
God. Indeed given the freedom which John appears to have 
exercised in the manipulation of his material, one might 
justly describe the messianic interpretation of Jn 6: 69 
as still an open question. 
We have stated the reasons why we believe that Jn 6: 69 
cannot-be limited to a messianic title as the straight- _ 
, and we have forward equivalent ýof 
Ö X<<a"Tö 
5 
suggested instead that it is to be----linked with 
V LOS To vO Eoü . There are two further reasons 
which may suggest that Jn 6: 69 is not messianic except in a 
most rudimentary way. We find both of these reasons in 
John, chapter 1. As we have already noticed Jn 1: 19-51 is 
concerned to-demonstrate=how Jesus fulfils the Jewish hopes 
----for a Messiah (cf 1: 41) and the confession of Nathanael - 
1: 49 -(O .) Eý. 
0 vi-öS -TOO 
Of-010" 
is probably to be understood as deliberately messianic in 
tone 
(167) and thus needing the corrective of vs 51. 
The first-point is to be found in vs 41 which reads : - 
ý cKtý OUTOs ý 1Pe 
wroV 
- 
rov aý A4 I 76Y Ucov 
_ 
ýti 
A.. wvd Kýý- 
ýE. %t . 'c 
r, ttCýKKµfV 71Y MnrrC cv.... 
Andrew goes to Peter and Peter comes to Jesus, the one 
pointed out to him as Messiah! (vs 42) Then there follows 
a parallel story in which Philip brings Nathanael to Jesus 
and he confesses Jesus as Messiah, (King of Israel,. Son of 
God). It seems to us rather extraordinary for John to have 
kept Peter's response to Jesus as the Messiah (Holy One of 
God) until ch 6, when it would have been most appropriate 
at about 1: 43 when Peter is named Cephas. He has just been 
told that Jesus is the Messiah, so why does he have to wait so 
long before making a response? The answer must surely be 
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that Peter's response means much more than that Jesus is 
the Jewish Messiah. The alternative may be sought along 
the lines of "Son of God". 
The second point is that the. confession of Nathanael 
has some interesting paritllels with the Petrine confession 
in Luke. First of all it takes place in Galilee, near 
Bethsaida (the Lukan location of Peter's confession 
cf Lk 9: 10). Nathanael is the true Israelite, the represen- 
tative of true Judaism, who comes to meet the Messiah. 
After confessing Jesus as Messiah, Nathanael is told he 
will see greater things - his confession is inadequate and 
needs to be clarified by Jesus' teaching on the exalted 
Son of Man (inclusive of Jesus' death and resurrection). 
There are therefore interesting parallels with the 
Synoptic confession of Peter and may suggest that John is 
deliberately adapting Peter's confession into a new 
context at the opening of his work so as to allow Peter 
to make a more profound confession at a later stage. 
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CHAPTER THREE THE HOLY ONE OF GOD AS A HIGH PRIESTLY 
TMSSIAH 
3: 1 Introduction 
The messianic interpretation of the Holy One of God 
------ -. does-not explain the title-as found in John--6: 69,, and is 
only partially successful in explaining its occurrences in 
Mark and Luke. To be sure, the Holy One serves as an agent 
or servant of God and the latter half of the title implies 
-exactly that. In the Old Testament we find mention of "the 
-priest of the Most--High-God"-(Gen-14: 18), "the prophets--of- 
God" (Ezra 5: 2), "the servant of God" (2 Chr 24: 9) and there 
are other examples. If the Holy One of God is not intended 
to mean the Messiah, or not just the Messiah, we need to 
consider some of the other options. We need also to bear 
in mind the possibility that as an agent of God, the Holy 
One of God might constitute a category of its own, 
independent of the normal offices of priest, prophet and king. 
The search in a priestly milieu for the origin of the 
title "the Holy One of God" should be undertaken for several 
reasons. Unlike the royal Messiah, the High Priest on more 
than one occasion is described as holy (of Exod 28: 36, 
Num 16: 7). Like Aaron and his sons the High Priest was 
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consecrated to the service of Yahweh (Lev 21: 12), and in 
the later rabbinic tradition was believed to function as 
the agent or W of God. 
(') 
It was Aaron who 
was described as $ ýýýos Zoü XULt. (W 
in Ps. 106: 16, which we have already described as the 
closest parallel to the Holy One of God to be found in any 
of our sources for the New Testament period. Apart from 
the'High Priest like Aaron, whom we encounter through 
the pages of the OT, Jewish tradition also knew of two 
other priestly figures - the High-Priestly Messiah and 
the eschatological High Priest. Our prime sources for 
the High Priestly Messiah are the Qumran writings 
(although some writers would prefer to speak of an 
eschatological High Priest, who accompanies the royal 
Messiah) 
(2) 
and the Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs. 
The major problem arises when one turns to the NT and 
attempts to discover some evidence that in the Gospels 
Jesus was seen to be a High Priest. The best known 
attempt is that of G. Friedrich, who on the basis of the 
Twelve Testaments argued that behind the N"_' use of the 
term "Messiah" lay not the traditional Davidic king as 
had previously been maintained, but rather the imagery 
of a High Priestly Messiah. 
(3) 
For Friedrich, the eschatological High Priest had 
equal claim to the title Messiah during the ITT time. 
His research focuses on the Synoptics although he later 
extended his field into the Epistle to the Hebrews. 
Part of his proof for the presence of the idea of Jesus 
as High Priest was based on the understanding of exorcism 
as a priestly action and he interprets ö ätLos "reü Ott* 
therefore as a priestly title. 
(4) 
It is this conclusion of Friedrich's which for our 
purposes is most interesting. There are four stages in 
his argument : - 
(a) The High Priest is according to the OT, a Holy One 
(2 Chr 23: 6; Ex 28: 36 and Ps 105(6): 16). Indeed holiness 
is the mark of the High Priest as justice and righteous- 
ness are the marks of the messianic king. 
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(b) The title in 15k 1: 24, Lk 4: 35 and Jn 6: 69 is obviously 
messianic, implying either a royal messiah or a priestly 
messiah. In support of this claim Friedrich cites Lk 4: 41 
and the earlier work by B. Weiss on NT theology. 
(c) The royal Messiah is-never portrayed as an exorcist 
in the Jewish writings whereas the Testament of Levi (18: 12) 
ascribes to Levi the task of binding Beliar and in T. Dan 
5: 10f we read that Levi "wages the war of God. Friedrich 
therefore concludes that for the synoptics, Jesus the 
Holy One, is an expression of his High-Priestly role. 
(d)- According to Friedrich, John then chooses the title 
to-fit in with his doctrine of the High Priesthood of 
Jesus.. 
(5) 
, -- - 
We have already seen some of the ways in which the 
royal Messiah could be connected with exorcism, 
6 
without 
recourse to a High Priestly picture. We have also seen 
the-need to take account of-the title Son-of God-which 
quite clearly has associations with the messianic king(? 
(of Lk_1: 32). These two factors supply adequate 
alternatives to the arguments in favour-of the High-Priestly 
solution, but before-we can-=disprove Friedrich's thesis we 
need-to examine.. -his argument-at a deeper level,,.. namel. y - 
at the- level - of his--presuppositions. His first 
presupposition is his conviction that during the period 
of the NT- "Messiah" was not a technical term for the 
royal Messiah. 
(8) 
His second presupposition is closely 
connected with this and argues that the-High Priest - 
whether eschatological or messianic was a known figure 
in-contemporary Judaism at--the time. -Thus he writes : - 
"Da Christos Messias nicht nur den gesalbten 
König bezeichnet sondern auch den gesalbten 
Hohenpriester, werden wir an allen Stellen 
der Synoptiker, an denen Christus nicht schon 
zum Namen geworden ist, fragen müssen, ob 
hier ursprünglich der messianische König 
oder der eschatologische 'Hohenpriester 
gemeint ist. " (9) 
The presuppositions may be challenged. 
(10) 
One might 
justly enquire whether the idea of a High-Priestly Messiah 
was common outside of Qumran during the first Christian 
(D 
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century so as to compete on an equal basis for. the title 
Messiah. 
Friedrich is not-alone in the belief that the Gospels 
saw in Jesus the fulfilment of the high-priestly hope. We', 
find that. W. Grundmann believes that Mark 1: 24; 3: 11-and 
5: 7 describe just such a connection. 
(") 
Unfortunately 
Grundmann does not give reasons for his conclusion, but 
perhaps he has in mind the same reason as Friedrich presents, 
namely that his role as exorcist links Jesus with the figurl 
of High Priest rather than with that of kiig. 
(12)R. 
Schnacken- 
burg makes mention of A similar reasoning - but unlike 
Friedrich he holds that it applies only', to Mark and Luke. 
He writes, "However important this' background may be in 
explaining the cry of the demons, since one of the tasks of 
the high-priestly Messiah was to be the elimination of all 
impurity and demonic influence, a 'high-priestly' theology 
of the siah h does nothing to explain Peter's confession 
in John". ( 
We have thus-two questions which we need to consider 
in this chapter :-. 
(a) Is there sufficient evidence in the NT and 
related literature to suggest that "Messiah" 
in the Gospel record, might imply either 
king or priest? 
(b) Is the role and function of the High Priest 
(whether eschatological- or messianic) 
compatible with the Gospel picture of 
Jesus as an exorcist? 
Only when we have dealt with these two questions will we 
be in a position to consider the implications for the 
Fourth Gospel and the Holy One of God in Jn 6: 69. 
On the formal level it cannot be doubted that the 
High Priest has a good claim to the title -"Holy One of 
God" as Friedrich has shown, - but it must also be 
remembered that there are other claimants to the title 
who, as we have "shown, 
(14) 
possess equally good grounds 
for their claim, such as the Nazirite Samson and the 
Prophet Elisha. So Aaron as " CO 
(Ps 106: 16) does not constitute a final claim to being 
the Holy One of ; ok, nor is it an exact duplicate of the 
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title "a öýýýas mL ©rZ " as found in Mark and 
John. At the most one could say that in the OT the 
High Priest has generally a better claim to the 
adjective "Holy" than either the Prophet or the King. 
Much of course depends on how " 
yoý1,2 " is to be 
understood within, the context of the Marcan and Johannine 
accounts. 
(15) 
On the functional level Friedrich bases his under- 
standing of the High-Priestly Messiah upon the picture in 
T. of Levi 1802 and T. of Dan 5: 10f. 
(16)! Schnackenburg 
spoke of the High-Priestly task of "elimination of all 
impurity and demonic influence". 
(17) 
This would seem to 
be borne out by the Qumran War Scroll. 
0 8) On the other 
hand this task is exactly that of the Royal Messiah as 
found in the Psalms of Solomon (17 and-18). 
(19) 
Further,, 
Rabbinic teaching(20)'connected the Royal Messiah with 
punishment of demons. 
3: 2 The High Priest and the Priestly Messiah 
There are certain key concepts which make up, the 
picture of the Jewish High Priest common to 
most of the sources - which include the OT Rabbinic 
writings, Qumran, Philo and the NT. These characteristics 
are important, for they reveal the uniqueness of the Qumran 
belief in a Priestly Messiah as distinct from the 
traditional High Priest. They are the following : - 
(a) The High Priest is connected with sacrifice 
, and 
the Templet(21) although these themes 
might be understood in a spiritual rather 
than a physical sense. 
(22) 
(b) The High Priest is the-Representative of God 
and acts as the Mediator between God and 
men. 
(2.; ) 
(c) The High Priest is a Judge 
) 
and is connected 
with the Law of God. 
Since the Jews rarely conceived of a kingdom without 
a Temple it is likely, as L. Gaston has indicated, 
(25) 
that even in the eschatological era there z oule be 
envisaged as .a matter of course some kind of Temple 
Cultus and probably also a High Priest. 
(26) 
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3: 2: 1 The Old Testament Picture 
There are two aspects of the OT picture of the High 
Priest which are of particular interest to us. The first 
of these is the way in which the High Priest is fitted 
for his office. Three verbs are found in the Hebrew 
-r' rj ti nnwn and LO -r The expression -r' T( L1 U. literally means 
"to fill the hand" and in the pi'el it carries the sense 
of "to institute to a priestly office" as in Ex28: 41; 
29: 9; 29,33,35; Nu 3: 3; Ju 17: 5,12 and 1 Chr 29: 5. 
It depicts the granting of authority to the priests(27)- 
and is the most common of the three expressions for the 
action of becoming a priest. She verb nW tj means 
"to anoint" - the characteristic manner in which God's 
chosen agents were signified. Ps 133 provides a vivid 
description of the Priestly anointing. It is only. usec in 
the "P" source of the Priests. The verb irp 
'means OA, 
"to make holy", or "to consecrate for the service of God", 
and is applied to Aaron and his sons in Ex 29: 21 where the 
action is accomplished through the blood of a sacrifice, 
(of Ex 28: 3,41; 30: 30; Lv 8: 12 and 2 Chr 26: 18). Unlike the 
first two terms, WTP is often found in the context 
of the cult. Usually the verb " LIA 'T -I, -7a" and 
the adjective 11 LIA I 'T 'P" refer either to people or to objects 
which have been consecrated to God's service. When it is 
used of the Priests there is often a sense of separation 
from things unclean (of Lev 21: 7-15 with the emphatic 
to ý'q Y 61 ? (4 11). The same verb is also applied 
in the process of becoming a Nazirite (thin 6: 5) and once more 
there appears that sense of "separation " from the unclean, 
(of vss 6ff). 
(28) 
However separation is only the negative 
side of LL 'T 'p , and is to be balanced against the 
positive sense of belonging to Yahweh. So there are the 
three actions implicit in the process of becoming a 
priest. The actions of anointing and consecration are of 
course applicable to the offices of prophet and king also 
(of 1 Sam 26: 11 and Jer 1: 5). The phrase TIAý hi 
is much more of a technical term for the institution to 
the priestly office. 
A 
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The second aspect of-priesthood which deserves some 
attention is that of the Priest as the Agent of the Divine 
Council. It is usual to connect the Prophet with the Council, 
on the basis of Jer 23: 26S29) However, Jeremiah often links 
Priests and Prophets together (Jer 14: 18; 23: 11,33 of Lam 2: 
20). Indeed, , by the time of Josephus and the Rabbinic 
writers the gift of prophecy was believed to be'given to 
the reigning HighýPriest. 
(Oy In Proto-Zechariah we find 
in the Fourth Vision the picture of the High Priest Joshua. \ 
The genre of the vision(31)'is clearly that of the Divine 
Council gathered in its capacity as a legal body. In 3: 7 
Joshua is given "the right of access among those standing 
here" (115 ?Sl7L1' -111 ,i1: ) 7- "1 L1. . ri n 11 
) 
implying (apparently) the angels, who three times in the 
vision are said to be standing (vss 3: 1,3: 4,3: 5). In 
contrast the "men of Good Omen" in vs 8 are described as 
"seated". Thus Joshua is purified (vs 4), clothed in 
High Priestly garments (vs 5), appointed in charge of God's 
House and given the right of access into the very presence 
of God and His Council. Like Prophet and King the Priest 
as the Agent of God functioned against the backdrop of the 
Council. 
Several times the clothes of the High Priest are 
mentioned and indeed we would do well to add this to our 
list of key concepts. The High Priest is distinguished by 
his garments (of Lev 21: 10) in particular the colour "blue", 
the colourful Ephoe. and his ornamental headdress. The 
Rabbis on the basis of Malachi 2: 7 argued that Aaron was 
arrayed "like one of the Angels". 
(32) 
In some ways this 
has more relevance for the ordinary priest who, like, the 
angels, wore white (Matt 25: 3 of Bab. Talmud Middoth 5a) 
It would be interesting to posit a connection between 
wearing white and being pure or holy. There is some 
evidence for this in the NT (Rev 3: 5) and in the dress of 
the Essenes for their sacred meal. 
(33)- 
Malachi 2: 7 raises a number of interesting 
and perplexing points. The term "7" is 
capable of meaning "angel" or "messenger" and 2: 7 is 
therefore open to both interpretations. The Rabbis as we 
have seen, understood 2: 7 as a visual connection, based on 
the clothing of the Priest and. Angel. A more likely 
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interpretation of the verse is that the Priest functioned 
as a messenger of the Divine Council and could therefore 
be termed " t-1 y )i ", as were the other agents, whether 
human or angelic. The word is thus a term of function. 
The correct understanding of the "I Aý JZ of of 
3: 1 is also a matter of some debate. Perhaps since his 
task is directed towards the priests and the Temple Cult 
he might be understood as a "Priestly Agent". Perhaps 
also on the basis of 3: 3-5 and 4: 5 we are to understand 
Elijah as the Agent in question, and we note in this 
connection the NT picture of John the Baptist and the 
Rabbinic legend of Elijah the High Priest. 
(35) 
In Malachi, unlike Zechariah, it is the importance 
of the priesthood generally which is stressed. The same 
is true of Jer 33: 17-22 where the promises to David are 
cited alongside the promises to Levi. However, the 
perpetual covenant made with the royal man (vs 17) represents 
a contract with an ineividual, whereas in vs 18 the man is a 
representative of the priesthood generally, for in vs 21 
the royal son is posed opposite "the priests". Here in 
Jeremiah and again in Ezekiel, the king (or prince) is 
associated not with a High Priest but with "the priests " 
implying the priesthood generally. All this seems to 
indicate that apart from Qumran, Jewish eschatological 
thinking focused not on a single high priest, but upon a 
corporate body of priests who would serve as the ministers 
of God (Jer 33: 22) alongside the messianic king. This 
conclusion is of great consequence for the correct 
understanding of the High Priest from Qumran and his 
relation to the writings of the NT. 
J. B. Villal6n draws attention to a number of OT 
passages which he believes contributed to the-Qumran 
doctrine of two messiahs. He refers to Zech 4: 14 which 
reads "sons of oil" ( i11'1 V`il - 'I1) and which is usually 
rendered "the two anointed ones". Villaldn correctly 
observes that we have before us a good description of a 
Messiah with a High Priest as companion, Which might have 
been influential in the development of the doctrine of two 
messiahs. Unfortunately the writers of, the Deaf Sea Scrolls 
and the TrwPlve Testaments do not appear to have maz. e use of 
this verse, unless the verb T 33.1 is such an 
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indication. (36) There are allusions to other OT passages 
like Ezra 2: 63 and I Sam 2: 35 (of IQSb 4; IQS 9: 5ff and 
IQplsa) but beyond these verses vie know very little about 
the formation of the hope for a messianic High Priest. 
Apart from the Qumran teaching and the Rabbinic doctrine 
of the return of Elijah (which in later times included his 
high priesthood)#(37 there is no evidence that other Jews 
expected during NT times the advent of an eschatological 
High Priest or a High-priestly Messiah. Indeed it seems 
highly probable that the hopes of the Qumran writers were 
coloured by their unique "Sitz im Leben" within a 
predominantly--priestly community or at least a_-community 
governed by priestly ideals.. They are thus separate both 
in the structure of their oomniunity_ and in the expression of 
their eschatology from the common traditions and teachings 
of their time. -- 
-3: 2: 2 The Qumran Scrolls--and the High-Priestly Messiah 
Within the Qumran Scrolls, the book of Jubilees and 
the Testaments of the Twelve patriarchs, we find_a unique 
= picture-of--a high-priestly Messiah. It is unique because 
neither-the New Testament nor the Rabbinic writings including 
-related apocalyptic works depict the-High Priest in precisely 
the same way. 
There is some controversy whether the Dead Sea Scrolls 
present a figure of a priestly Messiah, or whether this is 
in fact an eschatological high priest who-functions along- 
side of the royal Messiah in the last days. 
(38) 
In-favour 
of the former-conclusion is M. de Jonge who argues that the 
term Messiah -was only in-the process of becoming a technical 
-. term for 
the king during the time of the NT, 
(39) 
and so 
could perhaps be used also for the High Priest. In the 
Qumran writings we find that whenever the term Messiah is 
used it is always qualified. It is never used where it - 
might be ambiguous and in each instance the qualification 
indicates whether priest, prophet, herald or king is intended. 
Naturally such qualification would have been unnecessary 
where the title was already a terminus technicus for the king. 
The writers of the NT expected that the title ö XCucr-roS 
would carry to their readers a precise sense, and there is 
ample evidence in the'Gospels that this sense included the 
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OT hope for an ideal king. The fact that in Qumran the 
title is used mainly for the king suggests that it was 
already becoming a technical term and the messianic 
development as depicted by J. Starky is in line with this 
belief. (40) 
In comparison with the number of times that the king 
is called messiah, we find the High Priest is infrequently 
so termed. In IQS 9: 11 we read AC4.24 xI M. -T IL 
'l? ou. s 1 /11fl4 -lf%. UJi which when we 
consider the parallel phrase in CD 20: 1 ( `i I il. sk 'Tý1 
}3 W' jai 7I 'l An %w 1a) might be understood as 
a reference not to two messiahs but to the Sect itself as 
the anointed ones of Aaron and Israel. There is some 
evidence for referring to the sect as the Anointed in 
4. QFlor 1: 17-19. The second instance of the High Priest 
as Messiah is found in 1QSa 2: 12f l' J )7 C31]7e Cyk3 
ýx1tu' flTJ (7) D wxl C1f1 na ; 11: r n. nx 
.. 
W1 a 7-: ) 1'1 J7fl) 71 L". 72 1'n»t (I%) Li J 7t 
The identification-of f4uj)f (line 12) with 
the High Priest is a logical conclusion since in line 14 
the messiah of Israel follows him 
... r ]c) (zwll - ý'c-)Le n vDJr1 " mow]' *)n Y7 and thus cannot be the same. The Priestly Messiah thus has 
good claim to the title n, LU z 1). 
The High Priest in Qumran displays the following 
characteristics :- --- 
(a) According to the War Scroll the High Priest takes 
the leadership in the battle; along with the other priests 
he forms the staff of the sect-'s army. He is supported by 
twelve "chief priests" (IQM 2: 1 za 4wp "I )9 
one for each of the tribes. Although the passage which 
deals with the dress of the High Priest is missing, we find 
that the regular priests have on "white linen vestments 
girdled with flax, embroidered with blue, purple and scarlet 
thread" (IQM 7: 10f) and each wears a mitred turban. 
Behind the elaborate dress we may detect the garb of the 
high priest as found in Exodus. The High Priest directs 
the wary recites the special Prayer-in-time-of-war 
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(1QM 151(41)\ marshals the formation (1QM17) and generally 
encourages the troops, (1QM 15). He is concerned 
apparently with the details of trumpets (1QM 8), banners 
(1QM 4) and external appearances rather than with the, 
actual fighting. Indeed the holiness of the priests 
generally prevents any of them from actual contact with 
the enemy - "They shall not profane the anointing of their 
priesthood with the blood of the nations of vanity, for 
they are holy" (1QM 9: 8f). 
(b) The High Priest, with the aid of the Urim and 
Thummim, counsels the king in matters of government. 
Indeed the king may not declare war without the sanction 
of the High Priest (Temple Scroll 56-9). In IQplsa lff 
it is the priests who teach the Ilavidic Idessiah the art of 
righteous judgement: In IQS 9: 7 we read that "the sons of 
Aaron alone shall command in matters of justice ((5 -rj W )1) 
... and every rule of the community shall be in accordance 
with their word"(cf CD 13: 5-7 and 1QSa 1). 
(c) The High Priest is connected with the Temple and Cult 
in the Temple Scroll, but at other times this connection 
is either overlooked or perhaps assumed. Obviously the 
view of the Sect vis-ä-vis the present Temple and the 
cult of Jerusalem played a role here. We note in this regard 
the teaching found in Qumran on the spiritual temple(42) 
and cultus which in view of its focus'on the corporate role of 
the Sect; tended to overlook the function of the high Priest. - 
On the question of the High Priest and exorcism we 
find that one of the most interesting actions of the High 
. 
Priest during the war is to be found in Col 13. The High 
Priest and his retinue stand together formally to bless 
"the sod of Israel and all His works of truth" anO to 
curse( 21 11- 17(1 ) Satan there and all the 
spirits of his company" - 
0-ii) In t11I- 
(lines 1-6). The passage includes the actual curse on Satan 
and his spirits. Line 5 reads "Cursed be all the spirits 
of the company for their ungodly purpose and may they be, 
execrated (- Lin t LI I 
_VT 
) for all their service of 
uncleanness ... ". The verb _VT normally means 
"to 
be indignant" (: tum 23: 8 and ?, hic 6: 10) but it may be used 
of denouncing or cursing (as here in 1QN 13'of also 
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Pr 24: 24). In one case in Ps 7: 11(12) the Hebrew 
reads 21 )'J J2 111 T ýX1 p'TY G 1) LÜ Ü' 7l t7)ß. 
which in the Greek becomes T` i Wýlos< <ax`ý°S Csc ^ý s 
reading iS instead of 
If the Hebrew is read as it stands there appears to be a 
parallel between 65 1 U. 11' '11L1 X and 47 jT4N" 
Thus to be execrated and to be judged may be understood as 
parallel terms sharing some of the same intention and 
meaning. 
(44) When we consider the action of the Priest 
at Qumran as he curses Satan and his spirits, there is 
a sense in which this curse is a pronouncement of divine 
judgement. Although the war continues and the immediate 
effect appears negligible, in fact it has a predetermined 
end - the advent of Michael who is the agent of Yahweh for 
the judgement of the spirits of darkness. 
It should be noted that according to the plan of the 
War there is a battle on two levels, a heavenly and 
an earthly. Since Y-ichael and his armies take . 
command of the heavenly level, the task of the High Priest 
is largely confined to the earthly level and the human foes. 
In fact the "spirits of Satan" are the direct concern of 
Michael, for ultimately "God will raise up the Kingdom of 
Michael in the midst of the gods, and the realm of Israel 
in the midst of all flesh. " 
(45) 
The exact relationship between Priests and the Angels 
in Qumran is not quite clear. Several times we encounter 
the phrase "flf7 I iS 23 1]-/ QJ 71117 1DA 
`J 11 67 
T (1 I" (cf IQM7: 6 which implies the presence of the 
angels in some way. It is sometimes a present "reality" 
and it also represents a future hope. 
(46) Indeed as H W. Kuhn 
has argued(47) it is a combination of both. He lists three 
categories which are as follows : - 
(i) The union in the eschatological war (1QM) where 
sectarians and angels form the army of God against the 
army of Satan which is also composed of humans and spirits. 
There is a strong sense of an ethical dualism present. 
(ii) The cultic unity (kultisch bedingter Anschluss) 
which represents the sectarian priests worshipping and 
serving God in the company of the angels. The priests 
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are like (p) angels (IQTJI, IQSa, 4Qfl and CD) and in the 
eschatological age they will, serve in the heavenly cult. 
(iii) The priestly communion and temple service with the 
angels, without strong dualistic overtones where the key 
word is Z-V , (IQH, IQS, IQ36 and 4Q181) and the sense 
is present. 
(48) 
Perhaps the basis for the understanding of the union 
of angels and men is to be found in the sense of identity 
between the structure of the sect, particularly its hierarchy, 
and the order of the Divine Council. The government of the 
sect was ordered by the Council of Holiness, 'comprising 
priests and Israelites, but this was also the name for the 
Divine Council found in the scrolls ( ,n 
jj N -T 10 ). 
This sense of identity between the human and divine councils 
was not peculiar to Qumran and is also found among the Rabbis 
(who compared the Sanhedrin with the heavenly court), 
(49) 
and 
the Church Fathers (who compared the early Church structure 
with the Council of Yahweh). 
(50) 
The idea of the human court 
as a miorooosm of the Divine Council raises the possibility 
that the holy ones who belonged to the Council, namely the 
angels, should be evident among the men of holiness who made 
up the Sect. So whether in battle, in worship or in judge- 
ment the Sect believed that its life of holiness raised it 
into the experience of heavenly holiness "(of IQH: 3": 20f ... 
Z 1bß lýJýlý] nn-A" -1W )(i -11 71)). 1 ul' 
... ý' Wº -r ýrl 11 11.2 TON 111 IS.. 114 1 lt 
which they- alone _ shared with 
the angels. All facets of their- 
life were viewed from the perspective of their union with the 
members of the heavenly court. - 
A rather different picture appears in the interesting 
scroll entitled IIQ Melchizedek. 
(51) The scroll, which is 
fragmentary and brief, desoribes the time of the Jubilee year, 
the reward of the righteous and the punishment of the wicked - 
the spirits of Beliar () (j jj. tin n y. 1 y"L a) . It 
concludes with a reference to the Day of Atonement. It has 
been described as a Pesher upon the OT passage in Lev 25: 13; 
it also includes an exposition of Ps 82: 6 and Is 40: 9. The 
setting is the Court of Yahweh in which the Holy Ones meet 
to assist Melchizedek in his Judgement. The most crucial 
question raised by the scroll is that of the identity of 
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Melchizedek. It is normally Michael who will judge and 
punish the spirits of the Evil One, or God Himself, which 
has led to the suggestion that Melchizedek is somehow 
related to Michael. 
(52) We note that Melchizedek is in fact 
written as two words, which may suggest that it is not 
intended to imply a connection with the Melohizedek, priest 
and king of Salem (Gen 14). It might indeed be a title 
for the angel of Judgement, although of course it lacks 
the definite article. There is no reference in the scroll 
to the passage in Genesis or to Ps 110: 4, which is unusual 
in the Melchizedek literature available at present, including 
the Melchizedek fragments from Nag Hammadi. There is 
therefore some difficulty in arguing that this Melchizedek 
is the same figure as the one found in the OT, although there 
are similarities with the Melchizedek of Pistis Sophia - 
who is quite clearly an angelic figure. 
(53) 
The figure of rielchizedek as portrayed in the Scroll 
from Qumran has been described as "a heavenly redeemer" 
(himmlische Erläsergestalt), but this probably exaggerates 
his role. That he is a judge is quite clear but because of 
the fragmentary nature of the scroll, clearly shorn by the 
photographs, it is difficult to be certain about the priestly 
nature of ? "elchizedek. One conjectured reading has 
Melchizedek atoning for the sect. However, the scroll at 
this stage is too fragmentary for such a conclusion, and so 
the subject of the atonement must remain uncertain. In the 
same way it is not certain that the reading (25) 7"11 
)Nl 
C 7T I ýz)4V1: 1 11#N I i) is correct, since the scroll 
contains only the words I) N fl '1 IýXI, while 
Melchizedek is last mentioned several lines previously. 
(54) 
If ',: elchizedek was an angel as the scroll suggests then such 
a reading would be possible, but one must allow that the 
reading is only conjectural and cannot be used as evidence 
for the nature of Melchizedek. 
The scroll depicts the scene within the Divine Court 
at the time of a new year just before the Day of 
Atonement. 
05) 
According to the Rabbis the Heavenly Court 
judged most men on the New Year, but for a ferry sentence 
was only passed during the Day of Atonement. 
(56) 
There 
can be little doubt, even though humans might listen 
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to the debating of the divine court, or as in Qumran 
imagine themselves to be part of the Court, that no 
human presided over the Divine Council. It was Elohim 
who did so - whether this was Yahweh Himself or an 
angel. There is no evidence that Melchizedek is the 
Messiah, whether Priest or King, but the whole sense of 
the scroll argues for an angelic figure appointed like 
Michael for the punishment and reward of the wicked and 
righteous respectively. In the War Scroll (IQM) Michael 
appears as the heavenly counterpart of the Prince of the 
Congregation - probably the Messiah of Israel. In the same 
way Melchizedek operates as the counterpart of the royal 
Messiah, whom as we saw in the OT was directly concerned 
with judgement. 
In conclusion, three features of the Priestly 
Messiah have appeared which mark this figure as unique 
among those general beliefs surrounding the High Priest 
drawn from the OT. These three features are the 
following :- 
(a) Authority in War, over the authority of the Messiah 
of Israel. 
(b) Authority in Judgement, over the authority of the 
lay leaders of the Seat. 
(c) Authority in the Future Kingdom, over even the 
authority of the King. 
These three areas of authority combine to present a picture 
of the general superiority of the Priesthood over-the . 
Laity and the specific superiority of the Priestly Messiah 
over the Royal Messiah. The resulting picture stands in 
clear contrast to the other Jewish writings of the time 
(as also the New Testament) with the exception of the 
Twelve Testaments and the Book of Jubilees. 
3: 2: 3 The Twelve Testaments 
Our study of the Priestly Messiah of Qumran and in 
particular our understanding of his role and exercise of 
authority, provides a suitable basis upon which to commence 
a brief study of the priestly figure in the Twelve 
Testaments. When we take each of the features in turn 
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we find some strikiig parallels between the Priestly 
Messiah of Qumran and the Messiah of Levi in the 
Testaments 
(a) Authority in War. T. Simeon 5: 5. 
But your sons shall not be able to withstand Levi 
for he shall wage the war of the Lord and shall 
conquer hosts. 
(b) Authority in Judgement.. T. Reuben 6: 8 
Therefore I command you to hearken to Levi, 
because he shall know the Law of the Lord 
and shall give ordinances for judgement 
and shall sacrifice for all Israel until 
the consummation of the times, as the 
anointed High Priest of whom the Lord 
spoke. 
T. Levi 18: 2 
Then the Lord shall raise up a new priest. And to 
him shall all the words of the lord be revealed. 
And he shall execute a righteous judgement upon 
the earth for a multitude of days. 
(c) Authority in the future Kingdom. T. Levi 18: 10 
He shall open the gates of Paradise, and he shall 
remove the threatening sword against Adam. He 
shall give the Saints to eat from the Tree of Life, 
and the spirit of holiness shall be upon them. 
(d) Superiority over the King. T. Judah 21: 2 
For to me (Judah) the Lord gave the. kingdom and to 
him (Levi) he gave the priesthood and he set the 
kingdom under the priesthood. For to me he gave 
the things of the earth ane to him the things of 
the heavens. As the heaven is higher than the 
earth so is the priesthood of God higher than the 
earthly kingdom. 
Apart from these important similarities with the 
Qumran picture we encounter also certain differences. Some 
of these may be explained away as Christian interpolations 
ý57 
One case is of particular interest to us. In T. Levi 12: 18 
we read "And Beliar shall be bound by him" that is by the 
Priestly Messiah. As we have seen the Qumran Messiah wages 
viar with human enemies, who may indeed be the forces of 
Beliar - but the actual defeat of Belier is at the hand of 
i"ichael 58) and the judgement is'passed on him by Telchize- 
dek. The action of binding Beliar has closer affinities 
v: itr the Michael traditions than with the Priestly Messiah 
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of Qumran. It is probable therefore that a Michael myth 
lies behind the incident. 
This is not the time to delve into the relationship 
between the Twelve Testaments and the Qumran writings, 
and the involved question of the dating and authorship of 
the Testaments. It suffices to say that as far as the 
Priestly Messiah is concerned the general picture revealed 
in the Testaments has more in common with the Qumran 
writings than either the Rabbinic works or the New 
Testament. 
3: 2: 4 The Book of Jubilees 
The Book of Jubilees, also found among the scrolls 
of Qumran presents a picture of the High Priest which is- 
in conformity with the other Qumran writings. We note 
particularly the promise to Levi (Jub 31: 12-5) which has 
some striking parallels with 1QSb 3,4. 
Jubilees 31: 13-5 (The Blessing of Levi). And may the Lord 
give great glory and greatness to thee and thy seed, and 
cause thee and thy seed from among all flesh to approach 
Him to serve in His Sanctuary as the angels of the 
Presence and as the holy ones. Even as these will the 
seed o your sons be for gory and greatness and 
holiness, and may He make them great unto all the 
ages. And they will be princes and judges and chiefs 
of all the seed of the sons of Jacob; they will judge 
all his judgements in righteousness. And they will 
declare My ways to Jacob and My paths to Israel. 
IQSb4: 3,20-25 .... may everlasting blessings be the crown 
upon your head for He has chosen you to number the 
saints and to bless the people ..... the men of the 
Council of God, by your hand and not by the hand of 
a prince .... May you be as an Angel of 
the 
Presence in the Abode of Holiness to the glory of 
the God of hosts ..... ; day you attend service in the Temple of the Kingdom and decree destiny in 
company with the Angels of the Presence, in common 
council with the Holy Ones for everlasting ages 
and time without end. 
There are three points which come to our attention: 
(a) The genre of both passages is that of a blessing, 
which in both instances show preference for the priest 
over the king. 
(b) The priests in both instances take part in a form of 
heavenly cultus, being compared to the angels, and in the 
former instance to the holy ones. 
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(c) The judgement of the priests is mentioned in both 
instances, for they alone are the appointed judges with 
respect to human matters. 
There are some basic suggestions of passages like Malachi 
2: 7 and Zech 3: 7, but by and large there are no real 
parallels to all three ideas in Jewish literature apart 
from the Qumran writings and the Twelve Testaments which 
as we have shown have--. probably been influenced by the 
Sect. 
3: 3 Jesus as High"Priest 
We turn now to the New Testament and in particular 
to the presentation of Jesus as High Priest. While the 
picture-of the High Priestly Messiah is still clear before 
us we need to a6k if its distinctive imagery is to be 
encountered within the pages of the New Testament. The 
High-Priest according to the Dead Sea Scrolls had authority 
in War, in Judgement and in the future Kingdom which 
surpassed that of the Messiah King. Friedrich, as we have 
noted, believed that this High Priestly figure, particularly 
as he-is found in the Twelve Testaments, might be discovered 
within the -NT writings, notably the Synoptics, John and the 
-----'-, -Epistle to the Hebrews. - To test this hypothesis we will 
look for signs of the "Priesthood" of Jesus within these 
works. We will commence with what is probably the oldest 
"High-Priestly" function attributed to Jesus and indeed 
_supplies 
the-key_for all the other NT-passages, the function.. 
W (59 
of EYTguý%_S (intercession). 
3: 3: 1_ Jesus as intercessor 
The OT and related Jewish literature testify to the-.. 
importance of the High-Priest as one. who intercedes on 
behalf of Israel, acts as the mediator between God and man, 
and has the right of access to the-very presence of Yahweh. 
It is particularly the Day of Atonement which underlines 
these three respective actions, when the High Priest 
intercedes for the people and as their mediator enters the 
Holy of Holies to . obtain forgiveness for the nation's sin. 
Although Qumran emphasized the idea of spiritual sacrifice 
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and atonement through obedience to the Law, yet the 
members of the sect believed that in the last days God 
would establish a new Temple in which the whole sacrificial 
cult would be resumed and the traditional Day of Atonement 
ritual reestablished (Temple Scroll 25-7). Even in the 
NT we find the idea of atonement connected either with the 
idea of Jesus as High Priest as in the Epistle to the 
Hebrews, or with the thought of Jesus as a sacrifice 
(1 Jn 1: 7). 
The NT presents Jesus as mediator of the new covenant 
(Heb 9: 15), as one who intercedes on behalf of. men (Rom 8: 34; 
Heb 7: 25) and-as one who obtains on our behalf access into 
God's presence (Heb 9: 24; Rom 5: 2). The Greek terms are the 
following : EVTtýtXýYW (Rom 8: 34; 
Heb 7: 25), - vi v Lýý. ýviceAýYitl (Tw ''li'toc-eäT 
s Ter 
Öt e ýý ý-ýrtý ý&Z y and 'irk O aý et w ý''1 (Rom 5: 2), 
0. Moe has used such verses to explore the idea of Jesus 
as High Priest outside the Epistle to the Hebrews, 
(60) 
It-is 
not always-clear that-there is a-connection between the 
function-of Jesus as Intercessor, for example, and the 
belief that Jesus fulfilled the role of a High Priest. 
While such-a-connection may be obvious in-the Epistle to 
the Hebrews, it_is-much less obvious in the Pauline writings, 
and indeed may not-be-present at all. One of the reasons 
for this is the use made by the early church of Ps 110(109), 
mainly with reference to the role--of Jesus as a mediator. 
D. M. Hay has listed the different ways in which verses 1 and 
-4- -af-- this Psalm were used-in the NT and --early Christian 
literature. We think that-he goes too far in assuming 
that a quotation of-va 1 implies automatically some 
cognisance of vs . 4. -- Of course --in the-Epistle to the 
Hebrews itself, such a connection is obvious; but in a 
verse like Rom 8: 34, one would be hard pressed to show 
cognition of Ps-110: 4, whereas vs-1 is suggested by the 
phrase cýýS Kali 'ýQ'Tiv 
car ý4L Tb? ©to'u 
In fact since legal language predominates in this chapter of 
Romans, one might be justified in seeing not a cultic scene 
but one drawn from the courts of Law. 
(62) 
Jesus as the 
defender stands on the right of God, the presiding judge. 
The prosecutor as evidenced in Zech 3 would stand on the 
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left of the Judge, which would be on the right of the 
accused, who faced the judge. 
A similar picture may be discerned in the Fourth Gospel. 
The description of the role of the Paraclete, particularly 
in Jn 14: 16, suggests that the writer is making use of the 
legal setting and verbs like µ ocP_ Tuf. Cw (15: 26) 
X I-LO x to (16: 8) and KCI VU,. ) 
(16: 11) are best understood within such a framework. The 
Paraclete is therefore not a priestly mediator, for such an 
interpretation would ignore the legal setting. Rather we are 
reminded-of the tradition of Moses as mediator, 
(63) 
which has 
its origins in the OT, 
(64) 
particularly in the theophany at 
Sinai. It is likely that the writer of Hebrews drew on this 
tradition (of Heb 9: 15) and when we read Philo and Josephu , 
we discover that Moses is described as the '[tact, < KKýwV . 
Moses plays a major role in the Fourth Gospel, as T. F. Glasson 
has shown, 
(66) but the legal significance of his role in 
-relation to--Jesus--has not been fully-explored, In Jn 5: 45: 
Moses is represented as the -accuser 
(pT,,, I pew`/ ) in 
apparent contradiction with what the Jews expect. The court- 
house-door-is-opened-and we-glimpse Moses, not as-the 
defender-of--the Jews-_N but as their accuser, leaving the dual 
office of defence council and judge open--for Jesus. (The 
two offices were combined also in the vision of Zechariah), 
There have been a number---of attempts to understand the 
Gospel within the framework of a Court Case. John never 
- fully -develops 
this idea and, it remains asecondary motif, 
--visible-., only in--the -forensic nature of some --of the key 
discourses (of-ohs 6,9 and-10). 
(67) 
_In 
the first Epistle 
of John, Jesus is explicitly identified as an Advocate 
(Jn 2: 1); an idea which is probably hinted at in the Gospel 
(of Jn 1.4: 16). The use of such imagery and language suggests 
that the idea of Jesus as a Mediator might be viewed, not 
against a priestly background, but within a legal context in 
which Jesus assumes the role of Advocate in God's heavenly 
Council. 
3: 3: 2 Jesus in the Epistle to the Hebrews 
The Epistle, t, the Hebrews is clearly the greatest work 
on the Priesthood of Jesus known to us. We need therefore 
to enquire into the sources of the writer's tradition, if 
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indeed he Made use of sources for his presentation of Jesus 
as High Priest. Some writers see a connection between 
Hebrews and Qumran, and suggest that the letter was written 
to a Church which counted among its members ex-sectarians. 
(68) 
The evidence is too uncertain for such a conclusion, and 
indeed some key studies indicate the exact opposite. For 
example, F. L. Horton has made a detailed study of the 
Melchizedek tradition(69) and he concludes that Qumran 
(particularly 1101delch) and Hebrews form two distinct branches 
of the tradition. There are no signs that they influenced 
each other in any way whatsoever. 11QMelch is an apocalyptic 
midrash on Ps 82 and there is no reference, as we have seen, 
to passages like Ps 110 and Gen 14. By contrast, Hebrews is 
an extended midrash on precisely-those. two passages. - 
Under- 
standing, Hebrews in this way enables us to see that the 
genius of the writer lies in his ability to interpret key 
OT passages so as to build up a picture of Jesus as the 
heavenly High-Priest. While his methods resemble-those 
employed at Qumran or by Philo(70) his conclusions are 
radically different. His major source is the OT, but his 
Christian standpoint marks him out from his non-Christian 
contemporaries and ensures that any similarity in content is 
only superficial. 
(71) 
If then, - the writer of Hebrews-did not make use of the 
Melchizedek tradition from Qumran, - but relied upon 
his own 
ability as an exegete and expositor of scripture, perhaps he 
knew of some tradition linking Jesus with--the priesthood. 
-More likely however, is the idea that-he inherited the - 
tradition of Jesus as mediator and then developed this as 
a priestly tradition. This theory is put forward by 
J. Gnilka. who writes s_ 
"Verfasser des Hebräerbriefes baut diese Sicht 
schliesslich zu seiner Hohenpriesterlehre aus 
indem er die Züge des Ebed-Yahve mit denen des 
Priesterkönigs Melchisedek verbindet. " (72) 
A. J. B. Higgins, like Gnilka, considers that there is no 
connection with the Qumran writings, but that the imagery 
in Hebrews "is unique and rests upon Jesus' Son of Man 
sayings concerning, intercession and Jesus' role as an 
advocate". 
(73) 
Unfortunately, the Epistle shows no overt 
indication of the influence of either the Servant Songs of 
Isaiah or the teaching of Jesus on his role as Son of Iran 
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(ch 2 is a midrash on Ps 8: 4-6 and there is little in that 
chapter which suggests that the writer lmetit of Jesus' 
teachings on himself as the Son of rMan). So the 
preferable solution is that the writer inherited a tradition 
in which Jesus was presented as an advocate or mediator, 
perhaps the Christian use of Ps 110: 1. This tradition, 
coupled with his genius as an expositor, explains a great 
deal of the Epistle and answers the question about his 
sources to our satisfaction. 
3: 4 The Evidence against the High Priestly Interpretation 
Friedrich's interpretation of Messiah as a high priestly 
title has not found general acceptance. 
(74) 
However he 
succeeded in alerting the scholarly world to the possibility 
that Messiah, in the Gospels, meant something other than the 
Davidic king. 
(75) 
As a result of his work attention has 
been given to the importance of the immediate context for a 
---correct rendering of-- even a familiar 
title. 
Friedrich's'understanding of the Holy One of God also 
as a high-priestly title has received more positive support: 
76) 
He correctly identifies the context of the exorcism as an 
important-guide-to the meaning-of the title, but his 
conclusions are faulty. In spite of the apparent connection 
between the Holt-©ne-of God and the traditional picture-of 
the holiness of High Priest, or the apparent connection 
with exorcism found in the actions of the High Priest as 
`depicted in the War Scroll, there is little reason to believe 
that the Gospel ±cture of Jesus--mew of--a tradition such as 
that found in Hebrews linking Jesus with the priesthood. 
This is not to--say that as the royal Messiah, Jesus did not 
perform tasks which people would recognise as "priestly", such 
as intercession. David was no less a king when he wore the 
linen ephod to dance before the Lord, nor did he become a 
High Priest, but he performed the function of the High Priest 
as did Solomon. - 
In the same way Jesus could perform functions 
associated with a range of offices including in some cases 
priesthood without the absolute identification between him 
and the office. 
In Jesus' fulfilment of the messianic office, it is 
possible to detect functions which are prophetic or royal. 
However, one cannot escape the conclusion that Jesus defines 
the messianic office rather than that the messianic office 
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defines Jesus. The very term Messiah, drawn from the 
traditions surrounding the house of David became a technical 
term in Christian thinking for Jesus and his role as preserved 
within their traditions. Actions such as exorcism and healing 
fall under the over-riding concern with the belief that Jesus 
was the divinely ordained Messiah of God: the one who was 
chosen by God to fulfil a unique function. Jesus by 
genealogy was. associated with the house of David, and unlike 
John the Baptist he was never seen to be of highipriestly 
stock. When the author of the Epistle to the Hebrews writes 
about-the priesthood of-Jesus,, -'he/she is obliged to turn to 
Melchizedek to legitimize Jesus' claim to the high-priesthood. 
The genealogies of-Matthew and Luke likewise show no 
indication-that Jesus was believed to be connected by, 
genealogy with any family other than the royal house and 
lineage of David. 
The title ö eLOS r OwQ as we have already 
= suggested; - points - to -the belief -that Jesus was the-agent of 
God, not one- of a -number of holy ones, but-the Holy One. - 
It is quite-elear, -as A. T. Robertson(77) has shown, that we 
have-, tea do here with a distinctive agent - what H. L. N. 
J: oubert(78) has called "the Agent of God par excellence". 
Since-Jesus-is manifestly-not presented as of the house of 
Aaron or-Levi, since he is-not-confessed unequivocally as 
----High Priest, and since-the representative vox-populi 
connected Jesus with an assortment of figures, but never a 
. --Jpriestt- it seems unlikely that the -Holy One of God--is an------ 
exceptions- -If - the--High Priest---had -Hole- claim to- the -title#- 
it would be a , different matter, but in fact prophet and 
Nazirite could equally well be described as Holy ones. 
3: 4: 1 The Synöptic'Picture 
We come then to the suggestion implicit in the writings 
of W. Grundmann, 
(79) 
and explicit in the writings of 
Friedrich(80) and R. Schnackenburg, 
(81) 
which posits a 
connection between the confessions of the demons and the 
function of the eschatological High Priest (or high-priestly 
! essiah). We have already given a possible means by which 
exorcism might be eonnected with the royal Messiah acting 
within the arena of Holy War, but we need to consider an 
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alternative. '7e have examined the relevant passages from 
Qumran and the Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs. We 
have raised the difficulty of relying upon the evidence of 
the latter work(82) and more specifically the passage in 
T. of Levi 18: 12 which speaks of the "binding of Beliar". 
We suggested that this action was not attributed elsewhere 
in the Qumran writings to the Priestly Messiah, and might 
be a reflection of a Michael legend. In our survey of the 
action of the Priest in the War scroll we noticed the 
"curse" of the Priest as a possible link with exorcism. 
Hahn argues that neither the Qumran texts nor the Testaments 
present an actual picture of exorcism. 
(83) 
This is true, 
but the parallel in the War Scroll cannot be diaearded 
-lightly--:. 
We_ remember however, that the final defeat of 
the spirits of Belial required divine intervention in the 
form of the angel Michael. So in truth, for Qumran, the 
--real victor over Belial is Michael, and the same tradition 
^- 
-- probably lies behind the T. of Levi 18: 12. The scroll 
11QPýieleh. presents Melchizedek as another "angelic" figure 
udgement on the spirits, possibly emulating passing J8 
--- Michael. 
-Jesus, the Holy One acts as the agent who, is sent to 
carry out, among other things, the punishment of demons. 
In so--doing he may be likened to the High Priest of the War 
Scroll, or to Michael the Cosmic agent; he may also be 
likened to the Messiah as depicted in the Psalms of 
_ -------- 
Solomon*_ In_17: 33- we read of the. -Messiah 
"purging Jerusalem 
and making her holy as of old". In the--face of the paucity 
of information generally about exorcism in the first 
Christian century, we feel constrained to suggest that 
exorcism is no more priestly than it is messianic. If we 
are correct in following Braun's suggestion of a Holy 
War setting, 
(85) then in line with the picture in the 
Psalms of Solomon, it seems that the Holy One is the 
eschatological agent of judgement - in NT terminology the 
Messiah, Son of David. 
In Mark, Jesus as the Holy One of God, is no High Priest. 
Rather he is the Son of God, filled with the Spirit, 
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empowered with the authority'of God to wage war against 
the forces of evil. 
(86) 
For Qumran this would perhaps 
imply that Jesus was a high-priestly Messiah, but the NT is 
not Qumran; Jesus was not generally accepted as High Priest, 
but he was known to be a prophet and attested as the Davidic 
Messiah. There appears to be no good reason to look beyond 
either of these figures for a perfectly adequate under- 
standing of exorcism. 
(87)" ' Even if one could prove exorcism 
to be a high-priestly task, which one cannot at present, it 
. would still 
leave open the possibility that Jesus as-prophet 
or king performed priestly functions. We conclude then by 
quoting Hahn's conclusion, 
"A connecting of Mk 1: 24 with the idea of the 
messianic high priest may be justified only 
if the influence of the high priestly 
messianism permits of it being identified 
elsewhere in the earliest tradition". (88) 
Since Mark offers no such tradition, nor does he use obviously 
priestly motifs in his presentation of Jesus, it appears 
logical to look elsewhere for an explanation of Jesus as 
Exorcist and Holy One, 
Luke depicts, Jesus as prophet and king, but'never as 
priest whether in the Gospel or in the Acts. Jesus as the 
Holy One is filled with the Spirit (4: 1), the Holy Son 
(1: 35 cf 4: 34) and the one chooen by God to bring the good 
news of salvation. We are much closer to the-OT prophets 
like Elijah and Elisha, than to Aaron or Levi. Even if 
exorcism was originally high-priestly, the Lucan context 
denies such a connection and leads us to translate the Holy 
. 
One of God within in its present setting as the under- 
standing of Jesus as prophet and messianic king. 
3: 4: 2 The. Johannine Picture 
There are two aspects to the suggestion that the 
confession of Peter according to John, is a High Priestly 
confession. In the first place it raises the question 
of p` outýioS -rou as a title for the High Priest, 
which, as, we have seer, is far from settled. Secondly it 
raises the question of Jesus as High Priest generally in the 
Fourth Gospel. 
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Apart from Friedrich who connects Jn 6: 69 "C `ß, a5 
TO-16.0 Grz " with the High Priestly Messiah, several 
other writers have pointed to the Fourth Gospel as 
expressing a concern for the Priesthood of Jesus. 
(89) 
Evidence in this respect has been drawn from the so-called 
"High Priestly Prayer" in chapter 17, the It xL Tw V 
öd dos " in 19: 23 (said to be reminiscent of the High 
Priest's robe 
(90) 
Ex 39: 22) and of course "ö `ö, o S 
Toi QEo; ". The most detailed examination of this 
question is the thesis of J. T. Williams, Cultic Elements in 
the Fourth Gospel, 
-with 
special reference to priestly and 
sacrificial ideas. 
(91) In pursuit of this aim he examines 
the use of the following terms as found in the Fourth 
Gospel : 
ýd Vc. ccýdeýs, Kýcedýeýýv, výwe AC LTOOLL, 
VI 1TT£0 (9. CL ,L os ýeýtyw 01LýSvL 
ýýý 
tt 
ý 'Le, 
k'£e'Evs) A coLTns VoLO S a% W tw, demos Tranig' K ToS . N. l a8ars 
In conclusion he makes two observations which are worthy 
of note: 
(a) Sacrificial language is clearly employed in the 
Fourth Gospel to describe the meaning of the death of 
Christ, but it is a vicarious self-sacrifice rather than. 
an expiatory sacrifice (Jn 10: 15,21 and 17: 9). 
(b) There is a definite tendency towards a spiritualizing 
of the temple cultus, as three examples show - f1cMYpw - 
(Jn 1 : 14)) V jL 0"0 C_ (2: 19f) and lreoc Kuy 'v (4: 22-4). (92) 
rIf John is dated around A. D. 90, as most scholars . '--; 
suggest, then this spiritualization may be set-agaiin. et-. 
the-similar movement on_the. Jewish side. The name of 
Yohanan ben Zakkai is traditionally associated with the 
- spiritualization of 
the. Jewish Cult. The following are 
some examples cited by J. Neusner(93): 
Avot de Rabbi Natan, Chap. 6. 
Once as Rabban Yohanan ben Zakkai was coming forth 
from Jerusalem, Rabbi Joshua followed after him and 
beheld the Temple in ruins. "Woe unto us", Rabbi 
Joshua cried, "that this the place where the iniquities 
of Israel were atoned for is laid waste! " 
"My son", Rabbi Yohanan said to him, "be not grieved. 
We have another atonement as effective as this. And 
what is it? It is acts of loving kindness, as it is 
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said, 'For I desire mercy and not sacrifice'. " 
(Hos 6: 6). (94) 
Neusner notes that thef work of Yohanan stood. within 
the tradition and work of the Pharisees with their 
emphasis on purity. "Even outside of. the Temple, in one's 
own home, one had to follow the laws of ritual purity in 
the circumstances in which they might apply, namely at the 
table. They therefore held that one must eat his secular 
food ... in a state of ritual purity as if one were a 
Temple priest. " (of B. T. Berakhot 55a "as-long as the Temple 
stood the altar atoned for Israel. - But now a man's table 
atones for him. ")(95) 
Neusner concludes "The destruction of the Temple, 
Jerusalem, and the cult therefore marked a considerable 
transformation in the antecedent symbolic structures, of 
Judaism. The ancient symbols were emptied of their old 
meanings and filled with new ones; they continued, fornally 
unchanged but substantively in no way the same. " 
(96) 
For the Christians it was the advent of Jesus and 
especially his death and resurrection which promoted a 
similar response. - In particular we may note-the imagery of 
the community as a Temple which has certain parallels with 
the Community of the Dead Sea. 
(97), The'three examples which 
Williams quotes d'K'j%iO w Vd. 
0 and 
'ý'eoo'kuV£ýV illustrate the Johannine - touch. Jesus 
is now the "resting place of the Shekinah" rather 
than the Jewish 
, 
Temple. It is from Jesus 
that living waters flow and not from the base of the Temple 
as Ezekiel portrayed. Jesus and not Jerusalem is the "Light 
of the 117orld". - These and other examples are adduced by - 
Williams. "In himself (Jesus) symbolises the Paschal Lamb, 
the Water of Tabernacles and supplants the Rites of Purifi- 
cation"... "these features of the theology of the Gospel 
point clearly to the theme of spiritualization of the Cult 
and of the terms associated with it, and they indicate a 
firm belief that Judaism has, been replaced by Christ". 
(98) 
The nerv form of worship is "in Spirit and in Truth" (Jn 4: 24). 
In the Second part of Williams' work he concentrates on 
the actual imagery, some of which we have mentioned above, 
that has led writers to speak of the Jesus of the-Fourth 
Gospel as Priest or High Priest. As far as chapter seventeen 
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is concerned Williams concludes that "the verb dýýý(g IV 
has strong priestly connections but it would be 
illegitimate to see Jesus represented as High Priest in 
this chapter. It is rather in the general character of the 
chapter that we can discern certain priestly characteristics 
in his intercession on behalf of his disciples, " (99) This 
neatly sums up the opinion of most commentators ön the 
passage. 
(100) 
We would be inclined to go further and 
question whether the verb ca-_ýSLý rive and the 
intercession of Jesus on behalf o his disciples may be 
described as "priestly". Indeed at a later stage we will 
show just how difficult-it is to be precise about the exact 
understanding of DLýS L'A' 
S F_ IV in this chapter. 
However we go along with the general conclusion of Williams 
and the general tenor! of- his argument - if Jesus is 
understood as High Priest in the Fourth Gospel, it would 
need more than the vague intimation of ch 17 to support such 
a_belief. 
The second point discussed by-Williaans and other--' 
proponents-of-the priesthood of Jesus in John, is to be found 
in the description of Jesus' robe in 19: 23 - the tunic was 
without seam, woven from top to bottom. The phrase ö 
eq C 
4ec X LT WV is not a common expression but it 
does occur in the writings of Josephus, (101) apparently as 
the translation of the Hebrew term for the high-priestly 
robe (of, B. -T, loma. -72b)o If this is correct and 
was the technical term for the 
robe of the High Priest, then it would appear that this is 
-a 
deliberate attempt to connect Jesus with the Priesthood. `-, 
Again-we are cautious: about:: such a: conclusion. Unless-one, 
was familiar with euch a technical usage, it-would be quite 
: -e asy_, to. __oyerlook- the- -connection. *. - --The priesthood- of Jesus 
is not a-key aspect within the passion narrative, and 
receives no explicit affirmation in any of the discourse 
material. In eonträst-to tie use made of sacrificial 
language and various-other-pointers to the idea of Jesus 
as the paschal lamb, 
(102) 
one is hard pressed to discern any 
-direct connection-between the death of Jesus and a picture 
like that in Hebrews of a vicariously suffering high priest. 
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It is possible that one might be able to trace within 
the Passion narrative the sense that Jesus fulfils the 
cult and is both its climax and its culmination. This 
would tie up with the tendency we observed in the Gospel 
towards the spiritualization of the oultl and the mention 
of themes like water and light. So John would be enabled 
to use even a hi h-priestly robe to mark the end of the 
Jewish cult. 
(143 I But obviously this is not the major 
theme of the Passion, instead like some minor theme of the 
Johannine symphony, it appears and disappears without 
causing any. fundamental change to the flow of the whole 
work. There is thus no reason to believe that the descrip- 
tion of the robe of Jesus indicates anything more than a 
general connection between Jesus and the cult - it certainly 
does not prove that John believed Jesus to be a High Priest. 
In fact one might justly enquire whether John intended 
anything more than an actual report on the clothing of 
Jesus to be grouped along with other odd details which are 
scattered through the Gospel. 
(104) 
The central confessions for John (1: 49; 11: 27 and 
20: 31) apart from 6: 69 make use of the title "Son of God" 
and add to "Messiah" a dimension which is not basic to it, 
namely-the sense of relationship between God and Hi-s, Son. 
John does not ignore the functional aspect of "the son"; 
indeed as we have seen this is his basic term for Agent. 
At the same time it is the union of the Father and the 
Son which makes John's presentation of Jesus "the Son of 
God" unique in the NT and most of all gives new direction 
to the traditional messianic confessions. This fact leads u^ 
to ask about Jn 6: 69 and its relation to the Sonship of 
Jesus. Like the other "approved" confessions, it carries 
the Johannine-stamp of approval. It is found on the lips 
of a disciple of Jesus. 
_ 
Jesus' approval follows - an 
approval somewhat qualified by the next. tiworc s 
Q? jK ýS"%. 3 v5% S. . 
MOU " LkoL tr_%sJAtk"iv'(6: 70). 
it is addressed directly to Jesus (unlike some of the 
other confessions found on the lips of "the people" 6: 14; 
7: 40f). Yet there appears to be no line of thought prior 
to 10: 36 which would lead the reader to understand that 
"the Holy One of God" is intended to imply Jesus - the Son 
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of God. It must be considered along with two other 
confessions which also lack apparent connection with 
"Son of God" namely "the Lamb of God"(Jn 1: 29,35) and 
"the Saviour of the World" (4: 42) and perhaps a third, 
the confession of Thomas (20: 28). So the "Holy One" may 
point towards a functional understanding in line with the 
former titles (1: 29; 4: 42) and the confession of Jesus as 
_. rMessiah" 
(11: 49; 11: 27). or it may point to an ontological 
understanding in line with the latter title (Lord and God) 
(20: 28) or "Son of God" (11: 27). Both understandings are 
possible and the split between the two is clearly indicated; 
in the varied interpretations of Jn 6: 69. 
In the face of the other confessions we need to enquire 
whether a confession of Jesus as High Priest would be out of 
place. , 
If placed alongside the three major confessions 
it is apparent that it lacks the qualifying factor of "Son 
of God", and serves only-as a witness to the function of 
Jesus. As such Jesus the Priest would need to be linked 
with Jesus "the Saviour" or the "Lamb of God", and with 
Jesus as "Teacher" or "the Prophet". When we consider 
these titles, we find support from the Gospel for the 
ideas incorporated in-the titles. Thus Jesus in the 
Passion is presented as the Lamb of God; for the Samaritans 
he is the Saviour, not of the land of Israel, but of the 
world; Jesus is both teacher and prophet (cf 6: 14) - but 
at no stage is he described as priest. Without a doubt 
the confession of Jesus as High Priest would rest uneasily 
within the walls of the Fourth Gospel. The title is 
apparently not a technical term for the High Priest or 
high-priestly Messiah, and we are unable to find direct 
evidence for Johannine knowledge of the high-priesthood 
of Jesus. There is a world of difference between the 
sacrificial lamb and the sacrificing High Priest. 'There is 
also a great difference between a Messiah who is a high 
priest and a Messiah who is primarily a king but who is 
enabled to exercise priestly or prophetic functions. 
While the general tenor of the Gospel prevents us from 
concluding that the Holy One of God is necessarily a High 
Priest, we must admit the possibility that it includes the 
idea of the sacrifice of Jesus(105) or his role as 
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intercessor -a role which could in some circumstances be 
said to be priestly, 
(106 ) but is not necessarily so. 
The Holy One of God depicts the agency of Jesus and is 
presumably in accord with the agency described in the 
Gospel as a whole. Thus it is messianic, but more than that, 
it apparently identifies Jesus as the divine agent. It has 
thus a functional level and an ontological level. As far 
as the former is concerned, part at least of this function 
is to be understood as messianic, implying Jesus" 
fulfilment of the OT promises. Another part of this function 
concerns the bearing of the "words of eternal life". This 
latter task is an important key to the interpretation of the 
Holy One of God and leads us now to consider the prophetic 
aspect of the title and finally to the connection with the- 
Son of God. -Nowhere in the two levels do we find space 
for Friedrich's belief that the Holy One was a High Priest. 
We leave open the possibility that the title intends either 
the sacrifice of Jesus or his role as intercessor until 
our in-depth consideration of the term `ýýýpS 107) 
J 
N 
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CHAPTER FOUR THE HOLY ONE OF GOD AS A TITLE FOR A PROPHET 
4: 1 Introduction 
There are a number of reasons why the Holy One of God, 
particularly in the context of Luke's Gospel, may be 
considered to be a prophetic title, implying either a 
_prophet 
generally or the prophet like Moses specifically. -- 
Our attention is drawn to the suggestio(s)made in this regard 
by F. Hahn, E. Schweizer and R. H. Fuller One of the key 
OT references is Jeremiah 1: 5, which reads t 
"Before I formed you in the womb I knew you, and 
before you were born I consecrated you ( ^1 Lot Kw Cr r- ); I appointed you a 
prophet to the nations.  
The three stages indicated by the verbs ( 0`r1: -<'P ee 00 x 16 Lot Kat a- z and I -tt wc a-E. 
are very important to the general understanding not only of 
the prophetic agency but of divinely ordered agency in all 
its human functionaries. There is a sense of continuity 
between the three actions of knowing, consecration and 
appointing, which is basic to the commission of any of God's 
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human agents. The distinctive prophetic task is made 
apparent in the verses which follow verse 5. The prophet 
is sent by God (vs 7) with the explicit task of speaking the 
words of God - "Behold I have put D1y Words in your mouth", 
(vs 9). Moreover the prophet is given special authority for 
he is "set over nations and over kingdoms", although the 
actual term "authority" is not used. 
The connection between the attribute of holiness and the 
prophetic office is evident in the OT (II Kings 4: 9 and 
Jer 1: 5)j Qumran (CD 2: 12 and 6: 1 - "the holy anointed 
ones"), 
(21 
and in the NT (Lk 1: 70 and Acts 3: 21). Etymological 
grounds exist, therefore, for connecting "the Holy One of God" 
with the prophetic office, just as we found for the High 
Priest. Since various agents of God might be described as 
holy, the possibility emerges that no single office is 
intended by the title, but rather that the title is to be 
understood in the general sense of a consecrated agent of God. 
E. Schweizer, 
(3) 
underscores this basic sense of consecration 
in his interpretation of Mk 1: 23f. Leaving aside his arguments 
(4 ) 
on a play on words, which we have already discussed, 
Schweizer's emphasis seems to our mind to be well placed. He 
begins with the sense of Jesus as the consecrated agent of 
God. 
-like 
the Nazirite of the OT, and moves towards an under- 
standing of Jesus, the Holy One, as "der'"endzeitliche 
Prophet"(5). Implicit in this suggestion is the belief that 
Mark had taken over a title with a general application and 
has given-to it- a specific content. This accords well_ with. __ 
the redactional indications we observed in the Marcan 
passage. 
(6) 
So then the title 8 V8Los -roO (row bears 
the sense of the agency of Jesus, which includes his election 
by God, his consecration and his commission. Apart from 
these aspects, the title is also coloured by its immediate 
context and it is on this level, the redactional level, that 
the prophetic tradition becomes important. In this chapter 
we will consider the Holy One against the backdrop of the 
traditions connected with Moses, Elijah and Elisha and 
charismatic figures like Hanina ben Dosa. 
4: 2 The Prophetic, Interpretation of the Holy One of God 
For each of the three appearances in the NT of the Holy 
One of God, we need to enquire anew into the meaning of the 
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title. It is misleading to suppose a similar content for all 
three occurrences and nowhere is this more apparent than in a 
study of the effect of the prophetic tradition upon the title. 
Our redactional study of Mark(7) has already pin-pointed some 
of the issues involved here, and our consideration of Luke's 
Christology hinted at the contribution of the prophetic 
tradition to Luke's portrait of the Holy One of God. 
(8) We 
have chosen to concentrate, in this chapter, on Luke because 
of his obvious reliance upon the prophetic models for his 
description of Jesus' mission, but first of all we need to 
make some general observations. 
Several exegetes claim on the basis of the similarity 
between the challenge addressed to Elijah, Ti0L 
(I Kings , 11: 18), W«L cri. it t -roü G I-&' 
and the challenge aimed at Jesus TL iv Kett f- 
'Z7ýov Ntc %"tehvL (Mk 1: 24,1k 4: 34), grounds for 
interpreting the Holy One of God as prophetic. The verbal 
parallel is quite striking, but this only serves to confirm 
that Jesus, like Elijah, was addressed-in a stylized form of 
challenge. Behind the Greek of Mk 1: 24 (Lk 4: 34) we may 
discern an original Hebrew and perhaps Aramaic expression, 
(9) 
but this is hardly grounds upon which to base a prophetic 
interpretation of the Holy One of God, and the same conclusion 
may be drawn for the thesis of R. H, Puller. 
(10) 
He connects 
the Holy One of God, with another title, namely Q ýK(. OS 
kaLi ECK actor found in Acts 3: 14, so as to suggest 
that both titles signify "Jesus in-his connection with the 
Mosaic prophet-servant concept". 
(11) 
Several problems are 
raised by this explanation. The titles are not identical, 
are used in different settings and derive from different 
(12) 
Fuller's understanding of the title "the sources. 
Righteous One" as prophetic rather than messianic is open 
to question and the probable answer lies in a type of Prophet- 
Messiah, a synthesis of both offices. We believe that while 
titles like "the Righteous One", "the Pious One" and 
combinations including the phrase "Holy One" are not to be 
excluded from our search, we are cautious about using 
another title to solve the enigma of an earlier expression. 
Certainly for Luke as we shall show, the expressions found 
in the sermons in Acts are able to cast light on the Lucan 
1'3 J 
use of the title, the Holy One of, God, and particularly 
the way in which he has interpreted the Marcan title. 
But this is peculiar to Luke, and it is far from being 
definitive for either Mark or John as Fuller appears to 
maintain. 
G. Vermes(13) has noted the importance of the Elijah/ 
Elisha Epics for an understanding of the miracle tradition 
in the Synoptic Gospels. Whether the miracles have been 
consciously modelled upon such Epics is more difficult to 
determine; clearly Luke 4 has Jesus link his mission with 
that of Elijah and Elisha both in word (vss 24ff) and in 
deed (vss 38ff). This suggests that the words of the 
demon in 34 may be the recognition of Jesus as an eschato- 
logical Prophet, (of I Kings 17: 18), remembering that Elisha 
is called 
lk V GP w ros -r' GLO 60 in II Kings 4: 9 
(LKR). Jesus as the Prophet like Moses is in evidence both 
in Acts and in the Fourth Gospel. Is &ý4os -MV Osa'3 
to be interpreted as a title for a Prophet like Moses in , 
Luke 4: 34 and John 6: 69? In order to answer these questions 
we turn now to an examination of the function of the Prophet 
as God's Agent-. 
4,: 2: 1 The Function of the Prophet in the Old Testament 
G. von Rad commences his study of the OT Prophets with 
the warning that there are different kinds of prophets and 
different kinds of prophecy. 
(14)' 
As with the High Priest 
however we are able to make a list of certain key 
characteristics, which illustrate something of the 
uniqueness of this office. 
(a) The prophet was the messenger of God who brought 
the "Word" of God to the people. He could speak as the 
mouthpiece of God. 
(b) The prophet was a charismatic figure in as much 
as he acted under the direction of God's Spirit. 
(c) The prophet was given the right to stand in the 
Council of God, and to hear the secrets of the Council and 
to convey the decisions of the Council to mankind (rather 
like a clerk of the court). 
(d) The prophbts stood in a special relationship to 
Moses and to the Covenant, and their message was a reminder 
of the Covenant obligations of the people. 
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(e) The words of the prophet brought the message of 
God's judgement and His salvation, and were effective in so 
far as they initiated these events. The historical 
realization of the message was the confirmation that the 
prophet had indeed spoken the "Word of God". 
These five characteristics form the OT picture of the 
7K' -1a and for our purposes, the prophet as the 
Messenger of the Council of Yahweh provides a most important 
insight. Jeremiah says of the false prophets, they have not 
stood in the Council of Yahweh (23: 18,22) "to perceive and 
to hear His Word". 
Many of the prophetic oracles are framed within the so- 
called "Rib pattern". 
(15) 
This is the prophetic lawsuit, 
-combining-accusation, defence and judgement as seen for 
example in Isaiah 1: 2,3; 3: 13-5; Hosea 4: 1-3; 2: 4-17 and 
Psalm 50. The people of Israel are on trial with the 
Covenant supplying the basic legal--structure and Yahweh 
-sitting with His Court as supreme Judge. The pattern is 
as follows : The prophet reads out the accusation, asks for 
-a: defence (without -response so the question is rhetorical, 
and the guilt is obvious) and then there follows the pro- 
nouneement of judgement. According to K. Nielsen the Sitz 
_ 7--tim-Leben of the oracle was the New Year Festival. 
(i6) 
We have noted that king and priest served the Council 
of Yahweh and that both were connected in some way with the 
judgement of-Yahweh. 'Their function however was different 
from: --that of the prophet in that the prime task of the 
prophet was as a messenger of the Word of God, whereas(17) 
the real task of the king was righteous government and the 
task of the priest was holy service from within the cult. 
- As we have already indicated the king and priest occur 
in forensic settings. 
(18) 
The king is the bearer of 
righteous judgement and it would seem that he operates 
within the setting of the Divine Council, perhaps 
operating as one of the judges delegated by the Council. 
In contrast, the prophet was the messenger of the Council, 
and the forecaster of judgement, pronouncing the coming 
judgement and indaed bringing it about by the very act of 
announcement. The high priest is likewise drawn into the 
legalities of the judgement of God, particularly in Qumran. 
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At different times a priest, a king or a prophet might 
operate as agents of the Divine Council, and as a result 
their role as the agent of the Council might displace their 
original functions. The essential function of the three 
offices was service of Yahweh, and where that service involved 
judgement or warfare, the priest might become a warrior. 
Where pronouncement of God's word was concerned the priest 
or king might become a prophet - which to the Greek reader 
implied the ability to foretell the future. 
(19) 
'Then we 
consider the prophecy of Caiaphas (Jn 11: 49-52) there are 
hints of the Jewish belief that the High Priest was believed 
to have the gift of prophecy. 
(20) 
The NT also calls David a 
prophet, (Acts 2: 30). Instances like this demonstrate the 
need to recognize above the separateness of the Jewish offices, 
certain settings in which these offices might merge. 
One of the most perplexing problems which we have 
encountered in our study of the different offices particu- 
larly as . applied to-Jesus, 
is to know when the term "prophet", 
to quote--one example, implies the office of the prophet and 
when it means just the prophetic function. 
(21) 
Clearly king 
or priest might-function as prophet, and yet not belong to 
-the-prophetic order, --At the risk of oversimplifying the 
situation we would suggest that there is a distinction between 
the general term prophet used in the NT implying someone who 
operated at times like a prophet-and wag. recognized as--coming 
from. God;. _ and a -specific 
term which signified the basic OT 
meaning of a prophetic class. Both kinds of prophets appeared 
-__-in the-pages of the NT and the world of the first century. 
In the first book of Maccabees 4: 46 we read that during 
the purification of the Temple, there was some uncertainty 
about. the altar of holocausts which had been profaned. It 
was decided to pull it down and deposit the stones in a 
suitable place on the Temple hill "to await the appearance of 
a prophet who should give a ruling about them" (J. B. ). This 
rather abstract idea of the arising of a prophet in time 
developed so that in the first century A. D. there were a 
number of different groups who looked for the advent of a 
prophet. This hope was found in the Qumran writings, the 
Samaritan writings, 
(22) 
the Rabbinic writings(23) and the 
NT. Sometimes the expectation was linked with the hope of a 
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prophet like Moses (Deut 18: 18f), and sometimes it was 
associated with the return of Elijah or one of the other 
great prophets; at other times it is indefinite as in 
1 Maccabees - simply "a prophet". 
In Qumran the prophecy in Deuteronomy is actually quoted, 
in a scroll which has been called the Testimonia Scroll from 
Cave Four. The messianic promises are cited concerning the 
king and the priest (Num 24: 15-7 and Deut 33: 8-11) and these 
are prefaced by Deut 5: 28-9 and 18: 18f. The scroll thus 
appears to be a list of eschatological promises which the 
Sect held to, including the hope for the Prophet like Moses, 
a High Priest and the King. The order suggests that the 
Prophet was to precede the coming of the two Messiahs. 
(24) 
In QS 9: 11 three figures are again present. We read 
(lQS 9: 9b-11) : 
"They shall depart from none of the counsels of the 
Law to walk in the stubbornness of their hearts, 
but shall be ruled by the primitive precepts in 
-------which the men of the community were first instructed-until there shall come-the prophet 
and the messiahs of Aaron and of Israel. " 
This at least-is how G. Vermes(25) renders the Hebrew 
which in fact lacks the articles before prophet. 
- We note that E. Lohse(26)-also understands the definite 
article (der Prophet und die Gesalbten). Strictly speaking 
the lack of the article before prophet should imply that we 
render the phrase as in 1 Maccabees - until a prophet shall 
= arise, rather than as the prophet thereby implying some 
. -connection with 
4Q Testimonia. 
- The phrase 
1Da -- 
tl ]I `v -1 Lt1 probably comes from Jeremiah 
(of 13: 10). *- . but there may be a suggestion of the apostasy of 
the people at Sinai (cf Deut 9: 13ff). There is simply not 
enough evidence to conclude that the expectation here in 
1QS is also for the prophet like Moses. 
In 4Qflor 1: 11 we read "the Branch of David who shall 
arise with the Interpreter of the Law (j j `11 7T 113 -11 T) "" 
It seems reasonable to suggest(27) that the UJ 717 
17 7 117 i7 is to be related to the prophet like 
Moses. At the same time some writers connect the Teacher of 
Righteousness with the hope for the prophet. 
(28) 
in the 
Damascus Document the reference-to the Interpreter (CD 6: 7) 
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might conceivably fit into the general framework of what is 
known about the Teacher (of 1QpHab 2), but the reference in 
1QS 8: 12 is rather less certain. We know very little about 
the Teacher and his history, or indeed whether there was 
only one teacher or a whole line of them, bearing the same 
title. (29) At the most we can say that it is possible that 
the Interpreter of the Law draws on the figure of the Teacher 
as well as the hope for a prophet like Moses. In conclusion 
then, we have only found one definite reference to the prophet 
like Moses, namely the Testimonia Scroll. 
In the Samaritan writings, 
(30) 
particularly their version 
of the Decalogue, we read of the Taheb, a prophet like Moses, 
who will restore the Kingdom of God in the last days. 
Unfortunately many of the Samaritan writings are late and-may 
not always reflect earlier traditions. This is just one of 
the problems involved in the use of these writings, for there 
is also the question of the correct interpretation of the 
Taheb: -Was-he-indeed a Prophet-King? Was he to be the ruler 
of the new Kingdom? It therefore seems wise to do no more 
than to recognise the fact that the Samaritan ideas are 
consistent with the expectation found in the NT concerning 
the Prophet- like--Moses . -- 
The Rabbinic writings present similar problems of dating 
and interpretation, but they too must be seen as adding 
their voice to the varied groups of Jewish and non-Jewish 
writers who looked for the coming, of the prophet who would 
be like Moses . 
01) 
At times this prophet is fused with- 
the messianic hope: - So in-Mid Rab Eool 1: 9: 1-wo-find that - 
the second Redeemer (the Messiah) will be like the first 
(i. e. Moses). 
(32) 
There are certainly close parallels to 
this-style of-thinking in the NT, such as the sermons in 
Acts (of Acts 3: 22-6). The Rabbinic writings also testify 
to the expectation of the coming of Elijah, although there 
is evidence of some diversity when we come to the actual 
role which he will fulfil. 
(33) Similarly the NT testifies 
to the expectation of the coming of Elijah, and there the 
role seems to be at least in part affected by the life of 
John the Baptist. 
4: 2: 2 Jesus as Prophet in the New Testament Tradition 
There is very little doubt that one of the most 
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interesting aspects of the life of Jesus, particularly his 
mission of healing and preaching, fulfils the OT ideal of 
the man of God - the prophet. Several writers have drawn 
attention to the parallels between the life of Jesus and 
this ideal. 
(34) 
A brief examination of the Vox Populi in 
the Gospels reveals that "Prophet" is a favourite 
designation for the man from Galilee (Mk 6: 15; 8: 28). But 
in Matthew, Luke and John, as also in Acts there is striking 
evidence for an association of Jesus with the prophet like 
Moses. 
(35) 
Jesus is portrayed as comparing himself to a 
prophet, when he finds an apathetic response to his ministry 
in his home environs, 
(36) 
and although he may be simply 
quoting a well known expression the parallel is still there. 
In the list of possible answers to Jesus' question "Who do 
men say that I am? ", prophetic solutions predominate and 
there is little reason to doubt the authenticity of these 
beliefs. They are a vocal testimony to the actual belief, 
of the local-people concerning the person of Jesus. 
It is the-Gospel of Luke-which, taking into consideration 
the Acts of the Apostles, testifies most vividly to the 
--belief-that Jesus fulfilled-the role and function of a prophet - 
yet remained as Messiah or perhaps was made Messiah through 
his death (of Acts 2: 36_and_3: 20)_. In Luke 13: 33f when Jesus 
foretells his own death it is in terms of the-death of a 
prophet. - 
Twice in the sermons found in Acts the Deuteronomic 
promise is quoted, (3: 22f and 7: 37). There can be little 
doubt--that these-sermons reflect to some extent the theology 
= of Luke, 
(37) 
and this is substantiated by the fact-that even 
after the resurrection Jesus is called a prophet in the 
Third Gospel. 
(38) 
Space does, 
-not-permit us to make a detailed study of 
Jesus as either the Prophet like Moses or more generally as 
ä. Prophet, whether eschatological or not, but we note the 
contribution to the subject made by G. Vermes, F. Schnider, 
W. A. Meeks, R. H. Fuller and J. L. Martyn. 
(39) 
In particular one 
of Fuller's conclusions is worth quoting : 
"Jesus does not identify himself expressis verbis 
with the eschatological prophet in any of the 
current fors of Jewish expectation. But he 
does interpret his mission in terms of 
eschatological prophecy ... As eschatological prophet he was not merely announcing the future 
coming of salvation and judgement, but actually 
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initiating it in his words and works. It is the 
expressed, implicit figure of the eschatological 
prophet which gives a unity to all of Jesus' 
historical activity, his proclamation, his 
teaching with t1 ou o' c,. ('authority'). his 
healings and exorcisms, his conduct in eating 
with the outcast, and finally his death in 
fulfilment of his prophetic mission. Take the 
implied self understanding of his role in terms 
of eschatological prophet away, and the whole 
ministry falls into a series of unrelated, if not 
meaningless fragments. " (40) 
While recognizing much of what Fuller says as an 
accurate understanding of the Gospel picture, we neverthe- 
less feel that it is necessary to distinguish between the 
understanding of Jesus as fulfilling the function of the 
eschatological prophet, and Jesus' own interpretation of 
his role in terms of an agent of God - the Son of Man. 
Moreover the question must be asked whether Jesus saw 
himself as a Messiah. If we believe, as does Fuller, -that 
the messianic agency is the direct contribution of the Early 
Church; 
(41) 
then naturally the prophetic ideal predominates 
in-any consideration of the self understanding of Jesus; 
but if we believe that Jesus saw himself as Messiah, albeit 
a re-interpreted Messiah, then perhaps the prophetic aspect 
-- was -only a function of hi-s- Taking the 
(Synoptic) Gospels as they now stand, particularly the 
Gospel of Luke, we cannot but notice the strong resemblance 
__. -to the Rabbinic tradition -_like the first redeemer so also 
the second redeemer". The Messiah is at the same time a'- 
=. -fulfilment of_ the hope-for--a-prophet like-Moses. 
(42) 
- Another writer who is important-for an understanding of 
Jesus as Prophet is D. Hill, although his presuppositions 
are quite different from those of Vermes and Fuller, and 
consequently also his conclusions. Hill acknowledges that, 
"It is true that from the historian's point of view 
the working concept which guided Jesus in the task 
of his ministry was that of 'prophet': true also 
that as far as speech-forms, authority, action and 
attitude are concerned we can point to many 
similarities between Jesus and the Old Testament 
prophets, as well as the charismatics of his day 
which are sufficient to justify his being called 
'a prophet"or 'the prophet' by some of his 
contemporaries. But this 'prophet' was unique 
in the sense that his proclamation and activity 
were confronting men and women with the present 
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saving action of God in the midst of history 
and that his commitment and obedience to God 
made him the channel of that gracious and 
saving action. " (43) 
The testimony to the uniqueness of Jesus' "prophetic" 
ministry is demonstrated in the very early realization of the 
inadequacy of this term to encompass the life and teaching of 
Jesus, in Early Christian Christology. In the best work on 
Jesus the Prophet available at present F. Schnider concludes, 
"Jesu Anspruch, verglichen mit dem Anspruch der 
Propheten, kann deshalb nur in analoger Weise 
prophetisch genannt werden. Jesu Anspruch ist 
absoluter Art. Jesus ist nicht einer der 
Propheten, sondern "der Prophet" als der 
absolute Heilbringer, der alle eschatologischen 
Erwartungen erfüllt und in radikaler Nähe zum 
Vater steht. " (44) 
Jesus as the Son, the-agent of God and His Council 
fulfilled the role of Prophet but also transcended it, because 
of his uniqueness. The expression of this uniqueness was for 
the early Church, to be found in the concept of Jesus the 
Christ, the Son of God. 
(45) 
4: 2: 3 Exorcism as a Prophetic Function 
The setting used by Mark and Luke for the title "the Holy 
, One of God" is that of an exorcism, which raises the possi- 
bility that title and context may be connected in some way, 
so that by understanding the connection one might gain a new 
insight into the 
--content, of 
the title. 
-Holy 
War is one 
possibility, which we have considered, and there are others. 
Fox_example_in Jubilees-48 Moses is depicted as. rescuing the 
children of Israel from Egypt and in the process, assisted 
by the angel of the Presence (of 2: 1), he "binds" Mastema 
(the \, prinee4'nf. , eviiý(46) This is just one of the traditions 
associated with the binding of Satan or his various allies, 
but it does bring new light onto the Gospel narratives. In 
the first place, light is shed on 1k 11: 20-22 and the 
enigmatic reference in vs 20 to the "finger of God", which 
E. E. Ellis correctly identified as a reference to the 
Exodus. 
(47) 
Jesus in his conflict with the demons may be 
understood as the one who ushers in the New Exodus 
(of Jub 48: 13 and 50: 5). 
(48) 
The New Exodus includes the 
binding of Satan (the strong man of Lk 11: 22), which is 
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anticipated in the exorcisms of Jesus, and also the signs and 
wonders which Jesus performs (cf Acts 2: 22 and 43). Perhaps 
it provides also a framework in which to understand the 
authoritative teaching of Jesus. 
(49) 
We know that the later 
rabbinic theology connected Moses and his task (the former 
redeemer) with the Messiah (the latter redeemer)(50) but the 
basis for comparison was in terms of the miracles which the 
Messiah will perform. Nevertheless, there are passages in 
the Gospels where the figure of the great teacher, casts a 
Mosaic shadow. 
(5 ) 
In so far as Moses might be viewed as a prophet, indeed 
the greatest of the prophets (Deut 34: 10), the ushering in 
of the New Exodus might be-conceived of as a prophetic task, 
including-even the act of binding Satan. But the act of 
exorcism is not in itself a prophetic act and in the first 
Christian Century, exorcism was ascribed to a number of OT 
characters from Abraham (IQGen. Apoc. 20: 28f) to Solomon 
(Josephus, Antiquities 8: 46). On this account we are not 
justified in describing the title, the Holy One of God, as 
prophetic simply because Jesus is engaged here in an exorcism. 
M-^ If it was--some other miracle with prophetic parallels it 
would be a different matter, but as far as we can determine, 
___-exorcism 
itself was not connected with a person claiming 
to be a prophet. (Moses' role in Jub. 48 is not that of an 
exorcist). We need to examine the context of the incident 
in-Mark and Luke in order to decide whether the title, in 
-its present context, means that Jesus is a prophet. 
4.: 2: 4 The Martian Redaction 
As we study the passage in Mk 1: 21-9, we are able to 
detect signs of the way-in which the-Evangelist has tailored 
this story to fit in with'the overall purpose and design of 
the Gospel. 
(52) 
We will attempt to discover what changes 
Mark affected upon this passage, but at the same time try to 
understand the passage in its present context. For example, 
we read that the demons know who Jesus is (Mk 1: 34), which 
in the present context means that they know Jesus as Son of 
God and Messiah. The cry of the demon in 1: 24 must then be 
related to this knöwledge and the title found there extended 
accordingly to include these two ideas, even if they were 
not already implicit in the title. On this basis we 
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concluded, in a previous chapter, that the Holy One of laod was 
messianic in Mark and a synthesis of prophet and Messiah in 
Luke. 
(53) 
Then we note that in Mk 1: 14f, Jesus' mission is 
outlined as the proclamation of the Kingdom, which suggests 
that his arrival in the Synagogue may be understood as the 
advent of the Herald of the Kingdom (an idea more fully 
developed in Luke), who is the bearer of the Spirit 
(of 1: 10 and llQMelch. 16). Accordingly, the demon reacts 
both to Jesus' eschatological function and to his charismatic, 
or more correctly, pneumatic nature. In its present setting 
the Holy One of God responds to Jesus as the Messiah and 
his role as the bearer of God's Spirit, but what about the pre- 
Marcan setting? Are we able to penetrate beneath the surface 
of the Gospel and uncover the "original" intention of the 
title? 
Our examination shows traces of a deliberate structuring 
of the episode in the synagogue. One of the key themes in 
the first three chapters of the Gospel is that of the 
authority of Jesus, particularly as a teacher. 
(54) 
The 
exorcism itself is neatly framed between two verses which 
deal with the teaching of Jesus, namely vas 22 and-27, and 
the-whole episode in the synagogue is introduced by vs 21 
which mentions Jesus' intention - he entered the synagogue 
on the sabbath and he taught. Later in vs 39, Jesus' role 
as exorcist is linked with his mission of preaching in the 
synagogues. Moreover, the disciples are sent to preach and 
to have authority over demons (3: 14f). Mark creates a 
balance in his presentation between the miracles of Jesus 
and his role as exorcist on the one hand, and the preaching 
of Jesus on the other. To put this another way, he sets 
on one side the sense of wonder associated with supernatural 
events and on the other the more formal understanding of 
Jesus as the messenger of God, who preaches the word of God. 
Mark's intention is clear. He wishes to divert attention 
from the miraculous (in this case the exorcism) to Jesus' 
authority as a teacher, to play down the former in the 
interests of the latter. A study of the traditions 
surrounding the Jewish miracle worker, Hanina ben Dosa, 
show a similar trend and is therefore useful for comparative 
purposes. 
(55) 
Hanina ben Dosa lived in the first century AD and was 
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renowned for his miracles. 
(56) 
He is described as a 
"Man of Deeds" (jjwy JA wf 7) on account of his 
wonderfui*works (ii. Sot. 9: 15 and T. Sot. 15: 5). If S. Freyne 
If is correct in his analysis of the tradition, and there 
seems little reason to doubt that this is so, the earliest 
stratum of the tradition concerns Hanina as a Galilean of 
humble stock (perhaps an y)- Lj .S), who shows 
himself to be a charismatic healer and rain-maker. 
(57) 
"The world of the Hanina stories has a rural and 
peasant ring about it - inquisitive or 
incredulous neighbours, need for rain and sun 
with the changing seasons, tres, passing goats 
and wandering donkeys and hens. 
At some stage in the tradition Haninaa, was connected with the 
northern prophet Elijah - the types of miracles recorded 
point in this direction - although it is exlicit only in 
the later references (of B. T. Ta'an 24b), 
(583 
There is some question about whether Hanina was a Hasid, 
with references in favour of such a connection and M. Sot. 9: 15 
which explicitly differentiates Hanina as a «man of deed", 
from the hasidim: - - Freyne offers a reasonable-solution, 
Following D. -Bezinan he defines a hasid as "the ideal of 
the 
active life, distinguished by his radicalism, spiritual 
fervour and zeal for the law». 
(59) 
The description of 
Hanina as a Hasid suggests, for Freyne, an attempt to "link 
his miracle working activity with other acceptable aspects 
of Jewish piety", 
(60) 
and "to smooth out the tensions... 
in the earlier strata of the miracle stories between 
country charismatic and temple officials". 
(61) 
Later 
Hanina is described as "a man of truth" (Mek. R. Ishmael 
Ex 18: 21) and particularly in the Palestinian Talmud his 
piety and obedience to rabbinic halakhah are underscored. 
(62) 
A definite trend appears, particularly after Jamnia, to 
bring Hanina into line with the respectable class of 
Hasidim and to separate him from the other miracle-workers 
of Galilee. He recites the Tefillah in the process of 
performing a miracle (T. Ber. 3: 20), he is a Rabbi and some 
of his teaching remains 
j63) 
yet beneath this picture we 
glimpse a rather-unorthodox character, who used "free 
prayer", kept goats (a forbidden activity of r, Z. Dem. 2: 3), 
and whose teaching needed the correcting influence of the 
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sages of Jamn. ia. 
( 64 
The movement from the charismatic miracle worker to the 
respectable Hasid is paralleled in part in'the traditions 
surrounding Honi, the Circle Drawer, and there are other 
examples. 
(65) 
The traditions which surrounded Jesus followed 
a similar course and the pericope in Mark 1, which is our 
immediate concern, is a case in point. Mark diverts attention 
from the act of exorcism to the "confession" (for that is the 
purpose it serves) of the demon possessed man. There are no 
magic phrases or acts performed by Jesus, just the command to 
silence (OL j. &L; ý e-,, -m. ). The dialogue is cryptic and 
quite different from Hanina's conversation with Agrath, 
princess of demons (in BT Pes. 112b), or the normal form of 
exorcism depicted in the magical papyri. The demon leaves 
the man and the focus returns to the picture of Jesus the 
authoritative teacher in the synagogue. The geographical 
location is not fortuitous (of 1: 39). Mark is making a 
theological point, Jesus is not a wandering miracle-worker, 
but a great teacher -a teacher whose authority exceeds 
even that of the scribes and pharisees. His miracles take 
place in the synagogue which clearly shows that he stands 
within the Jewish tradition. The people acclaim him as a 
teacher and not as a magician. This supplies one reason for 
Mark's-redactional activity, and is probably one reason why 
the traditions surrounding Honi and Hanina were transformed. 
It is-not that the idea of miracle is unacceptable, #n it9elf, 
but that "behind the figure of the miracle-worker lurks the 
sinister presence of the magician and no self-respecting 
community or group could officially accept the burden of 
such an image, even if there are many examples of popular 
accommodation in both traditionsr. (66) The rabbinic 
tradition of Jesus as a magician--shows how real was the 
danger which Mark sought to avoid. 
(67) 
After the performance of the exorcism, the onlookers 
comment, 
T lcrTW ToOTO . it- ýK <«w KK-T' t 04'. etV Kr)'. 
(r4k 1: 27) It is not clear how we should punctuate this 
remark. There are two alternatives: 
(a) What is this? 
_ 
A new teaching: With authority he 
commands even the unclean spirits, and they obey 
him (R. S. V. ) 
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(b) What is this? A new teaching with authority! 
Even (k ) the unclean spirits he commands 
and they obey him. 
It is unlikely that, even if we follow the second reading, 
Mark intended a separation between the authoritative 
teaching (cf vs 22) and the act of exorcism. The particle 
IýCoCý should be rendered "even" as an indication of the 
sense of continuity between the teaching of Jesus and his 
act of exorcism. The herald of. the Kingdom proclaims the 
imminence of the Kingdom in word and deed. What Mark 
describes as authoritative teaching incorporates the 
exorcism as a vivid illustration of this teaching and 
vss 22 and 27 serve to reinforce the link. 
If we remove the Marcan framework (particularly vss 22 
and 27) we are left with what in all likelihood is the 
original setting for "the Holy One of God", namely an 
exorcism where Jesus resembles miracle-workers like Hanina 
or Honi or Apollonius of Tyana. Verwes describes this. 
group as charismatics(68) and he regards the figure of 
Elijah as providing the necessary prototype for the lives 
and activities of the group, 
(69) 
Preyne questions whether 
such a charismatic type actually existed and we need to 
take care not to fall into the same trap as R. Bultmann did, 
with his myth of the Gnostic Redeemer. 
(70) 
We also need to 
distinguish between miracle-workers and Hasidim, 
(71) 
although the two might be fused in one person like Hanina. 
The pre-Marcan level is best understood in the context of 
Jewish wonder-workers, and the title "Holy One of God" 
probably relates to that context as a general title for 
such a figure. If a class of charismatics was recognised 
at that time, then it describes Jesus the Charismatic. 
If this class was connected with Elijah (or Elisha) then 
we might consider the title as the equivalent of titles 
like "Holy Man of God" (used of Elisha in I King 4: 9) and 
"Man of God" (used of Elijah in I King 17: 18). We do well 
to note however that Hanina explicitly rejected the title 
of prophet in the words of Amos 7: 14. 
(72) 
With some 
reluctance we suggest that even in the pre. -Marcan stratum, 
the title was not necessarily a prophetic title and is 
better understood as the title for a worker of miracles. 
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If the synagogue context is part of the pre Marcan unit 
then one might go further and suggest that some sense of 
the Hasidic figure might also be resent! We shall return 
to this idea later in this work. 
e? 
3) 
We conclude then that Mark took over an early tradition 
of Jesus as an exorcist and incorporated this within the 
context of the teaching ministry of Jesus and his conflict 
with Satan (of 1: 13 and 3: 22-27) as the anointed one - 
the Messiah and the Herald of the Kingdom. This effectively 
protected Jesus from the possible accusation that he was a 
magician. In consequence the title, "the Holy One of God", 
in its present place in the Gospel is coloured by its new 
context and to some extent is overshadowed by the title 
"Son of the Most High God", used by the demons in Mk 5: 7. - 
We find no evidence to suggest that "the Holy One of God" is 
a prophetic title as it now stands. Indeed, in the Gospel, 
John the Baptist is the prophet, (cf 11: 32) and Mark's 
handling of the confession of Peter, over against the 
opinions of the crowd (8: 28 which repeats 6: 14f), suggests 
that-he is critical of the connection between Jesus and-the 
prophets. This is-brought out by the juxtaposition of the 
two questions: "Who do men say that I am? " and "Who do you 
say that I am? ", with the second question introduced by the 
emphatic K. LC . So in neither the pre-Marcan level 
nor in the Gospel as it now stands is there sufficient 
evidence to support the theory that the Holy One of God is 
a prophetic title. In Luke, however, a different situation 
prevails-0- 
4: 2: 5 The Scene in the Synagogue According to Luke 
The fourth chapter of Luke is filled with the sense of 
the pneumatic nature of Jesus - three times we read that he 
is endowed with the Holy Spirit (vas 1,14,18). Jesus 
"full of the Holy Spirit returned from the Jordan"; was "led 
by the Spirit for forty days in the wilderness, tempted by 
the devil" (vss 1 and 2); he returns to Galilee "in the 
power of the Spirit" (vs 14); and when he reads from Isaiah, 
it is from chapter 61: 1-2; "The Spirit of the Lord is upon me 
because he has ainointed me to preach the good news to the 
poor. He has sent me to proclaim release to the captives 
and recovering of sight to the blind, to set at liberty 
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those who are oppressed, to proclaim the acceptable year of 
the Lord" (Lk 4: 18f). Luke makes two points - Jesus is the 
one filled with the spirit and therefore the anointed one 
whose task is to preach, to proclaim, to set at liberty and 
to bring healing, 
Thus Luke maps out the future ministry of Jesus and he is 
not long in bringing forward examples of Jesus' proclamation, 
preaching and setting free (of 4: 31-44). In the synagogue 
Jesus elaborates on the passage he has just read and at the 
same time issues a sharp rebuke against the faithlessness of 
the people of Nazareth, in anticipation of their rejection of 
him (of vss 23-7). The people have heard of Jesus' works in 
Capernaum (of 4: 14f and 4: 31 ff) , -but in emulation of the 
fathers they display a-lack of faith. Jesus can do no mighty 
works "in his own-country". One further result of this lack 
of faith is that it allows Jesus to compare himself to Elijah 
and--Elisha (vss 25-7)9-whose-ministry-carried--them-over the 
borders of Israel into the gentile world as Luke makes clear. 
Jesus, like these venerable prophets, is sent to proclaim a 
message not only--to the Jews (his-own people in-Nazareth), but 
also to the 
- 
Gentiles -a message, which to gauge from the book 
of the Acts, is very close to Luke's heart. The reaction of 
the people to Jesus' words only acts to reinforce what Jesus 
has said. "They rose up and put him out of the city, and led 
him to the brow of the hill on which their city was built, 
that they might throw him down headlong". We are reminded of 
the verse in Acts 7: 52 when Stephen asks, "Which of the 
prophets did not-your fathers persecute? ", and-his condem- 
nation in-verse 51 "You stiff-necked people, uncircumcised in 
heart and ears, you always resist the Holy Spirit. As your 
fathers did, so do you. " The theme of persecution of the 
prophets is also found in Lk 11: 45-52, with the sense of 
judgement on "this generation" (vs 51) in anticipation of the 
death of Jesus, -(cf 23: 18-25 where the innocence of Jesus is 
sharply contrasted with the guilt of Barabbas). 
Finally when Jesus speaks of his own death (13: 31-5) he 
utters the words "it cannot be that a prophet should perish 
away from Jerusalem". Like chapter 4: 24, this verse sounds 
rather like a proverbial expression -a well known idiom. 
However, within the framework that Luke has devised, the 
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idioms become prophecies of the suffering of Jesus and the 
antipathy of the Jews. From his baptism to his death,, Jesus' 
mission is conceived of in terms of the prophetic ideal(74) 
and indeed ; -ehen we consider the use of the terms 
tu ochsC' 
t_cr. to Gt L and k 
ÜjKt. 
% LXt,. OAt roe S iLopgo-s 
w dl. Tv f dots . V; CFAL LV found in Luke 4: 18f we find that 
through the Gospel Jesus is true to this outline of his task: 
He proclaims the message of God by preaching in 
Galilee and Judaea; 
He heals those who are blind or afflicted in 
other ways, and 
He sets free those who are held captive by the 
evil spirits. 
Already in the same chapter (ch 4) we see evidence of 
this pattern: Jesus is anointed with the Holy Spirit 
(3: 22 cf 4: 1), and in Capernaum he teaches the people (4: 31) 
with authority. He sets free the demon possessed man 
(vss 33-5) and again the people are amazed at his authority 
and his power (vs 36), a significant change in emphasis from 
the Marcan version, (from "new teaching" to authoritative and 
powerful commands). While Mark has tended to underplay the 
miraculous, Luke re-emphasizes the sense of the "power" of 
Jesus. While Mark sets the scene generally within a teaching 
framework, Luke sets it within the framework of the 
charismatic expression of the prophetic mission of Jesus. 
An examination of the "holy servant", if that is the 
correct rendering of -roy K toy -1r; Lý. L (Acts 4: 27 
and 30), at this stage is imporant. We find that Luke has 
incorporated an earlier tradition for his sermons in Acts - 
the tradition of Jesus as the eschatological prophet and one 
which we have already encountered in the Gospel. In Acts, 
Luke links this tradition with the promise in Deut 18: 15ff, 
(or perhaps it was already linked), to present Jesus as the 
prophet like Moses (cf Acts 3: 22ff and 7: 37). A study of 
the tradition of Moses, or the prophet like Moses, reveals 
two key phrases. The first of these phrases is "signs and 
wonders" which in the LXX is rendered TK crj &tiä Kati Y Tý(fert 
(MT A. fn I 111 hl T1IJv4 
,nu) and usually occurs 
in some 
context related to the Exodus events. The apocalyptic 
literature shows a similar tendency (cf Jub 48: 12), so that 
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we are justified in suggesting that this phrase is a regular 
feature of the I". osaic tradition and has been carried over 
into the tradition of the New Exodus. In Acts the phrase 
T'EP ocT. C KatL a'-1 r E. 
z. aC is used of 
Jesus (2: 22) and of Moses (7: 36). For Luke it bears the 
technical sense of Jesus as the prophet like Moses but he 
uses the phrase also of the actions of the apostles 
(of 5: 12,8: 13 and 14: 3). 
(75) 
In the Gospel the expression 
is not used, which means that Luke has omitted the reference 
to "false christs" in Mk 13: 22 (Matt 24: 24). The Gospel does 
not present Jesus as the Prophet like Moses as obviously as 
does Acts, but there are several pointers towards this under- 
standing, like Luke 11: 20 (discussed above), 
(76) 
and the 
transfiguration. The mention of the transfiguration brings 
us to the second phrase ecbTOV : tKOý tTt 
used at the transfiguration and harking back directly to 
Deut 18: 15, (of Acts 3: 22). The command is common to 
Matthew and Mark, but Luke adds the title Ö CV, 4 Xt&s v6% 
-(which is similar to the title he uses in the crucifixion 
scene, namely LK%tttTds 
_-- 
Lk 23: 35). If the term 
-p- -iös should be read - ae 
ä -n .nS; as 
J. --Jeremias suggests, 
(77) 
then the words as recorded in 
Luke-point back to Is 42: 1 where -TT*L-L% and 
ö ýK Ä Lý K TÖ S are found in parallel. The title 
ý[a S is used of Jesus 4 times in Acts (3: 13,26; 
4: 27,30), and-appears twice with the adjective - 
K. ýLos 
to form the composite title Ö ?s "II' oft S, 
(4: 27,30). -An-investigation of the background to the title 
"'QC 4. S - suggests that it was a title of honour 
applied to eminent men of God during the time of the NT, 
Luke uses it of David (4: 25) and in Wisdom 10: 16 we find it 
applied to Moses: 
(78) 
"she inspired a servant of the Lord, 
and with his signs and wonders he defied formidable kings. 
It is no surprise then, to find that Luke uses fart, S 
of Jesus in connection with signs and wonders; "while thou 
stretchest out thy hand to heal, and signs and wonders are 
performed through the name of thy holy servant Jesus" (4: 30). 
In the title Ö V, 215 or ö ecZS%. os 
we find both the sense of Jesus' Nessiahship and the sense 
of his prophetic role as the prophet like Moses. 
(79) 
The 
title, the Holy One of God, likewise represents this 
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synthesis of messiah and prophet. However, the prophetic 
component is not necessarily derived from the Mosaic 
tradition, since the immediate context of ch 6 is concerned 
with the epics of Elijah and Elisha. 
(80) 
(i) The anointing of the Spirit and the underlining 
of Jesus' charismatic nature are intended to 
connect him with the prophetic tradition. 
(ii) The comparison with Elijah and Elisha clearly 
links Jesus with their work particularly in view 
of the gentile mission so close to Luke's heart. 
(iii) The miracles which follow are not unlike the 
type of miracles performed by Elijah and Elisha, 
particularly vss 38-40 and the cure of Simon's 
mother-in-law. 
If We include chapter 5 we find mention of the healing of a 
leper which reminds us of 4: 27 - the reference to Naaman. 
Then in 7: 11-7 Jesus goes to Nain where he raises a widow's 
son in apparent emulation of the-miracle performed by 
Elijah (I Kings 17: 17-24). This miracle is peculiar to Luke 
and our attention is immediately drawn to the exclamation of 
the-people (vs 16) "A great prophet has appeared among usl" 
They said: - "God has-come to save his people». _ 
It is difficult to be precise about the sources which 
Luke incorporated within his Gospel and the Book of the Acts, 
and how he altered them within his writings, but, it is clear 
that one of the motifs with which he was familiar was the 
idea of Jesus as Prophet - whether like Moses or Elijah or 
both, it is likely that both traditions derive from his 
Christian tradition rather than his own thinking, but the 
way in which he presents Jesus' fulfilment of these offices 
is clearly Lucan. The fact that Luke presents Jesus as the 
Holy One (Luke 4) and the Holy Servant (Acts 4) in settings 
which may be described as prophetic, suggest that for Luke 
the titles point to the prophetic nature of Jesus. In other 
words both of these titles carried for Luke a sense of the 
prophetic personality of Jesus, who is both the holy servant 
like r: 2oses and the holy worker of miracles like Elijah and 
Elisha. By stressing the prophetic aspect of Jesus' mission 
Luke was not unfaithful to the evidence yet he clearly 
separated Jesus from certain types of miracle workerg, and were 
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the evidence More abundant we might conclude that in 
particular he separated Jesus from the (-ýe1Ol 'aV, ýe 
or hellenistic Divine Tian. We do not know in what form 
or frequency such figures were found during the NT time, nor 
the extent to which Mark's portrait of Jesus was so 
influenced. The fact that some modern writers find the 
dtýeS 'J v/ tradition in Mark, shows how real 
(81) 
was the danger of the misunderstanding of Jesus' divinity. 
To protect the presentation of Jesus and to prevent the 
misunderstanding of either ö w, XL. os -r-G- or ö uU r. Z mt 
U 
Luke brings the titles within the OT tradition of prophet 
and messiah. 
In conclusion then, we suggest that ö ; -zs was 
Thu ©c0 
was employed by Luke within the immediate context of the 
prophetic role of Jesus, parallel to the miracle traditions 
of Elijah and Elisha: Secondly and in a wider context, 
since the messianic role of Jesus overshadows all the 
titles in Luke, so 3Lns -row 
Orýw must also be 
messianic. It is therefore a title like Ö ýo 
(Acts 2: 27) and c 
Keos 1r .c (Acts 4: 27) 
which have been drawn out of their original settings to 
serve as pointers to Jesus as the Prophet-Messiah. 
4: 3 The Prophet and the Holy One in John 
On no less than five occasions in the Fourth Gospel, 
Jesus is callecT ö . 
'1'(04 4t T'S (Jn 4: 19; 6: 14; 7: 40952 
and 9: 17). The presence of the article distinguishes this 
usage from the Synoptic. use, where Jesus is usually likened 
to "a prophet". T. F. Glasson(82)ý pointed out the importance 
of Deut 18: 15-22 for the correct interpretation of the 
Johannine usage, and his conclusions have been carried 
forward by W. Meeks. 
(83) 
Meeks points in particular to 
chapter 7 (of vss 14: 24) as a debate centred upon Jesus as 
the prophet like Trloses. 
(84) 
If Meek's interpretation of 
this assage is accurate, and we have no reason to doubt 
this, 
85) 
then Jesus is seen to be judged by the: test, 
cited along with the promise of the mosaic prophet in 
Deuteronomy (of vss 20-22), pertaining to the veracity of 
his words: 
"When a prophet speaks in the name of the Lord, 
if the word does not come to pass or come true, 
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that is a word which the Lord has. not spoken; 
the prophet has spoken it presumptiously, you 
need not fear him. " (18: 22). 
In John 7: 16f Jesus says, 
"So Jesus answered them, 'My teaching is not mine, 
but His who sent me; if any man's will is to do 
His will, he shall know whether the teaching is 
from God or whether I em speaking on my own 
authority. ' 11 
and then in 18c adds, 
"but he who seeks the glory of Him who sent him is 
true, and in him there is no falsehood. " 
Jesus is accordingly the true prophet like Moses, his word 
is true and not false because it derives from God himself,, / 
the One who sent Moses and now sends Jesus. 
4: 3: 1 Jesus and Elijah and Elisha 
In the opening chapter of the Fourth Gospel, two 
important events take place. John the Baptist appears as a 
witness to Jesus and Jesus is recognised by some of John's 
disciples as the--Messiah-(1: 41). ---John-not only-confesses 
Jesus as "Son of God" (1: 34) and "Lamb of God" (1: 29,36), 
he also categorically denies that he is either the Messiah 
(1: 20 - note the three verbs employed in this verse), 
Elijah (1: 21), or the Prophet (1: 21). Now it is not 
, 
difficult to understand why the titles "Messiah" and "the 
Prophet" are reserved for Jesus, but why does the Baptist 
deny that he is Elijah, given the tradition found in 
Matt 17: 13? One answer, commonly found, is that the three- 
fold denial of John is part of a polemic aimed-against a 
group of John the Baptist supporters, whose claims for John 
rivalled the Christian claims for Jesus. 
(86) Verse 20 
certainly suggests that the writer of the Gospel wishes to 
counter any opinion which linked the Baptist with the 
messianic office, but what was so objectionable about the 
title "Elijah"? If it is not part of a polemic, then 
perhaps we are dealing here with an authentic denial - John 
did not know he was Elijah, or that Jesus would connect him 
with that figure. 
($7) 
Or perhaps the denial is part of the 
dramatic presentation of the Gospel. By reducing John to 
"a voice in the wilderness" the Evangelist precludes the 
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possibility that Jesus might be upstaged by John. As little 
more than a disembodied voice, John bears witness to the real 
hero of the drama. The final possibility, and the one most 
to our liking, is that the Evangelist was motivated by a 
combination of the possibilities we have listed. 
We know that Jesus is presented in the Gospel as the 
Messiah and the Prophet like Moses (6: 14), but is he also the 
Prophet like Elijah, given the existence of that tradition in 
Luke? 
(88) 
G. W. Buchanan points out a number of possible 
parallels between the Signs in the Fourth Gospel and the 
epics of Elijah and Elisha. 
(89) 
Unfortunately not all of the 
parallels are equally convincing. In his comparison of the 
Wedding at Cana (in 2: 1-11) with I Kings 17: 10-16 (incorrectly 
cited by Buchanan as 17: 1-6) and II Kings 4: 1-7, he draws 
attention to the request in II Kings 4: 2 and Jn 2: 4. We find 
no real parallel there, although in the actual miracles a 
parallel does exist in the sheer abundance of the provision. 
Further examples, cited by Buchanan, include a comparison 
of the healing of the son of an official (Jn 4: 46-54) with 
the curing of Naaman (II Kings 5: 1-14); and the most 
promising-of all - the feeding-of the 5000 (Jn 6: 1-14) with 
Elisha'. s feeding of the sons of the prophets (II Kings 4: 42- 
44). Since the feeding also exists in the Synoptic tradition, 
we need to ask whether John shows any connection with the 
Elisha event which is not paralleled in the Synoptics. The 
command of Elisha (vs 43 ýb S Tw ct 
W i. e. e ! 4r6 LTWV4tV ) 
is closer to the Synoptic tradition (14k 6: 37 Q6 r& 
KýTOýS üjýºýýS ýKý511y ) than to the-words of 
Jesus in John (6: 5 17 6p,, v @%of%Cwµty . 
cerows &vIL 
0iý' oLv o' roc ), but only John uses the term 
Ke--4L, v0 g (vs 9) found also in II Kings 4: 42. 
(90) 
Unfortunately the term is too common and the other parallels, 
adduced by Buchanan, too slight for a convincing case in 
support of John's use of the Elijah/Elisha traditions. 
J. L. Martyn suggests that John inherited a tradition in 
which the Elijah traits and the Mosaic traits had already 
been synthesized. 
(91) 
Obviously there were a number of 
expectations curreit during the First Century, some of which 
may have been reminiscent of Elijah (or Elisha) and others of 
Moses, while others defied any attempt to place them into such 
sharp categories, retaining either a completely general sense 
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of one sent by God, or representing a synthesis of the 
various expectations. The Gospel, rather than comparing 
Jesus to the traditional figures of Judaism, tends instead 
to contrast Jesus with them. Thus F. Schnider writes : 
"Jesus steht damit Über Abraham und den Propheten: 
in der eigenen Kraft des Lebens, in der 
Vermittlung des Lebens, und in Bezug auf die 
Offenbarung. Er ist also 'grösser' 
(Joh 8: 53) als die Gestalten der Heilsge- 
schichte Israels. " (92) 
While Jesus' works may be reminiscent of the ancient 
prophets, - his authority and claims far surpass those of the 
prophets. He both fulfils and radically transcends the OT 
expectations (of 5: 46). Therefore we consider the attempt 
to discern Elijah-like traits in the Johannine Jesus to be 
doomed to failure, Moreover, in the light of the Gospel 
as it now stands, the general presentation of Jesus militates 
against a simple prophetic solution for in 6: 69. 
4: 3: 2 Jesus and Moses 
Unlike Elijah, Moses plays a key role in the Fourth 
Gospel, appearing by name no less than eleven times * 
(93) 
Particularly in ch 6, Exodus motifs come to the fore, 
(94) 
and there may well be a connection between Peter's 
affirmation, "Lord to whom shall we go? You have words of 
eternal life" and Deut 18: 18b k. tL Swr. t e"1NT'K ev 
Tw 
. 
ff-TO Meertc etuTOU, tic cc, AKL*I rtfL "cvT cLS ... (95) 
If this connection is justified, then the way is, open to 
interpret the next verse within the same tradition, so that 
the Holy One is none other than the Prophet like Moses. On 
the other hand, if Peter's affirmation in vs 68 implies a 
contrast with the prophetic and particularly the Mosaic 
. 
tradition, then it is highly unlikely that the Holy One of 
God is a prophetic title, at least in its present setting. 
The main question, then, concerns the relation between 
Jesus and Moses as portrayed in the Gospel. Is the figure 
of Jesus modelled upon the figure of Moses, or is there 
evidence of a move to play down the connection? We believe 
that the Evangelist has made use of traditions linking Jesus 
and Moses, but has used them critically so as to enhance the 
status of Jesus at the expense of the status of Moses. A 
study of the Gospel makes this clear. 
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Certain passages in the Gospel suggest a link between 
Jesus and the Prophet like Moses. Schnackenburg mentions 
four such passages, namely 5: 46,6: 14 and 7: 40,52. 
(96) 
Only 6: 14 and 7: 40 make the connection explicit, in so far 
as they present the confession of Jesus as "the Prophet". 
The presence of the article strongly suggests the tradition 
found in Deut 18: 15-18. In both 6: 14 and 7: 40,, however, 
the confession is made by the crowd, and may be contrasted, 
therefore, with the confessions of the disciples and John 
the Baptist, which are the normative confessions in John 
(of 20: 31). M. de Jonge writes, "(the confessions of the 
crowds) are the statements of people who are just beginning 
to believe" and are "in need of further interpretation on 
the basis of deeper insight into Jesus' true function and- 
being, but are yet accepted by the evangelist as first and 
promising steps jn the road towards a full understanding". 
(97) 
W'A. Meeks(s8 ascribed the prophetic themes in John to 
the picture of Moses as a Prophet King, meaning that John 
uses--a- synthesis of Prophet-and King drawn from-the Mosaic 
traditions - the basic idea being a prophet who functions 
also-as a king. - Some passages in--John do suggest a 
connection between-the two offices. For example, both 
instances of the confession of Jesus as Prophet are linked 
with Jesus' role as Messiah or King. In 6: 15 the people try 
to force Jesus to become king, and in 7: 41, some of the 
crowd confess Jesus as Messiah. tut'-In- our view this does 
not necessarily imply that John, like Luke, has in mind a 
-synthesis of Prophet and--King. 
(99)This- 
is most-- clearly 
expressed by F. Schnider who writes, 
"Jesus ist auch nach Joh 6: 24 der eschatologische Prophet, der Verheissung von Dtn 18: 15 zur 
Erfüllung bringt. Aber Jesu Anspruch, der 
eschatologische Heilbringer zu sein, wird nach 
Joh 6: 15 vom Volk in einem irdisch politischen Sinn verstanden. " (100) 
In seeking to express their belief in Jesus as the Prophet 
like Moses, the people are moved to the nearest political 
avenue available, that of acclaiming Jesus as their King. 
There are in fact the equivalent of two confessions here and 
the people correctly identify Jesus as Prophet and King,. 
But, in misunderstanding the implications of these offices, 
they fail to come to faith in Jesus. Parallels exist 
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between this incident and the r'arcan version of Peter's 
confession, 
(101)in 
which Peter unwittingly attempts to 
force Jesus into the mould of his own political hopes and 
ideology. The selfsame movement from Prophet to Messiah or 
King, to political misunderstanding of Jesus' role is evident. 
As with Peter so with the crowds: the confession is right but 
the interpretation is faulty and in John 6: 14f the way is open 
to an abortive attempt to make Jesus king. 
There is a tension between Jesus who is the Prophet and 
Jesus who is quite obviously greater than Moses by virtue of 
his unique authority as the Son of God. In the context of the 
Gospel, the Evangelist can brook no rival to the unique status 
of Jesus. John denies the Moses typology any dogmatic force, 
mainly through his polemic against the Jewish claims for Moses. 
We read in Jn 3: 13 "No man has ascended into heaven" which 
strikes at the roots of those claims concerning the ascent into 
heaven by Moses and Elijah, treasured by the Jews of the time 
and probably basic to the transfiguration account in the 
Synoptic Gospels. In--Jn 6: 46 "No man has seen God" likewise 
denies the claims surrounding Moses and his encounter with 
God on Mt Sinai, and gives us an insight into the way in 
which the Johannine community countered the Jewish arguments 
in the last few decades of the First Century. 
In Jn 5: 46, Jesus declares that Moses wrote about him. 
Schnackenburg understands this verse as a "probable" reference 
back to Deut 18: 15, 
-18. 
(102) 
This may be so, but we do well 
to remember John's distinctive use of the OT, 
(103)preferring 
to refer to the Scriptures generally (of 1: 45) and only 
infrequently quoting specific passages (e. g. 10: 34,12: 15 and 
19: 36). One reason is the belief held by John and explicit 
in 5: 39, that Scripture testifies to Jesus. It is no surprise 
to find that Schnackenburg offers, as an alternative suggestion, 
that "the reference may be to all the writings of Moses (the 
Pentateuch)", 
(104) 
particularly in the light of 5: 47. Given 
the general nature. of the references in both vss 39 and 47 
(and in spite of W. A. Meeks views to the contrary) 
(105) 
we 
suggest that the phrase Moses "wrote of me" means no more and 
no less than that, like John the Baptist (5: 33), Jesus' works 
(5: 36), his Father (5: 37) and the Scriptures (5: 39), Moses 
a witness to Jesus and therefore the accuser of the 
unbelieving Jews(5: 45). The precise nature of Moses' 
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testimony is not at issue. 
The fourth reference mentioned by Schnackenburg(106) 
is 7: 52. For support he-refers mainly to P66 which reads 
the article before the term Prophet. 
(107) 
The reading of 
the article makes good sense, particularly in view of 7: 40,4 
but for just that reason B. Lindars argues for a case of 
as, similation. 
(108) 
The contention in 7: 52 (like 7: 41) is 
not about the origin of figures like the Messiah or the 
Prophet (if that is the correct reading), but about Jesus' 
claims to these titles, given his origin in a little town 
in Galilee. Sohnackenburg(109) rightly draws our attention 
to the interaction between the Johannine and the Jewish 
communities as the true setting for the debate. Part of 
the debate concerned the relation between Jesus and Moses 
and so if we do not adopt the reading of P66 for 7: 52 
perhaps we should understand the article. Nicodemus in 
ch 3 confesses Jesus as "a teacher come from God" which 
De Jonge(110) understands as a veiled reference to the 
Prophet like Moses. - Certainly Moses'does"figure in the 
discourse which follows and the form of the comparison in 
vs 14 (just as..: eo) suggests a formula(111)comparable to 
the Rabbinic tradition of the Messiah and Prophet mentioned 
above. Leaving 7: 52 aside, we have sufficient evidence in 
6: 14 and 7: 40 to show that the Fourth Evangelist not only 
knew of a connection between Jesus and the Prophet like 
Moses, -he also considered-this to be a step in the 
direction of true faith. 
Thus inch 9, a blind man, when cured,, registers his 
faith in Jesus as a-prophet (9: 17), is expelled from the 
Synagogue presumably for believing Jesus to be the Messiah 
of God (of 9: 22 and 9: 33f), and, finally finds Jesus to 
worship him as the Son of Man (9: 35ff). In ch 6 there is 
a similar movement from Prophet (6: 14) to King (6: 15) to 
Son of Man (6: 27). In both chapters the progression 
culminates in a response of faith in Jesus (6: 68±' and 9: 38). 
W. A. Meeks is therefore wrong when he suggests that prophet 
and king are "ordering themes" 
(112) 
in John. They are not. 
The ordering theme is the Sonship of Jesus and the key 
titles are Son of God and Son of Man, which define other 
titles like Messiah and Prophet. Meeks(113)is also wrong 
when he suggests that kingship in John "is being redefined 
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in terms of the mission of the prophet". If anything, the 
Prophet is redefined in terms of the messianic status of 
Jesus so that the signs performed by him lead to faith not 
in Jesus as the Prophet, but as the Messiah and Son of 
God, (20: 30f). 
(114) 
The role of Moses in the Gospel is best understood, 
as we suggested, as the result of the Evangelist inheriting 
a tradition linking Jesus and Moses and using parts of this 
same tradition to prove the superiority of Jesus over Moses. 
The Gospel preserves some of the most accurate portrayals of 
Jewish belief to be found in the NT ýconcerrning Moses. So we 
read : 
John 1: 17 For the Law was given by Moses... 
7: 19 Did not Moses give you the Law...? 
7: 22 Moses therefore gave unto you 
circumcision... 
7: 23 ... that the Law of Moses may not be broken (through circumcision being 
performed even on the Sabbath). 
--9: 28 We are the disciples of Moses. 
9: 29 We know that God spoke to Moses. 
These are just the claims we might expect the Jews of' the 
time to make. Moses is the mediator of the Law, the one with 
whom God communed. At the same time there is a consistent 
defence of Jesus' claim to be the agent of God par 
excellence. "The law was given through Moses, grace and 
truth `caiseý'ahrough.. Jesus ;, Christ" (1: 17). Moses gave the Law 
to Israel, but they have failed to obey its commands (7: 19). 
He will be their accuser for he has written about Jesus and 
the Jews have-not believed his writings (5: 45). In the 
forensic setting of the Gospel(115) Jesus is on trial, but 
when the Jews call on Moses to support the case for the 
prosecution, they find that he is a witness in Jesus' defence, 
and his testimony is crucial to the final verdict. Not Jesus, 
but the world is found guilty and'Jesus is revealed as judge 
(Jn 5: 22-4). The very ammunition of the Jews is turned 
against them, when they find their own Law cited against 
them in favour of Jesus (1: 45 and 5: 46). If the Jews really 
were disciples of. Moses (9: 28), and believed his writings, 
they would as a consequence come to belief in Jesus, just as 
the disciples of John the Baptist became the followers of 
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Jesus (1: 35-42). True witness leads to true faith. To 
reject Jesus is to reject the true witness of the Scriptures 
for Scripture may not be broken (7: 23 and 10: 35). 
4: 3: 3 The Prophet and the Holy One in in 6 
The important issue in ch 6 is not the question of Jesus 
as the True Prophet (as in 7: 14-24 or 9: 29f), nor Jesus as 
Messiah, but Jesus as the Bread of life and it is this theme 
which demands our attention. Schnider. aceurately draws 
attention to this : 
"Die wunderbare Speisung ist nicht einfach Ausdruck 
von der grenzenlosen Wunderkraft 'des Propheten' 
(Joh 6: 26), sondern ein Zeichen für wahre vom 
Vater geschenkte Brot des Lebens, das Jesus selber ist (Joh 6: 32-35). " (116) 
Likewise the healing of the blind man is not recorded to 
present Jesus as the true Prophet but to show that Jesus 
is the Light of the World, (8: 12, df 9: 39-41) who reveals 
the Judgement of God. In ch 9 as the ultimate object of 
faith for the blind man we-find Jesus as the Soar of Man 
rather'than Prophet or Messiah. So with oh 6 the presen- 
tation is such that the reader is pointed by means of the 
misunderstandings of the crowd to the picture of Jesus as 
Son of Man and Bread of Life. The Confession of Peter 
should be distinguished from the confessions of the crowd, 
just as the confession of the believer ought to be 
distinguished from that of the non believer. 
So when we consider 6: 69 we become aware that it follows 
a confession of Jesus as--the Prophet-which led to a mis-, 
understanding of Jesus' role as King. It is at least 
unlikely that Peter's confession on behalf of the other 
disciples should simply repeat that of the crowd. Indeed 
a prophetic understanding of 6: 69 would make nonsense of the 
theology of ch 6. Is Peter no more enlightened than the 
crowd? We should understand & eck co S Tü teil 
as something more than the confession of the crowd, something 
more than the confession of Jesus as either the Prophet or a 
King. Is the difference to be found in the manner of the 
confession? The crowd expressed their confession in an 
attempt to make Jesus king; Peter recognises Jesus as the 
One who has the words of life. We remember that Meeks 
(117) 
connected "the words" of Jesus with the passage in -- 
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Deut 18: 18b. However now ""the words of life" are not used 
in a prophetic sense in John. Jesus'-"words" may be compared 
with the writings of Moses (of 5: 46), but as the one who has 
the "words of life" Jesus bears an authority which goes far 
beyond that of a -Prophet even a Prophet like Moses. 
Moreover, it would be very curious that John, if he 
wanted to have Peter confess Jesus as Prophet, should not 
simply make use of that title. He has shown no reluctance to 
use it before. The misunderstanding of 6: 14f as we have 
seen does not negate the applicability of the title since 
ohs 7 and 9 return to the question of-Jesus as the Prophet 
who comes from God, and John is concerned to demonstrate-- 
-that Jesus does fulfil this role, But Jesus also exceeds 
this role and ch 6: 26f has Jesus make use of the Son of Man 
as the corrective against the misunderstanding (of 6: 26 
which stresses the 'earthly' overtones implicit in the 
crowd's reactions). At the end of the discourse some 
disciples are scandalized by the words of Jesus (vs 60 and 
vs 66) and n6 longer follow him. It is then that the words 
of Peter occur. The contention ofthe Prophet is no longer 
relevant - the focal point is the Son of Man (in parallel 
with ch 9); and there appears to be some undercurrent of 
a contemporary Church situation in which people are losing 
their faith (vs 66). Corrective teaching about right belief 
is necessary, hence Peter's confession. 
(118) 
In such a 
context it is-difficult to imagine that Peter's words have 
to do with the Prophet like Moses. 
Jesus, prior to Peter's confession, has been occupied 
in a discourse in which he presented himself as the "Bread 
of Life": 6: 63 looks back to this discourse in describing 
his words as "spirit and life" (6: 63). In contrast to the" 
Bread which Moses gave - by which we may understand an 
allusion to the law of Moses perhaps as living oracles 
(of Acts 7: 38) - Jesus is now depicted not as the New Moses 
but as the New Law, the Revelation of God. As F. 
Schnider succinctly puts it, 
"Jesus vermittelt nicht nur Offenbarung Gottes, 
sondern ist die Offenbarung Gottes in 
- Person. " . 
(1.19) 
The conditions of the situation are such that Peter speaking 
as, the head of the disciples (the true believers) and over 
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against the Jews and the unfaithful disciples, makes a 
confession Mdý 4ts '1ýtTLQ'TLÜk tpc %s t t, sC 
IIVw Ktr41V Tý. Q'V tL ti ill&q5 TO 4. a`i 
This cannot be an emulation of 6: 14f. It must be understood 
as the response of the true believers in the face of 
contemporary issues, and in the light of Jesus'. teaching 
on the Son of Man. Ch 6 resembles in many ways ch 9, 
which depicts the initial recognition of Jesus as "a 
prophet"; but culminates in revelation of Jesus as the Son 
of Man which causes true belief to operate (6: 55ff of 
9: 35f). It would be just as ludicrous for the blind man 
then to confess Jesus as "the Prophet" at that stage ae for 
us to understand "the Holy One of-God" in 6: 69 as the 
Confession of Jesus as Prophet, or the Prophet. Even the 
idea of a Messiah is somewhat inadequate - for that too 
goes little further than 6: 25: 
4: 3: 4 A Primitive Tradition 
It was F. Hahn(120) who suggested that-behind Jn 6: 69 
ö e"cýýos rl Oea3 there was the primitive confession of 
-. -Jesus as 
the Prophet. -- He argues that this was the original 
confession of Peter which has been subsequently messianized 
by the Synoptic writers. 
(121) 
This is, in the first place, 
extremely difficult to prove - in fact one wonders whether 
it is now possible to reconstruct the original form of the 
confession _of 
Peter. 
-It 
is also difficult-to deoide--whether 
John has, chosen a confession to fit into the pattern of ch 6, 
and then made Peter the source of the confession or whether 
he has inherited a primitive tradition which included among 
other things the sign of the bread and fish, 'and the 
confession of Jesus (perhaps by Peter) as ö e; &Los 7re4 Oiteü . 
D. M. Smith suggests that one of John's original traditions 
was a source which was composed of a series of signs 
bearing witness to Jesus as the prophet like Mosee, 
(122) 
In 
particular Smith draws attention to the term Or*v1ý&1Ei. ot 
which according to him "evokes Moses' performance of signs - 
indeed legitimating signs - before Pharoah and the Egyptians". 
He concludes : 
"The fact that-Moses appears in the Fourth Gospel as 
a foil for the presentation of Jesus is fully 
consonant with this view of the Johannine semeia. 
The later explicit Jesus-Moses dialectic might 
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grell then have its roots in the miracle 
tradition. " (123) 
It was R. Bultmann who first suggested(124) that behind 
the miracles of the Fourth Gospel, we may discover a written 
source which he named the "Semeia-Quelle" - the Signs Source. 
The Wedding at Cana is designated the first of the signs, 
which Jesus performs (2: 11) and thereafter there is regular 
mention made through the Gospel of the signs of Jesus. At 
times-these are seen as provoking faith (e. g. 20: 30f), while 
at other times it seems that the faith generated by the signs 
is-somewhat suspect (of 2: 24 and 6: 15). This apparent tension 
is used as proof of a tension between the theology of the 
Source and that of the Evangelist. While the Signs Source 
is accepted by a great number of scholars, particularly 
after R. T. Fortna's attempt at the reconstruction of the 
Source, 
(125) there yet remains a considerable body of eminent 
scholars who deny its existence, 
(126) 
J. L. Martyn's succinct 
analysis of present scholarship on this question concludes 
quite correctly that the debate is likely to continue for 
some time-to come. 
(127) 
Martyn himself is-of the opinion 
that the Signs Source theory enjoys «a considerable degree 
of probability" particularly as-it is presented by -- 
R. T. Fortna. 
(128)- 
We are inclined to agree with Martyn'9 
conclusion, with one reservation, namely that given the 
present evidence, we find great difficulty in distinguishing 
between the theology of such a source and the theology of 
the Evangelist purely on literary grounds. 
(1a9)_L=Certain 
indications are believed to suggest a tension-between the 
theology of the Sign Source and that of the Evangelist. In 
the first place there is a tension between the faith 
--engendered 
by the signs which leads to true acceptance of 
Jesus and that faith which results in misunderstanding. 
Thus we read in 20: 30f : 
"Now Jesus did many signs in the presence of the 
disciples which are not written in this book; 
but these are written that you may believe that 
Jesus is the Christ, the Son of God, and that 
believing you may have life in his name. " 
This contrasts oddly with 12: 37, 
"Though he had done so many signs before them yet 
they did not believe in him. " 
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However, this example is not inconsistent with John's 
style of writing, which has been described by C. K. Barrett(130) 
as "the Dialectical Theology of St. John". We note for 
example passages like 1: 11 and 12 and 12: 37-42, in which 
John commences with a general statement "they did not 
receive him" or "they did not believe him" and then goes on 
to show that in fact some did receive him including (12: 42) 
some "from the chief rulers". Over and above John's 
dialectical style of writing, we detect indications also of 
a real historical situation which John knew and to which he 
responded. Not all those who enthusiastically recognized 
the signs of Jesus were destined to be counted among the 
true believers. A theology based only on the signs of 
Jesus might lead to true faith, but then again it might not. 
The tension in John is an existential experience, rooted in 
the historical milieu, in which the realm of belief and 
unbelief stand in violent-opposition to each other. It-is 
possible therefore to understand this tension without 
recourse to the theology of a source, which John may have 
inherited. The same historical situation testifies however- 
to the importance of Moses. 
In the Lucan tradition the Redeemer ( A1U*re wr4S ) 
Moses, the performer of signs and wonders (of Acts 7: 35b-9), 
(131) 
serves as a model for Jesus. This raises the possibility 
that in John also the deeds and perhaps the words of Jesus may 
be modelled on those of Moses. J. L. Martyn(132) has taken some 
__ of the miracles and sayings of Jesus, 
found in-the Fourth 
Gospel, to be Mosaic signs. For example he refers to the 
feeding miracle in ch 6 (of 6: 14) and the promise of living 
water in eh 7 (of 7: 40). In 6: 30f the crowd asks Jesus, 
"What sign ( cTý ý& cw- -) do you do, that we -may- see and 
believe you? What work do you perform? 
Our fathers ate manna in the wilderness; as it is written, 
'He gave them bread to eat'", In spite of the miracle which 
Jesus has just performed, they demand of him a sign, some 
authenticating evidence of his office, presumably as the 
prophet like Moses. In-fact the reader knows the evidence 
is there for them jo see and to believe. As the discourse 
unfolds, however, Jesus appears, not as the Prophet like 
Moses, but as "the Bread from Heaven" - so the comparison is 
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between Jesus and the Torah(133) and the contrast is with 
roses (of 6: 32 and 46). 
In the second example cited by Martyn, the sign is in 
fact the words of Jesus (7: 37f) concerning living water, 
which leads the people to remark, "This is really the 
prophet" (7: 40). In view of - this confession, Martyn 
connects the words of Jesus "If any one thirst let him 
come to me and drink" (vs 37) with the water miracle of 
Moses (Exod 17: 1-7). Our first problem with this suggestion 
is that Jn 7: 37f is not a sign but one of the sayings of 
Jesus. Secondly, the response of the people is divided 
with some calling Jesus "the Prophet" (vs 40) and others 
calling Jesus "the Messiah" (vs 41), so that the 
significance of the words of Jesus now point to his double 
role as Prophet and Ring. Thirdly, both ohs 6 and 7 are 
dated according to Jewish festivals (Passover and 
Tabernacles respectively), and it may well be that the true 
appreciation of the symbolism of Bread and Water lies 
therein. 
(134) 
T, Iartyn(135) lists other examples like 
in 3: 14, but the overall case is inconclusive. The signs 
of the Gospel are not obviously Mosaic, and although John 
used traditional material, we know very little about its 
original form. S. Smalley raises an alternative solution, 
when he suggests that, not the signs, but the symbols in 
John derive from the Exodus traditions. 
(136) 
He refers to 
symbols like the bread, water and light in support of his 
-thesis that "In many ways Jesus in the Fourth Gos el is 
in 
fact a new ?, loses, who accomplishes a new Exodus*. 
'13? 
) We 
doubt that the Gospel as it now stands, is conditioned by 
the desire to present a new Exodus, but certainly John's 
choice of symbols have been influenced by the OT traditions, 
including the Exodus. The very commonplaceness of most of 
the symbols prevents us from returning a more definite 
answer. While the death of Jesus may be linked with the 
Paschal Lamb, and the Bread of Life with manna, generally 
the connection is not clearly made with a particular OT 
setting. 
Neither the sins nor the symbols in John provide us 
with conclusive proof that one of John's written sources 
was concerned entirely with the presentation of Jesus as a 
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type of Moses. Rather the evidence suggests that in the 
contemporary debate, the picture of Jesus as a Redeemer 
like Moses was used by the Johannine community, in their 
dialogue with the synagogue. 0. Cullmann's connection 
between John and the Hellenists of Acts(138) is an 
important consideration here, and one to which we shall 
return. The most promising solution for the primitive 
tradition behind Jn 6: 69 is located in the history of the 
Johannine tradition and the implicit quest for true belief. 
The confession of Peter, as our redactional study of ch 6 
will show, mirrors at least one of the stages in this long 
process(139)- it is a milestone in the history of the 
Johaamine community, and a sign pointing towards the 
ultimate realization of the truth incarnate in Jesus. 
4: 3: 5 Conclusion : Something More 
Whatever 6: 69 meant in its original setting, or in its 
original tradition (perhaps a "sign source", or an hellenistic 
primitive christian Confession), it is evident that in its 
present position, a prophetic interpretation is inconsistent 
with both the immediate setting and the general theology 
of John; it is inadequate-as a description of the person 
and mission of Jesus. The Holy One of God is to be under- 
stood as something more profound and to be connected with 
the teaching on the sonship of Jesus. 
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CHAPTER FIVE THE IDEA OF HOLINESS 
5: 1 Holiness as a Guide to the Holy One of God 
We come now to a study of the doctrine of holiness and 
the final stage of the interpretation of the Holy One of 
God in John 6: 69. It is not sufficient to enquire into 
the type of office behind öW w_as -r C- ev without 
also asking what a study of holiness might contribute to 
an understanding of the title. When we describe the Holy 
One as either prophetic or messianic, we are but stating 
a half-truth: we need to go on to say something about the 
general idea of holiness and its relevance for this specific 
instance. This is not to deny the validity of the argument 
that S -rai? 49caü is 
messianic(1) or * prophetic; 
(2) but rather to urge that 
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such conclusions be placed alongside those of writers like 
R. Bultmann, 
(3) 
who directs attention away from the 
traditional offices of prophet and messiah and towards a 
deeper understanding of the term 
ä 
ýL ps in the 
title. Bultmann speaks of the "divine revealer"(4) in 
preference to a messianic understanding of the title in 
John; other writers prefer a midstream position such as 
"the one consecrated as prophet"(5) or "the one 
consecrated as messiah"(6) thereby giving some weight 
to the crucial term ö"6tos . 
We have shown that, particularly in the Gospel of 
Luke, the essence of the title the Holy One of God is 
the understanding of Jesus as the Prophet-Messiah. 
(8) 
Both the general context of Luke's christology and the 
immediate context of the pericope in ch 4 point in this 
direction. Moreover, Luke places the major emphasis upon 
the prophetic aspect and Jesus, as the Holy One, may be 
compared with other charismatic figures like Hanina ben 
Dosa or the great prophets like Elijah and Elisha. In 
mark, the messianic aspect of the title comes to the 
forefront. 
(9) 
The exorcism and the title are set within 
a messianic sequence, with a deliberate stress upon 
Jesus' unique authority, which distinguishes him from 
other wonder workers of the time. The difference between 
the Holy One of Jod and the other messianic titles in 
!. ark, like Son of Jod and Messiah, is to be found in the 
sense of Jesus as the one who drives out demons, who 
bears the Spirit and Authority of God, and most importantly 
is Holy. To lose sight of the individual note inherent in 
the Holy One of God is to misunderstand the major thrust of 
the title 
(10) 
and in effect to replace it with one of the 
better knovrn titles. 
When we correctly interpret öiý5 I-os in the 
title G örýcos Tov Otov and give it 
its due weight, a link is discovered between the messianic 
aspect of Jesus' mission and his role as an inspired and 
holy worker of miracles. We are thus allowed. to acknowledge 
the difference between öe KO-os -reZ Oee and 
CL UL Tov eic3 , as well as the basic 
similarities. As with each of the titles of Jes. A, s, we 
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need to allow for a change of content resultant upon the 
application of an idea (in this case the title Ö 
; %S 
) to a living person. When 
such a person is also recognized as divine and the 
messiah, then the change in content is very significant. 
Much of the force of this change is carried by the term 
1c %. O s, and the tension reflected in this 
term, (11) provides us with the most important guides 
to our understanding of John 6: 69. 
So far in our study we have had occasion to consider 
three OT officers, the Priest, the Prophet and the King, 
and have compared each with the sense of agency basic to 
the title "the Holy One of God". We have paid little 
attention to the background of the term : hLos, and 
its usual OT counterpart in the MT namely LLS TT1" 
It is to this that we now turn our attention. The term 
W%Lei is capable of different nuances of 
meaning and indeed as far as Jn 6: 69 is concerned there 
are four main suggested interpretations each positing a 
certain particular nuance for the adjective. These are 
the following : 
(a) The first suggestion posits an ethical 
understanding for : ýýýeS , so-that 
Jesus in 6: 69 is to be seen as the one who 
is ethically "other than" and so separated 
from the world of sin. 
(12) 
(b) The second suggestion considers U-6L6s 
in 6: 69 to be descriptive of Jesus' supreme 
self-sacrifice. Thus the "Holy One of God" 
is he who is "consecrated by God as the 
sacrifice on behalf of all mankind" 
0 3) 
(c) The third suggestion translates "consecration" 
in terms of possession of the Holy Spirit, so 
that Jesus is doubly holy: i 900 -6vo S 
through consecration as the Agent of God and 
through his possession of God's Spirit of 
Holiness. (14 
(d) The fourth suggestion points to the very 
Holiness of God and understands the title in 
6: 6v as the sffiraetion of Jesus' relationship 
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with the Father, his sharing in the sphere of 
the heavenly. (15) 
Behind each of these four suggestions lie various notions 
which are bound up with the OT understanding of holiness, 
as it is understood by different expositors. Consequently 
for John 6: 69 (also 10: 36 and 17: 17-9) we need to commence 
with the OT and the root meaning of LLJ T1 
5: 2 Form and Content 
Two of the leading expositors of the Fourth Gospel, 
R. Bultmann and R. Schnackenburg, have chosen to interpret 
the title in 6: 69 in a two dimensional fashion. 
(16) 
Thus 
Bultmann understands Cý ýpS as a pointer to 
Jesus' divinity as well as a term descriptive of Jesus and 
his sacrifice. For Schnackenburg the title is both messianic 
and yet also corresponds to Jesus' self-revelation and 
therefore includes his unique relationship with his Father. 
This technique of two-level interpretation has much to 
commend it and a parallel may be found in the confession 
of Nathanael 0u tL 0 ULOS 'ov ®LÖU , 0-u p. cýý at 
üs Tt '= re«hi1 in 1: 49. This confession 
forms the climax of a passage dealing with Jesus as the 
I: essiah (1: 19ff). So, on the primary level, it is a 
messianic confession. The teaching of the Son of 1'en 
introduced a new element into the pericope. : Tathanael 
and indirectly the reader is warned to expect Greater things. 
Attention is thereby turned "from the confession of a this- 
worldly king, the king of Israel, to the heavenly situation". 
(17) 
It is a retrospective action since the first encounter 
with 1: 49 would not necessarily point the reader in such 
a direction, but within the context of the Whole Gospel 
such a conclusion (the heavenly situation) seems inevitable. 
The confession of Peter in Jn 6: 69 has a similar 
potential for a two level interpretation. The ter-,. 
is naturally capable of different levels of understanding, 
so that at one level the title "the '_-_oly One of God" may 
suggest "sod's eschatological Agent" end at another level 
depict the idea of Jesus' unique 'relation with the Father. 
In form it may appear "messianic" but with the inclusion 
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of the special Johanine content, it is given a completely 
new vitality, so for this reason a study of or, 
needs to be related to the context of the Fourth Gospel 
and in particular the use there of kzS 4o C. and 
oe 
Oje W" 
5: 3 Holiness, a study of the terms Uj j `'I""1 and w? II., 
The Hebrew ß-r1 and its related forms, is 1 
found often in the OT and the extra-biblical literature 
penned by Jewish writers. The milieu changes as does the 
meaning over the years, but generally it is possible to 
trace certain patterns and regular settings and these enable 
the student to understand something of the development of 
the term. LLI 7 il is an attribute of those things, of 
those-people who are in a-particular way associated with 
Yahweh; moreover it is an attribute of Yahweh Himself. 
There are specifically four areas which we will consider: 
(a) Holiness in relation to God. 
(b) Holiness in relation to objects, places 
and times, 
(c) Holiness in relation to the Court of 
Yahweh. 
(d) Holiness in relation to people. 
In this work the study of holiness forms a crucial part 
---and it would be a serious omission to brush over it. In 
particular the areas (a) and (d) are important for a 
correct understanding of Jn 6: 69. The understanding of the 
OT idea of holiness and the use of the terms et St. 0 
and ts t- W_ .W as found in John provides us with 
the most reliable evidence for an accurate understanding of 
the Holy One of God. It allows us to appreciate the 
uniqueness of the title and its distinction from titles 
like Son of God as well as the degree of overlap with 
such titles. 
(18? 
Accordingly we turn to the study of 
holiness first of all in relation to Yahweh. 
5: 3: 1 Holiness, in relation to God 
H. Wheeler Robinson writes: "The majesty of God finds 
clearest expression in the use of the terms 'holy' and 
'holiness' which seem to have denoted originally the sacred 
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as separated or withdrawn from the secular. This usage is 
found in general amongst Semitic people but the-designation 
of the inner nature of deity by it ... has no parallel 
beyond Israel". 
(19) 
For Israel Holiness was intrinsically 
bound up with Yahweh and the holy had no separate life 
apart from Him, in contrast to the numinous in the Canaanite 
religion. \ Thus in each, instance of \4 T7 or U1 IT ID 
we need to enquire into the relation of that which is "holy", 
to Him who is supremely-"the Holy One of Israel". 
Yahweh is frequently described as, wt "T il and 
particularly in Isaiah (including the whole book) he is 
called by the title 
ý ? (-ILA ' LJ 1 T-11 . In the later 
Rabbinic literature mainly from the third century onwards(20) 
He is referred to as wI T1_7 j%.., Two concepts grow 
out of the awareness of the OT doctrine of the Holiness of 
Yahweh(21) and are to be-found regularly in-later Jewish 
literature. The first concept related to God's Holiness is 
found in-relation to His act of creation and the fundamental 
idea of-Him as the "wholly other" "the incomprehensible" 
(numen tremendum - Is 57: 15; Hos 11: 9; Ps 99: 5), over 
against that which He has created. He is distinct from His 
creation and-this distinction is described in terms of His 
Holiness. The second concept which grows out of-the 
awareness of the holiness of Yahweh, and the sense of-His 
"otherness", is the idea of Yahweh at work in history and 
particularly in the context of encounter - the encounter of 
the Holiness of Yahweh with the profanity of Man and his 
society (of Is 1: 4; 6: 5). The encounter-points to the 
"Power of Yahweh in Judgement" on the nations, a powerful 
theme which we encounter through the, pages of the prophetic 
writings especially Isaiah, (of Is 5: 16,19 and 40: 25 and 
45: 15). 
In the Holiness of Yahweh we encounter then both the 
sense of his separation and otherness from the world and 
particularly from the profane (d 'i f ), and the sense 
of his power in encounter with the profane. The call of 
Ioses, of Isaiah, of Ezekiel and the grand theophany at 
Sinai splendidly illustrate the need for man to be in a 
right state, a holy state (of Ex 19: 10ff where Moses is 
told to consecrate the people in preparation for the 
theophany). Failure to meet with God's standards results 
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in the unleashing of power in judgement as in the two 
incidents concerning the Ark (I Sam 6: 19ff and II Sam 6: 6ff) 
and the revolt of Korah (Num 16). On the other hand- 
obedience'to God's standards leads to an experience of His 
holiness as P. Bonnard says, "His holiness is dynamic and 
exacting; it confronts man to pour out upon him a new 
life (Deut 7: 6; Is 8: 13; Lev 11: 44f; 19: 2; 20: 7,26 and 
Num 15: 40)"" 
(22) It is this sense of "life" of "energy",. 
which 0. Procksch singles out as the distinguishing 
mark between LU T 11 and the related terms (in the 
context of the Cult), such as -1-11 to (purity). 
The Name of Yahweh is holy (Lev 20: 3; 22: 2 and 
Bzek 36: 20ff) 
(24)which 
signifies that the very essence of. 
Yahweh is holiness (ef Amos 4: 2 in which Yahweh swears by 
His holiness). So there is ground for seeing some relation 
between God's holiness and his divinity, as 0. Procksch(25) 
remarks, "the concept of holiness merges into that of 
divinity". The awareness of God's holiness (His otherness 
and power in encounter) is, at the same time-an awareness 
of His divinity (Hos 11: 9 -I am God). 
In the Rabbinic writings the holiness of God was 
remembered daily in the recitation of the Shemone Esre 
Benedictions (1,3), and the imagery there is of "the 
pitilessly stern Judge, as the lofty King, as rex tremendae 
naiestatis, whom one may approach only with fear and 
trembling"* 
(26) 
In Zech 14 especially vs 20ff we read that 
at the end of time all will be holy in the wake of God's 
judgement -from the mundane cooking pot to the very nation 
of Israel. 
The Rabbinic writers also make frequent reference to the 
lu T1i (1 11, God's Holy Spirit (or Spirit of 
Holiness), and indeed it "has become almost a fixed formula". 
(27) 
This expression is infrequent in the OT, occurring 
only three times in all (Is 63: 10,11 and Ps 51: 11), and, 
apart from the Qumran writings and Wisdom 9: 17, is rare in 
the Intertestamental literature. In the OT the Spirit (f ti ) 
of Yahweh is essentially an expression for Yahweh in action, 
and the 11 I 'l of Yahweh may be translated "wind" 
(of Gen 1: 2) or "breath" (Job 26: 13). It is also the mark 
of God's choice of an individual, as one Who is infused with 
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n11, and therefore iquely equipped to act as His 
representative on earth. 
(28 
The possession of the Spirit 
is however conditional upon the obedience of the person 
concerned (of Ps 51: 11) and it also signifies a right 
relationship with Yahweh which makes it possible to obey 
Him (of Ezek 2: 2). 
In Qumran we frequently encounter the llýT1\1 (l i1 and 
less generally the 11 Uj IT [t 1 (1QS 3t7), 
while in 1QH the favoured form is U1 T "I1 1 11"1 
(of 7: 7). It is interesting to note that the Spirit is 
connected with prophetic revelations (1QS 8: 16 "1 UJ 7A'ß 
Ij rj, nIla zi1x1Z i1 
L71) and often 
with "cleansing" (from sin) as in 1QS 4: 21 and 1. QS 16: lff. 
An added note is found in 1QH 14: 13 where the Holy Spirit 
(U Ti ji f 11 ) of God (literally, Your Holy 
Sp I iri~t') is said to have 'drawn' ( J1 ! ZEJ% j 11 ) the 
writer of the Hymns "near to an understanding of you. " A 
picture is created of the Holy Spirit cleansing men of 
their sins, drawing them closer to God and enabling them 
to be obedient to Him (1QH 7: 7). 
Finally we note that in Qumran the connection between the 
Messiah and the Holy Spirit (of Is 11: 1) is sustained and 
in 11Q Melch we read of a n) i -a n'wnji iii 1iw -3 . 
(29) 
The Spirit is the mark of the chosen agent of God, an idea 
encountered also in the NT and Rabbinic use of Is 11: 2; 
5'2: 7 and 61: 1f. 
(30) 
5: 3: 2 Holiness in Relation to Objects, Places and Times 
The Hebrew substantive 1. x. 1 77 is used in the OT and 
later Jewish literature to. qualify certain select objects, 
times and places. Unlike the personal adjective ( U, 1-T 1 ), 
is impersonal(31 ) although it- might be used of Good's 
Spirit and His Name. As far as the Greek is concerned the 
adjective XIos translates without distinction both 
the substantive 7"? and the personal adjective 
The verb L. u T i7, which is variously TT 4' 
understood as "consecrate", "dedicate" or "sanctify" according 
to the differing contexts and forma of the verb, always 
implies an action which is in some way related to God. In the 
niph'al form Yahweh is always tue subject (e. g. Num 20: 13; 
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Ez 20: 41; 28: 22,39: 27) and in the other forms the sense is 
evidently "consecration or dedication to Yahweh". The same 
sense of intent is to be found in the phrase th IT -1-1 
111,1-114 (Dt 7: 6), where "holiness" ' is in 
relation to Yahweh. Yahweh is the "source" of all 
holiness, 
(32) 
and the realm of the holy surrounds Him so 
that all things and persons who are "holy" are thereby 
brought into relation with the one from whom all holiness 
derives. Ezekiel pictured this holiness in terms of 
concentric circles with varying degrees of holiness according 
to the distance from the centre, (of Ezek 40-48) and 
something of a similar pattern is also found in Qumran 
(Temple Scroll) and the Rabbinic literature, (Kel 1: 6f). 
The "Holy of Holies" ( L] 
'. -T -11 -11 WT? ) is the 
most holy place on earth since it is here that the holy 
High Priest encounters without harm the very Holiness of 
Yahweh (Lev 16). 
(33) 
Within the circle of the Cult all objects were considered 
to be L 13 i1 and strict regulations were enforced 
to protect them against 'defilement (of Num 16: 36-40; 
I Sam 6: 19ff and II Sam 6: 6ff). 
In Ezekiel 36: 16-23 Israel is accused of having 
"profaned" Yahweh's "holy name" among the nations. Yahweh 
promises that through the restoration of the people His 
Holy Name will be vindicated. The actions of Israel are 
directly related to the "profanation" or "vindication" of 
God's Holy Name, and there is a sense here which indicates 
that infringement of the realm of the holy at any level 
impinges upon the very holiness of Yahweh, The very raison 
d'dtre of the cult is to protect the Holiness of Yahweh and 
also to protect man in his encounter with this Holiness. 
Here in the midst of Israel was the tangible sphere of the 
Holy, the place of atonement for the sins of the people, 
and the place where the High Priest once a year 
met with Yahweh. The cult as the visible 
sphere of the holy contained furniture, altars, clothing, 
offerings all of which were described as U) 'r-l1 or 
W 'T 1 Iuff 1 (e. g. Altar Food 29: 37)(cf Exod 35-40). 
It is the "'P" School which in particular makes great use of 
the "holy" ( LIJ T 7j1 and ((J iT1) to c? er_ote t_. ose 
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things which belong to Yahweh and His cultus, those things 
which have been separated from the common and the profane 
and through the ritual of consecration ( WT-1) ) have been 
made available for cultic use. The objects are thus not 
holy of themselves but as K. Stalder(34) has pointed out, 
are holy by reason of their association with God in His 
service. J. A. Hewett comes to a similar conclusion, 
"Yahweh designates something as his own or he uses something 
and that something by virtue of its relationship to Yahweh 
is subsequently designated as holy. It is not holy and 
therefore used by Yahweh; it is used or possessed by Yahweh 
and therefore holy"0(35) At the centre of the cult is the 
very Holiness of Yahweh and all that is "holy" is therefore 
holy in relation to Yahweh. 
The qal form of W TT) and also the causative form. 
simply indicate "transfer to the possession of God, -' 1 
to whom the person or thing dedicated now exclusively 
belongs". 
(36) 
Such a sense of "belonging" is central, as 
we have already seen, to the Israelite idea of the holy. 
W. Eichrodt(3? 
) defines the idea of the holy as follows : - 
"The decisive element in the concept of holiness is ... 
that of belonging to God... not that of separation which 
is secondary". Similarly G. von Rad writes that "Jahweh .. e 
sanctified things or places or times and this meant that he 
claimed them as his own". 
(38) 
The main thrust of the idea of 
the holy is God-directed and orientated to Him and His 
service. God possesses an object, enfuses it with a new 
"life" and the end result of this process is holiness. 
This is distinct from _111(v or purity although the 
two ideas are related. 0. Procksch(39) writes, " Ui -T-11 
is related to 1 11 G ... yet while U.. \ TT is the 
basic cultic term, 1 1%G is the ritual. There is 
always an energy in the holy which is lacking in the pure 
or clean". Although in the Dead Sea Scrolls the idea of 
QT and 1ý 6 are very close (cf 1QS 8: 11-17), 
and we remember the cleansing work of the Spirit (1QS 4: 21), 
even here the two ideas are never fused. 
(40) 
The 
"energy" concentrated within the "holy" is most apparent 
in moments of confrontation especially with the profane 
(cf II Kings 6: 6ff) and in the Qumran idea of the power of 
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the holy (for cleansing or for inspiration and in the idea 
of Holy War) (see 1QN 12: 7). We are aware that in this 
"energy" we are dealing with the power of God Himself. 
(41) 
So on the one side of the holy is the sense of belonging 
to God and being possessed by Him; on the other side is the 
consequence of this possession, namely the sense of 
separation. So N. H. Snaith(42) defined the holy as "that 
which is separated from the profane", although in a later 
work he changed the e'm hasis to the positive sense of, 
"belonging to God, 
(43ý. 
_and 
it remains important to 
understand both sides. 
5: 3: 3 Holiness in relation to the Court of Yahweh 
Several times in the OT we encounter the (substantive) 
term a'1 ILI IT -Il which is usually rendered "holy ones". 
For the most part the context quite clearly indicates that 
the persons so described are angels or perhaps more 
generally "heavenly beings" rather than humans. 
(44) 
These 
!1 iii IZ j1 "Holy ones" are mentioned in a variety 
of contexts of which two are quite easily identifiable : - 
(i) The Context of a Heavenly Court(45) in which 
Yahweh sits in judgement over heavenly and 
earthly oases. 
(46) 
The other members of this 
the Divine Council, are variously termed as 
23% -1 07%il "' Z, il f `7 X. or 
41, utT -1-1 . 
(47) 
(ii) The Heavenly Host or Army of Yahweh who accompany 
Him in the vivid descriptions of the Day of the 
Lord, 
(48) 
and who together with Yahweh execute 
vengeance upon his enemies. 
In Qumran both of these settings appear, so that in the- 
War Scroll (1 QMM we read of the army of the holy ones under 
the leadership of Yahweh the man of War and His chief angel 
Michael; while in the Melchizedek Scroll (11Q Melch) we 
find a graphic picture of the Divine Council passing 
judgement on the Satanic hordes, with Melchizedek, assisted 
by ZJ" WI 'T -11 -tl , as Yahweh's delegated judge. A 
third setting appears as well, namely that of the heavenly 
Temple with the holy ones serving as priests and forming the 
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counterpart of the human cult. 
(49) 
For Qumran the term 
'Uj 77 could also be used of human "holy ones" 
and the context is a necessary pointer to the understanding 
of the term. 
(50 ) 
Leaving aside the human W)T j) for the 
present, it appears likely that the term "holy" in this 
connection implies a sense of "being in association with 
Yahweh". This association implies rather more than just 
"belonging" to Yahweh but carries with it the overtones of 
divinity. However these holy ones are not divine in their 
own right (although at one time these angels might have 
been foreign deities), but are divine in and through their 
relation to Yahweh. In the Court of Yahweh it is their 
function in the court which entitles them to be called 
lý 7l or Z3 ' %1 or 6711 '1 X. They are the emissaries of Yahweh 
(of Dan 8: 13) and in and through this relation of service and 
obedience to Him they retain the right to be called "the holy 
ones"p "gods" and "sons of God". Yahweh is at the very centre 
of the picture and all holiness and divinity are derived from 
Him and dependent upon Him. Even here in the host of heaven 
God will execute His judgement (Job 15: 15 - "Behold God puts 
no trust in His holy ones (1 WT ?) and the heavens are 
not clean ( -1 DI ) in His sight'; of 1QH 10: 34f. 
On some occasions "the Holy Ones" are viewed as separate 
from Yahweh as in Job 5: 1, but by and large the pattern is 
one of very close association (of Zech 14: 5). Thus we are 
made aware of the importance of understanding the Holy Ones 
within the context of a relationship with Yahweh, rather 
than as independent entities. Their holiness is not an 
ethical state but one of association and relation to Yahweh. 
likewise the other titles of sonship and deity need to be 
understood within the context of dependence upon Yahweh. 
The common title for the context of the angels and Yahweh 
is the so-called Divine Council, and this is the general 
setting for the holy ones whether they assemble for 
Judgement, Worship or War. 
(51) 
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5: 3: 4 Holiness in relation to People 
The adjective 17 T marks out the personal use 
of UT and indicates that the person so described 
belongs to Yahweh and to the sphere of the holy. The normal 
phrase is 77 11107 
"l LL ITP and it is Aaron who 
is primarily distinguished as "the Holy One of the Lord" 
(Ps 106: 16), although-in time the attribute of human 
holiness was to be applied to all other priests, 
(52) to the 
prophets(53) and to the nazirites(54). Although Moses is 
instructed to consecrate (Exod 28: 41 nw7 "it) 7) Aaron 
and his sons, the chapter (29) in fact concludes with a 
specific connection between Yahweh and their consecration 
(of 29: 40ff) so that Moses is seen as acting on his behalf 
and Yahweh remains the source of all holiness. 
(55) 
Verse 43 
(of eh 29) is interesting for it posits a connection between 
the Glory of Yahweh and the action of sanctification (of the 
Tabernacle). In this way the writer of this chapter 
emphasizes the sense that Aaron and his sons belong to 
Yahweh, and are possessed by him, in parallel with the 
Tabernacle which is sanctified and possessed through Yahweh's 
glory 
In becoming Wý 71"7 Aaron and his sons are 
joined to the sphere of the holy and are brought into a 
new relation with Yahweh. Possessed by Yahweh they are 
ordained to serve within the realm of the holy and to come 
into His presence with impunity. 
(56) 
In order to maintain 
this state and to remain apart from the realm of the profane 
a list of prohibitions was necessary, 
(57) 
for to go before 
the Holy God in a state of ritual uncleanness was to court 
certain death. The very Holiness of Yahweh was threatened 
and the encounter between the power of Yahweh and the profane 
could have but one consequence, as several OT incidents 
illustrate (of I Sam 6: 19ff; II Sam 6: 6.10f). 
We noted previously that there were two aspects of the 
"holy" - the sense of "belonging to Yahweh" and the sense of 
being "separated from the profane". As far as the root 
meaning of \ T-11 is concerned most scholars emphasize 
the positive aspect of belonging(58) over and above the 
negative aspect of separation. So our initial response to 
UJ -T 11-1 or the personal 1) 1 TTI is to loop; 
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for the sense of separation from the profane, indicated 
often by cultic or ethical regulations. Unlike the 
substantive U. Ti l, the adjective U) 17 7 
with its personal application is open to two areas of 
meaning e. g.: - 
(a) In the legal literature the main emphasis is'upon 
the Priests and consequently there is a strong sense of 
ritual purity (- -) 116 ). 
(b) In the prophetic literature there is a strong sense 
of ethical purity (see Isaiah) with the Holiness of 
Yahweh posed opposite the sinfulness of man (cf 6). 
(59) 
Naturally these emphases simply underline the two 
negative aspects of holiness and we need to remember 
that this is probably secondary to the positive aspect 
of belonging to Yahweh. The term 1 11 1 LI (A I '"j' '1 
is first and foremost a relational term and secondly one 
of separation. It is ultimately therefore the relational' 
aspect which enables us to understand the idea of the holy. 
Within the human realm there was a deep concern with 
the consequences of being called to be W1 1 -T j1 and 
since many of these concerns were expressed in a negative 
fashion it is not surprising that (1) I "'T 1 often 
appears in a context where separation from the profane seems 
obvious. Yet even there, for example in the outline of the 
Levitical task (Deut 10: 8f) where the key tern i -17 
appears (vs 8), the sense is also a positive one - the 
levite is separated to Qod"s service* 
(60) 
As the possession of Yahweh, the Children of Israel are 
called to be holy (Lev 20: 26) and although they are "separated 
from the peoples" (ve 26) this is not the cause of their 
holiness but the, consequenoe. So in Num 35: 34 we read, "You 
shall not defile the land in which you live, in the midst of 
which I dwell; for I the Lord dwell in the midst of the 
people of Israel" and again in Num 16: 3 "For all the 
congregation is holy, every one of them, and the Lord is 
among them". Holiness is derived from Yahweh and this 
principle is enunciated by the writer of 1QS 10: 12. It 
is the presence of Yahweh in the midst of the people which 
leads to the OT demands for holy living, (N', zm 35: 34) just 
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as in Qumran the presence of the holy angels led to the 
exclusion of certain persons deemed to be ritually unclean. 
(61) At Sinai (of Exod 19: 9ff) the people are consecrated 
for three days in preparation for the theophany of God, and 
in later descriptions of the new Jerusalem "holiness" is a 
necessary requirementfbr Yahweh's presence, (Is 4; Ezek 40ff). 
0. 'Betz(62) has drawn attention to the use of the Sinai 
Tradition in Qumran and the NT, and in particular he notes 
the three main aspects which make up this tradition : 
(a) The theophany, the powerful eschatological 
advent of God who will come as the judge 
of mankind. 
(b) The preparation for this encounter with the 
Holy God, leading to an "eschatological 
existence", to the holy life of a consecrated 
community. 
(c) The preservation of such a holy life and 
community in the midst of an unclean and 
hostile world. 
The first two aspects mentioned by Betz deal with Yahweh 
as the Holy Judge and as the source of holiness. He chooses 
Israel, or the Community of Qumran, and establishes them as a 
consecrated community. The third aspect deals with what is 
largely the human response - the preservation of the holy 
life. Throughout the history of Israel the two main aids to 
such preservation were the Cult and later the Law, 
(63) 
with 
the emphasis in the former on the idea of purity (, '-II6 ) 
and the emphasis in the latter on the idea of ethical 
righteousness (( il 
) 'j -T I ). In the Prophetic writings 
preparation for the advent of Yahweh on the personal level, 
(over against the impersonal level such as the preparation 
of Jerusalem or the Temple), tended to concentrate upon the 
ethical obedience of the people with a growing awareness of 
the short-comings of the cult. However even in Qumran, where 
there was a strong sense of a spiritualized cultus, the idea 
of cultic purity is not forgotten. Several times the terms 
WI jl and 1 116 - occur in close proximity and 
they are quite clearly seen to be related (of IQS 8: 17 
Q -c 1 ". Tx n1 n( -2). 
We need to bear in mind that the distinctions between 
"ethical" and "cultic obedience" are semantically largely 
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non-biblical. The actual measure in the Hebrew is to be 
seen in the convergence between 'I I -T .1 and 
W "T"I) 
which lies behind our use of the term "ethical" and the 
convergence between , i) (9 and 1.1. ß-T '1 which 
lies behind our use of the term "cultic". The OT does 
not distinguish between cultic holiness and ethical 
holiness just as it does not distinguish between cultic 
regulations and ethical regulations, and sin is the 
breaking of either. 
Some scholars have attempted to understand the 
ethical content as basic to the term 1,1. j TP, 
while others as we have noted above prefer the relational 
idea as the sole basic meaning. Thus R. Otto(64)"has 
argued "if the ethical element was present at all, at any 
rate it was not original and never constituted the whole 
meaning of the word". It is a debatable question how far 
we are justified in understanding an ethical element (or 
cultic element) within the OT usage of LU 7"11 . 
In Rabbinic writings, 
(65) 
holiness is quite evidently a 
result of obedience--to the Law. The idea of separation 
which initially was the consequence of the "possession" 
and paonseeration" by-Yahweh,. -appears alongside the 
sense of relation to provide the twin foci of the term 
LU 7. The question that-this raises from our 
perspective is that of timing. At what stage does the 
concept of the holy become less relational (i. e. with 
the sense of belonging to Yahweh) and more ethical or 
cultic (i. e# with the sense of separation from the profane/ 
separation from sin)? 
The answer to this question is made more complicated 
by the fact that in certain instances of the use of 
LU _T ,, there is no immediate sense of separation in 
any sense, but rather a strong sense of belongi: ig to Yahweh 
and this occurs in all the relevant literature, as in 
the expression n'(, j, ý 1 (of angels) and DI-1 
lB 7 1iß 
. one answer to the question would be that 
the ethical/cultic separation aspect is very late (NT and 
Rabbinic) and following Otto, "never constituted the whole 
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meaning of the word". 
(66) 
Another answer would be to point 
at the juxtaposition of the sin of Israel and the Holiness 
of Yahweh in Proto-Isaiah and to argue for the date of that 
work as the terminus ante quem. 
Since both the relational sense of belonging to Yahweh 
and the idea of ethical/cultic separation occur in the 
Qumran writings, as Pr. Ntitscher(67) has quite clearly 
shown, the obvious course of conduct for an examination of 
the Now Testament idea of Holiness, is to bear both meanings 
in mind and to use the context to determine the precise 
nuance of the term. This is the pattern which we shall 
endeavour to follow. Another possible guide is to make 
use where possible of the milieu from which the particular 
contextual expression of the holy has been drawn. So for 
instance in the OT we encounter certain milieux for the 
holy, such as the Cult, the Divine Council, and subsidiaries 
of these such as the Priesthood Holy War and Prophecy. The 
immediate context must remain however the ultimate criterion 
for the interpretation of the holy. 
Two milieux which are of interest to us and deserve 
attention at this stage are those of: 
(a) the choosing of Aaron, and of 
(b) the general picture of Holy War. 
Both of these settings add significantly to our understanding 
of the holy. 
(a) The choice of Aaron as the holy one, takes place within 
the context of the rebellion of Korah, a Levite who took 
Moses and Aaron to task for their apparent presumption with 
regard to their part in the Cult. 
Numbers 16: 3-5 And they (Korah and his supporters) assembled 
together against Moses and against Aaron and said to them 
"You have gone too far. For all the congregation are 
holy (r1"W -T j) 134 "a S Ty 11 " hl-D) every one of 
them, and the Lord is among them; why then do you exalt 
yourselves above the assembly of the Lord. " (4) When 
Moses heard it he fell'on his face; (5) and he said to 
Korah and all his company; "In the morning the Lord will 
show you who is his and who is holy, ( LA 1 _T P i1 ) 
and will cause him to come near to him; him whom he will 
choose he will cause to come near to him. " 
In the light of Korah's speech and Moses' reply the idea 
of the uj IT7 is somewhat expanded. In the first 
place we note the connection between the holiness of the 
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congregation and Korah's deduction, "the Lord is among them". 
Then secondly in Moses' reply the "MIT is paralleled 
by further elaborations, "the Lord will show you who is his" 
(which enforces the idea of holiness as belonging to God), 
the one whom "he will cause to come near to Him" (which again 
enforces the idea of being in the right state to encounter 
God) and if we read on we find in vs 21 that Moses and Aaron 
are commanded by God to separate themselves (ý7: 1 R) 
from Korah and his rebellious followers, (which suggests the 
idea of separation). So in the idea of the Holy One which in 
this passage points to Aaron primarily although Moses is not 
excluded (cf Ps 106: 16 and Sir 45: 1-5) we find the sense of 
God in the midst-of those who are holy (association), we find 
the idea of belonging to God (possession), the idea of being 
in a right state to approach Him (consecration), and of being 
set apart from the profane (separation). 
In the Qumran Scrolls we encounter parallels to each of 
these four ideas. Moreover Moses is so connected with the 
holy ones (prophets) that the holiness of Moses is a 
natural conclusion (CD 5: 21f). The idea of holiness as a 
relational aspect appears in two ways. In the first instance 
we find the expression "source of Holiness" applied to Yahweh 
and in the second instance we find the idea of Yahweh and 
his holy angels actually. described as being within the 
Community (1QM 12: 7 and 1QSb 2: 8f). The idea of possession 
is described in terms of God's choice of the community, His 
establishment of it as a holy community (1QS 11: 7ff) and His 
joining of this community to the Council of Holiness (the 
Divine Council - 1QS 11: 7ff; 1QH 3: 19ff). The idea of 
consecration is depicted in their eschatological existence 
(ethical and cultic) 
(68) 
and is obvious both in the ritual of 
the community and in the Holy War in which they are engaged. 
There are several instances in which Exodus motifs are 
recognizable. 
(b) The second milieu which is of interest to us is that of 
1l 1111 fn i ), (1 /), the Wars of the lord or Holy 
Liars. Just as other servants of Yahweh, the High Priest, the 
Angels, the Prophets and the Nazirites were called to Holy 
Service so the soldiers engaged in fighting for Yahweh were 
described as fighting a holy war in which Yahweh, "the Man 
of "Nar"y was at t zeir head. Indeed, He encamped with them and 
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this involved the men in keeping up a strict state of. ritual 
purity. 
The idea of "Holy War" has been well presented by 
G. von Rad(69) and R. de Vauxý70 De Vaux describes this 
phenomenon as follows : r- , 
"When the people took up arms they were called the 
people of Yahweh or the people of God (Jg 5: 13; 
20: 2), the troops of God (1 S 17: 26), or the armies 
of Yahweh (Ex 12: 41; of 7: 4). The combatants had 
to be in a state of ritual cleanliness, i. e. 
'made holy' (Jos 3: 5; of Jr 6: 4; 22: 7; Jl 4: 9). 
They were bound to remain continent (1 S 21: 6; 
2S 11: 11) and this obligation of cleanliness 
extended to the camp, which had to be kept 'holy' 
if Yahweh was to encamp with his troops 
(Dt 23: 10-5)"" (71) 
The Ark was at first the symbol of the presence of 
Yahweh, and a Priest was chosen as "the Priest Anointed 
for War" to bless and encourage the forces of Israel, 
(Eleazer or Phineas). The victory belonged to Yahweh 
alone and within the time of the monarchy this probably led 
to a clash of interests so that in the Deuteronomic Code 
the relative subordination of the king is strongly 
emphasized. The destruction of the enemy and his 
possessions (11 fl ) is a vital ingredient of Holy 
War, and where the offending party was a rebel Israelite 
town the Lý -in was absolute (Dt 13: 13-8). 
The Qumran scrolls present a vivid picture of the War 
of Yahweh, and the regulations enclosed therein are a 
faithful copy of the OT picture. Naturally there are 
certain new trends introduced not least of which is the role 
of the Priests in general and the role of the High Priest 
specifically. The two dimensional pattern of war whereby 
Michael forms the heavenly counterpart to the Sectarian 
leader(s) as he and his forces wage war with the spirits 
of Belial, is already suggested in the book of Daniel 
(of 12: 1). Holy War is an important aspect of Apocalyptic 
writing, particularly within a dualistic context in which 
the men and angels of God's lot (5 11 J) (72) wage war 
successfully with the men and angels of Satan's lot. 
(73) 
In Qumran part of this warfare was the ritual cursing of 
the enemy, (1QY13) and the blessing of the Armies of 
Yahvieh (1Q; 13). 
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Holiness. in the area of Holy War contains the same four 
elements which we observed in the choice of Aaron: 
(a) Association, 
(b) Possession, 
(c) Consecration and 
(d) Separation. 
This is true both*for the OT and for Qumran. Thus in Qumran 
we find ý 
(a) the idea of association through the idea of the 
presence of the holy angels -$ "] AýnA to 
Z] ?, y ]U () -', and in the title for the members of 
the sect - as the Sons of light. There both in the setting 
of War and in the setting of the Divine Council, the members 
of the Sect enjoy a unique union (T fi ) with the angels 
and by implication with Yahweh Himself. The idea of 
(b) possession is similarly basic to the very essence 
of the Sect as described in 1M - they belong to Yahweh and 
their banners proclaim this fact and because they belong to 
Him they are W T-11 , just as through association 
with the angelic T T) 'they can describe 
themselves as 1i . The idea of 
(c) consecration appears both in the titles and in 
the sense of ritual purity, which points also to 
(d) separation. 
In general it is primarily the community of Israel which 
has been chosen by Yahweh, consecrated by Him, and which as 
defined in terms of sonship, belongs in a unique way to Him. 
(74) The human response to this Divine overture is 
encapsulated within the "Sinai Tradition" as described by 
0. Betz(75) namely the establishment of a holy community 
in preparation for the advent of Yahweh in His holiness. 
There are then two perspectives to human holiness: the 
Divine perspective of Israel as chosen and belonging to 
Yahweh and thus -u Tý1 , and the human perspective of 
Israel preparing itself primarily through the path of 
obedience to the Law (the holy life), for the divine advent. 
The Holy life was not always defined by an eschatological 
hope and might include rather the sense of obedience to 
Yahweh's will instead of preparation for His Judgement -a 
negative motivation thus being replaced by a rather more 
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positive approach. Nevertheless, the advent of Yahweh is an 
important aspect of human holiness, and as the Psalm of 
Solomon 17 illustrates (of also Is 4: 3), includes 
_ 
"preparation for" and "purification as a 'result of" 
such an advent, both of which necessitate thinking in terms 
of '" W1 in / holiness. For Yahweh comes not only to 
judge but also to purify (make holy) those who belong to 
Him. 
(? 6) Consequently we encounter not only a sense of 
"belonging" but also a very distinctive "moral/ethical" 
sense (of Is 4: 3f). 
The substantive "T as we have already 
noticed obtains a meaning close to "angels"# but in some 
of the later literature we find that there are instances 
where - 
4Ü 1 j1 i implies "men". The book of Daniel 
particularly ch 7, is at the centre of the controversy 
since some scholars(?? 
) 
interpret y`1t(, 1ýj 1 
(78) (ves 18,21, 
22,25 and 27)-as angels and other scholars(? 
g' 
argue for a 
human content. The latter is perhaps the more likely conclusion. 
The Hebrew termin most instances of 
its appearance in the OT denotes angels or a heavenly order 
like cherubim or seraphim. However in some cases apart 
from Daniel 7, there is reason to believe that t(L1 ý11i3 
are a human order. 
Ps 16: "To the Saints ( jý' Ii)1 1 1ý 
ý1 ) that are in 
the earth and to the excellent in whom is my 
delight. " 
Ps 34: 9(10) "Fear the Lord, you His saints, for there is 
no want to them that fear him. " 
Deut 33: 3a "Yea, He loves His people. 
all His Holy ones are in His hand. " 
We note also i 18: 9 "With one consent they declared 
as a divine law, that the holy ones would 
partake alike in the same blessings and 
perils. " 
The Greek reinforces the connection with the chosen 
people of Israel by translating "treasured ones 
ýý )" as 'L 90, . in 
Ps 82(3). 4. However it is primarily the Qumran evidence 
which is decisive for the understanding of Z ti 1 -1 -IT -1-1 
within the centuries immediately preceding (and including) 
the first century of the Common era. The way 4'u) I -T 1 
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is used in Qumran is not new, "for the OT could use the term 
both of angels and of men as M. Noth admits. 
(80) 
The value 
of the evidence is that it shows how the meaning of t'hp 
term could change, sometimes within the same work. There 
are several instances at Qumran of human holy ones (not 
just one as argued by Dequeker)( , 
81) 
and these men are not 
resurrected humans, but living members of the community, 
(82) 
Brekelmans concludes his study with the words, "in 
the literature shortly bef ore and of ter Daniel WI "r 7 
was used of both angels and men. - From this we gather that 
only the context in which it occurs can help to reach a 
decision which sense the word is used in a particular 
text. " S. Lamberigts(84) concurs with Brekelmans in this 
general conclusion. 
It is important to note that the most common milieu 
for the human i' Ui I -f 1 
(85) 
is in the setting 
of Holy War and the Divine Council. Thus in Daniel 7 
we real 
(21) I had seen how the same horn had made war with the saints (" w' "T3 - Z3 
.M) and 
has 
prevailed against Chem. ('22) Until the Ancient of 
days came, and procured justice unto the Saints of 
the 7"ost High and the time came and the saints took 
possession of the Kingdom. " 
Also in 1Q we read : 
1,.: 1: 4-5 And on the trumpets of the Ceznps they shall 
write - the peace of sod in the camps of His Holy ones 
(I'L8ITp ') fl )). - 1QL 6: 6 And the sovereignty shall be to the God of 
Israel and He shall accomp lish mighty deeds by the 
holy ones of His people (`I'f -, 7U)' t J1 
These clearly refer "the holy ones" to a Holy War situation 
such as we have already pictured, and it is not surprising 
since there is already in the OT (e. g. Zech 14: 5) reference 
to the Army of Yahweh as composed of angelic "holy ones". 
With the development in Apocalyptic tines of the human 
involvement in the eschatological Holy War, (of Dan 7: 21; 
12: 1), so the human soldiers were included among the Army 
of the Holy Ones. 
The second milieu in which we find a union of angelic 
and human "holy ones" is the Council of Yahweh - or in the 
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Qumran terminology 'L 
11)' 
_n 
jl jj (Council of 
Holiness). 
In Daniel ch 7(86) the author clearly depicts the Council f! 
of Yahweh. ( 7) / 
7: 10c The Court sat in judgement and the books were opened. 
7: 26a But the Court shall sit in judgement and his dominion 
shall be taken away. (27) And the kingdom and the 
dominion ... shall be given to the people of the 
saints of the Most High. 
In 1QH we read : - 
1QH 3: 21-2 Thou-hast! cleansed a perverse spirit of great sin, 
that it may stand with the host of thy holy ones, 
and that it may enter into community ( "r fl , %2 ) 
with the congregation of the sons of heaven. 
1QH 4: 24-5 All those who are gathered in Thy covenant 
inquire of me, and they hearken to me who walk 
in the way of thy heart who array themselves for 
Thee in the Council of the holy ones. 
The importance of these two passages from 1QH is the 
overlap of meaning between the heavenly Council described 
in 3: 21-2 and the earthly Council described in 4: 24-5. 
Indeed the Sectarians envisaged a sense of continuity between 
the two councils, so that in their earthly assembly they 
understood the presence of the heavenly members and looked 
forward to the time when they would share completely with 
their heavenly counterparts in the heavenly Court (of 
1QSb 4). ý One is struck by the sense of holiness as the 
mark of the elect, those who have been cleansed (1QH 3), 
and who have been brought into the sphere of the holy to 
share with the angelic Court. Once again the 
relational sense is very strong but the sense of 
separation is there as well, and sin is posed opposite 
holiness. So the "holy one" is elected to the holy sphere 
of service and association with Yahweh, and his election 
(of Is 6) involves-cleansing from sin. 
As we conclude the picture of the personal use of 
14 1 "T' a few closing remarks are necessary. The 
adjective UJ17? , is the normal term which we 
encounter for the personal expression of holiness and it 
implies two basic things about the person so described : 
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(i) It describes the relational sense of belonging 
to Yahweh and to the sphere of the Holy. In the plural it 
may describe the eschatological community established by 
Yahweh in preparation for His advent. In the singular it 
usually signifies one who has been consecrated by Yahweh 
(implying as we saw in the Aaron incident one who is 
chosen by Yahweh for a particular service) and possessed by 
Him or His Spirit. It is used in both singular and plural 
of those who in some way (either by membership of His 
Council or as part of His army, or as part of the 
Eschatological Community), are associated with Yahweh. 
(88) 
(ii) It describes as the corollary of'(i) one who 
stands in opposition to the world of the profane and the 
common. It may according to the context take on a sense 
which is close to T 11 G and thereby convey the idea of 
"ritual" (or cultic) purity. On the other hand it may take 
on a sense which is closer to 'P-Ty , so that it conveys 
the idea of ethical sinlessness and goodness. Very rarely 
if ever does this sense of separation obscure the prime 
sense of "belonging" to Yahweh. In most cases however one 
should hold both senses in tension. 
As far as the understanding of 4' iI1 ji used as 
substantive is concerned, there are two main settings which 
we have noted, namely the Cult (including Holy War) and the 
Divine Council 
(89) (including also the various emissaries of 
Ya:; weh). 
(9C) 
We come now to a study of the Greek %osý ºIco 
and the ? ST idea of holiness. 
4 
5: 4 Holiness, a Study of the Greek terms Oio 
and 
Le)&% d'""7 
The Greek term is used to render the 
Hebrew p as well as 11 ý. Other 
related Greek terms which are found in the ILXX include ý 01 cc . If i C. 
oL-ý 1 .c ONºd 
c 
oLn DIA, wa uv , and these render the various 
forms of the root . We shall begin with the 
two terms found in John namely 
"I 
a . 
(91) 
and 
the verb CW. X I sk 
I LC , using the evidence of the 
other terms as supplementary. 
4 
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(a)ºo s is found in the L as an adjective 
rendering the Hebrew 141 T j1 which as we have 
already noted is usually personal, and is used of Priests, 
the Nation of Israel, Angels and Yahweh Himself. 
(92) 
In 
impersonal settings it refers to the Temple and the 
47 Sabbath. 
(93) 
In some instances =. to 1-6 .' for 
W7 
in used as a noun emulating the Hebrew usage so 
"W 
1711 
" becomes -. Oc o os "; 
(94) 
:; 
UT ? 77 
becomes Oý 
dI OL., (95) and the neuter "7 . 
translates -W 
T11 AAJ 1h ` (the temple). (96) 
(b) c, 
ýýýos 
also renders the Hebrew -ti 1.4`i 
1 
which as we have noticed is usually impersonal. Objects 
associated with the Cult including times and places are 
: 
Cwoc / uj TTj i", 
(97) 
Also places and objects 
associated with Yahwe, 's dwelling whether on earth or in 
Heaven, are called 6Cýtb& lYj ;. 
(98), 
As a noun 
tes denotes the holy (' b9- 0Y ) as 
distinct from the profane, or equally well that which 
belongs to Yahweh: 99) 
ýht 
oj. ý ie also used to 
modify nouns denoting persons, particularly the corporate 
(-TI Etý%K "Joy - Ezra 9: 2). 
(100) 
people of Israel, 0 
Although Gehmau considers that W 
"T1 
i, 'suggests 
primarily the idea of separation from the profane, and 
secondly the idea of belonging to the divine sphere, it 
soon becomes clear that the second sense is in fact the 
primary one. 
(101) 
This is shown first of all in the 
papyri where 44)5L6S is used of the gods(102) 'implying a 
sense, of divinity while in the available Classical Texts it 
appears only once of men(103) (in a cultic context). 
Secondly we find the sense of 
_. 
bel n ing in the usage of the 
translators of the I Whereby . CZStos appears as 
the. free translation(104) for a number of other terms all 
of which in some sense or other belong to Yahweh. Thus 
yn" 105) nn 
(106) 
"heaven" 
(107) , pý, X , ý os ' renders El Elohim ,, 
"its Staves", 
(108) "priestly garments", 
(109)"Nazirite"(110) 
and "the Heavenly Hosts"*("') Often the Greek adds 
ýrcxtos to qualify a noun and to emphasize its 
relation to the sphere of the holy. Thus "altar of majesty" 
becomes "altar of holiness"; 
(112) 
"the surpassing spirit" 
becomes "the holy spirit"(113) and the "treasured ones" 
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become "the saints" (ott. 
Col 
4. Ps 82(83): 4). 
Thus the IXX uses the term tos in basically the 
same way that the Hebrew term I4 1"1 was used with the 
emphasis on the sense of belonging to Yahweh. 
One cannot exclude either the secondary sense of purity 
and separation from the profane, although again it is of 
secondary importance in relation to-the sense of "belonging 
-to Yahweh". pGýtýs "', is used to render f' 
) TG 
(114) 
and here it approximates the term ' D<X Vp S 
which already in Attic usage(115) carried a sense of 
"holiness through the medium of cleansing, and has this 
sense also in the Lfl (where 
&&ý&Vb 
tom. '' renders 
77 (2 Macc 13: 8)) and in the NT 
(116) 
In 
general then oL)! ýt,. g appears as an umbrella term 
to cover those things which in a particular way belong to 
Yahweh, and through its relation to terms like' . Cýos G and included a sense of ritual separation. 
(c) The verb e 5IkýVD is found mainly in biblical 
Greek(117) and in Greek influenced by the Bible such as 
Philo's (Leg All 1: 18 Spec Leg 1: 167). &Lt toLSw 
renders the Hebrew.. Lii-T -11 in the qal (Ex 29: 21), 
the niph'al (Ex 29: 43) the hiph'al (Ex 28: 34) and the Pi'el 
(Gen 2: 3). In Chronicles (2 Chr 29-31) where LLYT 1 
in the Pi'el, Hiph'il and Hithpa'el carries the sense of 
"consecration-through-purification"(" 
8) 
the Greek uses 
oGýVt and this is so for the other instances 
of this particular Hebrew usage, 
(' 19) For the most part 
the objects are priests, people, and holy places and vessels. 
The action of W 'T'11 is to set them within the sphere 
of the holy thereby implying also sense of separation from 
the common* 
(120) 
The relational sense of belonging to 
Yahweh continues in that Yahweh is most frequently the 
subject of the action; however with the Greek aet 
the line between the niph'al (which in the Hebrew was the 
prerogative of Yaweh) and the Pi'el (which included also 
Moses - Ex 19: 10) is erased; as a result the Greek usage of 
is less restricted than the Hebrew "w '11 
in its various form. By and large however the term occurs 
within the sphere at the cult and carries with it the sense 
of transfer to the possession of Yahweh, either actively 
through Yahweh's appropriation or passively through 
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dedication or other ritual act. 
Our approach to the study of Holiness in the Fourth 
Gospel comes within the final areas of concern, namely the 
New Testament and the other Johannine literature, before we 
enter into the realm of the Fourth Gospel itself. We have 
already taken cognisance of the range of meanings attached 
to the term and we remember the warning 
of J. Barr(121) against what he termed "illegitimate 
totality transfer". Our safest guide then to the under- 
standing of the term or the verb 
remains the immediate context. 
5: 4: 1 Holiness in the New Testament 
We have seen that 
öC; 
ýSt 4>t3' in ILX was essentially 
faithful to the Hebrew and W -T I; ) 
in denoting that which belonged to Yahweh and to His holy 
sphere, as His possession and for His service particularly 
within the context of the cult. In the apocalyptic 
literature we noticed that the twin milieux of Holy Viar 
and the Holy Council were popular settings for 07 U) IT 
-11 A" 
who, whether human or angelic, tended to operate as the elect 
agents of Yahweh. Holiness1whether the attribute of Aaron, 
Poses, Elisha or Samson reflected the sense of one who 
first of all belonged to Yahweh, was consecrated by Him, 
and was then given a particular commission. In some cases 
as with the Prophets (of Nun 16: 28, of Jer 1: 5) this 
commission involved being sent out on a particular mission, 
while at other times '-e, kt%. implied 'faithful 
obedience to the Law of Yahweh. In most cases of human 
holiness (cf is 6) there was the sense of, separation from 
the realm of the profane into. the realm of the Holy, and 
this often implied separation from sin as well as 
separation from ritual impurity. In the eschatological 
age all the elect of God would be holy, implying the sense 
of cleansing and of belonging to Yahweh and thus being in 
the right state to encounter Him. 
The New Testament sense of the holy is in accord with 
the OT pattern, so that the idea of the relational aspect 
is uppermost (the idea of the holy as that which "belongs" 
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to Yahweh), but there is a very clear ethical content. The 
latter is more pronounced than in the OT, but this is largely 
due to the fact that in the NT, generally it is personal 
holiness which receives the greatest attention rather than 
impersonal cultic (material) holiness. Consequently there 
is considerable care taken over the concept of holy living 
with both the negative aspect of rules for living as well as 
'the positive aspect of the infusion (possession) of the 
Holy Spirit. Thus H., Seebass(122) remarks, 
"The proper sphere of the, holy in the XT is not the 
cultus but the prophetic. The sacred no longer 
belongs to things, places or rites, but to 
manifestations of life produced by the Spirit. " 
Seebass continues by saying that as time went on the cultic 
was taken up again and reinterpreted within the context of 
the early Church. Thus we read about the priesthood of 
believers (1 Pet. 2: 4-10). 
(123) 
In terms of continuity with the OT we notice that the 
four categories of the holy (which we considered in our 
study of recur : 
(a) It is used to describe Yahweh, His name and His 
Spirit, the latter proving to be the most popular, while 
in comparison with the OT the former is quite rare; 
(Luke 1: 49; John 17: 11; Rev 4: 8; 1 Pet 1: 16). 
(b) Several objects and places are marked out ae 
os including the Temple (Matt 24: 15 cf Heb 9: 1), 
Sacrifice (Rom 12: 1), the Law (Rom 7: 12), the Scriptures 
(Rom 1: 2), the Covenant (Lk 1: 72). 
(c) The angels/heavenly beings retain their title 
as 0, 
ös, 
Loc. and appear in the twin settings of 
War (Holy War -1 Thes 3: 13) and the Council (Rev 14: 10). 
(d) It is on the personal level, where people are 
described as holy, that the NT demonstrates its most 
exciting development from the OT. Among the people 
described as holy we find the messengers of God, the 
Prophets (Lk 1: 70; Acts 3: 21), the Apostles (Eph 3: 5), 
Jesus (! 1: 24; Lk 4: 34; Jn 6: 69; Lk 1: 35; Acts 3: 14; 4: 27,30; 
Rev 3: 7), and John the Baptist (MIt 6: 20). There are also 
references to "holy ones" as members of the Christian Church 
(Rom 1: 7 and many other references) and also as a general 
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group (Matt 17: 52). "Holy Ones" or as they are commonly 
called the "Saints" appear often in the two milieux which are 
prefigured in the Apocalyptic writings", namely War and the 
Divine Council (either as a Court 1 Cor 6: 2 "it is the 
saints who are to judge the world" or as a congregation for 
worship - "the prayers of the saints" Rev 8: 4). In specific 
terms "the saints" arelthe people of God (1 Cor 1: 2), the 
beloved of God (Rom 1: 7), the chosen of God (Col 3: 12) and 
the ones who are allowed to share in the mystery of God 
(Col 1: 26). God through Jesus (Heb 13: 12) and the Holy 
Spirit (1 Pet 1: 2) sanctifies the people in accordance with 
His will (Heb 12: 14). 
Thus in the NT as in Qumran there is an overlap of 
meaning in the use of OL 
W-? 
Sl oV ', for it denotes not 
only angels (heavenly ones), but the Christians generally 
and perhaps even both. So we read in 2 Th 1: 10 "when he comes 
to be glorified among his saints" and in Col 1: 12 "thanking 
the Father who has made it possible for you to join the 
saints". In these'insliances we sense the continuity between 
the saints (holy ones) on earth and the heavenly beings. 
Also it is present in 1 Thes 3: 13 where we note the idea of 
preparation through the medium of holiness (to establish 
your hearts blameless in holiness - 
%V w crvvrt ) 
for the advent of Jesus who is accompanied by t' 
JV 
. 
iý(wý/ 
ecUTOU . This reminds us of the Sinai 
traditions outlined by 0. Betz, 
(124) 
wherein the people 
were consecrated at and in preparation for, the advent of 
Yahweh the Holy Judge. In the NT the people who form the 
New Israel are made holy through the death of Jesus 
(Feb 10: 10)(125) and at the same time it is in preparation 
for his advent in power and glory. (Heb 2: 11; Eph 5: 26f). 
The Pauline corpus reveals a number of interesting 
uses of ßcxl+es and Paul's use 
of the term ofc LOL- to refer to the believers is 
worthy of comment. 0. Procksch( 
126 ) describes these holy 
ones as "members of a cultic circle" but it must be asked 
whether "cultic" is the correct term to use. Certainly 
there is a sense of belonging to the sphere of the holy, 
but this sphere is much more than the circle of the cultic, 
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including the sphere of the divine itself. C. Brown(127) 
is much closer to the truth when he writes :. 
"In'the Pauline epistles those who name Jesus as 
their Lord are called hoi hagioi, the saints. 
This was primarily not an ethical expression 
but a parallel to concepts like "called" 
Rom 1: 7; 1 Cor 1: 2' 2 Cor 1: 1), "elect" 
Rom 8: 33; Col 3: 121 and "faithful" (Col 1: 2). 
It implies association with the Holy Spirit. 
Christ is their sanctification as well as their 
righteousness and redemption (1 Cor 1: 30), and 
thus the One in whom they become holy to the 
true God. " 
Above and beyond any cultic or ethical usage, stands the 
relational sense of o% öttt O. , the ones who in a unique 
way belong to God. 
In this state of holiness, certain qualities of life are 
expected and in this sense there is a moral or ethical 
dimension to bein saints (of 1 Cor 1: 2 and 7: 34). Procksch 
suggests that 
(128' 
"the reference of holiness is always to 
the static morality of innocence rather than to ethical 
action. But this static morality is closely linked with 
cultic qualifications. For this reason we should never 
translate ýL ä-ß,,, r s or cis - as morality or 
moral, since this is to lose the element of the religiosum. " 
Certainly the concept of righteousness as presented in 
Romans suggests a state rather than an accumulation of 
actions, and it is thus conceivable that holiness for Paul 
implies a parallel state, as Procksch suggests. This links 
up also with Paul's use of 
ö-ý. 
L4ýca which is generally 
used in a passive way speaking of "the sanctified" (of 1 Cor 
1: 2 and Rom 15: 16) rather than the process of sanctification. 
Again the stress falls upon the state in relation to God 
rather than an ethical list dependent upon the deeds of the 
individuals concerned. The believers are in Christ and he 
also indwells them (1 Cor 1: 2) so that the result of such a 
relationship is found within the terms "holy", "sanctified" 
and 'righteous". As in the OTC there is a skilful blending 
of the double sense of holiness - that of separation from 
sin and the positive sense of belonging to God,, with the 
emphasis away from the ethical and towards the relational. 
29) 
Although it is valid to make general remarks about 
NT holiness it soon becomes apparent that these are indeed 
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only general, and each NT writer, indeed each instance of 
the use of Los ' deserves independent attention. 
If there is a particular characteristic of NT holiness it 
might be the attention to personal holiness and the 
preservation of the state of holiness through ethical 
obedience; on the other hand, it might be the sense of 
belonging to God and the sphere of the holy (living life 
in the Spirit). 
(130) 
Both-of these are. key characteristics 
-and yet 
it 
_remains 
possible that _there_ are ' some contexts _ 
in which some other characteristic predominates. 
It is vital for us then to narrow our search still more and 
examine the idea of the holy in the collection of literature 
labelled the Johannine Writings. 
5: 4: 2 The Johannine Literature excluding the Gospeler a fn (a) In the First Epistle of John we read in 2: 20 IKX%, VtAL' % 
Xe LO''N't 
cTs öcilö Toü öýi ou , Scott. 
öýc. ý. tTi TkVTrS. 
The anointing xCLo. t, k44 expresses not the act of 
anointing but the means by which it is performed, in parallel 
with "anointing oil" (of Ex 29: 7); 131) The logical under- 
standing of this xfc r""t * is according to most inter- 
preters, 
(132) 
to be seen against the anointing of Jesus 
(of Acts 10: 38 and Luke 4: 18) and to be thus inclusive of 
both the sense of commission and the endowment of the Holy 
Spirit. If we take cognisance of what is said about the 
Spirit in the Farewell Discourses of the Fourth Gospel and 
in particular 14: 17 where we encounter the title -ft> 
ICY£v tJ °L 1 ý5 &a ©£ý"ts (of 1 in 2: 21f), then 
the role of "the anointing" does appear to be parallel with 
the work of the Paraclete. Thus we note the connection 
between the anointing/Spirit and truth (Jn 16: 13 of 
1 in 2: 27). The Spirit as also the anointing, is the mark 
of those who believe and who belong to the truth. Outside 
the NT the idea'of the anointing by the Spirit appears 
in 11QMelch 18 and Is 61: 1, which taken together with the 
NT evidence (Acts 10: 38 and Lk 4: 18) argue for just such 
an interpretation in 1 in 2: 20, perhaps rightly 80.033) 
If the Xev-crttl, is understood as the anointing 
of the Spirit we are still left with &01 7aß ýoýZý u 
This on the one hand might imply Jesus or God, understanding 
; t7c) to indicate the source from which the anointing 
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derives, (in an indirect rather than a direct-sense). 
034) 
Thus although there may be a liturgical practice of "laying 
on of hands" or a similar institution as originally 
practised by the Apostles, 
0 35) this is passed over in 
favour of the ultimate source of the anointing-God or 
more directly (of Jn 20: 22) Jesus. Alternatively if 
L. Morris(136) is correct the Holy One here is the Spirit. 
(137) 
The verses which follow -(i. e, vss 22-24) speak of the Father 
and the Son and indeed this pattern continues for the rest 
of the chapter so while this does not exclude Morris's 
solution, it does mean that there is no clear link with the 
Holy Spirit in the verses following unless vss 27-9 prove 
to be the, exception. 
It is when we read vss 27-9 that the Xt s 
is further developed and . L'ºt ö `Tý+ý KVou is brought 
into line with : t'ft' at Z) -r 4Z , with the repetition of 
LX t *-L . The previous passage (vs 24 esp. ) ended 
with a mention of the Son and the Father (in that order). 
and consequently -ff. ) . ýü rOu should refer to one 
or the other and perhaps both. The atü Tös gives the 
promise of eternal life (vs 25), anoints (vs 27) teaches 
(vs 27), is true (vs 27) and the Christians are encouraged 
to remain in him (vs 27 and 28). It is the latter action 
which argues most pointedly against the conclusion that 
the term Kv-r*S here refers to the Holy Spirit 
(of vs 28). For John the masculine gender proves little 
here, but the very idea of "abiding"-in-the Spirit is - 
foreign to the Johannine literature. Rather the normal 
use of fxe VW is of abiding in either the 
Father or the Son (of 1 Jn 3: 24). The Sprit is given 
( ý11S'w rl- ) by Jesus and at the same time the 
believers are encouraged to remain in Jesus and God. So 
if we understand vs 27 correctly, the anointing by the 
Spirit cannot be accomplished without the intermediation 
of Jesus and the cognisance' that the Spirit proceeds from 
Jesus and ultimately from the Father. Thusas with the 
other actions included in vss 27f , 
)Q Le. p4, A should be 
understood,: as pointing to either God or Jesus, as the ones 
who perform the spiritual anointing and who in vs 27 at 
least are intended by &. -IT av Ta" . 
(138) 
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Verse 28 speaks also of dV £e w 
and the idea of "confidence, in his presence" (of 3: 21 and, 
4: 17 but especially 3: 1ff) although the sense might 
immediately bring to mind either Jesus or God. The ideas of 
the Father and Son are so closely bound together that 
although the priority of the Father is to be understood, 
it is sometimes difficult (as in vs °29 V T'o ü 
£ýjf Yd^l T4Kc. ) to know which person is 
intended or even whether as in the advent passages we are 
to understand both together. Perhaps westcott(1391 is 
right when he says that "when St. John thinks of God in 
relation to men he never thinks of him apart from Christ". 
Verse 29 when related to 3: 1 shows that 
ought to refer to God and yet in relation to ýK"c4Os 
here and in 2: 1 perhaps Jesus (as the Righteous One) ought 
to be understood. It is so with much of ch 2, in that 
vcu-rög is used of both Jesus and God and often 
without clear distinction thus allowing the. author. to, move_ 
freely from one to the other. 
(140) 
We return to vs 20 and we ask, who is-intended by 
k n' Tot "`týýou . Is it God, Jesus or the Holy 
Spirit? Much depends upon how we take iro . If 
it, implies the origin of the "anointing" then the answer is 
either-God or Jesus and bearing in mind in 20: 22 the latter 
is the obvious choice. If ekr is to be taken in the 
instrumental sense then ö[%icu , like 
Xe«Mst 
itself, implies the Spirit. In the light of vs 27 aOr 
ýV at'6ýe (141 
, 
is most likely to be Jesus acting as the 
agent of God. This is borne out by the two other 
references to Jesus as 6%%. Os in the Johannine 
literature (Jn 6: 69 and Rev 3: 7). In the Gospel the Spirit 
is called %L o%r but more often some other term is 
used, and in the First Epistle (bearing in mind its 
shortness) the Spirit is either TÖ 11T Viüµ. oc 
-p S 
k\ ©eLKs or -T-0 Irv F-Utk at but not. 
Tö 'jT'j 
.t -r jZ&Lo, / Accordingly we conclude that 
the wveight of evidence favours Jesus as the one intended by 
; gyp ýU 
G. 
ZSLov both in vs 20 and-in 27 who gives 
the Xe ýý. c (neuter) weich is the Holy Spirit. 
(142) 
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However the style of the Epistle is euch that the union 
between Jesus and God is implicit and ikT Ta Z' o& ýCou 
may include both persons. Jesus as 0 ý. os is in 
ch 2 of the Epistle, the Agent of God who works the works of 
God. 
(b) In the Book of Revelation, the title o"c. ZgLos 
re-appears in 3: 7 which reads Td ýº 
L 
xzc- & ma y, 3d-%'1 ©ýV os, ) 
6" jxý - 04 V\Q aeLZS, c-v 
ýocý/ot, wY "L 
045£ s KTX . The K. ýEiý ý, oCJi 
is to be found in"Is 22: 22 and indeed the verse is 
substantially a quote from that passage - probably with a 
messianic sense. The title Ö OLZSLog 
again points to, Jesus as the representätive of God who 
Himself is Holy (of 4: 8) and indeed God is Himself (6: 10) 
described as 
& 
cIc_o TT 
dT13 
CC5 Los K. ü, 
Notably the latter context in one of judgement which accords 
well with the Rabbinic idea of God the Holy One. 
The term zSL oS occurs in both the singular 
and the plural c X, ý t, 04. 
(144) 
several times in the 
_Christian 
Apocalypse. Apart from four references to Jerusalem (145) 
the "holy city", the usual application of the term is 
personal. 
. 
Jesus is as we have seen sö'termed (3: 7) and the 
same title is applied to God - 
ýj öC-ýS os W A%, 
in 6: 10. God is thrice holy (4: 8), otherwise it is the 
believers who are holy and this includes both those on earth 
and those in heaven (who are the resurrected ones)(20: 6) 
0(K"te , Kock w- cs 
pcc v' weds ^y Tri 
ýVa(oT C Q"£t. wTi KT iº ., eel 
and we note the connection between i% oS ". and priests. 
(cf 1 Pet 2: 9) and also the obvious connection with the 
resurrection. There is no suggestion of moral perfection 
here but in 22: 11 we find an interesting parallel. The, 
verse reads, - it 
S', 
x. d'oC7'w 
z 
tc KdL 
PVT CLe öS e výof. vCý jr ert. w't C$ C51 K. c t Os 
IK at ILß Cr- 
Lv 
01  'irvc. nj trot i'wVr1Tc. ýC"ci. C dos 
crý Miw 
f-rL It is possible that the terms 
and bev rxt os are 
opposites as clearly ö; k, tt os and 
p ýý ý, ý wY " are. In this case it accords well 
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with 20: 6 where the idea of priesthood suggests a ritual 
cleansing leading to holiness. It is thus advisable here 
to understand . 
`: h LoS as implying an absence of 
ritual defilement and parallel but not identical with 
ýi Itdt dS, which implies an absence of 
unrighteousness. Since %dLo S is clearly else- 
where in the book a mark of the sphere belonging to God, 
it is advisable to understand also the relational sense of 
belonging to God (e. g. as his priests). 
We find the term ei Lod, indicating for the 
most part a Holy War setting (13: 7,10; 16: 6; 17: 6; 18: 20,24; 
20: 9) not dissimilar to the setting in Daniel where the 
little horn makes war with "the saints". Another setting is 
worship since the "prayers of the saints" are mentioned. 
(of Rev 5: 8; 8: 3,4).. 
Although the term pi 
C? 
SLOL inclu. dce those who are 
also righteous (of ]9: 8) the full thrust of the term 
appears to be towards the idea of a group which belongs to 
God, and this is most clearly seen in the parallel of 18: 20 
(of 16: 6; 17: 6) in which of COL as a group occurs 
along with OL vOFDO'To)ºOL k"tt 
QL r ptýTtl 
Like the prophets, like the apostles, the saints have been 
chosen by God to be holy and to live a life of righteousness. 
Holiness in this sense implies first of all belonging to God 
and secondly, in parallel with priests and prophets, being 
separated from the common to be the obedient servants of 
Yahweh. The ethical element is suhsumed within this obedience 
but is by no means the obvious content. Like the book of 
Daniel, from which the writer of Revelation probably derived 
his use of the saints, the Saints are holy not through their 
attention to righteousness but because they have passed 
through God's cleansing, which in Revelation is sacrificial 
(of 7: 14) and implies the promise of reality of the 
resurrection, (of 20: 6). Holiness within the general context 
of the book obviously tends towards the religious (cultic) 
rather than the ethical, (of 14: 4,5 particularly the terms 
£µOV 06#1 0-eh/ and 
öt'N' 
of( X f4 of vs 5 
äff,, -w JXO , 
). The Seer is making use of the 
imagery of the Jewish Cult and we are also not far removed 
from the idea of the Sinaitic traditions in which the people 
i 
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of God are prepared in a state of holiness for the advent of 
Yahweh (Rev-5: 9f). 
As with the First Epistle of John it would appear that 
Jesus p ötýLps is so named because of his relation 
with God who is 
'6ws 
just as they both share the 
attribute of C- attribute X-Y1 9' LY os . There is a 
difference between this title (Rev 3: 5) and Ö %LOS 
Yov ©toü which quite obviously could not be used 
of God, and suggests that a separate tradition underlies 
the latter title, In Revelation W% L0% when 
applied to Jesus affirms his connection with God as one who 
shares the attributes of God. 
5: 5 Holiness and the Fourth Gospel 
In the Fourth Gospel the use of both the adjective 
äJS LpS and the verb oCc YL 
ec is very 
restricted. The adjective is to be found five or possibly 
six times in all. 
046) 
It is probably to be read in 6: 69 
of Jesus, as we have-shown in our first chapter, and then 
appears in 17: 11 where it qualifies the Father. The neuter 
Tö tLov qualifies the Spirit in 1: 33, in 14: 26 (where 
it is omitted by the Sinaitic Syriac), and in. 20s22f pössibly 
we are to read irvt ü Vi a, h Gov in 7: 39 following 
the reading of P66(P. 1M. ) and many other manuscripts. 
(147) 
The use of 64%Los in the Gospel is limited to the 
members of the Trinity. The verb e4-6 1- öcýw is found 
four. times in- John: -- -once in 10: 36 and three times 
in 
17: 17,19, and is used twice of Jesus and twice of the 
disciples. Both in John display individual traits often 
without parallel in the other gospels. Holiness in John is 
a very distinctive doctrine. - 
5: 5: 1 Holiness in relation to the rest of the New Testament 
When we relate the concept holiness in the Fourth Gospel 
to the other Johannine literature (excluding II and-III John), 
(148. ) 
we find that it is quite in accord with the general 
picture. Conversely the single instance of ec, Lo S in 
the First Epistle of John, which as we have seen probably 
denotes Jesus as the Agent of God, the one who gives the 
Holy Spirit, is quite within the Fourth Gospel perirsetor 
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for the sphere of the holy. Revelation uses both $. os 
and its plural form KzS $_ o%_ on a number of 
occasions. Angels (e. g. 14: 10), men (e. g. 16: 6 and 18: 24), 
and Jerusalem (21: 2,10; 22: 11,19 and cf 11: 2) are all 
described as holy. In comparison the Gospel usage appears 
to be infrequent and restrictive. However one needs to 
bear in mind the setting of Revelation within the milieu 
of the heavenly cult and the way in which a bond is 
formed between the heavenly and earthly "holy ones" in 
the use of the same title for both groups. The sense of 
identity reminds one of the Qumran setting where "holy ones" 
implied sometimes men and at other times angels. 
When we consider the Fourth Gospel in relation 
to the other Gospels, leaving aside the expression 
"Holy Spirit", we find 
. 
that,. --generally, '- the `Synoptic 
Gospels use colof a Arider variety of 
subjects. Thus Luke usesý. o s of Jesus 
(1: 35; 4: 34), God's name (1: 49), the prophets (1: 70), the 
Covenant (1: 72) and the angels (9: 26). Mark uses ktLes 
of Jesus (1: 24), of John the Baptist (6: 20) and of the 
angels (8: 38). Both Mark and Luke appear to use the 
term 1, LCOs in its relational sense implying 
belonging to God, with only Mk 6: 20 offering a possible 
exception to the pattern - John is called 
91KOLLe 
i 
and eck LOS , and the latter seemingly 
may imply an ethical quality like the former. In 
general the stress is upon the relational and while 
there are some parallels with the Johannine pattern, 
the realm of the holy is broader in the Synoptics than 
in the Fourth Gospel. 14 IKLns in John 
is limited to those with divine claims. 
In Matthew the Temple (24: 15), Jerusalem (27: 53,4: 5) 
and men who come out of their tombs (27: 52) are described 
as holy. The adjective occurs also in a wisdom saying 
(7: 6)o The verb Z%L 6Lýw in Matthew is used of the name 
of God (6: 9), and twice in a consequence dealing with 
Temple holiness, (23: 17,19). For Matthew holiness is 
evidently related to the cult, the realm which belongs 
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to God, rather than just an ethical quality. It is in 
association with God or he sphere of the holy that the 
gold or the gift become holy, just as the Temple and 
Jerusalem in association with God's presence and election 
are holy. 
The process of becoming holy reminds us of the OT 
cultus and elsewhere in the NT the connection is often 
made through the mention of Jesus' sacrifice and other 
primarily cultic terms such as öc'if GNo vw 
(149) 
and 
ýNwr°s (150). Through the concept 
of a spiritualised cult, the*New Israel was made holy 
and thus brought into a relationship with God mediated 
by Jesus and the Holy Spirit, a relationship which more 
than anything else necessitated obedience. 
051) 
As we 
noticed in the Pauline writings(152) holiness is not an 
ethical process but a state - the ethical nuances are then 
a consequence of this stage. This is important also for 
an understanding of the Johannine use as we shall now 
see. 
5: 5: 2 in the Fourth Gospel 
The verb eck c. a appears four times in 
the Gospel; once in 10: 36, where it describes Jesus being 
made holy prior to his advent into the world; and three times 
in chapter 17 where it parallels Jesus' own mission with 
that of his appointing of the disciples - they too are to be 
sanctified and sent, (vss 17f); and in vs 19 where it 
describes-an action-performed by Jesus on -behalf 
of his disciples. 
There are then three distinct uses-of CLZy Lä. ý LMJ 
with God as the subject on two occasions and Jesus on the 
third. This accords well with the belief that consecration 
was strictly speaking a divine action. 
(153) 
5: 5: 3 Chapter 10 
The pericope of concern to us commences at verse 22 with 
a brief outline of the setting - the Jewish Festival of 
Dedication (Hannukah), which may be relevant for the theme of 
holiness, (see n. 186), and the note, that it was Winter. 
Perhaps this festival with its Maccabean associations was 
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the time when nationalistic hopes were quick to burst into 
flame, and the question of the Messiah might be appropriate. 
Jesus is found on the "Porch of Solomon" a comment which 
might reflect John's interest in his kingship, and just 
prior to this pericope Jesus has been speaking of himself 
as the good shepherd, again with probable royal 
implications. The suspense proves too much for the people 
and they ask Jesus, "If you are the Christ, tell us plainly" 
(vs 24). In fact John has already answered the question in 
previous passages and so the centre of interest as else- 
where in the Gospel moves towards a reinterpretation of the 
Messianic hope. Jesus' response to the question is to point 
to his works (' jS. c and to the shepherd imagery 
(vas 25-8) and although it constitutes an affirmative 
answer to the question, the questioners fail to grasp it - 
the Johannine touch of the inability of the non-believer 
to comprehend the revelation found within Jesus comes into 
operation. Jesus is the Christ and his "works" emulating 
the great OT figures of Moses(154) and Elijah/Elisha make 
this clear just as the shepherd imagery links him with 
David the king. This is no more than a repetition of 
teaching which has already been presented in the Gospel, 
so that John is now quick to move on to new territory. 
Verse 28 with its claim that Jesus gives V' 
%_wVtOV breaks with traditional messianic hope. 
The raising of the dead was not without OT precedent, yet 
essentially the giving of life is a divine prerogative. 
John acknowledges this in the next verses Of vs 30) where 
he defines Jesus' relationship with the Father - "I and 
the Father are one", a radical statement indeed. 
Jesus' union with the Father (vs 30) is one of an Agent 
with his Principal and consequently is to be qualified (as 
here - of vs 29 "K II? Father, who has given then to me, is 
greater than all"). 
(155) 
The subordinate position roes not 
detract from the uniqueness of Jesus' claim (vs 30). Through 
the misunderstanding of the listeners John draws out the 
hei, -, ht- and depth of the Jesus "event, rather like some of the 
Platonic dialogues which also use misunderstanding as a 
means to an end. The Jewish reaction to Jesus' statement 
is a cry of "blasphemy". At the time of the writing of the 
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Gospel such a charge would have been a very present problem 
to the Johannine community and John here addresses himself 
to the contemporary situation. It is_as if Jesus were 
on trial and R. Schnackenburg(156) has pointed to possible 
links with the Synoptic trial of Jesus (of Mk 14: 63ff and 
Lk 22: 71). In the Fourth Gospel trial there is no .. .' 
" accusation of blasphemy, but - -perhaps , John 
is here showing 
some knowledge of the Synopttiortradition. Since the 
contemporary scene appears to have included a break with, 
the local synagogue, much of the Johannine Gospel takes on 
added meaning when understood within the context of dialogue 
and conflict with the Synagogue. John's response to the 
issue in this particular setting is twofold - Jesus points 
to his works (and we may hear the Christian Church speaking 
of Jesus' life and works) and identifies these as coming 
from the Father (of vs 32). If he is on trial his works 
show that, he is-innocent, and indeed that he is from God. 
(We remember the claim of Moses in Rum 16: 28, who likewise 
attributes his deeds to God). 
As in the Synoptic trial the actual deeds of Jesus 
move into the background and the central point becomes the 
issue of blasphemy, and Jesus# life is endangered,. Again 
we sense the presence of the contemporary situation in the 
mention of blasphemy; 
(157) 
and the persecution of local. - 
Christians (sometimes by stoning) may be included in the. 
scene. It is however not inconceivable that Jesus faced 
charges of blasphemy in his ownlife-time apart from the 
trial scene (of Mk 2: 7). 
Jesus continues his defence while there is a brief 
interlude in the attempted stoning. In imitation seemingly 
of the rabbinic "a minori-ad maius"(158) vs 34-6 include 
a biblical proof as Jesus counters his accusers after 
their own style of argument. Perhaps Ps 82: 6 has a history 
as a proof text within the Johannine Community(159) for 
indeed at this point we feel the proximity of the current 
dialogue between that community and the Jewish Synagogue. 
Perhaps such a verse was used to argue the uniqueness of 
Jesus and his peculiar claim to divinity, in which case 
the argument would proceed along lines which are similar 
to those found in this pericope. 
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The quotation from Ps 82(1): 6 follows the Greek (LXX) 
closely although curiously enough it lacks the second half 
of the verse VOkL V LpV V l. ý I aý'rov 
W-V T5 which might 
well have been appropriate. Probably we are to hear it in 
the background(160) either as a strengthening of Jesus' 
claim to sonship or as a polemic against the Jewish claim. 
In concentrating attention upon 
f 
ZSio £7 .t 
Cho %- the full force of becomes 
apparent, and Jesus' right to the title VN 
©, f cfS (in 1: 18) is ensured. 
The phrase in vs 34 £v Ti y vµw 
V(Xw V 
is somewhat odd since we might expect Jesus, himself a Jew, 
to have used "our Law". We note in the variants to this 
verse that P45 and other texts omit' Vý-L%. 11\ , perhaps 
ri htly. 
161) Yet in 8: 17 we find the phrase '" V cý f1W 
Tw \'5}.. I TEpw and this may argue in favour 
of the inclusion of in 10: 34. The 
sense is then appropriate to the Johannine Community in 
its latter-stages when it stood over against the Jewish 
Synagogue as a separate entity, and "your law"(162) would 
be an objective demarcatio 
(163) With the 
reminder ' Kole ß0 d-'foCC. V0ZI Vat L. 
VC the Christian defence takes shape. 
The most vexed question is that of the relation of the 
actual contents of the Psalm in its original setting to the 
present Johannine context, 
(164) 
and the extent to which 
another setting might appear appropriate. As regards the 
original setting of the Psalm, the most likely answer is 
that it is a Divine Council Psalm in which Yahweh as the 
Chief Judge passes sentence upon the gods of the nations 
and demotes them from being 
ýAL- 
and V 1. ol. 
V l) a- Too to the fate of mortals, 
le i zS d WS 
O(Af 
This presupposes the idea of Yahweh sitting as the head of 
a Council which is made up of the gods each representative 
of a nation, and Ps 82 verse 1 quite easily may be under- 
stood in this light. The question then is of the relation 
of such a Council scene to the Johannine context. Some 
writers have suggested that the Psalm is chosen because it 
is applicable to the "trial" in which Jesus stands accused 
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of blaspheny and so the defence of Jesus includes a 
denunciation of his false judges, (cf vs 2 of Pa 82). % 
However that part of the Psalm is not quoted and our 
attention is not naturally drawn to the idea of Jesus' 
condemnation of false judges 
(165) 
but rather to a 
defence of his claim to be the unique Son of God. . There 
is no rebuke as in 7: 24 nor is there here present the 
imagery of Jesus as the eschatological Judge (as in 
5: 22,30). 
(166) 
With the discovery of 11Q Melcho in which the same" 
Psalm is used to describe Melchizedek as passing judgement 
upon the forces of Evil who are the ones who have judged 
unjustly, a renewed attempt was made to connect the Council 
setting with John 10. 
(167) 
J. A. Emerton(168) had already made the suggestion that 
John 10: 32-6 was based on the understanding that Ps 82: 6 
was addressed to angels. A. T. Hanson in two articles 
directed attention to the interpretation of John's 
citation of Ps 82, the second of these articles being in, 
direct response to 11Q Melch. 
(169) 
He argued against 
Emerton's "angelic" solution following M. de Jonge and 
A. S. van der Woude: 
(170) 
Jesus is accused of "making, 
himself God" (vs 33) and it is illogical according to 
Hanson for him to appeal to a Psalm which is addressed 
to angels and to an angelic fire like that of 
Melchizedek in 11Q Melch., 
(1711in his defence. Jesus is 
not claiming to be either a Judge or an angelic figure 
in this particular pericope (although the idea of judgement 
as Hanson notes resides in the background). Instead Jesus 
is Vd T01 I wl e. N1 l. c ý-f  KoýL oý Tý' 
£ý 
Tý' l AiV . 
If angels are not intended by the phrase fled 
¬v' re in verse 35, the question must then be 
asked, who is intended? Most scholars 
(172) 
favour an 
understanding in line with what might have been contem- 
porary Rabbinic teaching, namely that the Psalm was 
addressed to the children of Israel on Sinai at the moment 
of the reception of the 7, aw. 
(173) 
Against the background 
of the Synagogue' conflict of the Johannine community, John 
then uses contemporary Rabbinic teaching to argue from the 
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minor premise (Israelites are called 'I 19 Cali'. - ) to 
the major conclusion, then how much more right has the One 
who has been consecrated and sent by the Father, to claim 
the title Son of God (vs 36). 
As C. K. Barrett has noted, 
(174) 
"Jesus ... goes back to fundamental principles 
and argues, more generally, that the word "god" 
can in certain circumstances be applied to 
beings other than God himself to whom he has 
committed authority". 
E. C. Hoskyns(175) understands a more restricted field - 
"In the mind of the author of the gospel'the 
reference is to all the inspired men of the 
OT, including the prophets, and prepares the 
way for a contrast between those to whom the 
word of God came and Jesus who is veritably the 
Son of God. " (176) 
It is the principle rather than the exact example which is 
important, and it is unwise to speculate too far when the 
text gives no clear directions. 
The next stage of the argument is found in verse 36. 
As R. Schnackenburg (177) says, "If even those who receive 
God's word are called 'gods' and 'sons of the Most High', 
with how much more right should not hei whom God himself 
sent as the one who transmits God's words and his final and 
perfect revelation Of 3: 34) say of himself: I am (the) 
Son of God". The article is missing 
(178) 
and verse 36 
reads as follows :- 
öv T. 4T; e 
WýL 
eC 0£v R, 4% 1. 
. t, jTiý Tj%iýilr £S Tön KOOVOV, 
biS %r P-T t 
ä Tý, S 
Öý L 7fo y 4ai 
ötý, ©£o 0gi Nº. 
On the one side of the argument are the people or 
agents of God (Moses, the prophets) who receive the Word 
of God and on the other side is the Agent par excellence 
who not only transmits God's word but is himself the 
incarnate Logos. There is very little connection between 
John's use of Ps 82 and the use of that same Psalm in 
11QMelch., unless in using the Psalm the Evangelist is 
deliberately offsetting the claims of other divine agents 
"Sons of Heaven", "angels" or a divine Melchizedek. This 
might be, true even if John had never read the scroll from 
Qumran, which in all likelihood he had not. In a sense 
John demythlogises the Council setting of the Psalm, just 
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as the Rabbis had done when they applied the Psalm to , 
Israel. He uses it as an argument in defence of the 
divinity of Jesus and because of the uniqueness of Jesus 
as presented in John, such a use cannot but negate the 
claims of any other divine agent. Jesus the divine agent, 
is the one who is truly the Son, truly the Holy One and, 
truly God. For John all this speaks of Jesus' relationship 
to the Father without which none of these claims could 
stand. Jesus is from above and so there can be no real 
comparison between Jesus and other men. In John there are 
no other claimants to the titles of holy one or son, 
whether angels (scarcely mentioned in this Gospel) or 
people like Moses and Aaron, for apart from Jesus there 
are no holy men, holy prophets or other eons of God. 
While it would be pressing the case too far to say that 
these were inconceivable to John, the absence of such, 
is nevertheless noteworthy. There is a great 
gulf between the accusation "being a man he makes himself 
God" (vs 33) and the Johannine belief in a divine Logos 
who becomes flesh (1: 14). 
As the divine Son of God, Jesus is consecrated and 
sent. These actions are reminiscent of some of the - 
prophetic vocations (of Is 6 and Jer 1), but with one very 
important difference, namely Jesus comes from God, from 
above and unlike Isaiah presumably does not need to be 
cleansed from sin. The consecration in 10: 36 is different 
then from the consecration for the removal of sin or 
ritual impurity, and instead is more concerned with Jesus' 
mission. 
(179) 
In this regard R. Bultmann says, 
"The setting apapt from the profane sphere referred 
to by oý. -Zs L aCaw is at the same time the 
preparation for his callingt his mission 
of Jer 1: 5 and Ecclus 49: 71" (180) 
Two points are raised by this suggestion of Hultman, in 
the first place on the basis of our study of holiness in 
the Old and New Testament it seems preferable to speak not 
about "setting apart from the profane" but rather "marking 
out as belonging to God". Jesus is marked out as the Son 
of God, which signifies his unique relation to his Father. 
Secondly as J. Bühner points out, 
bilden nicht einfach ein Hendiadyoin; vielmehr 
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liegt im K iý giv das Moment des 
Aussonderns, 
eer 
%inzigartigen 
und besonderen 
Hervorhebung: es zielt auf die christologische 
Besonderheit des in die Welt Gesandten als des 
vor allen anderen GF-o'%", des himmlischen 
Thronsaales Erwälten. " (181, ) 
This is an important insight particularly if we regard 
ý. S7, ir in 17: 19 as the moment of re-union of 
Jesus with his Father. 
R. Schnackenburg(182) on John 10: 36 argues that 
"consecrate" is too weak a translation, "since the concept 
of 'ratification' or 'sealing' is also present in the word. 
Yet it is not to be understood simply as a juridical act but 
as an endowment of the Holy Spirit, Of 3: 33f)"" Images of 
the OT prophets come to mind and perhaps also Moses . While 
John draws on the OT concept of the Agents of God these 
human parallels are insufficient for Jesus is a heavenly 
agent - he is the Son of God, the Son of Man the Heavenly 
logos. Consecrate or C- logos* ke. needs to encompass 
these latter concepts also before vs 36 can begin to make 
sense in the total Johannine perspective. 
The idea behind a--6k because it is used 
of Jesus, stands closer to the "holy ones of God" who 
carry the messages of the Divine Council, 
(183) 
than to the 
idea of a ritual or ethical consecration. The sense is 
then the authorization of an agent ( fl"] LL) ) who is 
"holy" or "a holy one", a "son of God", using the 
structure of the Divine Council - but since John 
demythlogises the structure, Jesus in his consecration 
becomes the unique agent of God, the only Son. As a 
result grjý has a unique significance 
here; detached from previous cultic connotations it 
resembles rather the election of the new head of the 
Council, the Son of Man who at the end of time will judge 
the world; but at the same time it includes the basic 
humanity of Jesus and his appearance among men as Messiah 
and Prophet. 
Verse 37 brings us back to a consideration of the works 
of Jesus(184) and reminds us of the words of Moses (Num 
16: 28f), but this is a greater than Moses here for "the 
Father is in me and I am in the Father" (38). The agency 
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of the Prophets and of Moses pales into insignificance and 
we are once more within the very presence of God as 
encountered in the person of His unique Agent - Jesus. 
In his skilful Manipulation of the agency concept John 
moves from the human to the divine and by divesting the 
angelic members of their importance he is able to transfer 
these qualities to Jesus so that the heavenly Jesus stands 
alone within the Council and transcends all earthly agents. 
In a setting where Moses might well have been presented 
in similar fashion (of Philo), the agency of Jesus stands as 
a challenge, for his claims exceed those of the Philonic 
Moses, and his works are proof. The revolt of Borah in 
which the biblical Moses points to his works as the 
authorization of God, and in. which God promises to reveal 
his Holy One and to punish Borah and his rebellious folk 
may well have been one of the sources behind the writing of 
John 10: 31-39; where Jesus is the Agent par excellence. The 
final verse of the pericope (vs 39) leaves us with a sense 
of His Power - by virtue of his relationship with God, 
Jesus stands apart from those to whom the "word of God 
came. / 
In deciding upon the correct interpretation of the 
verb 044-ýSý in this passage,, we find that certain 
meanings are quite clearly less likely than others. For 
instance sacrificial 
(185) 
or more generally cultic 
implications are not explicitly developed within this 
passage, except insofar as there may be a connection with 
the use of ot'ýS t oýC. W in 17: 19 where WWI! 
V-rW V is sometimes understood as 
suggestive of Jesust self-sacrifice. Yet even there the 
connection is not stated and 
Px Lt--3 is not necessarily 
to be understood as a sacrificial action. t is doubtful 
also whether the attempt by E. C. Hoskyns(186' to draw a 
parallel between the dedication of Jesus and that of the 
Temple is valid, indeed it is far easier to reason from the 
Festival of Dedication to the Messianic hope of a new 
Solomon, given the connection in Second Maccabees 10: 1-8 
with Solomon - so that the new Temple echoes the dedication 
of the First Temple and raises the hope of God's new era. 
This is ideally suited as we have shown to the question 
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concerning Jesus' T1essiehship. 
Another interpretation of iSc. ý which finds 
scant support from the text is that of Jesus as the 
"ethically other" - the one removed from the realm of sin. 
The idea of separation is not obvious; instead we are left 
with a strong sense of the union between Father and Son. 
Accordingly the most profitable line of investigation is 
that of commission for a task(187) -a peculiar task for 
a unique agent. Like the Priests, Prophets and Soldiers 
(of the Holy War setting), Jesus is sonsecrated to perform 
God's Will. The consecration as so often in the OT is God- 
directed and says more about Jesus' relationship with the 
Father than about his relation to fellow men* In the light 
of Jesus' union with the Father even the agency of Moses- 
fails and in fact one is forced into a consideration of the 
heavenly agencies. , - 
We note in this connection R. Schnackenburg(188) who 
draws an interesting parallel - 
"There is an unmistakable proximity here to Mandaean 
texts expressing things about the Gnostic 
redeemer; of Ginza 70: 1-4: 'Before the Uthras 
existed the great (life) created you and 
commissioned you. The great one created you 
and commissioned you, endowed you, commissioned 
you, sent you and gave you plenary powers over 
everything whatsoever. ' » 
There have been many discussions on the agency of 
Jesus in the Fourth Gospel, from Bultmann's Gnostic 
Redeemer to the Jewish Wisdom fi re Borgen's halakhic 
agent to Bühner's prophet_angel. 
r'891 
Any one of these 
heavenly or earthly figures might be indicated in Jn 10. 
It is clear that John had a wide range of agencies to 
call upon and it is extremely difficult to be precise 
about the type of agency in mind. The best parallel is with 
the heavenly consecrations as suggested by Schnackenburg(190) 
One fact which does appear is the uniqueness of the 
consecration of Jesus as it is presented by John and the way 
in which other agencies are subordinated to that of the 
Only Begotten of the Father. 
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5: 5: 4 Chapter 17 
The farewell Prayer of Jesus forms a olimax to the 
previous discourses although it lacks teaching on the 
Holy Spirit. It begins with a summation of Jesus' earthly 
ministry (vss 1-5), "to give life eternal" to glorify God, 
and "to accomplish the work" which God gave him. It centres 
around the request (vss 1,5) that Jesus should himself be 
glorified. Verse 5 implies the sense of "give me back my 
rightful place with .,. 
thee in Heaven" - when Jesus says, 
"Glorify thou me in thjr, own presence with the glory which 
I had with thee before the world was made. " 
The second section (vas 6ff) continues the theme_of 
Jesus'coming to the Father (vs 11) and is mainly concerned 
with the protection of the disciples(191) (vs 15) from the 
Evil One - "Keep them from Evil (the Evil One)", (of vs 11 
"Keep them in Thy name"). There is a strong sense of two 
worlds, the World of the Holy Father and the World of the 
Evil One, 
(192) 
each posed opposite the other - with the 
disciples living in the one but belonging to the other, 
(14) "they are not of the world" - Indeed as disciples of 
Jesus they have been given to Jesus by God (vs 9) and 
they belong to both God (here termed "Holy Father" vs 11) 
and Jesus (vs 10). But although they belong, the removal 
of Jesus from their human realm poses a very real danger 
to them, the danger that they will be lost (12). So we come 
to the request of Jesus that God will sanctify them (vs 17), 
and this is related to Jesus' mission (and thus to 10: 36) 
and also to his own self-sanctification (vs 19). 
The third part of the Prayer commences with an, 
extension of the disciples to include "all those who believe 
in me through their word" namely the Church. There are two 
petitions; the first for unity (with each other and with 
God and Jesus) is found in vss 21-23, and the second 
petition "that they may be with me where I am" -a plea 
that like Jesus the disciples may be admitted «to behold 
God's Glory" (vs 24). 
The prayer closes with another brief summary of 
Jesus' mission in revealing God's Name and His Love and the 
hope that this Love may like Jesus himself be found in the 
Christians. It is this concern with the disciples (both of 
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Jesus' time and later) that is one of the most striking 
aspects of this prayer and has led-to the title "The 
High Priestly Prayer. The petitions which Jesus prays 
however are not on the whole priestly. Jesus does not 
pray for forgiveness or God's mercy as the OT priest 
might do. Although 
-there 
are parallels with Hebrews 
10: 10-22 in that Jesus dies a sacrificial death, 
is not explicit in ah 17 of. the Gospel. The idea of access 
into God's presence is in both John and Hebrews, with 
Jesus gaining access for his followers but while Hebrews 
depicts this using cultic imagery John pictures Jesus as 
the returning divine agent. The terms "priest", 
"sanctuary" and "sacrifices' so crucial to Hebrews 10 are 
absent from John 17, and it is not wise to read the chapter 
as if they were there. 
(193) 
Jesus asks first for his own glorification, then for 
the protection of the disciples (ves 11,15), for their 
unity (vs 11), for their sanctification (17), and finally 
for their union with himself and God (22) by sharing with 
him in the presence of_God_(vs 24). The essence of the 
prayer is that Jesus, the one sent by God, asks for his 
share again in God's glory (vs 5) and requests permission 
for the disciples (and other believers) to share in his 
glory. The analogy is not dissimilar to the request of a 
son to bring his friends into his father's house. Since 
the "friends" are still "outside" they need to be protected, 
to be assured of their "belonging" and to be encouraged 
to share the union of the father and the son. It is within 
such a specific understandin, of the prayer that we need 
to interpret the term ýaC. ý E'1ý/ " 
The sequence of thought from verses 6-11 is chiefly 
concerned with the disciples (and other believers of that 
time), who have been given to Jesus by God; they know 
Jesus comes from the Father; they have received his words 
and Jesus is glorified in them. Verse 10 puts great stress 
upon the sense of belonging - "All mine are thine and 
thine are mine" - the believers are those who belong to 
Jesus and God. Then comes the moment of disjunction when 
Jesus picks up a previous request (vs 5 "glorify me in 
your own presence") and announces "I am coming to Thee", 
,, 
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(vs, 11). Death and resurrection are the path by which 
Jesus regains the glory he shared with the Father "before 
the world was made". 
God is called "(; 'OiTte ikLE (17: 11) and it is 
therefore natural to find following this title and the 
request to enter his presence, the petition for sanctifi- 
cation. However there is a brief delay while attention 
reverts to the believers; Jesus//ýay be leaving the world 
but they remain in the world, even though through their 
association with Jesus they do not belong there. Just as 
the previous chapters in the Gospel have been concerned 
with the effect on the believers of Jesus' absence so here 
in the Prayer it becomes a significant issue. The 
believers have been kept safe during Jesus' life-time 
(except for the Son of Perdition), but with the absence 
of Jesus a very real concern arises. It was this concern 
which permeated the Johannine Community and which is 
reflected in the writings of the Evangelist, particularly 
within the farewell discourses, The teaching found 
therein underlines the sense of continuity between the 
historical life of Jesus and the life of the community, 
gives due consideration to the mediating role of the Holy 
Spirit and points to the hope of sharing in the glory of 
Christ. 
Verse 13 reverts to Jesus' departure from the world and 
indeed specifically says "these things (i. e. the Prayer and 
probably the other Farewell discourses) I speak in the 
world, that they may have my joy fulfilled in themselves". 
The purpose of this Prayer in particular is made manifest - 
these things are spoken in the world - in the 'hearing (or the 
reading) of the believers, so that they may share the joy 
of Jesus, the joy of assurance. In recognizing Jesus' joy 
as He returns to the Father, the believers may in turn 
realize his joy through their oven experience of union with 
the Father. Out of 'the reading of the Prayer and the other 
-farewell words of Jesus, a hope is engendered in the hearts 
of the believers of entering God's house (14: 1f), a place 
prepared for them by Jesus - the joy of Jesus will be 
confirmed in their hearts by the empty tomb anted the 
Resurrected Lord, (16: 16-1., r) and finally by their own 
resurrection (11: 25i'). 
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Verses 14-16 demonstrate the truth that through the 
receiving of the word of Jesus (God's word), the believers 
have lost their earthly citizenship and now belong to the 
same category as Jesus (vs 14). They "are not of the 
world" and this description of their being is repeated in 
verse 16. Verse 15 interrupts with a plea for their safety 
while they remain physically in the world, although they do 
not belong to it. The noun "'tr ov Mf eu may imply the 
personal "evil one", mentioned elsewhere in the Gospel, or 
the abstract "evil"# suggesting the power or influence of 
the evil one. 
(194) 
The sense of the request is not 
greatly altered, whatever choice one makes in the trans- 
lation of the term. Perhaps John has in mind a particular 
historical problem, like the threat of active persecution, 
or an increasing concern with the Parousia of Jesus, which 
could lead Christians to abandon hope for the present world 
and to sit back to wait for the final advent. One senses 
here a reaction to the Apocalypse and its stress upon the end. 
One might therefore detect a suggestion of the warning, 
"Do not concern yourselves with the Pa. rousia but concentrate 
upon the business of living". To this end Jesus prays for 
their protection, in the face of the world's hatred (vs 14). 
In verse 16, their "otherness" in the world is stressed and 
the picture moves in the next few verses to the converse of 
this teaching, namely their "belonging" to God.. 
So we encounter the request o-Z. ( o--ov a[vTobs br 
V% 9 kA $CLK "Ö XOkbl, 0 Cr Ö T : C% 4$8.. eýc TO 
iCrTLV (vs r73, We need. to be 
sensitive 
to the 
delicate balance of this petition. First of all there is 
the consciousness that the disciples as also Jesus are "not 
of this yvorld, and are not to be taken "out of this world", 
at least not until their deaths, yet they need to be kept 
apart from evil - separated from all that is profane. So 
there is first of all the sense of separation. Secondly 
there is the sense of belonging to God, the positive aspect 
which we notice in the OT(195) and must certainly be under- 
stood here. The believers are to be possessed by God, 
marked out as belonging to Him, relinquishing their earthly 
citizenship so that, with Jesus, they may enjoy the pleasure 
of entering the very presence of God as His own. The request 
is therefore that the disciples through Jesus may be adrmitted 
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into the sphere of the Holy-so as to experience the union of 
the Father and Son and participate in the extension of the 
mission of the Son. 
Since the next verse introduces the idea of "being 
sent", we are reminded of 10: 36 and J'esus' own mission(1g6) 
and indeed vs 18 makes just that connection. As Jesus was. 
sanctified and sent so too the believers will be sanctified 
and sent into the world in continuation of the mission of 
Jesus, (of Jn 20: 21-3). 1anctifieation is therefore 
intrinsically bound up with the idea of mission just as it 
was in Jer 1: 5. The sanctification is "in truth" which 
argues against understanding a particular ritual like 
baptism. Indeed the addition of-"Your Word is Truth" points 
us towards the priority of teaching as incarnate in the 
Divine Logos over all else in John. 
(197) 
Sacramental rituals 
have their place but only within the greater context of the 
teaching of aesus - the teaching which he relays from the 
Father and which has been entrusted to the disci les. There 
is perhaps an allusion to the Spirit of Truth(19 
) 
since in 
the commissioning of the disciples the Holy Spirit plays 
a significant part. The sanctification of the disciples 
would then be fulfilled in their reception of the Spirit, 
as a sign of their commission. The reminder "Your-Word is 
Truth"(199)acts as a warning against a concept of a 
charismatic experience which lost sight of God's word. 
(200) 
The simplicity of the Johannine "Pentecost" as the disciples 
receive the Spirit by means of the spoken word of Jesus, 
contrasts significantly with the version in Acts. Perhaps 
there were certain tensions within the Johannine community 
concerning the place of Sacraments and the work of the 
Spirit. 
(201) 
The Evangelist points beyond these tensions 
to the priority of the Life and Teaching of Jesus the 
Divine Revealer. 
Verse 18 presupposes that the disciples have already 
been sent. This is best understood from the perspective of 
the Johannine Community. 
(202) 
The Prayer is in many ways 
the expression of the petitions of this community, for unity, 
for protection and for the hope of sharing in God's eternal 
Glory. Jesus prays for the existing community of believers 
of all ages (of vs 20), and the Johan-nine Community in 
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particular. R. Bultmann(243) says, that this Prayer is in 
fact that prayed by the Community on their own behalf. The 
mission of the disciples into the world implies that they 
are not "of the world" and this idea of mission recurs in 
ch 20: 21-3 when they receive the Holy Spirit. 
(204) They are 
iven the authority over sins (the authority of judgement), ' 
205) 
and are sent off-with the words, "As the Father has 
sent me, so I send you". 
We may ask whether this 
öV includes not 
only the obvious sense of commission and belonging to God, 
but also an ethical or cultic understanding. R. Bultmann 
(206) 
speaks of a holiness which is "only possible for the 
community by the continual realisation of its world- 
annulling way of life, i. e. by continual reference to the 
word that calls it out of the world, and to the truth that 
sets it free from the world". Rather than as a washing 
away of sins or as an obedience to a seit o''rules the idea 
of for John finds its true significance 
as the act of God by which the believers are given the 
right to become TC KV@4 Gee->Q (1: 12), are called 
to the life of the Spirit (4: 24) and consequently are fitted 
for their eternal destination (14: 1f). There are ritual and 
ethical implications, but these are not highlighted; they are 
a consequence of the state of holiness, rather than the cause 
thereof. ( 207) 
Verse 19 reads, 
s. ew rv 
91, 'Y01 w-lv V<Z1 
.V To z" ý"ý ý0t £ IrOL 
:L Xr-Ae)t Coc This is undoubtedly a difficult verse 
to interpret` correctly, particularly since B rte, ' 
''TCW 
adds to a vicarious note which before was 
absent. The verse is probably the climax of the Prayer and 
denotes Jesus' willingness to suffer and so on the basis of 
this verse in particular commentators have represented Jesus 
as "the High Priest", "the Sacrifice", or the "Eucharistic 
Offering". 
The idea of Jesus as a High Priest, who intercedes on 
behalf of his disciples is a common interpretation of this' 
chapter, but it is as difficult to substantiate as it is to 
disprove. It is a moot point how far one is justified in 
reading ideas of atonement sacrifice or ideas drawn from 
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Hebrews (of 10: 10) into this passage. As we have seen, 
the idea of priesthood as pertaining to Jesus is absent 
from the Gospel although other cultic ideas are present and 
Jesus is associated with great themes like water and light 
which might have been drawn from a cultic background.. 
(206) 
We 
have also shown that mediation or intercession is a task 
performed by agents other than the high priest, and the idea 
of a divine Jesus interceding on behalf of the Church is one 
of the results of the Christian use of Psalm 110: 1. The 
setting is usually forensic and not obviously priestly. 
This leaves the interpretation of the verb ccZS%. vL ,a" 
One of the high priestly tasks was to sanctify objects and 
people, but it was a task which others (like Moses, Exod+-~ 
40: 11f, and Solomon, 1 Kings 8: 64) might perform. If Moses and 
T 
the king through their actions may be seen as demonstrating 
a priestly character, then there are significant precedents 
for Jesus, prophet and king, to perform such a function. 
There is however an even more significant precedent. While 
such a task might be described as priestly or cultic, it 
might also be described as divine - for God ultimately is 
the one who consecrates (e. g. Jer 1: 5)" The prayer of Jesus 
is the declaration of the returning divine agent and includes 
his request to be allowed back into the presence of his 
father. The imagery is not unlike the admission of the High 
Priest into the presence of God (of Heb 9: 11-14) but to read 
into the words Wct. üR, t, eLQTwv '4 qyK v all the 
soteriology of the Epistle to the Hebrews is to ignore the 
definitive Johannine structure of the prayer, and its 
particular presentation of the return of Jesus. The 
atonement concept is limited to the two words Owk dI rrc )v 
and shöu1d'not be allowed to dominate -the whole passage, 
rather we should focus on Jesus who through union with ? is 11 
Father performs a divine action. 
(249) 
The second proposed solution concerns the idea of Jesus 
as a sacrifice and this is naturally related to the third 
solution which is the eucharistic interpretation. There is 
yet another solution which has been proposed by R. Asting, 
and to this we shall return in due course, but for the 
present we will consider the eucharistic solution and the 
belief that Jn 17: 19 refers to the practice of the Christian 
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Eucharist. We note in this connection the eucharistic 
prayer in the Didache(210) and the language employed in 
the liturgy there. Some scholars have seen in 17: 19 a 
possible connection also with Mk 14: 24, 
(211) 
with the 
traditional institution of the eucharist which is notably 
absent from the Last Supper Discourses of the Fourth 
Gospel. Mark 14: 24 reads, ToUTo tCTIV To «t i feu 
fsis ý. cefK7S T tv Xuvv6t&tvov 616K Wo XX )V. 
In this connection R. Bultmann has said, 
"Vs 19 provides us with an interpretation of the 
old account of the Lord's Supper and its 6TH'{ upwy f 
K. t1 Ü1ttý acý-rwv IiA Ka L icj w 't Nº. t VVrör 
Jesus, the ö ýý" y -rns ®tov (6: 69) 
-proves his holiness by sacrificing himself for 
his own. (212) 
The question is raised--of John's attitude towards the 
eucharist and the place of such a liturgical interpretation 
within the context of his Christology. C. K. Barrett says, 
"If there is an allusion to Mark 14: 24 
(fxX uvvö Ntvov &irk -r0 A) ) 
John is interpreting traditional eucharistic 
language in a non-eucharistic setting. In 
view of 6: 51-8 this is not improbable. " (213) 
A similar sentiment is described by R. Schnackenburg, 
"Eine Anspielung auf die Abendsmahlsworte (v 1. 
Joh 6,51c) ist möglich, aber nicht sicher. " (214) 
In view of the Evangelist's careful handling of the 
sacraments and the care which he takes to illustrate their 
ineffectiveness apart from Jesus and his words, it is 
worth suggesting that in fact CLV in 17 and 19 
represents a break with traditional eucharistic (sacramental 
teaching) such as is now typified in the Didache and perhaps 
attempts to correct it. In the Didache both the Bread and 
Wine are holy (9: 2,5) and those partaking of these gifts 
are to be pure (14: 1ff). The Eucharist is described as 
spiritual food and linked with eternal life, (10: 3). By 
contrast John underplays the place of the eucharist in the 
Church structure so that it is completely absorbed 
within the revelation of Christ. It has no real 
existence outside Jesus, for he alone is the avenue 
of salvation. It seems likely that t! iis is the thrust 
behind 6: 52ff particularly vs 63 "It is the spirit that 
gives life, the flesh is of no avail". In R, Pysar's 
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analysis(215) of the eucharistic and other sacramental 
teaching he brings out the care behind each of the so- 
called "sacramental" passages and the reserve in giving 
them too prominent a place in the Gospel teaching, 
R. E. Brown(216) has suggested that the Johannine Community 
suffered from a misunderstanding of the sacraments and 
H. Klos(217)suggests that the Evangelist wanted the 
sacraments to be understood in the rightful position 
via h via the life and teaching of Jesus rather than 
in some mechanical way. We are therefore aware that 17: 19 
might indeed be another instance of the use of eucharistic 
language in order to introduce a corrective element into 
the understanding of the euchariste It is Jesus who gives 
life and indeed he is the Way to the Father, consequently 
even the sacraments pale into insignificance in the light 
of the actual death and resurrection of Jesus. As the 
Divine Revealer, Jesus sanctifies himself so that in the 
reception of this revelation the believers are enabled 
ultimately to share in the unity of Father and Son. 
R. Bultmann and R. Schnackenburg(218) draw attentioi Q_ 
the theme of Jesus as offering himself as a sacrifice 
(of Heb 10: 10) on the basis of OT texts like Ex 13: 2 and 
Deut 15: 19. Jesus' death might quite easily evoke the 
sense or notion of sacrifice, but it may be asked how 
legitimate is it to read into chapter 17 such ideas. It 
is one thing to refer to the Johannine timing of the 
crucifixion or the references in the text linking Jesus 
with the Paschal lamb, 
(219) 
but it is another to 
assume such references when they are not obviously intended. 
In John ch 17 the self-sanctification of Jesus involves not 
only his death but also his resurrection and ascension into 
the presence of God. It is our belief that 
should, when applied to Jesus, perhaps also in the oher 
instances (vs 17), be understood within the frarlework 
of his return to his state of glory with the Father and 
linked with the request that the disciples be with him 
(vs 24). Some trace of a similar. idea appears in part of 
the Didache which reads : 
"Remember, Lorf', Thy Church to deliver it from 
all evil, and to perfect it in Thy love; and. 
gather it together from the four winds - ever the Church been sand; fjec? - into 
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Thy kingdom which Thou hast prepared for it. 
(220) 
Through the vicarious death of Jesus the church is brought 
into a state of holiness, so that it might share in the 
Kingdom of God. R. Asting(221) has suggested that in vs 19 
_we 
should understand Jesus as saýr_? i 
_.. _ __ _n. 
g, "I am gokng. back into 
the heavenly sphere on their behalf", and C. K. Barrett(222) 
in a similar vein writes, 
"The Son who has prayed to be glorified now asks 
again in other terms that he may re-enter the 
divine life, in order that he may take his 
disciples with him, and so, as it were, 
incorporate them into God.  
R. Schnackenburg and R. Bultmann(223) are critical of 
Aeting's interpretation on the grounds that he ignores 
«den sonstigen Gebrauch von 
C1IF*-c 
und verkennt die 
Sinnverschi(b 
ýý4 
von a )j L OL 
IE 
IV as Schnackenburg 
points out. 
But one may question this critique - the prayer lacks 
sacrificial language and is only vaguely "cultic". Instead 
it speaks about Jesus' return to the Father, the reverse of 
10: 36. The best parallel is not sacrifice but consecration 
as in Jer 1: 5, and the sense of belonging to God. 
Consequently the best alternative is the solution as 
proposed by Asting(225) and seconded by C. K. Barrett, 
(226) 
namely that the term ý. ýs%- ök. ý U-1 refers to 
Jesus' preparation for his return to his Father and in 
vs 17 to the ultimate hope that his disciples will be 
allowed through the path of sanctification to join with 
him. The path of the Revealer leads from his 
consecration at his commissioning through his life in the 
world and his vicarious death into his self-sanctification 
at the moment of his return to the Glory he shared with the 
Father. In some ways this is the path which the believers 
are called. to follow - they too are commissioned and sent 
into the world and they too will be sanctified in glory: 
perhaps for some there will also be sacrifice. In 
4 Mace 17: 20 martyrs are termed ýýJ v 
suggesting a lint with Daniel and Revelation (Dan 7: 21 
and Rev 20: 6) and a similar system of thought may be 
present here in John(227)- the Christians are engaged in 
Holy War and their consecration is to this end. "In the 
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world you have tribulation; but be of good cheer, I have 
overcome the world" (16: 33). Within the conflict of 
Christian persecution and hatred (of 17: 14), the Christians 
are consecrated to continue the work of Jesus and like the 
warriors of early Israel they are set apart by the presence 
of God himself in the midst. Like the Israelites at Sinai 
the disciples in'vs 17 are prepared through the process of 
ýEw ". for the eventual prospect of Odxok 
C 
encountering the Holiness of God. 
So we may conclude that vss 17-19_ present the following 
ideas as relating to &". hLicjtS_v 
(a)' Jesus prays that the disciples (and believers) may be 
rendered holy so that they may eventually share in his 
glory with the Father. It is sanctification which leads to 
union with Jesus and the Father, an opening of the sphere of 
the holy to include the believers. 
(b) In becoming holy the disciples are called to a 
spiritual existence which obviously involves certain 
ethical implications (both positive - love, and negative - 
absence of sin), but more explicitly involves response to 
the truth incarnate in Jesus. 
(228) 
(c) We are probably to understand the Spirit and the Word 
as agents in their holiness even though the Spirit connection 
is not explicit until ch 20 (of Rom 15: 16). 
(d) Jesus sanctifies himself "on their behalf" and this 
clause signifies his death, which opens up avenues of 
interpreting this event as a vicarious sacrifice. However 
the point at issue in the prayer is Jesus' return to the 
Father and his hope that where he is his disciples (and all 
believers) may be present as well. 
(e) AIf in verses 17 and 19 has then a 
double sense. In verse 17 (of 10: 36) the emphasis is upon 
commissioning, authorisation and selection as the Agent or 
agents of Yahweh. In 19 the emphasis is upon the reverse, 
namely Jesus' return to the Father, the conclusion of his 
mission and the opening up of the way back to God on behalf 
of his disciples. The actual death of Jesus is-subordinate 
to the triumphal return of Jesus to Glory - this is the 
most powerful point of the Prayer and emphasizes the 
uniqueness of the Johannine Christ. 
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5: 6 Conclusion 
As we move towards chapter six and our interpretation 
of "the Holy One of God" and a consideration of its 
possible background, we need to pause for a moment and 
consider what light the verb ötý w casts upon 
g: yes raü eeü as a related term within 
the Fourth Gospel. We have found that sLa-_R3%0 
is used of Jesus in two different ways, apart from his 
action in sanctifying the disciples (if this is the 
correct understanding of 19b). "Consecration" is the 
mark of Jesus' entry into the world (10: 36) and his exit 
from the world (17: 19). It implies his preparation 
(commission and authorization) prior to his advent and on 
the other hand incorporates his death, resurrection and 
ascension which mark the end of his earthly mission. 
"Consecration" is then far too weak a term to incorporate 
all these ideas, but it is difficult to think of a single 
substitute. It implies a fundamental relationship between 
Jesus and sod which is also extended to include the 
believers (17: 17), and the sense of "belonging" is quite 
clearly one of the most important areas of Johannine 
holiness, rather than ethical separation or even cultic 
purity. 
Jesus' self-sacrifice and his self-sanctification are 
not to be understood as identical concepts although they 
are related in that the latter involves the former. The 
death of Jesus is his pathway to union with the Father, it 
is his consecration at the end of his mission. Consequently 
when we consider 6: 69 and L. es 1b qftcý in the next 
chapter and the manifold understandings of 
there, the chief contribution of to the 
question will be to point to Jesus as the One who comes from 
the other world and who is to return to the other world.; he 
is the one who in a unique way belongs to God and to t -'-. e' 
sphere of the Holy. 
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So we come, at last, to the final chapter; to witness the 
drawing together of the various threads, which make up the 
complex tapestry of the Holy One of God. For a moment we 
pause to catch our breath and to consider the way we have 
trodden. In the first part of this work we concentrated upon 
the offices of priest, prophet and king as possible ways of 
describing the agency of the Holy One. When these offices 
failed to explain the Holy One in Jn 6: 69, we turned to a 
study of the terms LL1 T? and in search of the 
key to the Holy One of God. Several facts are now clear. The 
Holy One of God is a title capable of a number of different 
meanings, varying according to the context in which it is 
located. Whatever the title meant originally, it has now 
been clothed in new garb, since each Evangelist has given to 
it a particular nuance of meaning. In recognizing this 
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process-, we can discern the present meanings attached to the 
title and, at the same time, take the first tentative steps 
towards an understanding of the basic intention of the title. 
Mark has used the Holy One of God to describe Jesus as 
an agent of God, whose mission brings him into conflict with 
the demons. In the broader context of the Gospel, the agency 
of Jesus is defined in terms of the messianic office. By 
recasting the exorcism in ch 1 within a teaching setting and 
by making the words of the demons the highpoint of the pericope, 
Mark has diverted attention away from the miraculous and towards 
the relationship shared by the Holy One, with the Author of all 
holiness. Jesus is the Holy One because he comes from God and 
acts with the authority of a divinely appointed agent. 
Luke has adopted the Maroan setting with one important 
emendation. The immediate context of the pericope in oh 4, 
and indeed such of the content of the early chapters (4,5,6), 
points to the prophetic nature of Jesus' mission. Fear, that 
Jesus might be confused with the Divine Man of Hellenism, was 
probably the activation which led Luke to qualify titles like 
Son of God and Holy One in terms of the Jewish hope for a 
prophetic messiah. Jesus is the eschatological agent, directed 
by the Spirit of God, who emulates the miracles of the prophets 
and who ushers in the new age, the new Exodus. 
John has developed the title in a different direction and 
our study has suggested that the confession on the lips of Peter 
cannot be reduced to the level of one of the usual eschatological 
offices. For the confession to be messianic and nothing more, 
one would have to explain away the incident in 1: 41f. The 
dilemma of 6: 14f argues against a prophetic solution or even 
a combination like prophet-messiah. The key to the Holy One 
appears to be along the path of understanding its distinctive 
qualities; neaely the force of the term %05Los . 
So far we have encountered no less than five suggested 
interpretatioes of the term o`4c6l_es with regard to the 
title the Holy One of God, particularly as found in John*(') 
These are the following s 
(a) The term ea eS implies that Jesus is the one who 
is consecrated as a sacrifice for the world (R. Bultmann). 
(b) The term Ö n1VLcP-5,, implies that Jesus is the one who 
is consecrated as the Messiah (J. H. Bernard, Be Weiss). 
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(c) The term ö c-6 Los implies that Jesus is the one 
separated from the profane - "the ethically other" 
(B. Schwanck, A. Schlatter). 
(d) The term Ö ZSLo S implies that Jesus is the 
divine Son of God (0. Cullmann). 
(e) The term b oc"6t . os 
implies that Jesus is the one 
who comes from the realm of the holy, as the represen- 
tative of this realm (R. Bultmann). 
Our study of the idea of holiness, which we undertook in the 
previous chapter, led us to the conclusion that there are two 
sides to the concept -a positive aide of belonging and a 
negative sense of separation. When applied to the holy One of 
God, the positive side emphasizes that he comes from God and 
belongs to God in a special way. The negative aide emphasizes 
the sense of separation from the profane - the sense of 
tension, which is the inevitable result of the "breaking in" 
of the sphere of the holy into this world. In the suggested 
understandings of the Holy One listed above, (c) represents 
the negative sense and the other four represent different ways 
of understanding the positive sense. 
6: 1: 2 The Positive Sense of the Holy One 
Without doubt, the most important aspect of the Holy One 
is the sense of belonging - the positive aspect which our 
study of holiness brought to the fore. But in what sense 
does the Holy One belong to God? Does he belong as the 
sacrifice for the world (Bultmann), as the Messiah (Bernard, 
Weiss), as the divine Son of God (Cullman), or as the 
representative of the holy sphere (Bultmann)? The answer lies 
in Jn 6 itself, but that is the concern of the next chapter 
of this work. Our immediate task is to show why some of the 
suggestions, outlined above, are unsatisfactory. 
The idea that the Holy One describes Jesus as "the 
sacrifice for the world" was first postulated by R. Bultmann, 
although it is an addendum to his main interpretation ( (e) 
above). He writes, 
"Finally in this context following on 12: 20-33 and 
anticipating 17: 19, it must be said that the 
title ö . Leos mZ Ozo3 also 
denotes Jesus as the one who has consecrated(2) 
himself as a sacrifice for the world". 
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There are two objections to Bultmann's suggestions. In the 
first place, there is the question of his re-arrangement of 
the text, placing 6: 60-71 after 12: 20-33 and, thus separating 
it from the remainder of oh 6. We have already dealt with 
this issue and shown reason for keeping 6: 60-71 as an 
integral part of ch 6. 
(3) 
In fact the present form of oh 6 
is more favourably disposed to a sacrificial interpretation 
than Bultmann's alternative arrangement, since vss 51-59 
deal with the eucharist, which through the association with 
the last supper might have sacrificial connotations. Moreover, 
6: 4 sets the scene as just before Passover. What then? 
If oh 6 is kept intact, does the term ö pos in 
6: 69 reflect in any way the previous teaching on the flesh and 
blood of the Son of Man (6: 55)? In response to this question, 
we suggest that John's careful handling of the sacraments 
indicates a deliberate stress upon the words of Jesus as the 
only legitimate avenue to eternal life (of 6: 63). Perhaps 
John set out to counter an inflated view of the importance 
of the sacraments, by diverting attention away from such 
practices back to Jesus. 
(4) 
In any case we cannot deny the 
importance attributed to the words of Jesus in this chapter, 
and given the words of Peter Q, ý Tot w: %S 
oil "3VLoU I_XCL% it is clear that attention here 
is focussed on Jesus' role as the revealer. This was, in 
fact, recognized by Bultmann as the primary focus of 
c ý6ý45 Tom B=ö , and in this detail we must 
concur with him. The context then of ch 6: 60-71, presents 
Jesus as the one to whom men turn, forsaken by some and 
discovered by others - the bearer of the revelation of God, 
the words of life. If eucharistic or sacrificial implications 
are to be detected in 6: 60-71, they are certainly, not obvious 
either in the context or in the words of Peter. 
Secondly, we have considered with some care, the 
Johannine employment of sacrifical language and the use in 
particular of the verb ý*6 IW 
5) We found 
that although one cannot rule out the possibility that 
sacrifice forms an element in 17: 19, it is not necessarily 
implicit in the Johannine use of CKkLöc as 10: 36 
shows : rather it is the phrase, &r. r )v which 
introduces the vicarious note in 17: 19. The main intention 
of the term ö gtatýw, in 10: 36 and 17: 19 concerns 
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Jesus' relationship with the sphere of the holy - his exit 
from and his return to that realm, respectively. 
(6 ) 
The 
idea of sacrifice, if present at all, is only a subsidiary 
part of the idea of consecration in John, an idea which 
incorporates not only Jesus' death, but indeed, his 
resurrection and incarnation. On this account, we consider 
that the confession of Peter refers to the whole of Jesus' 
mission and not just to his death - be that vicarious, 
sacrificial or otherwise. The verb Air% 
as also the adjective takes in the whole 
span of Jesus' earthly existence and points beyond it to his 
heavenly origin. Jesus is not the Holy One because he is 
consecrated as a sacrifice. Neither, we-believe, is he the 
Holy one because he is the Messiah. Quite apart from the 
arguments we have already brought forward, 
(7) 
there is a 
further consideration. If we understand 10: 36 and 17: 19 
correctly, Jesus as the consecrated one is he who comes from 
the sphere of the höly and, after his resurrection, returns 
to it. Jesus enters into the world as the commissioned and 
authorized representative of God and His domain. He comes 
into a hostile environment and reveals God to mankind. His 
consecration is not to be understood as a process of setting 
apart a particular individual for a definite task (like 
Messiah), but as the process of entry or exit from this 
world. Such an understanding is meaningless without the 
recognition of Jesus as the Divine Son. 
Indeed, the term John uses to describe the agency of 
Jesus in the Gospel is not Xtýa-TÖ% but v L. es 
Only in 17: 3 (an editorial comment) does the term V. -a-TeS 
appear in conjunction with the verb jk-rb c-ri Lkw , and 
there it is a proper name. The main verbs dealing with the 
mission of Jesus are "WLfk'ww and e'cwb a-Tt) i and 
these are connected solely with the titles describing Jesus 
as the Son, (cf 10: 36 and 3: 16). The consecration of Jesus 
is liable to misunderstanding if we forget that Jesus is 
the divine agent who cranes from God. We note also John's 
use of the term ö 
ef, XV Mtyft 
(8) 
which is 
designed precisely to lift the messianic or prophetic 
agency to another level of thinking. Above and beyond the 
eschatological hopes of the Jews for a messiah or a prophet 
is the realization that Jesus is "the Coming One"; not in 
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the conventional sense of the word, but in the unusual 
Johannine sense, which lays claim to Jesus' divine origin. 
Of course the people who claim that Jesus is ö st)( f'% tveS 
are not portrayed by John as understanding the depths of 
their words, but they are a key for the reader. Likewise, 
in Jn 6 the keys are present for the reader to 'unlock the 
meaning of Jn 6: 69. 
We are left with the suggestion by Cullman, that Jesus 
as the Holy One is really Jesus as the divine Son of God, 
and the important insight of Bultmann, that Jesus comes as 
the divine revealer and the representative of the holy 
sphere. In common to both suggestions is the sense of 
Jesus as a divine agent -a most important detail. Both 
suggestions raise a number of problems, which we shall deal 
with at a later stage. 
(9) For the present, we need to 
consider what we have described as the negative dimension 
of the Holy One - the sense of separation from and of tension 
with the profane. 
6: 1: 3 The Negative Sense of the Holy One 
It has been suggested that ö öcýýos n%Z GcZ denotes 
a primarily ethical contents implying a sense of absolute 
separation from the profane. Thus Be Schwank describes Jesus, 
ö jjb,. *_S -rem £) g, as being "abgesondert von allen 
profanen"(10) and A. Schlatter more generally of Jesus "von 
allen gesondert"(11), while R. H. Lightfoot finds in the title 
the sense of *being separated from sinners". 
(12) 
In these 
three examples we are reminded of that method of understanding 
W 'TnC13or the Greek 1' c. *S as separation from the 
profane. In the Gospel there is this sense of separation 
from the world (1K KöCrµoO ) but there is 
also the other sense of Jesus as the one who comes from above, 
and consequently, really belongs to the heavenly realm. 
While we may therefore deduce that Jesus is sinless or 
separated from all that is profane, his holiness does not 
result from these qualities but, as our study of {ýw 
quite clearly dtrated, rests upon his relation to the 
Father. Johns careful use of 4Wý. oS also serves 
to reinforce the prizary sense of belonging, Although the 
sphere of the holy is a divine one, the believer may 
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enter through the mediatory activity of Jesus (of 17: 17-9). 
In consequence, when we meet ö rat &zO, -uN in 
in 6: 69, we are not justified in limiting the translation to 
"the sinless one" or "the one who is separated from all that is 
profane. These conjectures may be the implication of Jesus' 
relation with the Father, but they are not the cause of that 
relationship, nor are they basic to that sense of holiness 
which is discernible from John's use of or týSLA 
If Jesus is not the one who is "ethically other" for 
John, we need to enquire in what sense he is separate from the 
world? The obvious answer is, on account of his divine 
origin, which manifests itself in a form of cosmic tension 
within the Gospel. We are not thinking here of the cosmo- 
logical conflict of Zoroastrianism, but of a spiritual conflict 
consistent with the modified form of John's dualism. 
(15) 
In 
seeking to understand the Holy One of God, we need to examine 
the sense of tension which stems from this conflict. A basic 
part of the content of the title is this sense of tension, 
found also in the Marcan setting. 
0. Procksch writes :, 
"Jesus plainly confronts the unclean spirit 
as a bearer of the lvwp .& ktov 
there is a mortal antithesis between 
ý1ºtü'aat SOY and Wvwt. L 
KKýCe"r 
tT4V 
which the emons recognise. " (16) 
In John the "antithesis" is less obvious but by no means 
less important. Something of the antithesis is observable 
in the tension between Jesus the giver of life and the people 
of this world, including Judas. R. Bultmann gives expression 
to_this when he writes : 
"This description expresses first of all that 
Jesus stands over against the world simply 
as the one who comes from the other world and 
belongs to God, and indeed that he is the sole 
one to do so: he is the Holy One of God. Thus 
the title expresses Jesus' speciaý relation to 
God, corresponding to the phrase ov ö% ttkY 
o"tv 19: 36. And as in that passage it 
continues, K. ct. &1t1rTtt)z. v CLS rr kankay 
so here also the title d"%. % -mO 01400 
not only expresses the negative thought that 
Jesus does not belong to the world; since the 
confession is the result of experiencing that 
Jesus has t 4w. cT& Roe . cýwviou 
an intimation is at the same time given as to 
what he is for the world: he represents God 
in the world as the Revealer who bestows life. 
But as these t 01 * Tic are also the ý kA d oS 
os , 
this 
holiness of his includes 
his judicial office. " (17) 
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With great perception Bultmann uncovers the heart of the 
Holy One of God - the positive sense of representing God on 
earth and the negative sense of his separation from the world. 
The tension experienced by the demons is made manifest in John 
in the tension between Jesus and "the world*, and particularly 
Jesus and Judas, the Son of Perdition (17: 12), We have chosen 
to describe the tension as "cosmic", because Jesus and Judas 
represent different "worlds". As we study the implications of 
this cosmic tension for John 6: 69, we will discover how skill- 
fully John uses this tension to bring out the positive aspect 
of Jesus' relationship with his Father, as well as the 
negative aspects consequent upon the hostility of his reception 
in the world. We come now to a consideration of the dualism 
in the Fourth Gospel. 
6: 2 The Dualism in the Fourth Gospel 
There have been several attempts to classify the 
thought-structure of the Fourth Gospel in terms of one or other 
of the dualistic modes of thought current at the time of the 
writing of the Gospel, 
(18) 
We find that writers speak of 
cosmological dualism, ethical dualism, soteriological dualism 
and anthropological dualism. However, these attempts do 
little more than pay tribute to the uniqueness of the Johannine 
pattern, in which "this world" is poised against the realm from 
which Jesus comes and to which he belongs. In fact, the 
Johannine system is not a true dualism; for all men are in the 
darkness while initially only Jesus represents light. There 
is a sense of movement which is not found in any of the other 
dualistic works of the time, whereby some men are taken out 
of the darkness of the world in response to the revelation 
incarnate in Jesus. This revelation brings life at the same 
time and acts in judgement upon those who refuse to come to 
the light and prefer to remain in darkness. 
We find that the basis of the dualistic structure in the 
Gospel is outlined in the prologue. We see there the elements 
of light, darkness, life, truth, grace and the most significant 
detail of all found in vs 14, namely the incarnation of the 
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divine Word. it is in the responses to the mystery of the 
incarnation that we evidence the dividing line - between 
those who understand and accept Jesus (1: 12) and those who 
do not (1: 11) and it is the incarnation which principally 
makes the Johannine dualism so different from even its 
closest parallel, namely the Hymn scroll from Qumran. 
I(. c, ÖU Xes rit 
1 L8 c VC To contradicts the 
usual opposition of flesh and spirit found in the Gnostic 
systems while the verb 0'Kal rwfrt points to 
a possible Jewish milieu. Even then the raw earthiness of 
the expression +-set might have seemed somewhat 
unusual even to a Jew, unless he was reminded of the ritual 
of sacrifice or the coloquial phrase -T I "1 wS 
While many of the terms in the Prologue are well known from 
the Gnostic treatises, the Johannine usage is significantly 
different. "The light shines in the darkness but the 
darkness did not comprehend it/overtake it" (1: 5), one 
cannot really understand John's use of dualistic forms 
(19) 
unless one recognizes something of his dialectical style, 
and the occurrence therein of apparent contradictions such 
as that between 1: 11 and 12. "They received him not. But 
as many as received him... ". This style of writing stems 
in part from the stylistic usage of the author in line with 
contemporary fashions, 
(20) 
but theologically it derives 
from his consciousness- of the incarnation of the divine logos - 
the essential contradition in time, when something by nature 
divine became "flesh", with all the earthiness of that term. 
6: 2: 1 The Anthropological Aspect 
There are two main spheres of influence, this world 
(ö K0161-wes ) and the world above, the heavenly 
realm (ö o8C. cVös ). The distinction is quite 
different from the Hebrew separation of this world 
(1T ;ý 11 ýy) and the world to come ( 2V -a, 'a 
S Iii ). 
The latter, essentially a linear distinction, contrasts with 
John's belief in the simultaneous existence of two worlds, 
reminiscent in part of Platonic thinking. In John the phrase 
"of God" stands in deliberate contrast to "of the world". 
This already says something about ö iý. os my O.. ov " 
The hallmark of the people of "this world" is disbelief and 
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the inability to grasp the revelation incarnate in Jesus. 
The signs which Jesus does point, like his words, to the 
essence of the revelation which in many ways is nothing more 
than the truth about his relationship with the Father. Those 
who belong to God also belong to Jesus and are termed his 
sheep* 
(2'/ 
These people understand and receive the 
revelation of Jesus and in the action of receiving move from 
judgement into life. Prom what we have learnt from the OT 
study of wT 7' . 
Z31 f and Holy War, it is not 
surprising that when the two opposing realms meet, there is 
confrontation and reaction which may be described metaphori- 
cally as electric. Part of the reaction is to be found in 
the attempts of the Jews to judge and execute Jesus for his 
claims. On the other side of the spectrum, the reaction 
reveals the authority 
, 
and 
ö Ice of Jesus, the one who, 
as Bultmann wrote, brings the verdicts of life and death 
in the revelation which he harbours. 
Certain disciples like Peter and Thomas stand out as the 
representatives of the believers and their confessions 
receive a normative status. By contrast the figure of Judas 
receives a notoriety unparalleled in the Synoptics and is 
quite', clearly labelled as one of the servants of Satan. 
(23) 
In spite of this, there is no division as in the Qumran texts, 
between sons of light and sons of darkness, although in the 
Pirat Epistle we come very close to such a system. The chief 
representative of the realm above is Jesus; indeed he is 
initially the only representative, and remains throughout the 
Gospel as the only one really qualified to function as the 
agent of that realm - as the Holy One of God. The chief 
representatives of the other realm - that of this world - are 
variously Satan ( w. T"nr . cS ), the devil (ö cSýýßo), oS ), 
Judas ( 'T oü 
ý"cs ) or "the Jews" ( oi. 'Ios,, S. (t aq, ). 
Sometimes indeed it in just the abstract term ö Köc-a. 5 " 
In between the two realms we encounter the disciples, who 
follow a path from light to darkness. J. Charlesworth writes: 
"... the disciples display an ambiguous faith and are 
portrayed as intermittently moving between belief 
and doubt; consequently neither are they 
categorically Eve, rov Kee-N"eu (15: 18-9) 
nor willing to commit themselves fully to Jesus" 
since he must finally ask them Eý tK ro-u Kec ev n, (12: 16 and 16: 32). " (24) ý` 
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The ambiguity of faith instanced here must be interpreted 
within the dialectical style of the writer, with his 
tendency towards apparent contradictions as in 1: 11f. The 
disciples are in the world, but not of the world (17: 12-4); 
so to each there is an inward struggle, a personal conflict 
and one which Judas at least loses. We do well to note the 
importance in this regard of the disciples' confessions in 
John and the use of the verbs "It'te TfüW and JS7Vw 44P-K w 
both present in the confession of Peter (6: 69). The 
dualism in John in fact functions within a framework of 
belief and disbelief, knowledge (of the truth) and ignorance, 
rather than upon a "natural" division of mankind into "lots" 
as we find in the War Scroll from Qumran. 
(25) 
The fact that 
one can move from doubt to belief (as with Thomas) or from 
being one of the Twelve to being possessed by Satan (as with 
Judas) illustrates the difficulty we encounter when we 
compare John's dualism with other more static systems. We 
take refuge therefore in qualifications such is "modified 
dualism" when in fact it might be better to invent a new 
term and so dispose of the misnomer completely. Perhaps 
instead of dualism we should speak of an ethical or cosmic 
dialectic. For the sake of convenience however we shall 
continue to use the accepted terms of reference while we 
consider some of the various aspects of the Johannine system 
of thought. 
6: 2: 2 The Cosmological Aspect 
The term IKe ßµe s occurs with great regularity 
through the whole Gospel: It is found no less than 78 times 
in John as compared with 8 times in Matthew, 3 times in Mark 
and 3 times in Luke. This already says something of the 
importance of the term in John: - It implies at times the 
object of God's love (3: 16)# the place to which Jesus came 
(1: 10) and the created sphere (1: 10)9 in other words, the 
inhabited world. 
(26) 
But at other times it takes on a 
different role, for example we read in 8: 23: "Jesus said 
to them, 'You are from below, I am from above; you are fron /of 
this world, I am not of this world*"": In 7: 7 we find that 
the world hates (p týý V -) Jesus perhaps because the 
revelation found in him highlights the evil in it. In 16: 33 
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Jesus proclaims that he has overcome ( Vt Vt K-jKo( ) 
the world, while in 1 Jn 5: 5, we read "Who is it that over- 
comes (Ö VKw Y) the world, but he who believes 
that Jesus is the Son of God". There is thus a sense of 
tension between this world and Jesus, the Son of God, which 
also finds reflection in the reactions experienced by his 
disciples (cf 15: 18-20). 
Several terms enable us to differentiate the realm of 
this world from the realm above. 'For 
example we find the 
former is distinguished by pi. 6cw , drK oz 
iw 
¶ ov di 
S, : VTta. "w at et'% ILL 
and the latter by ýw4 ws K ýºý1ý^ts ;c ý^ý ßývö S 
1TtrTt6w t %-6TVIsI tit41on CtnCt etz5Klr& 
Many of these are direct opposites such as and 
r- oTLA. at -)ý"ýi 
ý' el 's and `Ev °S t 
and ä''F ft. 
t 
i. and Ti t a- Ttü a+ . 
It is characteristic of the Johannine dualism that the 
emphasis alum falls on the positive component of the word= 
pair: So we find that while Caw S occurs 19 times, 
erv, oVL IL 
is found 6 times and we could give other 
examples. It isihis positive sense in the Johannine dualism 
which warns s of oI of the basic differences between John 
and the clawaical ezamples of dualism: J. H. Charlesworth 
writes, 
"A cosmic dualism is assumed by the author of John, 
not in the sense of two opposing celestial spirits, 
but in the sense of two distinct and present 
divisions in the universe. The universe is 
bifurcated into the "world above", which is the 
source of all things, especially power (1: 3,10; 
19: 11),, and the "world below", which hates the 
"world above" (7: T) and is similar in meaning to 
k .K, which is an inferior and vulgar force 
in rebellion against God. The cosmic dualism is 
modified since the two worlds are not two equal and 
eternal c cepts. The "world below" is limited in 
qual itg and quantity, w (27) 
John, writing frm a rtriat otheistic perspective, cannot 
entertain the ids elf t+ o co-equal powers in opposition with 
each other: ILZJWQm DMtl7 sums up the situation, 
"By dualii we mean the doctrine that the universe 
is ier the dominion of two opposing principles, 
one gwd and the other evil. Modified dualism 
adds the corrective that these principles are not 
uncrested, but are both dependent on God the 
Cri. " (28) 
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John, like Qumran incorporates a modified dualism(29) 
and W. S. Lasor, 
(301 
clearly show how far away from 
Zoroastrianism the cosmologies of John and Qumran now 
stand, 
Consistently Jesus is presented as far superior to the 
power of Evil. There are no temptations in John, no 
exorcisms with the abortive attempts to gain control of 
Jesus on the part of the demons, 
01) 
and there is little 
space given in the Gospel to the sense of actual conflict 
between Jesus and either demons or Satan. Instead we are 
conscious of an increasing sense of momentum, as Jesus moves 
towards his death, which is not necessarily a st_ with 
the Prince of this World (of 14: 30 - vT"cL Kö 
Ko"Aav kXwv is i it Lp oX. oi f- oüSv 
but represents his final glorification and the ultimate 
revelation of God's glory (13: 31 Hüv ¬o'61 äU 
Toü 'Aw4f 
LO- rov Kci öE tös K, T, ý ,)" 
That there 
are detrimental consequences for the devil in this glorifi- 
cation cannot be denied, (12: 31) but the Johannine perspec- 
tive assumes them without any real elaboration. When John 
starts with the Divine Logos and ends with Jesus as Lord 
and God, there can be no room for any question about the 
eventual outcome of his task. There is no room for even a 
suggestion that the devil represents a real threat to 
Jesus' mission. 
We conclude then that when one speaks about the cosmic 
quality of the Johannine dualism, one has to bear in mind 
the far reaching implications of the Johannine doctrine of 
the divinity of Jesus the Son of God. This brings us to the 
second aspect of his dualism, namely the soteriological. 
6: 2: 3 The Soteriologicel Aspect 
In 4: 42 Jesus is called the Saviour of the World 
a-Uj e -ýü Kirp bU and this title is found on the 
lips of those Samaritaaýe who have believed not because of the 
woman's saying, but because they themselves have heard Jesus, 
and now know ( oLS "c tºtvr that Jesus is truly 
the Saviour of the world. The term K66Nºos implies 
here the universalit of Jesus' mission. The term wwTolf 
renders the Hebrew .V LLS 
"I: and has a rich OT 
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background, as J. Sawyer has shown. 
(32) 
Usually it refers 
to God as Saviour, but it can be used of the agents of God, 
and in particular of the Messiah, 
(33) 
although it is the 
verb which appears rather than the title. The soteriology 
of the Fourth Gospel is not limited to the one reference to 
Jesus as &%A) ß-. 1e , rather the whole Gospel witnesses to 
the salvation pictured in terms of light and life (of 1: 4) 
which Jesus brings. We suggest that salvation for John 
includes the messianic role of Jesus, but it also points 
beyond the human agency to the divine function of giving 
life dnd light. 
(34) 
Several writers stress in particular the soteriological 
aspect of John's dualism. So we find for example that 
J. Charlesworth refers to it as "the most important 
characteristic of the Johannine 'dualism"', 
(35), 
-a sentiment 
with which we agree provided of course that one recalls that 
it is not true "soteriological dualism", as a comparison 
with the Gnostic systems shows. One of the important 
writers on the "dualism" of John is L. Schottroff who 
writes t 
"Das Primäre ist für ihn ein existential 
gedachter Dualismus von Annahme und 
Ablehnung der Offenbarung. " (36) 
and I 
"Die grundlegende Einsicht in die Art des 
johanneischen Dualismus, der nicht von einer 
mythischen Kosmologie her entworfen ist, 
sondern von existentialen Kategorien her, 137) 
verdankt die Johannesforschung R. Bultmann. " % 
Obviously there is an element of truth in both of these 
statements, John does base his dualism upon the reactions 
of the people when they come into contact with Jesus, 
particularly their acceptance or rejection of him or, 
following Bultmann, 
(38) 
of the revelation found in hims 
also John does perfor major surgery upon the traditional 
cosmologies of his time -a process which in some sense 
may be described as demythologization. (We hesitate to use 
this term without sate qualification, just as we are some- 
what hesitant to ascribe to John an existential approach as 
Schottroff does. } The prime factor in Johns world view is 
his so-called "higher Ghristology. 
(39) 
His understanding 
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of Jesus conditions both his selection and his presentation 
of the material which composes his Gospel. Within such an 
understanding of the Johannine redaction, a process of 
demythologization is readily understandable. 
The Evangelist does not write in a vacuum but as a 
result of what he has experienced both individually and in 
the community of the Church, so that his witness transcends 
the mythical view of the world - and accepted cosmologies, to 
point to Jesus as the witness of ultimate reality. In response 
to the revelation incarnate in Jesus, men still today face the 
choice implicit in that revelation between light and darkness, 
life and death. What Schottroff refers to as "existential" is 
in fact the soteriological outworking of the Johannine dualism, 
which in turn led to a demythologization of certain categories 
of thought inherited by John, particularly some of the cosmic 
myths. This will become evident when we examine the demonology 
, in John below. 
(40) 
One of the terms which teach us a great deal about the 
soteriology of the Gospel is the frequently used term twj 
or life. It occurs 20 times throughout the Gospel as compared 
with the 9 times it is found in the Synoptics together. 
(41) 
There is a blending of ideas here; John speaks about the 
Jewish doctrine of the resurrection (5: 25,29 and 6: 40), and 
this underlies some of his teaching on judgement (5: 27f). The 
raising of Lazarus is a sign of the final resurrection 
(of 11: 25) as is the resurrection of Jesus (of 14: 19). Yet 
the experience of life - eternal life - is not just a future 
hope, but already a present reality: 5: 24 reads : 
"Truly, truly, I say to you, he who hears my word 
and believes him who sent me, has eternal life; 
he does not come into judgement, but has passed 
from death to life. 
The synthesis of present reality and future hope is 
splendidly illustrated by one phrase in the next verse 
"the hour is coming, and now is, when the dead will 
hear the voice of the Son of God, and those who 
hear will live. " 
The hour is coming ( 
£eXt"T'. cý &-J e. c ) and now is 
(k. 1l vüv 
0a rsV ). Apart from the combined sense of 
present and future we notice the qualification - those who 
hear will live, and implicitly those who do not hear, as in 
the lifetime of Jesus so often happened, fail to respond to 
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his words and these are the ones upon whom the judgement of 
Jesus' word will fall (12: 48). 
Eternal life stems ultimately from God (5: 26 and 
6: 57-8). but he has given the prerogative of giving life 
to his Son (5: 26). It is this detail which causes us to 
make two anticipatory comments about the words (en fw. cTA 
IW js 4tcwv1-ov of Peter. In the first place 
this affirmation suggests Jesus' relation with the Father - 
a relationship of divine representation. Secondly it sums 
up much of Jesus' teaching on eternal life and is a most 
appropriate response on Peter's part. Yet this does not 
imply that the Evangelist intends to portray Peter as 
grasping the full meaning of Jesus' words, Rather we are 
to compare Peter's confession with that of Martha in 11: 27; 
a response to Jesus' teaching on the resurrection. Both 
confessions, although theologically accurate, should be 
understood as steps in the path of true belief and a real 
comprehension of Jesus. - Prior to the moment of Jesus' 
glorification upon the cross and the realization of his 
resurrection, and prior to the coming of the Spirit, the 
darkness of the world cloaks the minds of even the closest 
of the followers of Jesus. The readers of the Gospel have the 
advantage of the perspective of their time and while they 
share in the search of the disciples for the meaning of the 
mystery which surrounds Jesus, they can see beyond the tomb 
to the vision of the divine Logos. 
6: 2: 4 The Ethical Aspect 
At the centre of John's dualism is not- an impersonal 
power of good, but a living individual named Jesus. He acts 
as God's messenger, bringing within his very being the 
revelation of God, and as such he stands apart from other 
men both in terms of his. relation to God and his separation 
from the world - both aspects summed up in the single title 
the Holy One of God. Since the stress falls upon the 
relational rather than the negative sense of separation 
we decided that we are not justified in speaking of Jesus 
as the one separated from sin(42) or from the profane, 
unless we qualify this as the outworking of his unique 
relation with the Father. While titles like the Holy one 
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or the Righteous One (I Jn 2: 1) obviously carry some 
ethical content, the key to the meaning of the titles lies 
elsewhere. Jesus is not holy or righteous on account of 
his sinlessness, but as a result of his unique relationship 
with the Father. The ethical aspects attached to the titles 
are the results of this relationship. 
In the Gospel there can be no denying that ethical 
teaching forms a large part of the Upper Room discourses. 
The emphasis there is on the positive elements like joy, 
love and bearing fruit rather than on sin in general or sins 
in particular: Nevertheless the decision for or against 
Christ is not an ethical question, except incidentally: 
As Schottroff writes, 
"Also auch die ethische Forderung ist nicht an 
einer ethischen Norm orientiert, sondern an 
dem Ja oder Nein gegenüber der Offenbarungsrede... 
Die Werke, der Glaube und das Gericht fallen für 
Johannes zusammen in der Annahme oder Ablehnung 
der Offenbarung. " (43) 
In fact Jesus does point to the supreme ethic of love which 
unites him and his Father and into which he invites the 
disciples to enter. But indeed Jesus comes not to represent 
some ethical norm over against the realm of Evil, but to 
bring the revelation of God, which results in the verdict of 
life or death consequent upon the encounter of the individual 
with the revelation. Obedience to the revelation has its 
natural ethical consequences, just as disobedience does. We 
might liken the situation to the switching on of a light is 
a dark room. As we switch on the light, two things happen: 
Some parts of the room are filled with light, other parts 
remain in the shadow. It is largely a question of position - 
and for those parts which remain in darkness we find that 
the darkness is nm accentuated by the light. Initially all 
men were in the darkness of evil and ignorance, but since the 
light came a never division has taken place, so that while some 
men are now in the light, having been drawn to the light, 
others are in the deepest shadow their doubts preventing any 
light from shiaiag upon them. The division of mankind is not 
ethical, or nat lw or consequent upon the actions of 
humankind, except their response to the revelation found in 
Jesus, (of 1: 4f sad 8: 24 "Therefore you will die in your sins; 
for if you do not believe that Iam, you will die in your sins") 
This is the single work needed (6: 29). 
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6: 2: 5 The Dualism in John and the Holy One of God 
A general pattern begins to come to the fore - John is 
working within a framework of two worlds, representing two 
distinct poles - light and darkness. However the idea of a 
cosmic struggle is completely subordinate to the question of 
man's response to God's unique revelation found in Jesus, the 
Word become flesh. The pattern revealed in the prologue is 
our guide in our exploration of the dualism of the Gospel: 
It is only as we understand something of the mystery of the 
incarnate Word that we can begin to appreciate the ways in 
which the Johannine dualism moves away from the conventional 
dualisms of his time, even the modified dualism of Qumran. 
L. Schottroff shows the weaknesses of attempts to describe 
the Johannine dualism as cosmological, through apocalyptic, 
eschatological, anthropological or even ethical. 
(44) 
For her 
none of these titles adequately accounts for the uniqueness 
of the Johannine system. While we concur with the reasons 
adduced by Schottroff, we realize that if we are to 
categorize the system in terms of modern thought, it is 
inevitable that certain incongruencies will appear, whether 
we use mythological or existential categories. Similarly any 
comparison between the Johannine system and Gnostic or Jewish 
dualisms, suffers a major dislocation through looking for 
similarities while at the same time accepting the basic 
difference of John's view of Christ. So with these 
reservations we suggest that the dualism in John be described 
as soteriological, set within a cosmological framework and 
with consequent ethical features. By soteriological we mean 
that Jesus is the primary focus of the Johannine system and 
that in response to him and the revelation found in him 
divisions occur, resulting in some seeking and finding in him 
eternal life, while others prefer to stay in darkness of 
ignorance and evil, (of 1: 5-9 and 8: 23-30). It is a dualism 
of belief and disbelief, of acceptance and rejection of light 
and darkness, and life and death. The language is mytho- 
logical but the consequences are existential - John has taken 
a mythological system and, just as we saw in ch 10, so here he 
strips the mythical language of much of its old content and 
fills it with new matter. 
"ý 
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Now that we have outlined something of the dualism 
found in the Fourth. Gospel, we can begin to enquire into 
the effect of this style of thinking upon the title 
Ö : c. 6 L'T G)T I" We shall commence with the 
soteriological aspect, and conclude with an exposition of 
ch 6 with particular attention to the cosmological aspect. 
It will become clear that the most important idea behind the 
Holy One is that of Jesus as the representative of the sphere 
of the Holy, whose presence brings both life and judgement. 
In accepting that Jesus is the Holy One of God, Peter 
confirms that Jesus comes from the realm of the Holy, he 
belongs to God and he comes from God; he is röZ ©e 
The mark of the Johannine dualism is belief versus 
unbelief, so that it is the reception of the revelation 
incarnate in Jesus which marks out the "children of God" 
(1: 12). Peter in his words 
fXfL1, 
t<Ri ,`ýýSL5 ýTEYýa-r . aý1c. q LV KKl 
t VL KilPASv 
is to be understood as responding to Jesus' revelation: it 
is a picture in which Jesus the One from God is accepted by 
those who belong to him. Yet, even within this close group 
of believers, there is one who does not belong - Judas - 
and so the two worlds conflict. Jesus passes judgement on 
Judas, 
(45) 
and as in the exorcisms, so here too we are aware 
of the cosmological implications of Jesus as the Holy One of 
God. At the sane time the affirmation of Peter and his 
reference to Jesus' words as "words of eternal life" points 
to the soteriological role which Jesus plays in the Gospel 
and at the same time affirms the uniqueness of the relation- 
ship he shares with the Father. There is much still to be 
said about the words of Peter as we shall see when we 
consider the various dimensions in detail. 
One of the results of John's use of a modified cosmology 
is his remarkable doctrine of evil, and particularly his 
ideas about demonology and Satan. There are differing 
opinions about this area of Johannine study. For example 
J. L. Price writes : 
"It is noteworthy that while John's presupposition 
of the coexistence of two worlds (the above/the 
below) appears in the development of this 
discourse, the dualism which interests him most 
remains a this-worldy struggle, and is restated 
as a soteriological and ethical conflict. The 
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life-or-death encounter between light and 
darkness is depicted as a collision between 
two cosmic powers and two groups of men: the 
one representing the truth; the other, perverse 
error. On the one hand, God makes his appeal 
to men through him who is "the light of the 
world" offering them freedom from sin and death; 
on the other hand the devil is the source of 
man's falsehood and opposition to the truth. " (46) 
Price takes the devil to be the mythological figure 
known from Jewish Apocalyptic and common also to the 
Synoptics. The opposite point of view is put forward by 
J. Charlesworth. 
(47) 
He acknowledges traces of an older 
world-view as in in 8: 44, but argues that, generally in John, 
the devil has been demythologized. In support he cites 
several reasons of which the most important is that "the 
reason for this Johannine characteristic is, of course, the 
belief that through his crucifixion Christ overcame the 
world (16: 33) so that the devil is now defeated and destroyed 
(12: 31; 16: 11). 
(48) 
We would suggest an even more important 
reason, which will become obvious in our study of the 
demonology of the Gospel, namely that John has rewritten the 
cosmic conflict within an historical setting, in which the 
real opposition to Jesus is the inhabited world and the 
demonic agents are historically identifiable characters. 
6: 3 The Demonology of the Fourth Gospel 
We have already gathered along the way some information 
about the respective demonologies of the Synoptic and 
Johannine Gospels. There are some striking differences 
such as the complete lack in John of the narrative of the 
temptation, exorcisms and the consequent words attributed 
to the demons, and the tension evident between the Holy Spirit 
and the unclean demons. These are just the differences one 
might expect if John was deliberately playing down the aspect 
of a mythological conflict in exchange for an historical 
conflict, or exchanging a predominantly apocalyptic world- 
view for some other perspective. We commence with one of the 
key differences fron the Synoptics. 
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6: 3: 1 Cosmic Tension in, John 
According to the Synoptics, particularly Luke, Jesus is 
anointed with Holy Spirit (of 1k 4: 18 and 4: 1,14) and as one 
filled with Spirit stands against the devil (4: lff) and his 
emissaries (4: 33f)9 The resultant conflict is readily 
understood as a form of Holy War, or a new Exodus. The 
authority of Jesus surpasses that of the miracle-worker 
and points to his messianic function. In the Fourth Gospel 
there is no obvious connection between the authority of 
Jesus and the Spirit, nor does the Spirit feature in the 
miracles recorded in John. We read of the descent of the 
Spirit upon Jesus in 1: 32, although the baptism is only 
implicit. We read also of the role of Jesus to baptize 
with (the) Holy Spirit, understanding =. v as instru- 
mental and not defining position. 
(49" John shares much 
with the Synoptic tradition at this stage, but during the 
mission of Jesus, the Spirit takes no part until the 
discourses in the Upper Room. The promise of Baptism in 
Spirit is apparently fulfilled after the resurrection of 
Jesus (20: 22), which suggests a divine role (of I Jn 2: 20 
and our remarks on that verse above)(50) for Jesus and 
points beyond the Spirit to Jesus' sonship as the guarantee 
of his authority. The Spirit is not mentioned at the conse- 
cration of Jesus as reflected in 10: 36 and only obliquely, 
if at all, in the consecration of the disciples (17: 17,19). (51) 
Jesus neither debates his authority by reference either to 
God's kingdom or the Holy Spirit, nor does he give his 
disciples authority over the demons, 
(52) (although according 
to I Jn 5: 4, those who believe may overcome the world). 
There are interesting parallels between the Johannine 
Spirit of Truth and the Spirit of Truth in Q mran. 
(53) 
In 
a superficial way the two Spirits are similar but as 
Charlesworth has shown, there are also significant points 
of 'difference. 
(54) 
The Spirit's function in John is patterned 
on Jesus' life and work. This is the reason for the striking 
differences between the Spirit of Truth as depicted in John 
and as found in Qumran. 
(55); 
The forensic aspect of the Spirit's role is thus the 
logical counterpart of Jesus' role as Judge. This is quite 
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different from the Synoptic Presentation, We saw also in the 
Synoptice the sense of tension between the unclean spirits 
and the Holy One of God. 0. Procksch correctly relates this 
tension to Jesus' "pneumatic nature"(56) as the bearer of the 
Spirit. Procksch rejects the messianic dimension(57) but as 
we have shown, the Synoptic presentation of the baptism of 
Jesus is at the same time messianic and pneumatic. 
(58) 
Consequently a title like 
cannot relate to the Spirit unless it also relates to Jesus as, 
the Messiah. A different state of affairs is to be found in 
Joha. In Jn 6 there is a sense of tension but it is not 
between the Holy Spirit and an unclean spirit, but between 
two historical individuals, Jesus and Judas, each one in their 
own way representing an opposing force. 
it is difficult to speak about a cosmic conflict in John- 
without takiag cognisance of the historical milieu, and the 
conflict experienced by the community at different times in 
its history. 
(59) t3: e Johannine conflict takes place upon the 
historical plane and involves not demons or angels of light, 
but human representatives embodying in different ways the 
forces and powers of light and darkness and intrinsically 
related to the presmt setting of the Johsnnine community. 
Apart from the historical dimension of the Johannine 
conflict, there is another major contributing factor. John 
gives pride of place to the idea of Jesus as the victor, the 
triumphant king whe now reigns supreme in his otherworldly 
kingdom. Jeers" trivmaph over the world is complete and 
conclusive; there is no effective power left in the hands of 
Satan whetber sib at Jesus (14: 30) or his disciples (16: 33). 
We notice that am consequence of this is John's unusual 
eschatology and his infrequent use of the phrase Kingdom of 
God. The sie . 
1s may from a possible misunderstanding 
of the Kingdom an pslitical (cf Jn 6: 14f) , towards the 
experience of an epresent kingdom (18: 36); and away from 
the expectati® tit Jsssue' imminent return as Son of Man, 
towards his emfilm- b presence in the world ("The world 
will not see ass 60L YOU will see me" in 14: 19); and finally 
away from a f* eJ ent and experience of eternal life to 
the accepts at mss events as existential 
. realities. 
ýý .: ,_ 
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6: 3: 2 The Term ýdýµýýýo 
Each time we encounter the term 4504 tA-övcor in 
John's Gospel we find that it appears in a context of demon 
possession ( SOLLt,, "oYLý o pit. ) and the person so accused 
in all four instances is Jesus (7: 20,8: 48f, 52 and 10: 20f). 
It is significant that the actual terms Stt. µIY:. oýr and 
ý, A-, N. ev teak- are not connected with anyone else in 
the Gospel. Judas is possessed either by Satan or by the 
devil but not by demons. Either John did not know of Jesus' 
work as exorcist, or else as we have suggested he deliberately 
chose not to mention this aspect of Jesus' work. 
The accusation that Jesus had a demon is also found in the 
Synoptics (of ]plc 3: 22), where Jesus is said to be possessed by 
Beelzebul (lit. He has Beelzebul - 
Qcý. Xýt ßoýýi1 V V-x£L- j x. C'. )ý. 
The question there is that of the authority of Jesus and leads 
to Jesus' claim to operate by the power of the Spirit (cf Matt 
12: 28 and the Lucan variant which we have already_ discussed) 
; 60) 
In the Fourth Gospel however, there. are no exorcisms and the 
cause for the accusation that Jesus is possessed, revolves 
first of all around Jesus' announcement that the Jews wish to 
kill him (7: 20), to which the people respond, "You have a 
devil, who is seeking to kill you? " Here the reference to 
demon possession may be no more than a colloquial way of 
saying that Jesus has taken leave of his senses -a belief 
current among Jesus' friends according to Mark in the passage 
we referred to above (Mk 3: 21). The second instance (8: 48) 
follows Jesus' denunciation of the Jews as being of the devil 
(8: 44) and not "of God" (8: 47) As a consequence the Jews 
abuse Jesus, declaring, "Are we not right in saying that you 
are a Samaritan and have a demon? Mcvs 5 )n 
(8: 48). Jesus' reply is sometimes understood as ignoring the 
former accusation and so we find opinions expressed about 
Jesus' pro-Samaritan attitude and the consequent possibility 
that John was intended for a Samaritan audience. 
(61) We find 
no reason in ch 8 or in ch 4 to come to such a conclusion. 
Indeed we would suggest that Jesus' answer in 8: 49 "I have 
not a demon; but I honour my Father and you dishonour me" in 
fact incorporates both accusations although it only mentions 
the latter. It is not easy to assess the connection between 
"Samaritan" and the charge of demon possession. However 
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since it is the words of Jesus which are in question - 
(of 8: 42-7), one might suggest that Samaritan implies 
something like heretic or false prophet, 
(62) 
or some other 
derogatory remark. Jesus' response is then particularly 
appropriate: he neither has a demon, nor is disloyal to his 
Father. The latter claim explicitly denies the charge of 
being a Samaritan, or of being any other kind of false 
prophet who might bring dishonour on the name of God. John's 
attitude to the Samaritans is already clearly spelt out in 
ch 4 (of 4: 20 and 22). 
The question behind the recording of the accusation is 
tied in with the forensic aspect of the Gospel - Jesus is on 
trial 
(63) 
and the accusation is that he is not "of God", In 
fact Jesus is the real judge and the Jews along with the 
world are in the dock; they are indeed "of the Devil" as. 
Jesus so clearly says (42-7). The Jews might well have 
described the Samaritans as "of the Devil" or "demon- 
possessed", but in fact in John's presentation the Samaritans 
were willing to recognise that Jesus comes as the Saviour of 
the World (4: 42). By their accusation, and in contrast to 
the confession of the Samaritans, the Jews affirm their 
allegiance to the Devil in their continued rejection of the 
words of Jesus which bring life, and so confirm Jesus' earlier 
judgement (4: 42). 
As we continue through the passage, we find that after 
Jesus' reference to his loyalty to God, he makes yet another 
of the provocative statements which mark this chapter - "If 
anyone keeps my word, he will never taste death" and once 
again the accusation is brought of demon possession (8: 52). 
% The people ask ý"ý O' jýlý wv ýý Toü ' TKTtö1 4. wv Aßen µ 
.., jic 0%- lfto$ -ML 
: CwC9ýv+(8=53) " So we find the true 
representative of God is on trial because he claims an 
authority superior to that of the venerable men of the OT. 
Only a man who was a heretic or insane (demon-possessed) 
would make such a claim. John's readers were probably 
familiar with both conclusions and had heard both expressed 
in their own private conflict with the world. They know 
however of the third alternative and as we read through the 
passage the next few verses make this clear. God glorifies 
Jesus (vs 54) which means that allegiance to God also implies 
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receptiveness to the words of his chosen agent, in vs 55 
Jesus claims to know God in a unique way, clearly showing his 
superiority over the prophets; then he voices his most dramatic 
assertion -" "Before Abraham was, I am". However we understand 
1E. 
Gk+ CL , 
(64) 
there can be no doubt of the Jewish 
interpretation and motivation of the Jews when they attempt to 
stone Jesus for his words. 
Throughout the whole chapter we find the continuous tension 
between Jesus, who is "of God", and the Jews, who are "of the 
Devil", with the forensic aspect coming to the fore time and 
again. The Jews claim allegiance to God, but they serve the 
ends of the Devil by their continued rejection of the teaching 
of Jesus. In such a framework, the accusation of demon- 
possession turns back upon those who give expression to it, ' 
for in fact they are themselves of the devil. The original 
accusation is that Jesus is without his senses and does not 
know what he says, but within the present setting generated 
by the conflict motif, it becomes demonic itself. A diagnosis 
about Jesus' mental health is turned back on the Jews and 
incorporated in John's cosmological framework to demarcate the 
realm of the devil from the realm of God; a stark contrast 
from the true believers and their confessions. 
In chapter 10 we have the third occasion on which the 
audience allege that Jesus is demon possessed. This time it 
follows Jesus' claim to be able to lay down his'life and take 
it up again (vs 18) which results in division among the Jews 
(vs 19ff). Some of them consider that Jesus has a demon and 
is mad (vs 20), while others point to his words and deeds (the 
curing of a blind man of ch 9) and ask, are these the words of 
a demon-possessed man? Can a demon open the eyes of blind men? 
We note the use of the particle (vs 21) pq expecting a 
negative answer. This particular instance generally has some 
interesting parallels with the Marcan passage 3: 20-30. The 
double accusation is the same as in Mark 3: 21,22, and in both 
Mark and John the understanding of the accusation of demon 
possession is affected by the question of Jesus' sanity. °in 
both instances also the works of Jesus are cause for comment. 
The possibility of a literary connection between John and Mark 
springs to mind, or perhaps we are simply encountering the 
common ground between the two traditions. In any case the 
ý' "ýý' 
ý "ý'F 
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accusation that Jesus is insane or demon-possessed seems to be 
an integral part of the early tradition and the very repulsive- 
ness of both suggestions argues strongly in favour of their 
antiquity and authenticity. To be sure, the claims of Jesus 
suggest that he is either what he claims to be or has something 
wrong with him. 
In conclusion then we find that in John there are two 
levels contained within the accusation that Jesus is demon- 
possessed. The first and most obvious level is that of a 
common insult, and the reference is not to a possession as 
such, but to Jesus' state of mind. The other level refers to 
the misunderstanding by which Jesus who is "of God" stands 
accused of being "of the devil". Unlike the Marcan setting, 
where the point of controversy moves from unclean spirit to 
Holy Spirit, John apparently leaves aside the question of 
Jesus' endowment of the Holy Spirit, in preference for Jesus' 
conflict on the historical level with the Jews. R. Schnacken- 
burg astutely remarked that we can visualize in this 
distinction something of the historical setting of the Gospel. 
(65) The dualism in John does not require us to understand a 
spiritual conflict between angels and demons as found for 
example in Jewish Apocalyptic. Rather we find that the mytho- 
logical battle is rewritten in time and with the demythologi- 
zation of the cosmic structures comes the re-interpretation of 
the concept of demon-possession along with an increase in the 
role of human opponents who actively throughout Jesus' ministry 
attempt to trap his and kill him. This motif is striking in 
John particularly in comparison with the Synoptics, and 
we remember that John has no temptations or exorcisms, thus 
effectively cutting out that area of conflict. 
6: 3: 3 The leim ý. K pokes 
The terms sLpekos or devil is found three times in 
the Gospel a©ä unlike the term SeeL"VLO r is also found 
in the first fistle (I Jn 3: 8). In the Gospel, two of the 
three instances refer to Judas (6: 70 and 13: 2), and we note 
also that fa ch 17: 12 he is called Ö c. iý. os nwts icrwWWS . 
It is fairly clear that just as Peter or Thomas represent 
the children of God, so Judas represents the children of 
the Devil, and is in fact a 
£... ßcýes or devil 
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(6: 70) and under the influence of the Devil (13: 2 and 13: 27). 
In the Synoptics as we have just seen the spiritual opposition 
to Jesus comes directly from Satan (in the Temptations) or 
indirectly through the demons; in John there are neither 
temptations nor exorcism, but rather human spokesmen in 
"the Jews" and human agents in Judas and those who work with 
him. The term ý6: ßeaes is used then to describe 
either these agents (6: 70 and 8: 44) or their source of evil 
030)9 
The Jews are connected as a group with the Devil. When 
we consider 8: 44 we are struck by the difficult wording of 
Jesus' pronouncement - he says : Op .. s K Tau ýr cTPe s 
Toü 
5,., P6Acu £rTc -" " which translated literally 
could be: "Yoa are descended from the father of the devil". 
8. Schnackenburg suggests that logically we should read it 
as an abbreviated statement in line with Hebrew linguistic 
usage - "You are descended from the devil - he is your 
father"* 
(66) This to our mind makes perfectly good sense. 
The issue as we have seen centres around the question whether 
Jesus or the Jews may justly claim to be "of God" - Jesus' 
response is in terms of Sonship and this is in all probability 
the correlation to his statement about the Jews. They are in 
fact "of the devil" and the devil is their father in the sense 
that they belong to him and are obedient to him. 
The mention of truth (vs 45) illustrates the dichotomy 
between the falseness of the devil and the truth incarnate in 
Jesus, for täs devil has lied from the very beginning (vs 44)" 
Time and smn in this passage Jesus uses the word 
(8: 14,16,17,26,32,40,44,45,46), and it is used once by his 
adversaries (8: 13). All of this teaching combines to present 
a graphic pieture of the Johannine concept of truth. It is 
somewhat reseed from the Gnostic idea (of Ginza 374-014-15),, 
and closer it that used by the writers of Qumran (CD 20115; 
1QH 4: 10; 3 4: 23). 
(68) 
Basically it reflects the veracity 
of the revelation present in Jesus over against the lies of the 
devil - Jean is the only one who knows God and he would 
himself be a liar if he denied such knowledge (8: 55). As 
always in Jie'a use of opposites the positive form receives 
most of the is, 
(69) 
in line with his modified dualism 
and his i le belief that Christ has conquered the world 
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and defeated the devil. 
As the children of the devil, the Jews here stand in 
direct opposition to the children of God (cf 1: 12). In the 
First Epistle (of 1 Jn 3: 10) there is a sharp dualism of the 
children of light and the children of darkness reminiscent 
of the Qumran scroll of the Wars. It may be that this is also 
implicit in the Gospel, but on the other hand it may suggest 
that in the Epistle there is a hardening of the dualism found 
in the Gospelq(70) a stricter division into camps than the 
theology of the Gospel allows. In this connection we note 
that Jesus' mission is defined in the Gospel in terms of over- 
coming the world (16: 33); while In I Jn 3: 8 we find that Jesus 
was made manifest so that he might undo ( 
ýV. c iºüv'h ) the 
works of the devil. 
The fact that Jesus' task in the Epistle is aimed against 
the works of the devil warns us not to press the sense of 
conflict with the devil himself too closely. At the same 
time one cannot deny that in some sense at least there is an 
ethical conflict or tension between Jesus and the realm of 
sin characterized by the devil. This however is the First 
Epistle and not the Fourth Gospel. In the Gospel the opponent 
of Jesus is usually the World, with the figure of Satan 
vaguely present in the shadows. There is indeed some 
distinction between the dualism of the Gospel and that of the 
Epistle. This is due in part to the nature of the contents of 
the Epistle in distinction from the Gospel, but this is not the 
whole reason. Rather we believe the Epistle testifies to a 
hardening of attitude. The sense of two camps in mortal 
conflict comes closer to the surface. We have the mention of 
the anti-Christ (4: 3) and the promise (4: 4) "Greater is he who 
is in you, than he that is in the world". There are similar 
sentiments expressed in the Gospel Of 14: 30), but they do 
not receive the same prominence that they receive in the 
Epistle, because much of the concentration in the latter is 
towards the ethical distinctions between the children of God and 
those of the devil. All this means is that we need to be 
somewhat cautious about using the First Epistle to reconstruct 
the cosmology of the Fourth Gospel. This is of particular 
importance when we ask whether the devil in the Gospel is a 
personification of evil or an actual mythological figure. 
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Does he simply represent man's rebellion against God and the 
revelation found in Jesus, or are we dealing with the 
apocalyptic figure which emerges in Revelation? J. H. Charles- 
worth suggests that in the Gospel, Jesus' opponent is not 
the devil but the 14ß L 
/, (71) in line with his belief that 
the devil has been demythologised. 
It is clear that on certain levels there are some 
indications of a process of demythologization. For example 
unclean spirits play no active role in the Gospel. They do 
not cry out to Jesus, they do not possess anyone, and they 
are not, as in the Synoptics, part of the eschatological 
conflict precipitated by Jesus' advent. However, the question 
ofa demythologised Satan is more difficult to show. J. L. 
Price in fact, as we saw, denies such a process. 
(72) 
He 
observes correctly that both Qumran and John allow for a 
limited world rule of a cosmic power within God's creation 
but destined for total destruction. 
(73) 
But what does this 
cosmic power imply? Are the opponents of Jesus spiritual 
and mythological forces or are we dealing, as Charlesworth 
suggests, with an abstract force incarnate in various 
individuals? When we consider phrases like "the Prince of 
this World" and the use of the proper name "Satan", we are 
forced to disagree with Charlesworth and we find adequate 
evidence in the Gospel for a sense of cosmic Conflict and 
tension between Jesus and Satan. This tension culminates 
in Jesus' hour (of 12: 31) and this is more fully expressed 
as a struggle in the book of Revelation. 
(74) 
The practical 
manifestation of this tension on the human level is to be 
found in the attitude of the crowds as some discover in 
Jesus eternal life and others, through rejection of him, 
fall under the verdict of death. The Devil works as an 
evil influence in the world, yet he is never completely 
demythologized and he appears particularly as the moment of 
supreme conflict draws nearer. His control over Judas is 
as progressive as the build-up to Jesus' final hour, an 
increasing sharpening of the conflict, although there can be 
no doubt of the eventual outcome. This assurance of the end 
result is in fact the message of hope and joy that John 
brings to his listeners or readers - his presentation of the 
Devil will always be conditioned by the words of Jesus : 
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"The ruler of the world is coming. He has no power over me" 
(1400b): "the ruler of this world is judged"(16: 11b) and 
particularly "Be of good cheer, I have overcome the world" 
(16: 33b). 
6: 3: 4 The Term 7 K'rKYo'c'S 
This term is only used once in the Gospel and the 
Epistles, namely in Jn 13: 27 where we read: "And after the 
morsel there entered into him, Satan". The verse is important 
for it marks the final stage in the downfall of Judas. Once 
called a devil (6: 70f), once influenced by the Devil (13: 2), 
now he is possessed by Satan, and when he leaves the Upper 
Room "it is night. More than any other person in the Gospel 
Judas stands for the-active opposition to the revelation of 
Jesus. Where the Synoptios left the motives of Judas open, 
the Fourth Gospel deliberately enhances the evil of Judas" 
actions and person in contrast to the righteousness and 
holiness of Jesus. It is not by accident that the title 
ö CKKLOS -reü Gcov is immediately followed by an 
attack on Judas as a devil: The title is deliberately chosen 
to enhance the tension existing between him who represents- 
all that is holy and him who is to become the devil incarnate. 
6: 4 The Cosmic Dimension of the Holy One of God 
We have seen something of the way in which the demonology 
and consequently the cosmology of the Fourth Gospel differs 
from the Synoptics and we need now to relate these differences 
to our understanding of the Holy One of God as found in the 
Gospels of Mark and Luke over against John. Given the Synoptic 
setting of a messianic battle between the Holy One and the 
forces of evil and the accusation in John 6: 70 that Judas is a 
devil, we have deduced that some sense of tension is evident 
in both - but is the idea of Judas as a devil not just a 
result of John's reworking of the Marcan rebuke of Peter by 
Jesus? We believe that it might be, 
(75)but 
at the same 
time we must admit-that the character of Judas is not simply 
substituted for Peter to protect the latter -a far more 
serious intention is in mind. -- John as we have reasoned above 
is using the figure of Judas to highlight the figure of Jesus 
as the Holy One as effectively as the response of the demons 
brought into sharp focus Jesus' relationship with God as 
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marked by the Holy Spirit. We turn now to what we have 
chosen to call the demonic perspective as we attempt to 
show the significance of using the demons as a counter to the 
holiness of Jesus, and the light this casts on in 6. 
6: 4: 1 The Demonic Perspective 
If the Jews of Jesus' time attempted to understand his 
authority in terms of their human hierarchy, it is possible 
that the demons are depicted as making a similar use of their 
own cosmological structure. We can compare the titles given 
in the stories of the healings as opposed to the stories in 
which the demons play a part, such as the expulsion of demons, 
the temptations and related passages. We believe there is a 
difference between the demonic utterances and the normal 
titles found on the lips of those people who come to Jesus 
for healing, and that this difference is to be related to a 
difference in perspective rather than the accidental 
arrangement of the Gospel writers. 
Naturally such an approach requires that we see in the 
conversation of the demons a particular world view, which 
means that we have to treat the Gospel record in its present 
form as deliberate. Whether this was what the demons 
actually said or what the Gospel writers imagined they 
would say does not alter the question of perspective. The 
fact remains that these words are spoken not by either Jews 
or Gentiles but by demons, who in the Synoptic Gospels are 
so clearly depicted as the agents of Satan. In this regard 
we note that J. Jeremias argues very convincingly for the 
authenticity of the exorcisms and the antiquity of their 
position in the primitive tradition. 
(76) 
He refers in 
particular to Hk 1: 23-6 and the Gospel tradition which 
associates Jesus' mission with authority over the demons. 
Finally Jeremias draws attention to the way in which Jesus 
connected the demons and Satan (of Mk 3: 23 - How can Satan 
cast out Satan? )0(77) Even if we are dealing with the later 
imaginative reflections of the Church, the knowledge of the 
demons (implicit in their description of Jesus) finds a 
parallel only in the voice from heaven at the Baptism and 
Transfiguration and in certain key confessions of faith 
(like the Centurian in Mk 15: 39). 
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The typical salutations of a sick person are "Lord" 
(Mk 7: 28; Lk 5: 12; 7: 6; and 18: 41; Matt 8: 2,8; 9: 28; 15: 25); 
"Son of David" (Mk 10: 48 and Lk 18: 39); "Master" (Mk 9: 17 
and Lk 9: 38) and "Rabboni" (Mk 10: 51). 
By contrast the demons refer to Jesus as Holy One or 
Son of God. The stress is initially upon the latter part 
of the title namely Tov Ct. and when Paul and his 
companion are addressed by a demon-possessed woman it is 
once more in terms of their relationship to God - they are 
SoüAoc. 'too et. (Acts 16: 17). The description 
"of God" or of "the Most High God" (cf Mk 5: 7) points 
towards a setting in which the powers of good and evil are 
poised opposite each other. This is quite different from 
the titles and their implied background, often messianic, 
used by the sick. There is in fact no overlap between the 
titles used by the demoniacs and those employed by the sick 
in body. This raises the question then of the content of 
the demonic knowledge and its ultimate origin. The demons 
know Jesus (Mk 1: 34) and while for Luke this implies a form 
of messianic content, we are wise to look beyond this. Is 
the knowledge of the demons supernatural? 
(78 
Do they 
really know that Jesus is the divine Son of God and Holy 
0ne? 
(79) We question this, for that would surely imply 
that there is no difference in content between the voice of 
God with all its inherent authority and the cries of the 
demons, the veritable enemies of God. H. van der Loos 
discusses the question of the content of the demoniacal 
knowledge and concludes that it is not supernatural but 
rather like the idiotic claims of the mentally retarded to 
be God or the Devil or some other being, 
(80) 
The form of 
the appellations then, according to van der Loos, belie the 
fact that the demons do not really appreciate Jesus or his 
authority. In a sense this is obviously true or else they 
might well have steered clear of Jesus. Yet van der Loos 
is wrong for we cannot deny that for the Gospel reader the 
cries of the demons ring true, they know who Jesus is, and 
show some insight into the future as their protests indicate. 
According to Mark, they remonstrate with Jesus and say "What 
have you to do with us?... Have you come to destroy 
( ki o)ºL "L ) us? " (1: 24); "1 beg you by God that 
you do not torment (ß .c c-ec vL Ir1 S)- me" (5: 7); nor 
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indeed to "send them outside the country" (5: 10). In 
Matthew the demons ask Jesus if he has come "to torment" 
them "before the time" ( Teo KK<<oü ) 
Matt 8: 29. The use of the verbs ß oce-tcvi jw and 
k17 1 NX v µ"- ." 
indicate a fear that apparently is 
felt by the demons and judging from the consequences, 
rightly so. The verb P Le- 0- v 
i. ca implies the 
idea of testing or trial by torture and carries the idea 
of a judgement between one element and another, at least 
in some of the earlier sources. 
(81) 
The verb ikWo DA 82 L 
is a normal verb for destruction by force (killing), 
( 82) 
We are thus given to understand that the demons fear for 
their very existence and the alacrity with which they 
obey the commands of Jesus illustrates the power which Jesus 
wields. It is this power, this authority, which indicates 
most clearly the earliest level behind the exorcisms in the 
Gospels. 0. Bauernfeind suggested, it is a battle between 
the forces of evil and Jesus, the chosen champion of God. 
(83) 
The Gospels do not present the demons as making false 
claims but as coming so close to the core of the matter that 
Jesus silences them ('Be muzzled") and supplies the reason - 
because they know him. The reason the Gospels kept record 
of the demonic cries is because they understood in them a 
strong element of truth; Jesus is the Holy One of God and 
he is the Son of God. 
How then are we to understand the cries of the demons? 
Two possibilities suggest themselves - 
(i) the demons have heard that Jesus is the Son of God 
or the Holy One of God, and they then repeat what they have 
heard; perhaps without full understanding of what they are 
actually saying, thus resembling children who repeat the 
words of their parents. 
(ii) the demons speak in the categories with which they 
are familiar. So Jesus is compared with cosmic "sons of God" 
and "holy ones of God", the members of the Council of Yahweh 
rather than the members of the council of Satan. Jesus 
stands as "the Holy One" in opposition to the Evil One 
r (-tcov-1co S 17: 15; of Lk 11: 4) ; he is on the side of 
God (of 8: 33) and comes from God in the power of the 
Holy Spirit. 
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Both of these suggestions have their merits. With 
regard to the former, there is the possibility that given 
the proximity of the baptism one might suggest that the 
, 
demons were eavesdroppers on that occasion and here boast 
of their newly acquired knowledge; we notice Satan's 
temptations are prefaced by "If you are the Son of God". 
With regard to the latter, we refer to the suggestion by 
0. Bauernfeind(84) that the words of the demons are 
motivated by a desire to control Jesus by reciting the 
correct form of his title and that their knowledge of this 
title is intuitive rather than supernatural and in this case 
no more surprising than the messianic cries of the sicke(85) 
It is basic to the Gospels that when one encounters Jesus 
there is some response to his person. 
The challenge of the demons is obvious when one 
considers their choice of words and we can imagine the tone 
in which they addressed Jesus, using the stylized form of 
the time - TC - `µiv K4. %. o"oC 
accurately reflecting the Hebrew or Aramaic idiom. 
In the same way Satan challenges Jesus, but he uses a 
question E u'. os ti ou Qlou C Lk4*'s)* Thus he 
questions the basis of Jesus' authority. Perhaps as a 
deposed "Son of God" (of Job 102)9 he seeks to bring 
about the fall of Jesus, the new Adam. F. H. Borsch notes 
the parallels in these temptation narratives with the 
legends that Jewish tradition had ascribed to Adam, 
including his being fed by angels. He says, 
"Unlike Adam, however, the New Mans, the new Son of 
God, does not fall in the temptation, but 
instead proves his right to be the Man, to be 
crowned with glory and honour". (87) 
Along similar lines C. B. Barrett writes, 
"It is precisely as the Second Adam, the Heavenly 
Man, that Jesus effects the eschatological 
conquest over Satan, which results in a 
salvation that means the restoration of 
primeval bliss". (88) 
There is another figure drawn from Jewish mythology 
who might perhaps be relevant here, namely the Arch angel 
Michael (the traditions about 
89ýhom are not 
dissimilar to 
the Primal Man traditions). When Jesus receives back 
his seventy or seventy-two disciples in Luke, (10: 18) he 
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exclaims - "I saw Satan fallen like lightning from heaven" 
which reminds us of the same myth reported in Revelation 
12: 7-9 where the angel Michael is mentioned. Moreover the 
demons' fears of punishment remind us of the scroll 
11Q Melchizedek in which Melchizedek as a type of Michael 
issues judgement on the spirits of the Devil. 
(90) 
Though 
it may be no more than a red herring we believe an 
examination of the Michael tradition is called for, if 
only to highlight some of the differences. 
6: 4: 2 The Michael Tradition 
It is the angel Michael who will defeat Satan at the 
end of time (As. Mos. 10: 1f LIX Dan 8: 11 and Dan 12: 1 in 
addition to 1Q1ä 17), and it may be that behind the Synoptic 
Gospels presentation of Jesus' conflict with Satan, there 
stands some form of the Michael tradition. 
(91) 
It is logical 
that Michael as one of the angels of God could be spoken of 
as a Son of God or a Holy one of God; indeed Michael is the 
chief of the angels, the great prince (Dan 10: 13; Yoma 37a). 
We can only conjecture about the incorporation of such a 
tradition into the Gospel exorcisms, but certain aspects of 
the Michael legend are quite striking. In I Enoch 10: 15 
Michael is commanded to "destroy all the spirits of the 
reprobate and the children of the Watchers, because they 
have wronged mankind". In the Gospels Jesus links (according 
to Mark 3: 20ff) casting out demons with actual conflict with 
Satan and then in a simile compares this with the binding 
(SjQ, -I ) of a strong man. In I Enoch 10: 11f 
we read, "And the Lord said unto Michael, Go bind Semjaza 
and his associates". One of the marks of the end is the 
advent of Michael to bind Satan and his evil forces. For the 
Gospels of Matthew and Luke the casting out of demons 
signifies that the Kingdom of God has arrived (Lk 11: 20 
and Matt 12: 28). 
According to-Jewish legend, Michael stands at the head 
of the seventy angels who make up the Divine Council of Godý92) 
and is thus the first of the holy ones and the first of the 
Sons of God (the normal titles of the members of such, a. body). 
He is moreover the guardian angel of Israel 
(93) 
and 
probably the one who mediates on behalf of Israel in the 
ýý 
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presence of God, if he is in fact the angel in T Dan 6: 2 
and T Levi 5: 6, (of also 3 Bar 11: 9,12). According to 
Pirke Rabbi Eliezer Michael witnesses the fall of Satan 
and is himself rescued by God: 
"In the hour when the Holy One, blessed be He, 
called Sammael and his band to descend from 
heaven, from their holy place, he caught 
hold of the wings of Michael to make him fall 
with himself, and the Holy One blessed be He, 
saved him from his power". (945 
In Luke'8 version of the debate on Jesus and Beelzebul 
, and 
in particular vsa 21f (of ch 11) we have the juxta- 
position of 
o-xveöS and 4.9-Xu TceoS 
and it is likely that the former points to the devil and 
the latter to Jesus. Such conflict between Michael and 
Satan is a basic part of the Michael legend. 
(95) 
Jesus as the victor over Satan stands closer to the 
Jewish traditions associated with Michael than to those 
traditions of his time relating to the task of the Messiah. 
The response of the demons is thus quite understandable, 
for they encounter one who in human form is God's champion 
like Michael, and they address him as such -, Holy One and 
Son. 
J. J. Collins has attempted to build up a connection 
between Jesus, the Son of Man, in the Gospels and a 
hypothetical synthesis of Michael and the Son of Man in 
Daniel. 
(96 ) 
Thereby he deduced that the Michael tradition 
came into the NT by way of Jesus' use and the Church's use of 
the'; Son of Man. Certainly texts like Matt 13: 41 which 
speaks of the Son of Man "sending forth his angels" and 
Mark 8: 38 which refers to the Son of Man coming "in the 
glory of his Father with the holy angels" (of also Matt 
26: 53) might point in that direction. But unfortunately 
there are also other, perhaps more feasible, explanations 
for these verses including the idea of Holy War in which 
God and his angels (including Michael) wage war against 
evil. We are therefore not obliged to see Jesus as a type 
of Michael. 
The references to the Son of Man as used by Jesus, we 
believe, manifest a definite link with the OT picture of the 
Divine Council and the idea of the angelic host participating 
in Holy War. The importance of the Divine Council for the 
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NT has been noticed by one writer, 
(97) 
but it remains a 
relatively unexplored territory. However, while elements of 
this picture do appear in the NT particularly in association 
with the Son of Man as Warrior and Judge, we are not justified 
in therefore assuming the immediate influence of Michael or 
any other angel on the NT Christology. R. Longenecker has 
suggested(98) that the portrayal of Jesus as an angel, in the 
patristic period, occurred in both orthodox and heterodox 
formulations. In fact a close study of the writings of the 
Church Fathers shows that there is little evidence of 
anything more than a functional identification between-'. 
Jesus and the angels. Justin understands the term in 
its broader sense as "messenger". 
(100) 
Tertullian draws a 
distinction between the functional and personal identification 
of Jesus with the angels and concludes that only the former is 
legitimate 0 
(101) 
Jesus as a divine messenger in function like 
Michael is the key to the understanding of Jesus as he appears 
in the Shepherd of Hermas, 
(102) 
the Clementine Homilies(103) 
and indeed in the Christian ApocalypSe. 
(104) 
The IX%- 
rendering of Isaiah 9: 6 is behind the comparison of Jesus 
with a "Righteous Angel" in certain Patristic writings such 
as the confession of Peter in the Gospel of Thomas, rather 
than some form of angelic Christianity. 
(105) 
6: 5 Conclusion 
We have pointed out some of the aspects in which the 
function of Jesus as exorcist and victor over Satan parallels 
the role attributed in Jewish Apocalyptic to Michael. While 
we find no evidence for angelic-Christology" in the NT, we do 
find in the Patristic period use made of the functions of 
angels to describe the function of Christ. In the NTH in the 
Book of Revelation, we are close to such a functional identi- 
ficationt between Jesus and Michael, in 12: 7-12 where the 
action of Michael in defeating Satan in heaven is the 
preliminary to his defeat at the hand of Christ on earth, 
(of Lk 10: 18). It is clear that some illegitimate use was 
made of forms of angelic Christology as Hebrews 1 suggests, 
(106) 
but the personal identification of Jesus with any of the angels 
is unknown and probably unthinkable to the NT. Nevertheless 
through a process of demythologization certain erstwhile 
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angelic themes, like the Divine Council or the Son of Man, 
re-appear in the NT in a new form. If one sets the cries of 
the demons against the backdrop of God's Council, then it 
becomes clear that the crucial issue is not the messianic 
role of Jesus so much as his role as the Messenger of God. 
The cries of the demons on encountering Jesus reflect their 
understanding of him as a Holy One, a Son of God - like the 
other messengers of the Council. In particular they recognise 
in Jesus a figure like Michael come to punish and destroy the 
forces of evil. It is only by taking seriously such a demonic 
perspective that our eyes are opened to this understanding of 
Jesus, the Holy One of God. We must repeat that no judgement 
is implied upon the historicity of the incident in the 
Synagogue at Capernaum. 
The key, then, to the interpretation of the Holy One is 
found on this basic level of understanding., Jesus the Holy ... 
One is none other than Jesus the Messenger from God. This 
is true not only for the title as it appears in Mark and 
Luke, but also for Jn 6: 69. For Mark, Jesus the messenger 
was also Jesus the messiah and so the cries of the demons 
were given a second level of interpretation. The messenger 
recognised by the demons was in fact none other than the 
messiah. The force of the article, employed in the title, - 
was to raise Jesus from among the other messengers sent by 
God to a position of supremacy. He is the Messenger, of God 
par excellence. Luke, like Mark, makes use of the context 
to clarify the cries of the demons, to avoid possible 
confusion between Jesus and the Divine Man of Hellenism, and 
to draw this aspect {Jesus the messenger) within the total 
framework of his presentation of Jesus. This means for Luke 
an emphasis on Jesus as the Prophet-Messiah. But what of 
John? How does he understand the Holy One of God? Our 
study of the Gospel and in particular ch 6 will lead us to 
the conclusion that John took over the basic meaning (Jesus 
the messenger) and like Mark and Luke he has recast the 
title by means of the context he employs. We turn now to a 
study ofAhe Johannine presentation of the Messenger from 
Heaven. 
7w . ', - 
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CHAPTER SEVEN : THE DIVINE REVEALER 
7: 1 An Exposition of John 6 
Of all the chapters in the Gospel of John, ch 6 has 
probably attracted the most attention from the scholarly 
world. Several important monographs have been devoted to 
a consideration of the chapter and its attendant problems. 
(lý 
In particular we draw the reader's attention to P. Borgen'a 
midrashic interpretation, to the expositions of R. E. Brown 
ans. R. Schnackenburg(2) and fi1a])ly to C. K. Barrett's article 
on John's dialectical theology. Some of the problems dealt 
with in these works, like the relationship of John's miracles 
to the Synoptic tradition, are peripheral to our enquiry. 
The meaning of the Holy One of God is determined largely by 
its inme^. iate context (vss 60-71), but there are important 
clues to be found scattered throughout the discourse on the 
Bread from Heaven. We shall spend some time on a consideratio1 
of the chapter as a whole before proceeding on to a detailed 
examination of the crucial pericope'. 
7: 1: 1 The Question of Unity 
Chapter 6 may be subdivided into four sections : 
(a) The feeding of the 5000 (vss 1-15) 
(b) Jesus walking on the water (ves 16-21) 
(c) The Bread from heaven (vss 22-59) 
(d) Peter's confession (vss 60-71) 
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The Greek style, according to E. Ruckstuhi, is uniform 
throughout the ehapter, 
(3s)allowing 
for the natural 
differences between narrative and discourse. W. Nicol, 
in a form-critical analysis of the chapter, concludes that 
only the miracle of the walking on the water has not been 
reworked by the Evangelist 0 
(4) 
There is no textual evidence 
for any dislocation, and from the thematic point of view the 
chapter is readily understood as a unity. The feeding miracle 
finds its meaning in the discourse on the bread from heaven, 
which culminates in a division among the disciples of Jesus 
and leads Peter to make his confession of faith. - 
If another hand (or hands) is at work in this chapter, 
apart from the Evangelist, we are obliged to argue from the 
content of the verses, rather than on any literary grounds. 
Thus R. Bultmann, who admits to the stylistic unity of the 
chapter, finds evidence for an editor who has added 
eschatological and sacramental touches to the chapter. 
(5) 
He concludes, "The editor clearly models himself on the 
Evangelist's technique; but it is easy to see that it is an 
imitation". 
(6) 
With due regard to the greatness of Bultmann's 
understanding of John, we still find it anything but easy. 
The complexity of the Evangelist's handling of the sacraments; 
his working of the sacramental allusions into the very fabric 
of the Gospel; his unusual form of eschatology with its 
delicate balance of both future hope and present realization; 
these form major stumbling blocks in the path of Bultmann's 
thesis. This is clearly brought out by C. K. Barrett in his 
discussion on the unity of ch 6 and John's dialectical 
theology -a theology which involves not only the existence 
of anithetijal propositions, but includes God's discourse 
with man. Barrett's conclusions may be summarised as 
follows : 
(a) The future element of the eschatology of the Evangelist 
is not confined to ch 6, and can only be excised from the 
Gospel with great difficulty. 
(b) In ch 6, the sacramental allusions are present already 
in the miraculous feeding and in the main discourse, and 
therefore not confined to vas 51b - 5$. 
(9) 
(o) It is not necessary to understand in the eucharistic 
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passage a presentation of the flesh and blood as a divine 
potion, which confers life upon the recipient. Ignatius 
may have understood such a teaching, but it is alien both 
to Johannine thought in general, (of 6: 63) and to the. 
passage in question. 
(10) 
(d) If we understand vs 51 as part of the previous section 
and start the new section with vs 52, then the sacramental 
section may be understood as a natural development. conse- 
quent upon the mention of. "flesh" in vs 51, 
(11) 
The unity of the discourse has also been defended by a 
number of important scholars, including E. Ruckstuhl, U. 
Wilokens, J. Jeremias, P. Borgen and B. Gärtner to name just 
a few. 
(12) Perhaps the , 51-ronjc5F_ -ýý against 
the unity of the discourse (apart from R. Buitmann) is that 
of R. E. Brown, who suggests that 6: 51 - 59 is a later 
addition to the chapter made either by the Evangelist or by 
an interpolater. Brown admits that ch 6 would be eucharistic 
even without vas 51-8, as pointed out by Barrett, but goes 
on to says 
"Nevertheless, the fact that the eucharistic element 
is primary in vss. 51-8, while it is secondary in 
the rest of the chapter, does suggest that 51-58 
had a different provenance from the rest of the 
chapter. The Discourse on the Bread of Life in 
35-50 is complete in itself, as we saw in our 
study of homiletic technique; it comes to an end 
with a very carefully arranged inclusion. It seems 
illogical for the discourse to start all over again 
in vs 51. A far more plausible suggestion is that 
we have here two different forms of a discourse on 
the bread of life, both Johannine but stemming from 
different stages of the Johannine preaching". (13) 
Unlike Bultmann, Brown sees vss 51-8 as an elaboration within 
the Johannine tradition rather than a correction from without 
of that tradition. 
(14) 
An earlier form of this thesis is that 
of J. Schneider, 
(15) 
who thinks that 6: 27-59 was composed from 
three different meditations, ori`inally written by the 
Evangelist in an earlier period and addressed then to 
situations quite different to the present one. With a few 
minor amendations we believe that Schneider is correct. The 
discourse does indeed fall naturally into three parts, with a 
break at vs 40 and again at vs 51. The transition on both 
occasions is provided by an altercation among the Jews, which 
prompts the next section of . he discourse. In vss 41f, 
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the Jews grumble about Jesus' claim to descend from heaven 
and in vs 52, they argue sharply about his offer of his 
flesh to eat. The three parts of the discourse are 
sufficiently close in content for one to be able to trace 
key themes from one to another, which leads us to believe 
that either the discourse was composed as a literary unity 
using old material, or it was developed over a period of 
time by the same author, who sought in each new section to 
add another dimension to his work. Our exposition of the 
discourse will take into account these two possibilities. 
The importance of treating each of the three parts of the 
discourse independOntly is that it enables us to ask 
whether ves 60-71 corresponds more closely to one section 
than to another. For instance G. Bornknm maintains that 
these verses refer back not to the eucharistic passage 
(vss 51-5), but to the main discourse (vss 35-50). Neverthe- 
less the discourse, as a whole, is uniform in its presentation 
of Jesus as the divine agent and messenger from God, who 
brings with him the message of eternal life and judgement. 
We believe and will endeavour to show that Peters confession 
may be understood as responding generally to the discourse 
(including vss 52-59) rather than specifically to a particular 
section. But before we commence our expositions we need to 
pause briefly to consider the figure of Wisdom as part of the 
background to the chapter. 
7: 1: 2 The Figure of Wisdom 
R. E. Brown(16) distinguished the main discourse (vss 35- 
50), from the eucharistic section on the grounds that the 
early section is mainly sapiential and the latter purely 
sacramental. This is true to the extent that the latter 
section emphasises the sacramental aspect, but as Barrett(17) 
rightly points out, the sapiential is not absent from 
ves 51-59. From the start the two themes are interwoven- 
and although the emphasis changes both are present throughout. 
A study of the Wisdom tradition casts valuable light upon the 
understanxing of the whole of ch 6, and is indeed basic to 
any interpretation of the discourse, from start to finish. 
(18) 
The Prologue applies _. ý a number of Wisdom characteris- 
tics to the Divine Logos, like participation in creation and 
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being with God before time began. 
(19) 
The idea of Wisdom 
making her home among men provides us with an important 
insight into John's understanding of the incarnation. In 
ch 6, Wisdom reappears and in a manner typical of the Wisdom 
writings we observe that some men come to her (him) and find 
life, while others are discouraged and leave without her (him). 
Thus we read in Proverbs 8: 35f, "For he who finds me finds 
life and obtains favour from the lord. But he who sins 
against me does violence in his own soul: all those who 
hate me love death". So within the context of the wisdom 
tradition even the confession of Peter and the departure of 
some of the disciples have their place. 
When Jesus (in vs 34) describes himself as the bread 
of life 
, 
and issues an invitation to the hungry and thirsty, 
he is well within the Wisdom tradition. Proverbs 9: 5 reads,, 
"Come eat of my bread, and drink of the wine which I have 
mingled";. Sir. 15: 3 reads, "For food she will give him the 
bread of understanding and for drink the water of knowledge". 
The picture of the Son of Man in the eucharistic section of 
Jn 6, is strikingly reminiscent of Sir. 24: 19ff and particu- 
larly vs 21, "Whoever feeds on me will be hungry for more, 
and whoever drinks from me will thirst for more". In Enoch 42, 
Wisdom seeks a place on earth but finds none, and returns to 
take her seat among the angels. Yet the final verse implies 
that the righteous discover her - Wisdom dwells with them, 
"as rain in a desert and dew on a thirsty land". Therefore 
the whole discourse fits within the Wisdom tradition, and-, 
this alone argues for its basic unity. 
Chapter 6, as P. Borgen(20) has shown, includes not only 
the figure of Wisdom but also the figure of Torah. This does 
not mean that John was necessarily operating within the 
Haggadhic tradition, for already in the Wisdom tradition the 
two figures of Wisdom and the Law had been blended. We read 
that the acquisition of Wisdom includes the fulfilling of the 
Law (e. g. Sir. 19: 20), and in Bar. 3: 37f we read: "Thereupon 
wisdom appeared on earth and lived among men. She is the 
book of the commandments of God, the law stands forever. All 
who hold fast to her shall live but those who forsake her 
shall die" (ef also Wisdom 6: 18). In applying to Jesus the, 
figure of Wisdom, John was also able to view Jesus as the 
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revelation of God. Wisdom speaks, "I am the word which was 
spoken by the Most High; it was I who covered the earth like 
a mist" (Sir. 24: 3), and the same connection between Wisdom 
and the divine word is found in Wisdom of Solomon 9: 2. Like, 
Philo, John makes use of a whole wealth of ideas including 
Wisdom, Torah, Manna and the divine Logos -a whole spectrum 
of God's agents for revelation condensed into a presentation 
of Jesus as the Bread from Heaven. Exactly how he accom-- 
plishes this is best described in an exposition of the text. 
We turn therefore to a consideration of oh 6, starting with 
the feeding of the 5000. 
7: 1: 3 The Feeding of the 5000 (6: 1-15). 
A prelude to the miraculous feeding of the 5000 may be 
found in Jn 4: 48 (bearing in mind the -possible transposition 
of ohs 5 and 6), where Jesus announces, "Unless you see signs 
and wonders, you will not be-lieve". The great performer of 
"signs and wonders" was, of course, Moses and we remember the 
tradition which pictured the Messiah as a redeemer figure like 
Moses. One of the miracles mentioned by the Rabbis, was the 
provision of manna. 
(21) 
Accordingly ch 6 opens with a 
presentation of Jesus as the Mosaic Prophet and Messiah 
(of 6: 14f). The term o pt. t . ov or the plural 
is used 17 times by John, but in 4 cases the singular form-is 
used of a specific miracle, namely 2: 18; 4: 54; 12: 18 and 
following N 'b W . E""1. also 6: 14. The purpose of these signs, 
according to 20: 30f, is to lead to faith in Jesus, the Messiah 
and Son of God or to confirm such faith. However, on reading 
the Gospel, we discover people who see the miracles yet 
apparently do not comprehend their meaning and do not come to 
faith in Jesus. The answer to this puzzle is dependant upon 
an understanding of John's use of the term ir,, µtaov and 
his presentation of the miracles of Jesus. "The sign", 
according to Barrett, "is not a mere portent but a symbolic 
representation of the truth of the Gospel". For Mark, the 
miracles of Jesus underline his authority as Messiah and the 
Messenger from God. In John, the miracles prefigure the 
form of the salvation which Jesus bringe. The four signs, 
explicitly described as such, -include the changing of water 
into wine, the healing of the official's son, the raising of 
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Lazarus and the feeding of the 5000. Leaving aside the other 
miracles narrated by John and concentrating just on these four, 
it is not difficult to discern in them common eschatological 
and soteriological themes. The miracle of the wine, like that 
of the bread, points towards the eschatological banquet 
anticipated in part by the celebration of the Christian 
eucharist. 
(22), The raising of Lazarus, like the healing of 
the son, share a common sense of Jesus as the one who brings 
life (of 4: 50 "Your son will live"). In all four signs one 
glimpses the dual aspect of Jesus' mission; the present 
experience and the future hope. However many of the people 
who watch Jesus at work fail to see beyond the immediacy'of 
the present, which they understand purely in terms of the 
physical. They recognise Jesus as a great worker of 
miracles, because they have felt the immediate benefits 
(of 6: 26), but beyond the symbols of bread and wine lies 
the scandal of a crucified Messiah and beyond the action of- 
healing and resurrection lies the scandal of the Word 
incarnate, and these they cannot see. True belief is a 
matter of perspective. The Christian reader of the Gospel, 
familiar with the Christian tradition, would be able to 
recognise the soteriological significance of the signs. 
The indictment in Jn 12: 37-41 emphasizes the inability of 
many to penetrate the truth behind the signs, and brings to 
the fore the existential element of the Gospel. Hand in 
hand with John's use of the signs of Jesus is the sense of 
the paradox of the incarnation, which he saw played out in 
the life of his own community. 
In the feeding of the 5000, John points beyond the 
miracle to the eschatological event (the messianic banquet 
or the New Exodus), when God will gather together his people 
from the four corners of the earth (of vs 12). At the same 
time it incorporates the sacramental experience of the 
eucharist, and the sense of sharing in the life and death of 
Jesus. These ideas are implicit in the miracle, but explicit 
in the discourse which follows. For example, in vs 4 we read: 
"Now the Passover, the feast of the Jews, was at hand". On 
this verse Barrett writes : 
"He mentions the Passover primarily because, as will 
appear, some of the acts and words of this chapter 
have a eucharistic si ificance and the eucharist like the last supper must be understood in the 
context of the Jewish Passover. " (23) 
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The mention of the f-rous KC LJ&CVOus or barley 
loaves may be another allusion to the eucharist as J. McHugh 
has suggested. 
(24) The most important aspect of the feeding 
in this regard is John's use of the term ýü voce c. a--rýi o-ý S 
in vs 11. Mark uses both evx, CCLr-Ti wand kN Kw 
to describe Jesus' actions at the feeding miracle (ch 8 of. 
vs 6) and at the Last Supper (14: 22f). The repetition of 
the verbs is probably deliberate and suggests Mark's attempt 
to bring out the sacramental meaning of the feeding miracle. 
John has no institution of the Eucharist at the Last Supper 
so we cannot do the same comparison. However taking the 
feeding miracle on its own, we find that not only the verb 
üx, ý T-E is used, but also the term k1 to"M', c r,. j ( 
(vs 13) which presupposes a breaking ( 1tX : ý. w . 
). On 
the basis of these two actions, one may safely conclude that 
John intended his readers to catch a glimpse of the 
spiritual realities which lie behind the miracle. However 
we should guard against allowing vss 51-9 to colour our 
perception of these verses, just as we should not disturb., 
the delicate way in which John prevents the sacramental 
aspect from dominating the scene, allowing it place at the 
fringe of our perception like the faint indication of the 
perfume of a half-familiar flower in a moonlit garden. 
Jesus in vs 12 instructs the disciples to gather up the 
leftovers, a detail shared by the Synoptics and cause later 
for a brief discourse (Mk 8: 14-21). The stress on Jesus' 
concern that nothing be lost, is probably not a sacramental 
allusion(25) but refers instead to Jesus' care for his 
disciples (of-17: 12), a theme also common to Mark 
(of 8: 19-21), and to the hope that in the end of time God 
will gather together his people. 
Vss 14f conclude the pericope and we have already dealt 
with these verses, -so we shall not delay over. them except to 
remind the reader that neither prophet nor messiah is 
adequate for John's christological purposes. 
(26) 
Both ideas 
require the corrective of the teaching on the Son of man 
(of vsa 27 and 62) and the confession of Peter (vs 69). 
We notice that John does not make use of the division 
of people into groups, reminiscent of the Exodus, (27) such 
as we find in Luke or Mark; nor does the miracle take place 
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in a desert region (of Lk 9: 10). In view of the confession 
which concludes the pericope, John might have used such 
details to his advantage had he been concerned to present 
Jesus as the Second Moses, but in fact that is not his 
intention. The crowd's understanding of the confession, as 
vs 15 so'clearly shows, is misguided, and in the discourse 
which follows the real comparison is not between Moses and 
Jesus, but between Jesus and the Manna, and the realities 
which the Manna symbolizes. 
7: 1: 4 The Walking on the Water (6: 16-21) 
This section is relatively straightforward and adds 
little to our quest, so that we shall not delay long over 
it.. Once more there are parallels with the Synoptios, 
where a similar story is found. However in the Synoptic 
report Jesus' action in calming the storm assumes a 
prominent position which is absent from the Johannine 
version. John records a double miracle, that of Jesus 
walking on the water ( Vy implies "on" and not "next, 
to"), (28) and of the miraculous arrival at the shore (vs 21). 
The words of Jesus in vs 20 
(29) 
K#_ ' µM 
cf. Mk 6: 50) are taken by L. Morris and C. H. Dodd(30) to 
be an affirmation of his deity. Schnackenburg goes one step 
further and connects vs 20 with the other "I am" claims of 
Jesus. 
(31) In fact if Jn 5 is to be understood as succeeding 
ch 6, then this would be the first of the "I am" claims. 
Since Mark employs the self-same words, we suggest that 
John is here using traditional material. However in-the 
context of John's Gospel, the reader might have understood 
a deeper theological motif. 
- 
Schnackenburg's reference to the crossing of the Sea 
of Reeds as a possible parallel to Jesus' action designed 
to connect him with the Exodus narrative or the Passover 
haggada, seems to be rather far fetched. 
(32) 
If we were to 
enquire into the reasons for the inclusion of . the miracle 
of walking on the water, the logical reason appears to be 
John's adherence to a source which connected the feeding 
with the walking on the water, similar to the Synoptic 
source. ' We doubt whether a Connection with the Passover 
haggada is intended, 
(33) 
but we agree with Schnackenburg 
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that the words of Jesus, particularly taw Cý 
may have been a contributing factor in Johns allocation 
and use of the pericope. 
(34) 
We are already aware of the 
way in which the chapter is building up to Peter's con- 
fession, through the reporting in detail of two miracles 
and the mention (vs 2) of many signs. Who is this man 
who can do these things? If he is not just a prophet, nor 
a political messiah and identifies himself enigmatically as 
k' W, -tµ -then, who is he? In direct 
response to such a question the ensuing discourse proceeds. 
7: 1: 5 The Bread from Heaven (6: 22-59) 
The feeding of the 5000 is usually understood as 
providing a starting point for the discourse on Jesus as 
the Bread of Life, but in fact there is little direct 
connection apart from vs 26. No further mention of the 
attempt to make Jesus king is made, and the request for a 
sign (vss 30f) seemingly ignores the feeding miracle and 
the confession in vs 14. The discourse develops not as a 
portrait of Jesus as the prophet like Moses, but as a 
depiction of Jesus as the revelation of God. The focus 
quickly moves from the provision of bread to Jesus as the 
bread who comes down from heaven. John draws on a number 
of traditions (some already fused in the hellenistic 
Judaism of Philo), including the Wisdom tradition, the 
Jewish teaching about Torah and perhaps also the early 
Gnostic teaching of a divine revealer or the Jewish 
Merkabah Mysticism. 
(35) 
According to the Rabbis, "The- 
words of the Torah, which I have given to you (Moses), 
are life to the world. 11(36) In Acts 7: 38, Moses is 
described as receiving the "living oracles" of God. John's 
presentation is modelled upon the midrashic style of the 
expositers of the time. 
(37) 
The reference to Jesus 
preaching in the Synagogue (vs 59) is deliberately 
intended to remind readers of the Jewish technique - John 
presents Jesus as preaching in the style of his contem- 
poraries, although the content of his teaching strikes at 
the heart of Jewish belief. 
The midrash develops out of a quotation which is part 
of the crowds request for a sign, "He gave them bread from 
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heaven to eat" (vs 31), and looks back to a number of OT 
verses(38) rather than a single verse. John may have 
intentionally blended one verse with another in order to 
provide the necessary elements for the discourse which 
follows. Each section of the discourse picks up a new 
idea and develops it. So in the first section (ves 26-40) 
the reader discovers that it is God who gives the true 
bread, which is in fact Jesus himself, In the second 
section (gyres 41-51), the consequence of eating the bread is 
spelled out in terms of eternal life. The third section 
brings the emphasis to bear upon the actual act of eating 
and drinking. Although the emphasis moves from one point 
to another, one is aware that the sections do flow into 
each other with themes anticipated and interwoven into the 
complex tapestry of, the discourse. Let us now turn to 
an examination of the three parts of the midrash. 
(a) Ves 26-40 
An introduction to the discourse is provided by 
vas 22-5, with vs 26 forming an indictment upon the 
motives of those who seek Jesus. They seek Jesus not 
because of who he is but for what they can get from him. 
We are reminded in some ways of the temptation narratives 
in Matthew and Luke, drawn from Q, in which the devil 
tempts Jesus to change the stones of the wilderness into 
bread. - Jesus, response in that instance was to quote 
Deut 8: 3 (of Matt 4: 4). In Jn 6: 27, the response recorded 
there is in content, if not in form, similar: "Do not 
labour for the food which perishes, but for the food which 
endures to eternal life". One might have expected, in a 
situation like that of the Synoptics, for Jesus to break 
into a discussion on the importance of the Law, not so in 
John. John turns his attention to the true bread from 
heaven, not the Torah, but Jesus. 
Vs 27 introd'tces the reader to the Son of Man as the 
one who gives the food which leads to eternal life. This 
verse is one of the most important in the whole discourse 
and in view of vs 62 crucial to our interpretation of the 
confession of Peter. While the idea of bringing food for 
eternal life derives probably from the Wisdom tradition 
outlined above, John's inclusion of the title Son of Man 
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introduces another dimension into the picture. Apart from 
oh 5, previous teaching on the Son of Man has included the 
idea that he comes down from heaven (3: 13), is the only one 
who has ascended into heaven (3: 13), and as the one who is 
lifted up into heaven he brings salvation and life eternal 
(3: 14f). If W. Meeks and C. H. Talbert are correct, 
(39) 
and 
we believe they are, John's use of the ascending/descending 
Son of Man is a result of his fusion of the theophany of 
Daniel 7 with the Wisdom tradition.. The result is a divine 
figure who descends from heaven to bring the revelation of 
God and who in his ascension accomplishes the salvation of 
mankind, and receives his due in glory and honour. So 
Jesus, the Son of Man, is none other than the divine Wisdom 
who offers himself to the hungry (of Sir. 15: 3). The idea 
of "sealing" or 
CoýOc- it dr sy probably refers to the 
Spirit of God, the sign that the Son of Man is sent by 
God. 
(40) It' is his badge of office. At the same time we 
remember that Wisdom was connected with the Spirit, although 
the link was more in the nature of a comparison than an 
identity (of Wisdom 1: 5 and 7: 22b). Jesus like Wisdom 
carries with him the authority of the Spirit of God, and like 
both figures he brings God's revelation. Later, Peter will 
respond to Jesus as he who has "words of eternal life". 
The response of the people in vs 28 plays upon the 
verb Jey ýýoµKt as they enquire, "What shall we 
do that we may work the works of God? " In a 'Jewish 
situation such as the Wisdom tradition, one might expect a 
response to this question in terms of seeking after Wisdom or 
the Law or both. Once again John departs from the tradition, 
for in vs 29 works (or obedience to the Torah) is replaced 
by the single work of belief in Jesus. Later Jesus will 
speak of a new commandment, but here, in an almost Pauline 
way, faith in Jesus (1ts- rt J .) t'-y ) becomes the means 
of pleasing God. . 
The use of the accusative with ýS 
after 1rL. d-'re Gw rather than just the dative, is typical 
of John and may reflect the Hebrew . 
2.1' 11 ,4 TI . 
1. Morris suggests that it implies not intellectual credence, 
but personal commitment: "Faith, for John, is an activity 
which takes ýa) right out of themselves and makes them one 
with Christ". C. H. Dodd speaks of "the moral element of (42) 
personal trust". The oneness motif is brought out 
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later in the eucharistic passage (vs-56 and of ch 15slff). The 
absence of the noun 'WCC T I. S in the Fourth Gospel may be 
significant here. 
(43) Certainly, John seems anxious to show 
that the object of true belief is not some form of esoteric 
knowledge, or a , system of laws and regulations, but Jesus 
himself - the true revelation of God. The Jews appear to miss 
the point and they ask for a sign that they may believe 
( 1T-t, c"T tVW plus the dative). Misunderstanding is 
one of the literary techniques employed by John, often to 
bring to the reader's attention some important aspect of his 
Christology or soteriology. 
Is Jesus the Prophet like Moses or the Messiah like Moses, 
the first redeemer? This seems to be the question which lies 
behind the request for a sign in vs 30, and vs 31 confirms this 
possibility. The reference to the Manna (although that term is 
not used) follows, and the midrash proper begins. 
The tone of vs 32, with its emphatic co is-not 
difficult to mistke. It was not Moses but God who gives the 
true bread from heaven. The phrase could also be understood 
as implying that the bread given by Moses was not "from, 
heaven". The Evangelist may have intended a deliberate- 
ambiguity so that both meanings could be obtained. 
(44) 
However 
one reads the verse, one thing is clear. There is a deliberate 
denigration of Moses' role, not so much as a worker of miracles 
(although that is present also) but as the revealer of the Law. 
At the same time the contrast between Jesus and the Torah comes 
to the fore. The true revelation of God is not the Manna (Torah) 
but the divine Word - the Word which beep-me flesh. 
The contrast with the Torah continues in vs 33 and again 
John draws upon the Wisdom tradition (of the idea of the descent 
of Wisdom to dwell among men and bring them eternal life). 
Vs 34 demonstrates the continued inability of the crowd to 
comprehend what Jesus has to offer: 
(45) 
Vs 35 reminds us of 
Wisdom who calls eo le to come that their hunger and thirst 
may be satisfied. 
"46' 
The identification of Jesus with the 
Bread of Life, one of the "I am" sayings, by introducing the 
double feature of eating and drinking prepares-the way for the 
final part of the -discourse. So with Brown, we suggest that 
the verse blends together the twin themes of the sacramental 
and sapiential. 
(47) 
Barrett draws attention to the use of the 
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emphatic '3 4 in the Hebrew of Proverbs 8, where Wisdom 
proclaims her own virtues. The idea of "coming to" 
Jesus is another familiar part of the Wisdom tradition, and 
in ch 6 is a metaphor for "believing in" Jesus. 
Vs 36 reminds the reader of the inability of even 
those who have seen Jesus to believe in him and we are 
reminded of the words addressed to Thomas, 20: 29. The 
reason for such blindness comes in the next verse - vs 37, 
for it is only those whom the Father has given to Jesus 
who are able to come to him. There is again a curious 
sense of imbalance between the predestination of the first 
part of the verse and the seemingly open invitation of the 
latter half. It is doubtful whether this seeming contra- 
diction can be resolved without doing damage to either 
aspect, for both are integral to John's theology. The 
verse indirectly opens the way for Peter's confession of 
belief and in some ways parallels Jesus' response in 
Matthew to the confession of Peter - It is of God; 
(Matt 16: 17 "Flesh and blood has not revealed this to you, 
but my Father in heaven"). Those who come to Jesus, come 
not of their own accord but because they have been chosen 
by God (of 17: 9 and 15: 16ff); yet even, as we shall see, 
among the chosen there is one who does not belong, namely 
Judas (of 6: 70f and 13: 18). The whole idea of coming to 
Jesus and of not being turned away reminds us of ? tisdom 
6: 12f, "Wisdom shines bright and never fades; she is easily 
discerned by those who love her, and by those who seek her 
she is found. She is quick to make herself known to those 
who desire knowledge of her". 
Vs 38 defines the agency of Jesus as a heavenly 
agency, he like Wisdom comes down from heaven. Like Wisdom 
he is obedient to God's instruction - Wisd 7: 15 "... for even 
Wisdom is under God's direction". Basic to John's under- 
standing of the divinity of Jesus is his belief in the 
subordination of the Son to the Father. 
(49) 
To state that 
Jesus comes from heaven necessitates a defining of , 
the 
relationship between Jesus and God; a recognition that 
Jesus acts -s the agent of God. Vs 39 spells out the content 
of God's will, namely that Jesus should not lose any of those 
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entrusted to him, but raise them on the last day. There is 
perhaps a reflection of the concern of vs 12 (of 17: 11f). 
The main thrust of the verse lies in the promise of the 
resurrection. The eschatological hope is John's contri- 
bution(50) and it is a real hope for the future. There is a 
balance in vs 40 between the present possession of the 
Christian and his future hope (the Johannine dialectic). 
(51) 
Vss 39 and 40 connect those given to Jesus by God and those 
who see and believe in the Son (of vs 36). Peter's response 
in vss 68f looks back to this hope of eternal life. As the 
Holy One of God, Jesus comes with the verdict of "not guilty"; 
he brings the words of life; for he has power over death. 
The stress on "I" affirms Jesus as the divine agent - for 
to give life is the prerogative of God, and as before 
confirms John's use of the Wisdom tradition.. 
(b) Vss 41-51 
The gist of vss 41f picks up Jesüs' claim to be bread 
(wisdom) from heaven. Since the listeners know his parents, 
how can he claim to come from heaven? 
(52) 
The apparent lack 
of belief brings us to the second aspect of the Wisdom 
tradition, namely the inability of some to hold on to 
Wisdom - which culminates in the crisis of ves 60f. The 
basic question remains, who is this Jesus? Much of this 
section is a repetition of the first part of the discourse, 
but with a change in emphasis. Thus vs 44 refers back to 
vs 37, but with the emphasis now upon the action of the 
Father in "drawing" ( £ýKvo^ý ) the believer to 
Jesus. The idea of resurrection (found already in vs 40) 
now receives full attention (ves 44,47-51). Vs 47 looks 
back to vs 35, but it is stated more emphatically* vs 48 
refers back to the same verse and 49 recalls vs 31. In 
anticipation perhaps of the third part of the discourse, 
vs 50 introduces the idea of eating ( 
ký M 
This is all in accord with our understanding of the 
midrashic method which John employs, as outlined above, 
whereby each part of the discourse looks back to the 
quotation in vs 31. We are also conscious that each part 
of the discourse anticipates in some way the coming division 
among the followers of Jesus, as the Jewish concept, of the 
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rejection of Wisdom by all but a few, is played out. 
Indications of the Wisdom tradition may be found in the 
idea of God as a teacher (vs 45) and the idea of seeing 
God (vs 46). Wisdom is the teacher par excellence and 
the one who by virtue of her presence among the angels, 
(52a) 
can claim to have seen God. Jesus, as Wisdom, takes over 
the revelatory role as in vs 46 he claims not only to have 
come from God, but to have seen God. The emphatic state- 
ment that no-one has seen God has a polemical edge, 
(53) but 
to focus only on this is to miss the force of the verse - 
Jesus is the true bearer of the revelation of God because 
he alone has seen God and is therefore uniquely equipped to 
tell others about God. The content of his revelation 
consists in an explanation of his own person (his divinity) 
and mission (namely to bring life to those who believe in 
him),. Thus Jesus is both the bread of heaven, and the 
bread of life (vs 48). The reminder of the death in the 
wilderness (vs 49) brings into focus the greatness of Jesus' 
promise in vs 50, He who eats shall not die, he who eats 
shall live forever (vs 51). 
The verb ua*rLß. v, in vs 50 is one of the pair of_ 
verbs associated with the Son of Man (of 3: 13). Here in 
ch 6 it is used within the discourse seven times in all 
(vss 33,38,41,42,50,51,58), and in effect forms the 
counterpart to the ascent of the Son of Dian in vs 62. 
It is not by accident that a chapter which draws so clearly 
upon the wisdom tradition should include an idea so basic 
to the whole tradition, namely the descent of Wisdom into 
the world (of Bar 3: 29). The Prologue is the other passage 
in which this motif, if not the verb, is in evidence. 
In Sir 24: 19-22, Wisdom, who offers,, "Come to me, 
you who desire me, and eat your fill of my fruit", is 
heard to say, "Whoever feeds on me (cx tcr9CoV r5t . a) will 
be hungry for more, and whoever drinks from me will thirst 
for more. " So an offer of fruit becomes an offer of Wisdom 
herself. Similarly Jesus in vs 51, now offers himself to 
be eaten. 
(54) 
Perhaps the best way of understanding vs 51 
is as transitiona], marking the end of one section, but 
anticipating the-theme of the next section. In the previous 
section vs 44 performs much the same function, being largely 
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a repetition of the previous themes, but with an introduction 
of the idea of drawing, which is then explicated in terms of 
God's role as a teacher. 
(c) Ves 52-59 
The third section of the discourse introduces both a 
sacramental emphasis (for the theme itself is already 
present), and an historical note. Just as the Logos hymn 
moves from a philosophical abstraction into history with the 
introduction of the incarnation (vs 14), so here in ch 6 the 
Wisdom tradition leads into the historical event of the 
crucifixion. The symbols of the eucharist become the symbols 
of the incarnation. The recognition of this fact is one of 
the most powerful arguments for the retention of ves 52-59 
as an integral part of the Bread of Life discourse. By 
taking these verses as the work of another writer and so 
divorcing them from Jn 1: 14, one may distort the teaching 
of those verses and so lose sight of the central issue - the 
fact of the incarnation, and in the process give undue 
attention to the symbols involved. As a result the flesh 
and blood tend to assume a magical quality which is at odds 
with the rest of ch 6.55) In fact this is precisely the 
misunderstanding which John seeks to avoid. His deliberate 
use of the title Son of Man, which incorporates the divinity 
of Jesus, 
(56) in a context which describes the basic essence 
of'all mankind (flesh and blood) provides us with a precise 
parallel to the incarnate Logos of ch 1. The paradoxical 
expression of Jesus' divinity in the symbols of flesh and 
blood is more than a polemic against some form of docetism. 
(57) 
It is no less than the heart of Johannine theology. By our 
participation in the basic elements which mark Jesus' 
humanity, we share his suffering and his resurrection. 
Hence John stresses abiding in Jesus (vs 56) and the 
parallel between the experience of Jesus and that of the 
believer (vs 57), "As the living Father sent me, and I 
live because of the Father, so he who eats me will live 
because of me". Beyond the physical reality of the here 
and now is the spiritual experience of"eternity (of vs 63). 
Vss 52-9 look back to the quotation in vs 31 and in 
turn develops upon the theme of "eating" and the conse- 
quences of such an act. (John uses two verbs, Oq=y aor. i&.. F 
le&cw 
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and Te wXw, 
( 
apparently without 
9 
intending any 
difference in meaning. ) 
$) 
R. E. Brown, in his 
discussion of this section of ch 6, draws attention to 
the connections with the main part of the discourse. 
Thus vs 53 looks back on vs 47,58 reflects vss 49 and 50 
and there are other examples. This reminds us of the 
pattern we observed in the first two parts of the discourse, 
and is not necessarily an indication of a redactionary hand. 
Brown fails to see the continuation of the Wisdom Midrash, 
although he recognises the essential unity of the presen- 
tation when he writes, "we may well suspect that the 
redactor was only completing and perfecting a process of 
assimilation that had already begun". 
(60) 
His description 
of the final product as "a juxtaposition of Jesus' twofold 
presence to the believers in the preached word and the 
sacrament of the Eucharist" 
(61) 
may be true at a super- 
ficial level, but it conceals John's true intention, which 
was to use this discourse to present Jesus as the divine 
revealer and the incarnate Son of Man. 
Much nearer to the truth is the penetrating study of 
this chapter by C. K. Barrett. 
(62) He points to the presence 
of the sapiential theme not only in the early part of the 
discourse 'out also in vss 57f. A detail which Brown 
appears to have overlooked. Barrett 
(63) 
goes further and 
asks, why is the title Son of Man employed? In response he 
offers three areas for consideration: 
(a) John was affected by a tradition connecting 
the Eucharist with the title, Son of Man, perhaps the Last 
Supper (as described in the Synoptics) with its attendant 
eschatological hope. 
(b) The Son of Man is a suitable description for a 
figure who descends from heaven (of Jn 6: 62 and Mk 13: 26). 
(c) The Son of Man is a suitable term for a self- 
giving figure (cf Mk 10: 45). 
(64) 
The extent to which John was familiar with the Synoptic 
tradition is a vexed problem, but even if we were to 
suppose that John followed his own independent soarce 
the fact thet the Son of Man was envisaged as descending 
from heaven (Jn 3: 13), as dying for the world (3: 14f) and 
as perforrrinr an eschatolo¬ical function (5: 27) ,, roteides 
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us with complementary considerations to those of Barrett. 
Moreover John's picture of the Son of Man was influenced by 
the Wisdom tradition ý64a)Thus the Son of Man descends from 
and ascends to the presence of God, brings life (of 6: 27) 
and like Wisdom offers himself to the hungry and thirsty 
(of Sir 24: 21). Quite apart from the Synoptic tradition of 
the Last. Supper, therefore, good reasons may be found for 
John's use of the title Son of Man in a context which 
combines sacramental and sapiential themes. The crux of 
the verses, as we have already pointed out, is the paradox 
of the incarnation. In such a setting John might have 
used any one of his divine titles to bring home the 
contrast between the human and the divine. His choice of 
the Son of Man, given the themes of descent in the discourse, 
was obvious. 
We return now to the question about the writing of 
ch 6 and whether the author in fact composed it in stages 
or in. one sitting. The parallels between each of the three 
parts of the discourse suggest that we have three forms of 
the same discourse, added over a period of time by the same 
writer. In the Upper Room discourses a similar process may 
be detected. (65) There also the discourses deal with 
common themes but each section develops in a different 
direction. In ch 6 the midrashic method and the development 
of the Wisdom motif, in combination with the presentation of 
Jesus as the divine revealer, supplies grounds for the 
essential unity of the discourse, as it now stands. But if 
there were three forms of the discourse added over the 
course of time the question is raised of the inter-relation- 
ship of Peter's confession to this three-part discourse. 
Is Bornkamm right when he argues that vss 60ffÄ 
üild 
upon 
vss 51c - 5$0(66) The answer to this question lies within 
the fourth part of ch 6. 
7: 1: 6 Conflict and Confession (6: 60-71) 
The presentation of Jesus, the Divine Wisdom and 
Revealer, continues with a description of dissension among 
the hearers. We are reminded of Sir 4: 17ff: 
"Her discipline will be a torment to him, and her decrees a hard test until he trusts her with all his heart. Then she will 
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come straight back to him again and gladden 
him, and reveal her secrets to him. But if 
he strays from her, she will desert him and 
abandon him to his fate. " 
In John 6, it is the disciples of Jesus who find his 
teaching difficult (vs 60), who are scandalized (vs 61) 
and many of whom draw back from following him. Jesus 
enquires of the Twelve, whether they too will desert him 
(vs 67), and Peter responds with his confession of faith 
on behalf of the Twelve. The whole sequence of events 
resembles an enacted parable illustrating Jesus' teaching 
in the discourse: a parable of the Divine Wisdom finding 
a home in the hearts of a few men in the face of rejection 
by the many (of Enoch 42: 1-3). Two crucial verses for the 
understanding of the relation between Jn 6: 60-71 and the 
three parts of the Bread of Life discourse are verses 61 
and 63. What is this "hard saying" which causes the 
disciples to stumble and lose faith? Is it to be located 
in the early parts of the discourse (as Bornkamm. maintains), 
or is it the thought of eating the flesh and drinking the 
blood of the Son of Man? 
John uses the verb o-KrN614c L IAJ in 16: 1 to convey 
the general idea of falling away from the faith (of I Jn 2: 
10). We find a similar usage throughout the NT (of Mk 4: 17). 
The "scandal" of the NT has little of the English ingredient 
of malicious gossip, but certainly the idea of eating flesh 
might be considered to be a stumbling-block in the path of 
faith. Several times, as G. Stghlin points out(67) the 
verb v-wLygdAC w or noun a'K. Lvý'cýoV refers to the 
crisis precipitated by the death of Jesus. For example, 
in Mk 14: 27 Jesus warns of a severe crisis which the 
disciples will face. "You will all fall away ('WxKv T!, 5 
vx. cvý6ýrfý8s) ; for it is written, 11 will strike the 
shepherd, and the sheep will be scattered. ' " The setting 
is-the Last Supper and Jesus after prophesying his death 
as the Son of Man (vs 21), institutes the eucharist and 
then goes on to speak of the falling away of the disciples. 
Interestingly enough, it is Peter who responds with the 
words, ýý Ec KdL 'W4Vr1_ , Q-Ko V 
'. 
tXt, a6ýaa. T. ý, CeA" 
oüK &4r ' "(vs 29), while of Ju5as it is said, "It 
would have been better for that man if he had not been born" 
(vs 21b). When one compares Jn 6: 60-71 with Mk 14: 17-31 one 
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is struck by the number of parallels. 
(68) There is Jesus' 
teaching on the Son of Man (in both cases a reference to 
the death of Jesus is implicit); Jesus' warning to the 
disciples that they will fall away in Mark may be compared 
with the question in Jn 6: 67; the response of Peter in 
Mk 14: 29 may be compared with his confession in Jn 6: 69; 
and finally the indictment on Judas in Mk 14: 21 may be 
compared with Jn 6: 70f. If Barrett is correct in his 
understanding of Jn 6: 51-8 as a Johannine adaptation of 
the institution of the Eucharist as related in the 
Synoptics, 
(69) then Jn 6: 60ff might be similarly viewed 
as an adaptation of the Last Supper narrative as found in 
the Synoptic tradition. The crisis of Jesus' death is 
thus moved back into the teaching ministry of Jesus, just' 
as the institution of the Eucharist at the Last Supper is 
replaced by Jesus' teaching on the flesh and blood of the 
Son of Man. 
R. Bultmann writes, 
The editor, in placing 6: 60-71 after 6: 1-59 
obviously understood vv 5lb-58 in. terms of 
vv 60f, as a crKhwjeos Xos and 
e-4 ivteiXov . For him the c-tc vJ. ºov 
consisted in the fact that the historical 
Jesus, while he was still alive, had referred 
to his flesh and blood as food, which was of 
course unintelligible to his hearers. On the 
other hand the idea of the sacrament itself is 
not as such a o-ý. cöcvýýcýov and cannot 
be so. But this has the result of externalising 
the concept of vä'"cXw and makes a 
literary motif out of one of the characteristics 
of the revelation, which as such -ö Xbtsns 
trat k%gv*. TO - always remains a 
o-%ckv i. Aov . Here it has been 
reduced to the idea that the hearers cannot 
understand that Jesus is speaking of the Lord's 
Supper. (70) 
The English translation is misleading particularly the last 
sentence which renders the German, (die HUrer konnen nicht 
verstehen, dass Jesus vom Herrenmahl redet). Bultmann does 
not in fact speak of a'reduction" per se, but certainly he 
views ves 5lb-8 as a distortion of the "Charakter der 
Offenbarung". Perhaps, however, the distortion lies not 
in the passage itself but in Bultmann's interpretation of 
the passage. We have shown that behind the flesh and blood 
of the Son of Man is the paradox of the divine revealer, 
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whose flesh is real flesh ( erb r4u nj) and 
whose blood is real blood 
----vans 
). So 
vss 5lb-8 form an essential part of the discourse and 
-provides the link between the divinity of the one who 
comes from heaven and his humanity. Moreover the path is 
opened for the believer to participate in the life of the 
Son of Man (of 6: 56). 
Even if we retain ch 6 as it is the "scandal" of 
vs 61 and the "hard saying" might refer back to some other 
part of the discourse, perhaps to Jesus' claim to come from 
heaven or to his claim to have the power to raise the dead 
(of vs 40). So a claim of Jesus becomes the subject of 
debate and Jesus responds by saying in vs 61, "then what 
if you were to see the Son of Man ascending to where he was 
before? ". The sentence lacks its apodosie, but we may 
imagine something like "then would you believe I have 
descended from heaven/ I have power to raise the dead. " 
Both of these suggestions make good sense and must be 
seen as alternatives to the more common suggestion of' 
"then the scandal would be even greater". 
01) 
In Mark 6, 
Jesus preaches in a Synagogue and the people respond to his 
mighty words and deeds (vs 2), but after reflecting upon 
what they know about Jesus and his family (vs 3, of Jn 6: 42) 
they are offended (tc .c cyJ'otXC ýov re ). So in John 
also the key to the interpretation of the o-KXA1e ss Xers 
and the trK{v LA v lies less in the actual content 
of his words than in the paradox of a human agent who per- 
forms divine deeds and makes divine claims. The proof of 
his authority lies in his resurrection and ascension to his 
Father, and this is the gist of vs 62. In other words, we 
suggest that vss 61f apply not singly to a particular part 
of the discourse, but to the discourse as a whole and its 
presentation throughout of Jesus as the divine revealer. 
There is a deliberate ambiguity in the terms 4r%-_Xse6S 
and eý K. cv S ec 
iw which enables the reader to 
think back to the objections expressed by the Jews in 
vss Olf, 9n' vs 52 and to the whole mystery of Jesus the, 
Divine Wisdom of God., ' -The offence is disbelief and the 
rejection is of the Wisdom which comes from God in search 
of a home (of Enoch 42: 1-3). The stress on ascent (vs 62) 
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complements the earlier teaching on descent and the double 
movement reminds us that the origin of John's Son of Man 
tradition lies in his wedding of the Danielic Son of Man 
with the Wisdom traditions. 
(72) 
Vs 63 is a difficult verse to understand(73) particu- 
larly if one views the whole discourse as a unity. Taken in 
a superficial way, the verse appears to contradict Jesus' 
teaching of the flesh of the Son of Man. 
(74) 
Various 
attempts have been made to show that the contradiction is 
more imaginary than real. 
(75) 
Barrett(76) distinguishes 
the general use of "flesh" in this verse from "the flesh" 
of the Son of Man. So flesh implying human endeavour, 
avails nothing, whereas the Spirit brings eternal life. The 
contrast between flesh and spirit has also been used to 
argue that Jesus was pointing beyond his human existence to 
his divine reality, 
(77) 
or to support the claim that John 
was critical of a particular view of the sacraments. 
(78) 
Perhaps there is some truth in all of these opinions, but 
the crux of the matter lies elsewhere. In Wis 7: 22 we read 
that Wisdom is "a spirit intelligent and holy" and it is 
possible to interpret Jn 6: 63 in the light of the Wisdom 
tradition, which linked the Holy Spirit and Wisdom in a 
careful balance of unity and diversity. 
(79) 
As the 
personification of Wisdom Jesus speaks words which are 
spirit and life. Thus the verse harks back to the main 
theme of Jesus as the Divine Revealer. Like vss 60-2 
it relates generally to the whole of the discourses rather 
than just the third section. "Spirit and life" have been 
described as an hendiadys rather like the phrase "spirit 
and truth" in 4: 24. 
(80) 
Nevertheless "spirit" in both 
verses contains an implicit reference to the Holy Spirit 
and this detail must not be overlooked. In particular, for 
ch 6, it reminds us of the revelatory role of the Spirit, 
which in turn underlines Jesus' claim to come from heaven 
as the divine emissary (cf vs 27). Flesh in this context 
epitomises all that is in opposition to the realm of the 
spirit, and most importantly the element of human reason. 
Devoid of spiritual insight man sees only the human Jesus 
of earthly parents and fails to penetrate the veil. Words 
about descent from heaven, eternal life and eating flesh 
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and blood are meaningless. But these words are in them- 
selves spirit and life which enable the believer to see 
and live. 
Vs 64 continues this theme - "But there are some of you 
that do not believe". Clearly Jesus, like Wisdom in Wis 8: 9, 
"can foretell the outcome of events and periods". The 
implicit reference to Judas reminds the reader of the extent 
of the schism which reaches even to the inner group of the 
Twelve., So the circle of the flesh is defined in contrast 
to the circle of the spirit, with the dividing line described 
in terms of belief. Vs 65, which echoes ves 37 and 44, moves 
the emphasis from man's response to God's activity and 
effectively prepares the way for Peter's confession of faith. 
A sense of divine sanction is present (of Matt 16: 17 "Flesh 
and blood has not revealed this to you, but my Father who is 
in heaven"). Peter, in Jn 6, comes to confess Jesus, drawn 
and prompted not by his human reason(81) but in response to 
the activity of God and the revelation incarnate in Jesus. 
Vs 66 in describing the division among the disciples, 
continues the motif of belief and disbelief. We are 
probably correct in understanding an historical allusion 
here, either to an event in Jesus' lifetime or to an event 
in the life of the Church. Perhaps it refers to a schism in 
the Johannine community as might have occurred following the 
break from the Synagogue. Following the Wisdom myth, we have 
here the rejection of Wisdom by all but a few. In vs 67, the 
words of Jesus address those who remain, "Will you also go 
away? ", and there is ,a 
definite sense of an existential 
element at work here. Jesus is speaking to the Johannine 
community, unsettled perhaps after the cutting of their roots 
in the Synagogue and uncertain of the future. Their doubts 
and fears, the misunderstandings of their enemies and the 
inability of human reason to comprehend the depth of the 
Christ-event combine to present a good case for turning back 
from belief. Faith is at the point of crisis, balanced on 
the brink of unbelief. 
Peter is the spokesman of the Twelve^vss 68-9 (note the 
plural form of the verbs). But he speaks also on behalf of 
all true believers. His confession may be divided into 
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three parts: "Lord to whom shall we go? "; "You have words 
of eternal life"; "We have believed and have come to know 
that you are the Holy One of God". In spite of the 
interrogative form of the first part, all three are in 
fact statements about Jesus. The first statement affirms 
Jesus as "Lord", not with the same sense as Thomas does, 
but it does prepare the way for that confession. Peter 
recognises that in the existential drama of the crisis that 
he can turn only to Jesus. This is a tacit acceptance of 
Jesus as the unique representative of God. By comparison 
the Torah, the words of ancient wisdom, are dead. ' 
"You have words of eternal life" sums up the teaching 
of the discourse on the Bread from Heaven (of also vs 63) 
and brings the reader's attention to the role of Jesus as 
the one who speaks with divine authority - the divine 
Revealer. This is no statement about Jesus' prophetic 
ministry but an affirmation of his authority over death'as 
the divine judge who utters the verdict of life or death, 
not guilty or guilty. It affirms implicitly Jesus, own 
resurrection and expressly the hope of all believers that 
they will receive eternal life. It responds to the 
portrait of Jesus as the divine Wisdom of God (Prov 8: 35 
reads, "He who finds me finds life, and_ he obtains favour 
from the Lord". ) 
The three parts of Peter's confession form an 
ascending trio culminating in the words, "We have believed 
and have come to know that you are the Holy One of God". 
The first two clauses find their meaning in the third, In 
what way is Jesus Lord? By what authority does he utter 
words of life? The answer is defined in terms of the 
person of Jesus, (He is the Holy One) but more importantly 
in terms of his relationship with God (He is... of God). As 
usual John is careful to draw the reader's attention to 
Jesus' subordinate position vis-a-vis the Father. Peter 
therefore responds to the revelation incarnate in Jesus. 
Like Wisdom, Jesus is divine and like Wisdom he is holy. 
He gives life and conquers death. Like Martha (11: 27) 
Peter gains a glimpse of Jesus as the one who stands beyond 
death and is himself the resurrection and the life. 
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Finally in contrast to the demons in Mark and Luke who see 
only a figure who comes from trod to bring judgement upon them, 
Peter and those whom he represents find. in Jesus eternal 
life. Peter thus responds to the risen and glorified Lord. 
He speaks from the post-resurrection standpoint of the 
Johannine community. He testifies not to Jesus' messiahship, 
but to his fulfilment of the divine figure of Wisdom - the 
incarnate Logos. Directly he responds to Jesus as the Bread 
of Life and the Son of Man, who will ascend to where he was 
before (cf vs 62). The Holy One of God is an ideal title 
to capture these thoughts for its basic sense is that of 
agency, and frequently, as here, divine agency. 
Holiness for John implies the divinity of Jesus, his 
separation from the world and his unique relation with the 
Father. R. Bultmann(82) describes Jesus in this passage 
as "the Revealer who has the 
L ©VC-L. L of $ JI/eO-v 
and of 'Jwo, rottiv ." Peter finds life, but Judas and 
the others who reject Jesus find death. Wisdom literature 
abounds in the descriptions of those who reject Wisdom. For 
example in Sir 4: 19 we read, "But if he strays from her, she 
will desert him and abandon him to his fate" and in 15: 9, 
"Worship is out of place on the lips of a sinner, unprompted 
as he is by the Lord". Judas is singled out in vss 70f 
as 914 ß oX o5 and the tension between the Holy One and 
the Son of Perdition reminds us of the conflict between Jesus 
and the demon in Ilk 1. 
In vs 70, Jesus speaks of his choice of the Twelve 
(of vs 67) which reminds us of the first discourse in which 
the issue of coming to Jesus was balanced over against those 
who reject him (of vss 36f). Peter epitomizes the believers, 
Judas by contrast is a devil ( SL ; ßd4S ). The 
editorial comment vs 71 which connects Judas with the 
undefined devil, raises one question in particular. Is this 
John's attempt to protect Peter and his confession? When we 
considered the Synoptic confession of Peter, we observed the 
measures taken by Luke and Matthew in this regard. Is John 
then following suite? This is the most obvious underst-=.. ng 
of the attack on Judas but it does not preclude the possi- 
bility that John had other motives in mind, nor the possi- 
bility that he w, -. s working from a tradition rather -. ifferent 
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from Mark's. 
In a dualism of belief versus unbelief, as here in John, 
Peter could no more easily be called a devil, or Satan, than 
a demon could confess Jesus as the Holy One of God. The 
dualism in John militates against any such phenomenon and 
it is on this account that exorcisms in John have no place, 
just as there is no space for the temptations if delivered by 
a devil who prefixes his demands with an appeal to Jesus' 
sonship. It is the crowd who tempt Jesus, the Jews who 
belong to the Devil while the conflict is not with Satan, 
but with the Koe1Y"s 
/ 
(16: 33), and with Judas who is possessed 
by Satan (13: 27). The healings of Jesus become signs to 
faith not a systematic attack on the symptoms of evil. The 
"hour" which Jesus expects is the single moment of conflict 
with the Prince of the World, although the result is already 
known and anticipated (14: 29), so there is no space for petty 
battles with demonic forces. Instead the stage is cleared 
for the historical conflict in which Judas plays a leading 
role. In such a setting it is almost inevitable that Judas, 
the devil, should find himself ranged alongside Jesus, the 
Holy One of God. The darkness of Judas highlights not only 
the confession of Peter, but more importantly from the 
Johannine perspective, brings into focus the holiness of 
Jesus. 
John's Gospel is like a drama(83) in which the 
characters hover on the outskirts of the stage, with only 
Jesus in the spotlight. One by one they are drawn into the 
light and by their reactions and Jesus' words we discover 
more and more about Jesus. To this end the characters of 
the Gospel are often no more than foils for the person of 
Jesus. 
Judas as the devil, the epitome of evil, the son of 
Perdition, is the counterpart of Jesus the Holy One of God. 
The deliberate use of the title ö Los x'03 ®tot vs. 69 
and the term applied to Judas vs 70,9L 4*kAeS , 
emphasize the cosmic tension inherent in the former. It is 
the dualism in John which explicates this sense of tension 
by pointing to the soteriological aspect of Jesus' mission 
(he brings the words of life ), to the ethical aspect of 
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Jesus' mission (he is the Holy One in opposition to the 
devi7j and to the cosmic sense in which Jesus "of God" 
stands in sharp contrast to all who are "of the world": He 
is the Wisdom of God who divides mankind in two. 
7: 2 The Holy One as a Divine Agent 
The root meaning of the Holy One of God is found in the 
idea of an agent or messenger of God. Thus it may describe 
a prophet or a messiah or as in John a divine agent like 
Wisdom. Some scholars would go so far as to say that the 
title includes a sense of the deity of Jesus even in Mark 
and Luke. 
(84) This raises the question of the relation of 
the Holy One of God to a title like Son of God. Secondly 
with particular reference to John we need to ask about the 
relation of Holy One of God to titles like Son of Man as 
well as Son of God. In the answering of these questions we 
uncover the last of the mysteries which surround the Holy One. 
7: 2: 1 The Holy One and the Son of God 
Several writers take the view that the Holy One of 
God and the Son of God are closely related titles. Thus 
A. E. Harvey, 0. Cullmann and C. E. B. Cranfield use the latter 
title to interpret the enigma of the former. 
(85) 
All three 
writers arrive at the conclusion that like Son of God, the 
Holy One describes the deity of Jesus. With reference to 
Mark 1: 24, Cranfield writes, 
"So it is better here to understand ötýto S -ro3 ¬'Z 
as in line with $ uiös -rot e: oü 
in 3: 11 and Lk I%Z' T. 3 otpi'rrou GkoV 
in 5: 7. It is'as the divine Son of God rather than as 
Messiah that the demoniacs address Jesus. " (86) 
Commenting on the same verse in Mark, Cullmann says, 
"It is certainly not by chance that besides 'Son of 
God' the demons in the Synoptic Gospels use only 
one other title for Jesus: 'The Holy One of God' (rk 1: 24). This name describes the unique (87) distinction of Jesus from all other creatures... ' 
Cullmann goes so far as to say that the two titles are 
"almost interchangeable". We have suggested(88) that against 
the backdrop of the Divine Council, a messenger of God might 
be recognised as either a son of God or a holy one. However 
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in the Christian tradition both titles were reinterpreted 
and Son of God was chosen, perhaps on account of its 
messianic content, to represent the orthodox view of Jesus. 
Holy One of God, perhaps because of its association with the 
angelic holy ones, was used less and less often. Sven in 
_Jn 
6: 69 the scribes of later centuries chose to replace the 
title by bringing the confession into line with the Synoptic 
versions and particularly that found in Matthew. The danger 
which faces the scholar today is to follow this tendency and 
to interpret the Holy One in the light of the better known 
titles like Son of God and Messiah and to read into the 
former all the content of the latter. In so doing sight is 
often lost of the one arena in which Son of God and Holy One 
of God are interchangeable, namely the Divine Council. The 
demonic perspective is lost and the effect of the Marcan and 
Lucan redaction is to interpret the demonic utterances as if 
made by Christian believers, which in effect is what the 
Gospel writers intended. 
In John there are no demonic voices and the presen- 
tation of the Holy One is quite different. Peter makes the 
confession in response to Jesus as the divine revealer. He 
speaks on behalf of the twelve but in reality represents the 
Johannine community. The. importance of the Divine Council 
remains, but here the messenger is divine and like Wisdom 
he comes from the realm above, The i'mediate connection is 
with the title Son of Man and not Son of God with Peter 
responding to Jesus as the ascending and descending Son of 
"an. 
In the Synoptics the Son of God carries with it a 
sense of Jesus as the Messiah and in Mark and Luke this 
sense has been carried over into the Holy One. But in John, 
the messianic content is absent from the Holy One and the 
focus rests upon, Jesus as the one who comes from God and by 
his words reveals the authority of God. The authority of an 
otherwordly messenger. The Messiah might be a Holy One 
(as in Mark or Luke) but not eve Holy, One is a Messiah. 
Whenever a Holy One appears there is a sense of tension 
engendered by the very fact of his holiness* It is this 
sense of tension which, we find in Mark and Luke and John 
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and which warns us of the uniqueneseness of this title - 
its cosmological dimension. Here Jesus stands as the 
representative of the realm of the holy, the champion of 
God sent to destroy the realm of evil and according to 
John to bring life to the believers. 
7: 2: 2 The Holy one and the Son of Man 
, If the Holy One does not lead us automatically to the 
idea of Jesus as Son of God, but rather points more generally 
to the agency of Jesus, we need to ask Whether it necessarily. 
includes an actual reference in some other way to the deity 
__of 
Jesus. --- °'! 
In the course of his exposition of 6: 69 Schnackenburg 
defines as implying " articipation in God's 
deepest and most essential being". `89) Such a usage is very 
distinctive and one which is not necessarily justified in 
terms of the Johannine doctrine of holiness as far as we 
have understood it. The three verses which he cites in 
support are 10: 36; 17: 11 and I Jn 2: 20, but beyond the fact 
that both Jesus and God are referred to as +oS 
there is no indication in these verses of "a participation" 
in "God's being". Nevertheless as Bultmann has suggested 
Kb. oý denotes the divine sphere over against 
the world, and therefore also that which is marked out as 
apart from the profane world and belongs to God". 
(90) 
There 
is the potential within the Johannine usage of holiness for 
more profound understanding of holiness than 1s encountered 
elsewhere in the NT, on account of his general Christology 
as well as his use of `+os or 
It is the doctrine of holiness in John which warns us to 
look beyond the realm of human agencies towards the one 
who comes from above and returns thither. It is his use of 
other heavenly agencies such as wisdom and the Logoe which 
reflects back and enhances the agency implicit in the Holy 
One. In other words the deity of Jesus is an implicit 
part not of the titles in John, but oF his unique under- 
standing of the function of Jesus in terms of a divine 
agency which incorporates ideas drawn from early gnosticism, 
Jewish Wisdom literature, - the Haggada and Jewish apocalyptic. 
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Consequently the Holy One as a title in John for Jesus as 
the agent of God must include his divinity, and the 
immediate context (of vs 62) reinforces this observation. 
1., Morris argues on the basis of the selective use of 
and its connection with the OT title for 
God (the Holy One of Israel) that this title elevates Jesus 
to the divine sphere. 
(91) ß. Brown says-9 "Nevertheless, 
the fact that John uses the epithet 'holy' elsewhere only 
of the Father and the Spirit sets Jesus with God and not 
man". 
(92) 
The selective use of jcý"oy -although striking is 
hardly a sufficient basis on which to argue that 
öj cos -ý ý Or' must indicate the divinity 
of Jesus. Since we read in 17: 17 of Jesus' request that 
the believers be made holy it is somewhat unlikely that 
K7S%. es itself-should be translated "divine". It 
is rather in the general presentation of Jesus as one with 
the Father, the one who comes from the realm of the divine 
that we register Jesus' claim to divinity. The Johannine 
community were hardly ignorant of the fact that men like 
the prophets would be termed ocs. Lot and perhaps they 
knew also the Christian title el for the 
believers, found in Paul's epistles. Consequently the 
basis for Jesus' divinity rests not just upon the Johannine 
use of e[-6 Lms or ktL: c 1w but upon the 
doctrine of Jesus as the divine agent of God. This is what 
we have suggested. 
The fact that there were heavenly holy ones should be 
taken into account, but the connection between Jesus and the 
angels basic to J. Bffhner's concept of agency(93) is at 
variance with John's theology and christology as we have 
seen. By itself the Holy One of God implies no more and no 
less than whet it says, that the one so described is holy 
(in both the positive and negative senses of that term) and. 
comes from God as the agent of God. Everything beyond this, 
such as the connection with Son of God or, as in John, Son 
of Ilan derives from the context in -;;.. ich the title is found. 
This includes concepts like divinity, judgement anI life- 
giving which are now intrinsic to Jn 6: 69. 
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Although Jn 10: 36 connects the action of consecration 
with the title Son of God, ch 6 points to some connection 
with Son of Man. Ch 6: 68 refers, as Bultmann observed, to 
ch 5: 21,7 which mentions both titles but connects judgement 
with Son of Man. 
Clearly in Jn 6: 70f there is 
a sense of judgement upon Judas, but this connection is too 
tenuous to posit a deliberate reference to Son of man on 
John's part. The passage in question reads as follows : 
5: 21-2,24-7. 
"For as the Father raises the dead and gives them 
life so the Son also gives life to whom he will. 
(22) The Father judges no one, but has given all 
judgement to the Son... (24) Truly, truly, I say 
unto you he who hears my word and believes him 
who sent me, has eternal life ( Xt t. 
%"V, « c'viov ); he does not come 
into judgement, but has passed from death to 
life. (25) 
_Truly, 
truly I say to you, the hour 
is coming, and now is, when the dead will hear 
the voice'of the Son of God, and those who hear 
will live. (26) For as the Father has life in 
himself so he has granted the Son also to have 
life in himself, (27) and has given him authority 
to execute judgement, because he is a Son of Man". 
The idea of judgement reminds us of the Divine Council and 
the holy ones there. Jesus functions like Melchizedek at 
Qumran. It reminds us also of Daniel 7 with its picture 
of the Council and the presence there of the Son of Sian. 
(94) 
It is not beyond the realm of possibility to conjecture that 
Son of Man in Daniel who represents the holy ones, might 
himself be described as holy. It is significant that Jesus 
is worshipped as Son of Man by the once blind man following 
Jesus' revelation of himself as such. 
(95) 
A study of ch 6 
shows us that John is intent on presenting Peter as 
responding to Jesus, the Son of Man. In such a setting 
Holy One of God is an appropriate substitute and does not 
lose the sense of resurrection life(96) (for the Holy One 
is he who has been raised from death, of. Dan 7: 22) nor the 
sense of Jesus as the divine agent (of-Dan 7: 13). 
In ch 6 in two of the discourses Jesus speaks of himself 
as the Son of Man, and again in the pericope just prior to 
Peter's confession : 
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(a) In the First Discourse 
6: 27 Do not labour for the food which perishes, but 
for the food which endures to eternal life 
( ti Sv ai. wvcov )p which the Son 
of Man will give to you; for on him has God the 
Father set His seal. 
(b) In the Third Discourse 
6: 53 Truly, traly, I say to you, unless you eat the 
flesh of the Son of Man and drink his blood, 
you have no life in you: (54) he who eats my 
flesh and drinks my blood has eternal life 
(1xv- L'4v c(t vdav ) and I will raise him up at the last day. 
(c) In the confession Narrative 
6: 62 Then what if you were to see the Son of Man 
ascending to where he was before? (63) It is 
the spirit that gives life, the flesh is of 
no avail; the words that I have spoken to 
you are spirit and life. 
6: 68 Simon Peter answered him, "Lord, to whom shall 
we go? You have (the) words of eternal life". 
Peter, by recognising that Jesus has the words of life 
responds not only to the Son of God in ch 5, but most, 
immediately to the Son of Man in ch 6. Son of Man is an 
enigmatic title(97) and is used by John to explain Jesus' 
heavenly nature (in contrast to the belief of F. J.! oloney, 
(98) 
who holds that it is limited in meaning to Jesus' humanity), 
And through the use of verbs like `ýwe-rt-dc. ej and 
ýV*_ LV (5: 21,27) it connects the title with 
ideas of heavenly agents already-found in the Gospel. Jesus 
the Holy One is he who, like the Son of Man in Daniel, 
symbolizes the resurrection life. At the same time he brings 
judgement on Judas (of 5: 27). Addressed to such a figure, 
a heavenly agent, a Son of Man, Peter's confession looks 
beyond the traditional use of Holy One into a completely 
new world -a world only truly comprehended from the stand- 
point of the post-resurrection Christian community, for whom 
Peter speaks. 
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7: 3 Conclusion 
We believe that the key to the Holy One whether in Mark, 
Luke or John is the idea of agency, particularly against the 
backdrop of the Divine Council. To translate the concept 
into English one would probably speak of the Messenger of 
God who carried with him the authority of the Spirit. The 
demonic utterances should be understood against the background 
of the Council, in which God was served by holy ones and sons 
of God. However Mark, Luke and John have given to the title, 
another level of interpretation, dressing it in Christian 
garb and bringing it into line with their own theology. Mark 
presents Jesus as the charismatic herald of the Kingdom, the 
champion of God who wages war with the hordes of Satan. Later 
Jesus is recognised as the Messiah. Luke presents us with a 
prophetic interpretation of the Holy One ranking Jesus with 
Elijah and Elisha and casting upon him the mantle of prophet- 
Messiah. Finally John offers his underständing of the Holy 
One. It is distinctive because he introduces the element of 
the deity of Jesus so that the Holy One is now understood as 
a divine agent to be seen alongside the other divine agents 
like Wisdom, the Logos and the Son of Man. The inherent 
danger in this presentation was that it might develop into 
angelic Christology. Thus in the Gospel of Thomas, Peter 
confesses Jesus as like a Righteous Angel. 
(99) 
As the divine 
agent Jesus brings words of life. He comes with the verdicts 
of guilty and not guilty and so functions as the judge of the 
Divine Council, like Melchizedek in 11Q Melch. 
The closest title to the Holy One in Mark or Luke is 
Son of God (in its pre-Christian sense), but in John it is 
Son of Man, thus preserving the connection with the Council. 
At the same time both titles incorporate the sense of Jesus' 
divine agency but there are also differences and the unique 
sense of the Holy One remains. As the one who is holy and 
belongs to God, the Holy One stands apart from the world 
(the stranger from heaven) and the sense of tension which 
ensues when the Holy One is recognised is unmistakably the 
most important insight into the meaning of the title. 
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Finally, in the Johannine context where the crisis of 
Jesus' death is read back into the "scandal" of Jn 6, 
Peter responds to one who conquers death. The Holy One is 
he who stands beyond the confines of this world, the 
resurrected Lord. 
4 
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FOOTNOTES TO CHAPTER ONE 
1} In Mk 8: 14-21 and 14: 22-6 we find material which in a 
general way parallels the content of in 6, but there 
the resemblance ends. 
2) We draw the reader's attention to Section 2 of the 
bibliography (PP371f) and in particular to the 
following four commentaries: C. K. Barrett, The 
Gospel according to St. John (2nd ed), p. 307 
it, u mann, The Gospel o ohn (E. T. of Das 
Evangelium des Johannes), pp. 9f; R. E. Brown, The 
Gospel according to John I-XII, p. 298; R. SchnacTen- 
urg, The Gos e according to St. John (E. T, of 
Das Jo annesevan e ium , pp. other works of importance apart from the Johannine Commentaries are 
0. Cullmann, The Christology of the New Testament, 
. 285; F. Haan--, =2_, q e Titles of Jesus in C is o0 (E. T, of Christo o i. sc e Hoheitstitel, u one to e 
handled w" care and constant reference to the 
German original) pp. 223-8 and pp. 231-9; R. H. Fuller, 
The Foundations of New Testament Christolo , p. 48; 
roc sc , Ito s 
in . PP-69-95; H. Seebass and C. Brown, "Holy", in D. N. T. T. II, 
pp. -223-8; A. E. Harvey, Jesus on Triad 
pp. 36-45. 
3) H. L. N. Joubert "The Holy One of God (John 6: 69)", 
Neot II (1966)9 pp. 57-699 
4) According to the major critical Greek texts including 
H. von Soden, Die Schriften des Neuen Testaments in 
ihrer ältesten erreic aren Textgestalt; = , von 
isc en or , Textkritik es Neuen Testamentes (Prepared by C. R. Gregory and ovum Tes amen um 
Graece: Editio critica octava maiore Also 
following ei . ones minores: estcott and F. J. A. Hort, The New Testament in the Original Greek 
E. Nestle, Novum Testamentum Graece Ed); 
K. Aland, M. Black , B. M. Metzger and A. Wikgren, The Greek New Testament (3rd Ed); A. Souter, Novum 
Testamentum Graece; Be Weiss, The New Testamen in 
Greek n. 
5) See V. Martin and R. Kasser, Papyrus Bodmer XV, P751, 
p. 71. The photograph shows a lacuna a wie 
crucial oint, but the space accords with the 
reading 
To 
ýýýý5 ) -r: 
Nevertheless the evidence of this manuscript cannot 
be used as anything but supplementary evidence. 
6) See n. 4 above. In the Third Edition of Aland, Black, 
et al, The Greek New Testament, the reading ö 
ý... -rom pcoý is given as "A" symbol which 
signiTies that, in the opinion of the editors, it is 
"virtually certain". 
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7) In particular 
(1952); The 
Todes 's IFF 
Greek as 
The Jerusal, 
ersion n 
we note 
New 
is er: 
lie Holy 
em Bible 
Ed) 1961 
the Revised Standard Version 
. 
ish ie ew Testament 1961); 
; ion ), which renders the Fe -Who has come from God"; 
(1966) and the New International 
I. 
8) See W. F. Howard, The Fourth Gospel in Recent Criticism 
and Interpretation, pp. -, -; cuz, 
ntersuc un en zur Menschensohn-Christologie im 
o annesevan e ium, pp. 41--61; e, n roduccttion 
to the New Testament (E. T. of Einleitung in das Neue 
Testamen pp*146-154; R. Kysar, The Four van e ist 
and his Gospel, pp. 45-65 and D. Moody Smith, The 
Composition and order of the Fourth Gospel, who Seals 
primarily with the suggested re-o ering of the 
Gospel according to R. Bultmann, Jam, passim. 
9) There are several verses, such as 6: 64b, 71 (concerning 
Judas) and 19: 35; 20: 9 (concerning the Beloved Disciple), 
which suggest the presence of an editor. 
10) We note the difficulty of vs 14: 31c, "Rise let us go 
hence, over against 18: 1. See the excellent article 
on this question by J. Painter, "The Farewell 
Discourses and the History of Johannine Christianity", 
N T. S. xXvII (1981), pp. 525-43. 
11) We note the general lay-out of Bultmann's Commentary 
on John and his critical comments at the beginning of 
each new section. For a methodical critique of 
Bultmann's analysis see D. M. Smith, The Composition 
and Order of the Fourth Gospel: Bultmann s literary 
eor . 
12) Bultmann, pp. 419-51" He writes, "Since however it 
earlier appeared that the supposedly connected 
fragments 8: 30-40,6: 60-71 perhaps belonged to the 
situation of Kt(rL$ implied in 12: 23-33, the 
further question suggests itself whether these 
fragments can be understood as a suitable continuation 
of 12: 23-33" Without a doubt this is the case" (p. 420). 
13) So Barrett, John, p. 301. For a detailed discussion, 
see Smith, The Com osition and Order pp 52,139-41, 
150-2 and 1- He writes, "While S: 30-40 and 
6: 60-71 do not really fit together very well there 
are patent allusions to 6: 27-51 in 6: 62,65" (p. 151). 
"It is my view that the text may be interpreted 
with sufficient clarity and coherence to warrant 
leaving it as it is. Its incongruities or inconsis- 
tencies may be attributed as easily to the evangelist 
as to the redactor. (p. 152). 
14) gee n. 13 and for a'detailed exegesis pp. 281-89 below. 
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15) So M. de Jonge, Jesus: Stranger from Heaven and Son of 
God, p. 209 : "Chapter 6 constitutes a compl cated-and 
clösely but whole". See also our important 
discussion on pp. 263-5 below, 
16) As pointed out by Schnackenburg, Gospel II, pp. 5-9. 
See also Buitmann, John pp. 209frathmann, Das 
Evangelium nach Johannes pp. 96-s; C. Spicq, A ape III 
pp. 1267 and Grundmann, Zeugnis und Gestal es 
Johannesevangelium PP-39-47- 
17) Schnackenburg, loc. cit. He lists in all six arguments 
of which the two most important are the first two: 
a That 6: 1 follows more easily after 4: 54; 
b) That 7: 1 follows more logically after the 
events recorded in ch 5, than those of the latter 
part of ch 6. 
18) This allows us to leave the text as it is in line with 
the recommendations of I. de la Potterie, Getuige 
van het woord PP. 43-6; F. M. Braun, Jean le Theologien I 
pp" -; Brown, John I-XII, pp. 235- ; Barrett , Jo 
pp, 23-5,272. Yet at the same time we are not 
prevented from considering the suggested rearrangement. 
19) J. L. Martyn, History and Theology in the Fourth Gospel; 
idem, "Glimpses in e history of The o anraine 
Community" in L'Evan ile de Jean, M. de Jonge (Ed), 
pp. 149-75. See however rown, The Community of 
the Beloved Disci le, for a critique or ar yn an 
other writers, pp. 5-80. 
20) As suggested by Schnackenburg, John, II, p. 10 and 
Barrett, John, p. 301. 
21) The title m `: ýýýs -rau O*o is found in Mk 1: 24, 
Lk 4: 34 and of course Jn 6: 69. For similar titles 
see our discussion on pp. 31-5 below. 
22) W. F. Howard, The Gospel according to St. John; B. Lindars, 
The Gospel according to St. John, pp, 275f; J. N. Sanders 
an B. A.? as in, A Commentary on the Gospel accordi 
to St. John pp. 199f. For a similar point o view see 
also J. H. ernard, The Gospel according to St. John I. 
p. 222; B. Schwanck, Das o annesevange ium II, p. c. 
23) Sanders, Goers el,, pp. 199f. 
24) C. H. Dodd, The Interpretation of the Fourth Gospel, p. 228. 
25) V. Taylor, The Names of Jesus, p. 80. 
26) However, in two cases we come quite close to this, namely 
- in the 7XX of Is 6: 13 (the holy seed) and Psalms of 
Solomon 17: 36,42. 
27) B. Weiss, A New Commentary on the New Testament Ii, p. 288 
28) E. C. Hosk ns, The Fourth Goss 1 I. p. 342 
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29) Bernard, John I, pp 221-3- 
30) This does not imply that John knew the Synoptics. 
Moreover, as we shall see, John tends to interpret 
traditional titles after his own fashion. See 
pp. 90 - 96 below. 
31) Barrett, J_, p. 307. 
32) Schnaokenburg, John II, p. 76 
33) This varies from the use of the term "messianic" in a 
way that would be intelligible to a Jew, to the use 
of the term in a purely Christian sense, inclusive of 
the deity of Jesus (see Joubert, "The Holy One", p. 66, 
who writes, "In every detail of the Messiah-figure 
there beats the mighty pulse of Deity"). An important 
work in this area is M. de Jonge, "The use of the word 'Anointed' in the time of Jesus" NN T. VIII (1966) 
pp" 132-148. 
34) See Schnackenburg, John I, pp. 507-14 and M. de Jonge, 
"Jewish expectations about the 'Messiah' according 
to the Fourth Gospel", N. T. S. XIX 1972/3), pp. 246-70. 
35) G. Friedrich, "Beobachtungen zur messianischen 
Hohepriestererwartung in den Synoptikern" Z. T. K. LIII (1956), pp. 265-311. See also W. Grundmann, 
ktL,, r TxS KTA . ", in T. D. N. T. IX, p. 531. 
36) See Bernard, John I, p. 222; 0. Moe, "Das Priestertum 
Christi im NT ausserhalb des Hebräerbriefes", T. L. Z. 
LDII (1947), PP. 335-7 and C. Spicq, "L'origine 
johannique de la Conception du Christ-pr8tre dans 
1'Epitre aux Hebreux" in Aux Sources de la Tradition 
Chrdtienne, pp. 258-69. 
37) J. Gnilka, "Die Erwartung des messianischen Hohen- 
priesters in den Schriften von Qumran und im NT", 
R. Q. II (1960), p. 423. 
38) In this connection see the valuable critiques of 
Friedrich's position by Gnilka, Op. cit., pp. 409-18 
and Hahn, Titles, pp. 229-39. 
39) See below pp. 178-188 for a full discussion. 
140) E. Schweizer, "Er wird Nazoräer heissen (zu Mc 1: 24; 
Mt. 2: 23) in Judentum Urchristentum Kirche, 
(F/s J. Jeremi. as , pp. -; iem, Evan e ium nach Markus, p. 24. For a similar poino view see fin, Titles, pp. 229-39; R. Pesch, Das Markus- 
evanTeS ü, p. 122; and W. Grundmann, as 
Evangelium nach Lukas, ad be. 
41) S. Schulz, Das Evangelium nach Johannes, pp. 111f. 
42) Hahn, Ti, p. 233. 
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43) Hahn, p. 232. 
44) Hahn, pp. 227 and 233. For an alternative point of view, 
see below pp. 161-5. 
45) J. A. Btthner, Der Gesandte und sein Weg im 4. Evangelium, 
p. 231. 
46) Bu"hner, pp. 341-99. For a brief critique of Bühner's work 
see M. de Jongek)", Johanneische Studies", Ned. Theol. 
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57) L. Morris, The Gospel according to John, pp. 389f. 
58) H. Odeberg, The Fourth Gospel Interpreted in its 
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66) Cullmanap Op. cit., p. 284. 
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69) Schnackenburg, John TI, pp. 172-86. 
70) Schnackenburg, p. 172. See for an alternative point of 
view G. P. Wetter, Der Sohn Gottes, who suggests that 
the hellenistic Divine Man formed the key to the 
interpretation of Sonship in John. See also W. Bauer, 
Das Joharnesevanelium pp. 37f; R. Bultmann, 
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83) So Martyn, History and Theology, pp. 47ff and Brown, 
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84) De Jonge, Jesus, p. 99 
85) Martyr, "Glimpses", pp. 160-75. See also Brown, 
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expectations about the-'Messiah' according to the 
Fourth Gospel" NTS. XIX (1972/3) pp. 246-70. 
161) On the Samaritan idea of the Taheb, see W. A. "reeks, 
The Prophet King, pp. 21 6ff, and below, p. 137. 
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. 162) On the general "question of Bethlehem as the birth 
place of Jesus, see Brown, Birth, pp. 513-6. He 
concludes that the evidence issmmuch weaker than 
the claim that Jesus was of the house of David. 
For a discussion of Jn 7: 41-4, see De Jonge, 
"Jewish Expectations", pp. 259f. 
163) See especially E. SjBberg, Der verborgene Menschensohn 
in den Evan elien, pp. 41-96; ý" pp. an 
En -7; 62: 7; 2 Apoc Bar 29: 3; 39: 7; 
73: 1; 4 Ezra 7: 28; 12: 32; 13: 26P 32,52; 14: 9. 
164) De Jonge, Jeesuss, p. 52. 
165) Schnackenburg, John I pp. 282-322. See also Dodd, 
Interpretation, p. 228. 
166) De Jonge, Op. cit. p. 83. 
t b7) SeQ. c, 1ýove p. X30 . 
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FOOTNOTES TO CHAPTER THREE. 
1) See Str. B. III, p. 683, who lists several instances of 
the gh as the ny WJ of God. 
2) See Gnilka, "Die Erwartung", p. 408; A. J. B. Higgins, "The 
Priestly Messiah", N. T. S. XIII (1966/7), pp. 211-319, 
esp. p. 217; R. B. Lau-r n, "The Problem of two Messiahs 
in the Qumran Scrolls", . R. C` . IV (1965), pp. 39-52; S. Sabugal, "IQ Regla de TComunidad IX, ii : 
Dos Unigidos, un Mesias", R. . VIII (1969), pp. 417-23. For a contrary point of view, see G. Verwes, The Dead 
Sea Scrolls in English (2nd Ed), pp. 47-50 and the 
important work by A. S. van der Woude, Die messianische 
Vorstellungen der Gemeinde von Qumran. 
3) So Friedrich, "Beobachtungen", pp 265-311. See however 
Gnilka, "Die Erwartung", pp. 395-426 for a detailed 
critique of Friedrich's position; and the important 
comments in this regard made by Cullmann, Christology, 
p. 104 and Braun, Qumran I, p. 62. 
4) Friedrich Op. cit., p. 267 (on Mk 1: 24) and pp. 278f (on 
in 6: 695. 
5) Friedrich, p. 278. 
6) See our discussion above, pp. 49-59. 
7) See 'above p. 60. 
8) Friedrich, pp. 267,274f. 
9) Friedrich, p. 275. 
10) See n. 3. above. 
11) Grundmann, T. DD, N. T. IF, p. 531" 
12) Friedrich, p. 275. 
13) Schnackenburg, John II9 pp. 76f. 
14) See above pp. 32-40. 
15) For a full discussion, see below pp. 192-224. and p. 290. 
16) T. of Levi 18: 12 ascribes to Levi the task of binding 
Beliar, while in T. of Dan 5: 10f, he "wages the war 
of God". 
17) Schnackenburg, John Il P, - 76. 
18) See our discussion of IQM 13, below pp. 109f. See 
also Lane, Mark, p. 75 and Yee "Terminology", pp. 232-46, 
who connect exorcism in a general way with the Qumran 
High Priest. 
19) See above pp. 56-7. 
20) For pertinent references see_r B IV pp. 501-535 and 
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Barrett, Holr Spirit, pp. 57-60. For a general 
discussion noofhee whole subject of exorcism and 
magic in the Jewish and Hellenistic world, see 
J. M. Hull, Hellenistic Magic and the Synoptic 
Tradition, pp. 45- 
21) Outside of the Pentateuoh, see Jer 34: 17f; IQSb 4 and 
Heb 8: 3. 
22) Asxin Qumran (IQS 9: 4ff), Philo (De Somnis I 214/5) and 
the NT (Heb 9: 23ff). See B. Gärtner,, The Temple and 
the Community in Qumran and the New Testament and 
R X, McKelvey, eNew Temple : The Churc in the New 
Testament. 
23) The special ritual of Atonement brings out this function - 
see Lev 16: 32-4; Philo, De Somnis II 187 and Heb 9: 15. 
24) Particularly in Qumran: CD 13: 5-7 (priests) and the 
Temple Scroll 25-7 (High Priest . See also Ex 28: 15, 
Ezra 2: 63 and Philo, De Fuga 111. 
25) L. Gaston, No Stone on Another, pp. 149-50. 
26) In Ezek 40-48, Tob 13: 16 and Sib Or 702-9,764-74, the 
High Priest is not mentioned, but is probably to be 
understood. 
27) See B. D. B., p. 570. 
in tits sense of 
and R. Young, An 
p. 198. 
There are 16 occurrences 
the OT, according to B. D. 
lytical Concordance to th 
of the term 
of loc. cit, e Holy Bible 
28) See below pp. 170-91 and our discussion there on the 
different ways of understanv. ing the concept of holiness. 
29) See E. C. Kingsbury, "The Prophets and the Council of 
Yahweh" J. B. L. =III (1964), pp. 279-286; 
P. D. Mil eI =The Divine Council and the Prophetic 
Call to War". V. T. XVIII (1968) pp. 100-107; 
E. T. Mullen, TFie Assembl of the Gods, pp. 209-226 
and below pp. 176-188 
30) See Josephus, Anti uities, 13: 299f and J. Bowman, "Prophets 
and Prophecy in the Talmud end Midrash", Ems . XXII (1950) 
pp. 107-14. See also Jn. 11: 49. 
31) According to R. L. Tidwell, "IM9 amer (Zech 3: 5) and the 
genre of Zechariah's Fourth Vision" J. B. L. XCIV (1975) 
pp. 343-55. 
32) Middoth 5a and Mid, Rab*Exod 38: 3. 
33) As described by Josephus, War 2: 124. 
34) John comes from a priestly family (Lk 1: 5ff) and he is 
connected with Elijah in Matt 11: 14. 
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35) See R. Hayward, "Phineas - the same is Elijah. The 
Origin of a Rabbinic tradition", J. J. S. XXIX (1978) 
pp. 22-34 for a list and analysis-o-? -The relevant 
traditions. 
36) J. R. Villal6n, "Sources vdtdro-testamentaires de la 
doctrine qumr9nienne des deux Messies", R. Q. VIII 
(1969), pp. 53-64. 
37) See n. 35 above. The. question is whether this tradition 
was early enough to be relevant for the NT. 
38) See n. 2 above. 
39) De Jonge, "The use of the term 'Messiah', pp. 132-48. 
40) J. Starky, "Les quatre dtapes du Messianisme d Qumrän", 
R. B. L (1963), PP"481-505. 
41) This reminds us of the later Rabbinic tradition about 
the High-Priest-Anointed-for-War, for both the High 
Priest at Qumran and the Rabbinic figure are based 
ultimately on Deut 20: 1-9. H-W. Kuhn, "Die beiden 
Messias in den Qumrantexten und die Messiasvorstellung 
in der rabbinischen Literatur", Z. A. W. LXX (1958) 
pp. 200-8, shows that the two figures are in fact 
witness to parallel but independent traditions. 
42) The Sect considered themselves to be a spiritual temple 
(4Q Flor 1: 6), while their obedience to the Law brings 
atonement for sin (IQS 0: 6). See n. 22 above. 
43) B. D. B. P. 76 offers "curse" as one of the possible translations for the term 
when it occurs in Mal 2: 2, Ex 22: 27 and Num 22: 6,12. 
44) So B. D. B. p. 276. 
45) IQTT 17: 7 and 8; of 13: 7-16. 
46) So F. M. Cross, The Scrolls and Christian 0ri ins, pp-73, 
106f. He writes, "In the new age the sectarians will 
live eternally (sic) in the presence of the Holy ones, 
the angels of God" (p. 73). It is too much to read 
into the texts the sense of "eternal life, but 
certainly the union with the angels formed a part of 
the future hope of the Sect. 
47) H -W. Kuhn, Enderwartung und gegenwärtiges Heil, pp. 66-78. 
48) Kuhn, Op cit, pp. 69-70. For a discussion of the relevance 
of this feature of Qumran to the Holy One of God, 
see below PP- 178-88 and 290-6. 
49) T. B. Rosh Hashanah 8a and b; cf Mid. Rab. Exod 4: 29. 
50) Ignatius, Magnesians 6 and Trallians 3. 
51) On 11Q111elchizedek see the following ; 
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A. S. van der Woude, "Melchisedech als himmlische 
Erlösergestalt in den neugefundenen eschatologischen 
Midraschim aus Qumran Höhle XI" O. T. S. XIV (1965), 
PP. 354-73 and in collaboration wi M. de Jonge, 
"11Q Melchizedek and the New Testament" N. T. S. XII 
(1966) pp. 301-26; D. Flusser, "Melchizedek a`nd the 
Son of Man", Christian News from Israel XVII (1966) 
pp. 228-39; R. Meyer, "Melchisedek von Jerusalem und 
Moresedek von Qumran", Sup. to V. T. XV (1966), 
pp. 228-39; Verwes, D. S. ., pp. f; J. A. Emerton, "Melchizedek and the o s: Fresh evidence for the 
Jewish background of Jn 10: 34-6", J. T. S. ns XVII 
(1966), pp. 399-401; A. J. B. Higgins, "The Priestly 
Messiah", N. T. S. XIII (1967), pp. 321-36; J. A. Fitzmyer, 
"Further lion Melchizedek from Qumran Cave 11", J. B. L. 
LXXXV11 (1967), pp. 25-41; J. A. Sanders, "Dissenti -"Deitiies 
and Phil 2: 1-11", J. B. L. 10=III (1969), 
_ 
ý-pp. 279-90; J. 19. Amoussine, "Novyj eskhatologicheskij 
tekst iz KumranaM Vestnik Drevne' Istarii Moscou, III 
pp-45-62; i er, "The role of sai 61: 1-2 
in 11QMelch. "J. B. L. LXKXVIII (1969) pp. 467-9; 
J. Carmignac, "Le Document de Qumrän sur Melkisedeq" 
R. Q. VII (1970), pp. 343-78; D. F. Miner, "A suggested 
reading for 11Q Melchizedek 17", J. S. J. II (1971), 
pp. 144-48; J. T. Milik, "Milkt-sedeq t Milk -1resa dens 
les anciens dcrits juifs et chrdtiens", JJS. XXIII 
(1972), PP"95-144; F. du Toit Laubsoher, "Go 's Angel 
, of Truth and Melchizedek. A note on 11Q Melch 13b", 
J. S. J. III (1972), pp. 46-51; D. Aune, "A note on 
Jesus; Messianic consciousness and 11Q Melch" Ev. Q. 
XLV (1973), pp. 161-5; F. L. Horton, The Nelchizeýek 
Tradition and R. Longnecker, "The Melchizedek Argument of 
Hebrews" in Unity and Diversity in New Testament Theology 
(F/s G. E. Ladd) pp 161-b5o 
52) So van der Woude, "Melchisedech" pp. 370-3. But see 
Carrnignac , Op-cit., pp. 368f. 
53) Pistis Sophia Bk 1: 25-6 and Bk IV: 136. 
54) Melchizedek is mentioned last in line 13, so that one 
can not simply conclude that he is the person intended 
in line 25 as the candidate for the title "Elohim", as 
argued by van der Woude, "Melchisedech als himmlische 
Erldsergestalt", p. 366. 
55) See 11Q Melcho lines 7,8 and 26. 
56) ' Rosh Hashanah 16 a and b. This material dates from 
'late Third Century (c 280), but the possibility exists 
that it reflects earlier traditions. 
57) The idea that one might detect the hand of a Christian 
interpolater in the book of the Twelve Testaments 
was first expressed by R. H. Charles, The Greek Versions 
of the Testaments of the Twelve Patriachs and is s ti 
current as A. Weiser, Introduction to e Old Testament, 
pp"442-447 indicates. A contrary point of view is 
that of M. de Jonget Studies in the Testaments of the 
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Twelve Patriarchs. In an address delivered at the New 
Testament u ies Conference in Durham, England 1979 
entitled "The Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs" he 
argued that the Testaments were in their present form 
essentially a Christian work patterned upon a 
traditional Jewish style of writing. 
58) Michael appears in 1QM 1: 25; 13: 10 and 17: 6. At the end 
of the war the "kingdom of Michael" is set up among the 
gods" and "the kingdom of Israel among all flesh" 
(So 17: 6). 
59) On this aspect of the role of Jesus, see E. Riggenbach, 
Bibelglaube und Bibelforsch , p. 42; 0. Michel, Der Brie an die Romer, on ? 3: 34; 0. Moe, Das Priester 
Christi im ausserhalb des Hebraerbriefs", T. L. Z. 
T', TI (1947), p. 338. The references most of eý cited 
in this connection include Rom. 8: 34, -1 Jn 2: 1 and 
Heb 7: 25. 
60) Moe, Op. cit, pp. 335-?. 
61) D. M. Hay, Glory at the Right Hand; Psalm 110 in Earl 
Christianity. One of the problems in this work is-the 
tendncy of the writer to see references to the Psalm 
and particularly the idea of mediation even when this 
is not explicit in the actual passage under observation. 
The positioning of Jesus at the right hand of God might 
imply not just the recollection of Ps 110: 1, but the 
function of Jesus as an advocate -a picture drawn from 
the OT and Apocalyptic understanding of the Divine 
Council of Yahweh (of Zech 3)- 
62) See the suggestion made by J. Calvin, Institutes 2.16.15 
who comments on Rom. 8: 34 as follows : "a comparison... 
drawn from kings who have assessors at their side... " 
Legal terrrýs in RV n8 include º6lk'r'k 14. QLMOC " 
vs 1) "Os, Extuosevui vs 2) -uto& r. "t. ec 
vs 15 , Q'uµkxKCTuefw (vs 161 and ka-r. cketv3v, &vT AV1#. 
vs 34). 
See A. N. Sherwin-White, Roman Society and Roman Law in 
the New Testament generally on the use of legal imagery 
and terminology in the NT. 
63) On the function of Moses as a mediator, see Meeks, Prý ophet- 
King, pp. 118,136f and 159f. 
64) G. von Rad, Theology of the Old Testament I pp. 289-96. 
65) Philo, Yos II, 166 and aes.. III 49; Josephus, 
Antiguies IV, 194. 
66) T. F. Glasson, Moses in the Fourth Gospel, See also Meeks, 
op. cit, and Mar yn, History and Theology, pp. 102-128. 
67) The major study is by S. Pancaro, The Law in the Fourth 
Gospel, See also Meeks, Op cit, pp. 65ff. and 
particularly Harvey, Jesus on Trial. The latter 
provides the most balanced view o& the matter. 
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68) Y. Yadin, "The Dead Sea Scrolls and the Epistle to the 
Hebrews", in As ects of the Dead Sea Scrolls,, pp 1-12. 
We note the critical comments in Bruce, The 
E istle to the Hebrews pp. xxvii - xxx and idem, 
o the Hebrews' or 'to the Essenes' " N. T. S. IX 
(1963), pp* 217-32. 
69) Horton, The Melchizedek Tradition, pp 155 and 164. 
70) See C. Spic , "Le philonisme de 1'Epftre aux Hdbreux" R_ B. ZVI 
(1949) 
PP. 542-72 and LVII (1950) pp. 212-4k. 
71) So S. Sandmel, Philo of Alexandria, p. 161. 
72) Gnilka, "Die Erwartung", p. 426. 
73) A. J. B. Higgins, Jesus and the Son of Mari, p. 231. 
74) Such critics include Gnilka, "Die Erwartung" pp. 396ff.; 
Higgins, "The Priestly Messiah" pp. 222ff.; Cullmann, 
Christology 104 and Hahn, Ti_ pp. 229-230. 
15) Fr er (ft,. 24Beobachtungen" pp-278f on Jn 6: 69 and p. 267 
76) Grundmann, T. D. N. T. IX p. 531" 
77) A. T. Robertson, A Grammar on the Greek New Testament, 
pp. 756-8,63. 
78) Joubert, "The Holy One", p. 62. 
79) See n. 76 above. 
80) See n. 75'above. 
81) Schnackenburg, John II, p. 76f. He refers also to Matthew 
16: 16ff as indicative of the priestly nature of Jesus 
in line with Friedrich, Op cit pp. 292-3, concerning 
the establishment of the =KKaý a-C. (. (Matt 16: 18). 
But it is difficult to be sure whether anything more is 
intended than the attempt by the Church to find divine 
sanction for its origin. 
82) See above p. 116. 
83) Hahn, Titles, pp. 232f. 
84) See above p. 112. 
85) Braun, Qumran, It p. 62. See above pp. 57f. 
86) See below for a full discussion of the conflict motif, 
PP- 254-62. 
87) For the idea of Jesus as a prophetic worker of miracles 
see below pp. 137-54 , and Hahn, Tit_, 
pp* 372-406. 
88) Hahn, Titles, pp. 233f. 
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89) Such as C. Spicq, "L'origine Johannique de la Conception 
du Christ-pr9tre dans l-Epftre aux Hebreux, in Aux 
Sources de la Tradition Chrdtienne, pp. 258-69: 
eui e, "Le sacerdoce du ist et see envoyds 
les ap6tres, d'aprbs Isaie 53 et d'aprbs le 
quatribme, 4vangile", Nova et Vetera MIX (1974), 
pp. 102-112: Gnilka, " ie Erwar-t-u-ng--frp PP-421-3 and 
Moe, "Das Priestertun", pp. 335-7. The idea of a 
Priest King in John is presented by B. Schwank, Das 
Johannesevangelium, of which only the first two 
volumes are complete (i. e. up to ch 12). But see his 
article, "Vater, verherrliche deinen Sohn. Joh 17: 1-5", 
in Sein und Sendung (VIII (1963) pp"436-49, in which 
he argues that ch 17 is the sacrificial prayer of a 
Priest King. 
90) So Morris, John, p. 809, "John may wish us to discern a 
reference-'To Christ's priestly activity as He offered 
Himself in death". See the use of x&-cwv iee 
l' 
In 
in Josephus, Antiquities 3: 161 ) and discussion below 
PP"213-223. 
91) This was an unpublished PhD thesis submitted to 
Aberystwyth University, Wales in 1976. 
92) Williams, Cultic Elements , pp. 128-183; conclusions 
pp"181ff. 
93) J. Neusner, Development of a Legend, Studies in the 
traditions concerns ben a ai, pp. 16f.; ±d& m 
Early Rabbinic Judaism pp, 44-9, and Life of Yohanan 
bens a jai (Rev Ed) passim. 
94) Neusner, Early Rabbinic Judaism p. 46. 
95) Neusner, Op cit., p. 44. 
96) Neusner, Op cit., p. 49. 
97) It is primarily the Pauline references which come to 
mind like I Core 3: 16f and the reference in I Peter 2: 5. 
But for a detailed treatment of this subject see 
Gärtner, The Temple and the Community, and McKelvey, 
The New Tempe. 
98) Williams, Cultic Elements 9 p. 173. 
99) Williams, p. 183. 
100) So Hoskyns, The Fourth Gospel Vo1. II, pp 585f; ; 
Sanders Jon, pp ; Morris, John, p. 716; s Schwanck, Vater" pp. 436-49; M. . oismard, 
L'hvangile de Jean, ad loc. 
101) See n. 90. 
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102) Such as the exclamation of John the Baptist in ch 1: 36, 
the reference to Ex 12: 46 after Jesus' death on the 
cross (19: 36), and the dating of the crucifixion to 
coincide with the Paschal sacrifices (19: 31). C. H. Dodd, 
Inter retation, pp. 233ff, quite rightly points out 
a 19: 36 Might be a reference not to Ex 12: 46 but to 
Ps 33(34): 21 since the two other scriptures cited in 
this chapter are from the_Psalms (Ps 21: 19 and 68: 22 
urther argues that the dating of respectively). He further- 
the death of Jesus might have no connection with the 
Paschal sacrifice since John does not make much of 
that parallel, and instead the verse should be 
understood simply as a chronological note. However, 
we suggest that the combination of both Jn 9: 31 and 36, 
coming so close to each other militates against Dodd's 
view and is evidence in favour of the more traditional 
interpretation, see Bultmann, Jam, p. 664, n. 5. 
103) Bultmann, John, p. 671 n. 2 suggests this possibility but 
then dismisses it - "The disposal by lot could of 
course symbolise in a derisive manner the finish of 
the Jewish high priesthood; but this cannot be 
represented by the Xvrw'Y of Jesus. " 
104) It is always a temptation to find some symbolism in the 
terminology of the Gospel, such as the robe, which from 
the time of Cyprian was the subject of much debate. 
Cyprian himself connected it with the unity of the 
Church (an idea found more recently -I de la Potterie, 
"La tunique sans couture s bole du Christ grand 
pr9tre? ", Biblica LX (1979), pp" 255-69). We notice 
also the recen attempts to find meaning in the numbers 
of the Gospel, such as the 153 fish and the jars of 
water, 6 in all, or the 5 porches at Bethesda. 
105) On the idea of sacrifice see Buitmann, John, p. 450, and 
our comments in this regard below pp. - 30- 
106) But in neither case is this the main thrust of the title, 
so that priestly elements are only incidental to the 
correct interpretation of this title in John. 
107) See below pp. 192-224. 
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FOOTNOTES TO CHAPTER FOUR 
1) Hahn, Titles, pp. 233-9; Schweizer, Markus, pp. 24f and 
Fuller, Foundations, pp. 47f. 
2) In CD 6: 1 we find "the holy anointed ones" juxtaposed 
with prophecy, as Moses is with the commandments* 
of. Lk 1: 70. 
3) Schweizer, "Er wird Nazoräer heissen", pp. 90-3. 
4) See above pp. 33f. 
5) Schweizer, loc cit. See-also his commentary, Das 
Evangelium nach Markus pp. 24f. 
6) See above pp. 74-6 and see below pp. 141-5. 
7) See above pp. 74-6. 
8) See above pp. 69-71 , and of Lk 4: 18-20 and 24: 19f. For a study of the prophetic theme in Luke see 
J. A. Fitzmyer, The Gospel according to Luke I-IX., 
pp. 213-217; R. E. Brown, "Jesus and is a, 
Perspective XII (1971), pp. 84-104; Dubois J. D., 
"La figure d'Elie dans la perspective lucanienne", 
R. H. P. R. LIII (1973), pp"155-76. P. Hinnebusch, 
Jed sus the New Eli'ah in St. Luke, T. B. T. XXXI (1967). 
2175-2182; XRXIi (1967) 2237-2244; Mr-ul-n-Mmann, T. D. N. T. 
VIII9 p. 534f. writes, "As distinct from Matthew, Luke 
presents the story of Jesus between his birth and his 
crucifixion and resurrection as prophetic rather than. 
2. iessianic action". 
9) See M. Black, An Aramiac Approach to the Gospels and 
Acts, pp. 106f. 
10) Fuller, Foundations, pp. 47f. 
11) Ibid. 
12) Lk 4: 34 derives from Mark rather than one of Luke's other 
sources and therefore the title comes from a tradition 
which is separate from that which lies behind Acts 3: 14. 
13) Verwes, Jesus p. 87 
14) Von Rac?, Theology II9 p. 7. 
15) See. K. Nielsen, Yahweh as Prosecut 
Investigation o? the Prophetic a 
0 
16) Nielsen, Op. cit., pp. 51-55. We note that 11Q Melch. is 
set within the New Year/Tabernacles complex, harking back to the old autumnal New Year celebrations. 
17) See J. F. Ross, "The Prophet as Yahweh's Messenger" in 
Israel's Prophetic uerit e, (F/s J. I! Suilenburg), 
Pp. 9 -107 espo p. 107. - 
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18) See above pp. 52-4 and pp. 105,113. 
19) On the subject of the prophet in the Hellenistic world, 
see H. Krämer, "1Teo(H"rl15 KTA. " , T. D_ T., VI, 
pp. 781-96. 
20) See Josephus, Wars 1: 68f, Anti . 11: 327,13: 282f, 299: 
E. Bammel, 11 APXIEPEYz 17PG$NTcYSZN" Th. L. Z. 
IXXIX (1954) pp-351-6 and C. H. Dodd, "The Prophecy 
of Caiaphas (Jn xi 47-53)" in Neotestamentica et 
Patristica (P/s. 0. Cullman), PP-134-439 
21) The chief function of the prophet is a messenger from 
God and bearer of the word of God. However not all 
the messengers of God were prophets and particularly 
in Judaism at the turn of the Era, since prophecy was 
presumed in some circles to have ceased with Malachi, 
other figures might function as bearers of the 
inspired word; f Philo, Spec Leg IV, 192 and 
Tos. Sotah 13954, 
L) 
22) For an insight into the Samaritan expectation, see 
Meeks, Prophet-King pp. 216ff and J. Macdonald, The 
Theology o =e Samaritans pp. 195-214,359-79" 
23) Mid Rab Deut 3: 17 and Mid Rab Gen 71: 9 and 99: 11. The 
texts date from the Third Century or later, but may 
preserve an earlier tradition similar to that found 
- in the NT - see Hayward, "Elijah" pp. 22f. and Vermes, _ Jesus the Jew PP. 94-7. and 244f. 
24) See the discussion on the Qumran Messiahs and Messianism 
in Schürer, History II9 pp. 550-54 and the bibliography 
on pp. 490-977- See also G. Vermes, The Dead Sea Scrolls 
Qu. *iran in Perspective, and W. S. Lasor, The Dead Sea 
Scrollss and the New Testament, pp. 93-105. 
25) G. Vermes, The Dead Sea Scrolls in English, p. 87 
26) E. Lohse, Die Texte aus Qumran, p. 33 who renders the 
Hebrew as Z) but the translation as "der Prophet". 
27) Vermes, D. S. S. E. p. 49 connects the Interpreter of the 
I, ar; wig ie Priestly Messiah, wrongly in our opinion. 
See N. Wieder, "The Law Interpreter of the Scrolls of 
the Dead Sea Sect. The Second ? oses"t JJ. S. IV (1953), 
pp"158-75. 
28) Vernes, D. S. S. E. pp-185f, 195; Jesus the Jew p. 96; 
Teeple, Pro et pp-51f. and Jeremias, 
T. D. N. T. IV pp. 863 and 866. 
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c. e l'Alliance pp. 156-61. 
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Rabbi Berekiah said in the name of Rabbi Isaac: "As the 
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PP"48-69; Teeple, Prophet; Meeks, Prophet-King; Hahn, 
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40) Fuller, Op. oit. pp. 129f. 
41) Puller, pp, 182-9.2. 
42) See n. 32 above. 
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Levi in the T of Levi 18: 12. Hull, Hellenistic Magic, 
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R. H. Lightfoot), pp. 37-53. 
52) On the magical element of the miracles in Mark, see Hull, 
Hellenistic Magic, pp. 73-86. For an in depth study of 
the miracle tradition in Mark, see Kertelge, Die Wunder 
Jesu. 
53) See above pp. 65-71. 
54) Mk 2: 10 and 3 : 15 - see M. Hengel, Christ and Power. 
55) See S. Freyne, "The Charismatic" in 
Z. n o ins 
esp. pp. 248f. 
56) Apart from Freyne, Op. cit., p. 230, see also G. Vermes, 
"Hanina ben Dosa. A Controversial Galilean Saint 
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XRIII (1972), Pp. 28-50 and 7i IV (1974), pp-5147'. 
57) Freyne, p. 244. 
58) Freyne, pp. 241f. for a. detailed discussion. 
59) Freyne, p. 226; D. Berman, "Hasidim in Rabbinic Tradition" 
in Society of Biblical Literature 1970 Seminar Papers 
(E37. c erneier , pp. 15-33 esp P-17, 
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61) Preyne, p. 244- 
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In T. Ber. 3: 3. both sayings are attributed to R. Akiba. 
64) See especially Freyne, pp. 237f. 
65) See Freyne, pp. 247f and D. L. Tiede, The Charismatic 
Figure as a Miracle Worker passim. Flusser, 
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66) Preyne, p. 249. 
67) Recorded in Tosephta Hullin 2: 22. 
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figure. 
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70) Preyne, pp. 247f. 
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72) T. B. Ber. 34b. 
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Jesus (Lk 24: 21) and the title "redeemer" associated with 
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New Exodus" pp. 8-23 and Friedrich, T. D T. VI p. 
847. 
75) See K. H. Rengstorf, " rlf, d oV e r)º. " in T. D. N. T. 
VII pp. 241-3. 
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77) Jeremias, T. D. N. T. V pp-700f. 
78) See also Exod 14: 31; Num 12: 7 and Deut 34: 5. 
79) As pointed out by Fuller, Foundations, pp. 45f. 
80) P. Dabeck, "Siehe, es exchienen Moses und Elia, Biblica 
XXXISI (1942), pp. 175-89 suggests that Luke presets 
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(PP-336f). See also Manek, "The New Exodus" pp. 8-23. 
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cri ique of this position, 0. Betz,, "The concept of 
the so-called 'Divine Man' in Marks Christology" in 
Studies in New Testament and Earl Christian 
Literature Aune), pp. 229-40 an . H. Holladay, 
eins ner in Hellenistic Judaism, esp. pp. 237-42. 
82) Glasson, Moses, pp. 27-32. 
83) Meeks, Prophet King, ' PP. 42-7. 
84) Meeks, pp. 222f. 
85) See Schnider, Prophet, pp. 225-229, who points out that 
the understanding of Jesus as Prophet is nevertheless 
inadequate from the perspective of the Evangelist (p. 225). 
86) So Cullmann, Christolo , pp. 28f, 38ff. and A. Geyser, "The Semeion at Cana of the Galilee", in Studies in 
John (Supple to Novum Testamentum XXIV 
pp. 1-12. 
87) Matt 11: 14; Mk 9: 13 (cf. Platt 17: 12). 
88) See Martyn, Theology, p. 113 and hid essay "We have found 
Elijah" in 
. eGospel of John 
in Christian History. 
89) G. W. Buchanan, "The Samaritan Origin of the Gospel of 
John" in Religions in Antiquity (Ed. J. Neusner), 
pp. 149-177 
90) See our discussion on "barley loaves", below p 270. 
91) Martyn, 'Theo logy, P. 113. 
92) Schnider, Pr oph t, p. 229. 
93) Jn 1: 17,45; 3: 14; 5: 45 46; 6: 32; 7: 19,22f (2x) and 
9.28f 2x) of. Matt 
6: 4; 17: 3,4; 19: 7,8; 22: 24 and 
23: 2, 
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94) See Borgen, Bread from Heaven, pp-59f. and "Observations", 
pp. 232-40 and our discussion below pp. 268-71,275. 
95) The connection between the words of Jesus as recorded in 
John and the office of prophet generally is made by 
Bernard, John II, p. 222. ? peeks, Prophet-King, connects 
the words of Jesus in 5: 47 with Deut. , PP. 47-58 and pp. 286f. 
96) Schnackenburg, Gospel II, p. 129. 
97) De Jonge, Jesus, p. 52. 
98) Meeks, Prophet King. 
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99) So De Jonge, Jesus,, pp. 56f. Schnider, Prophet, p. 211-5; 
Schnackenburg, John II, p. 19, who writess,, ft is 
therefore wrong o bracket the two verses together and 
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burning". There is evidence here as also in the 
Pss of Solomon 17 of an expectation of eschatological 
holiness, about which we shall have more to say: 
see below pp. 257-62. 
77) So Noth, Laws and the Pentateuch, pp. 215-228 who follows 
0. Proc sc , Theologie des Alten Testaments, p. 537. See also L. Deque er, ante V et es aints du 
Trbs Haut". E. T. L. XxxVI (1960), pp. 353-92 and 
J. Coppens, es Saints du Trbs Haut sont-ils ä 
identifier avec les milices c6lestes? " E. T. L. 
mix (1963), PP"94-100. -""" 
78) The phrase is ''w' -T p translated by 
the R. S. V. as "s 
lints 
of the Most 
High" 
which implies 
for the modern reader a certain ethical content, not 
actually found in the context of Daniel 7- these were 
not the pious saints of the middle ages, but a group 
of redeemed people who belonged to God and are 
therefore holy. 
79) So Brekelmans, "Saints", pp. 305-29. See also S. Lamberigte'- 
"Le sens de Qdwsym dans le textes de Qumran" E. T. L. 
XLVI (1970), pp. 24º-39, who comes to the same cons usion. 
80) Roth, Laws and the Pentateuch, p-219. 
81) Dequeker, "Daniel VII et lee Saints", pp. 371ff , on the basis of IQM 10: 10. But see S Lamberigts, Op. cit., who 
writes, "Au total dann lee roleaux 6dit6s jusqu' ä 
present neuf textes seulement attestent l'emploi gdwswm 
pour designer lee membres de la secte alors que dann 
quatorze textes gdwewm vise lee arges". (p. 33. ) 
82) The community described itself as "the holy ones of His 
people" (IQM 6: 6); "God's holy people" (IQM 14: 12); 
and "men of holiness" (IQS 8: 13)* This was a present 
reality, this experience of holiness and not just a dream for the future: So Lamberigts, "Le sens", p. 33. Seebass, T. D. N. T. I p. 228; Brekelmans, "Saints", p. 328: Kuhn, Enderwar ung, pp. 6gff and Garnet, Atonement, p. 38. 
In other literature outside of Qumran, the holy ones 
when used of men may refer to : - 
(i The remnant after the final judgement, (ii The resurrected dead who are judged not guilty. (iii The righteous men on earth. 
The context remains the most valuable guide, as pointed 
out by Brekelmans, p. 318; Nötcher, Heiligkeit, p. 328. 
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83) Brekelmans, PP-325f" 
84) Lamberigts, "Le sens", p. 34* 
/ 
85) Brekelmans, pp. 319-20 lists' the fallowing texts as 
those in which the holy ones-are men: Ps. 34: 10; 
Tobit 12: 15; Wis. 18: 9; I Marc 1: 46; III Mace 6: 9; 
T. of Levi 18,11,14; T. of Iss. 5: 4; T. of Dan 
5: 11,12 and I Enoch 38: 4,5; 39: 4; 41: 2; 43: 4; 45: 1;. 
48: 1,4,7,9; 50: 1; 51: 2; 58: 3,5; 62: 8; 65: 12; 93: 6; 
99: 16 and 100: 5. This is a convincing set of texts 
for the use of ts` W 117 P of man rather 
than angels: This is apart from the Qumran texts 
notably IQM 3: 4-5; IQTI 6: 6; 10: 10; 16: 1; IQSb 3: 25f 
and 4: 23; 4QS1 I 1: 23-5. To this list Lamberigts, 
Op. cit., pP. 33f adds 1QH 4: 25. IQFlor 1: 4; IQr. 2 9: 8 
and IQM 12: 8. We suggest that Brekelmans' more 
cautious list is the safer of the two. 
86) See M. Black, "The Throne Theophany Prophetic Commission, 
pp"57-73. 
87) We note the idea of the Council as a Judicial Court 
above pp. 111 and 115 and perhaps most clearly 
visualized by 11Q TTTelch. See also Enoch 48: 9 and 
62: 8,, which may be dependent on Dan 7. 
88) In which the positive sense of belonging to God 
predominates as is shown by the parallel title for 
the members, namely "sons of God" of. Wis 5: 5 which 
links the two titles, but in a different context, 
namely that of the righteous before God. (See n. 85, 
and the threefold division of Kuhn, Endervrartung, 
p. 69 mentioned above pp. 110f. ). 
89) See above pp. 57f. 
90) See the further 1iscussion below, on the relation of the Council to the Holy One of GoC, pp. 257f., 290ff. 
91) See the important article, by H. S. Gehman, ý 4 15 L, os in the Septuagint, and its relation to the Hebrew 
original", V. T. IV (1954), pp. 337-48. 
92) Israel - Ex 19: 6; Num 15: 40; Deut 7: 6; Priest - Lev 21: 6-8; Goc-- Josh 24: 19; Is 5: 16 and Angels, job : 1. 
93) Temple - Ezek 42; 13; Ps 64(65): 5 and Sabbath Is 58: 13. 
94) Aaron-Ps. 105(6): 1,6; Angel Dan 8: 13; and God I Sann 6: 20. 
95) Ps 19(20): 7; Ps 101(2): 20 and Deut,, -26: 15. 
96) Ecci 8: 10. 
97) Neh 10: 31; Num 18: 9 and see Gehuran, (P cit.: PP"341ff. 
98) Ps 19(20): 7; Ps 101(2): 20 and Deut 26: 15. 
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99) Ezek 22: 26 and Ps 59(60): 8 use the adjective on its own 
to refer to the Temple. In Is 26: 21 it refers to 
Heaven or the place where God dwells. 
100) For example, the priests in Lev 21: 6. 
101) Gehmau, Op. cit., p. 337. He prefers the negative sense of 
separation to the positive sense of belonging, which is 
the opposite of the present scholarly understanding of 
holiness in the OT. See Seebass, D. N. T. T. /II p. 224. 
102) So J. H. Moulton and G. Milligan, The Vocabulary of the 
Greek Testament, p. 4 who refer to two instances, 
namely 0. G. . 37: 81 and 721: 1. 
103) Aristophanes, The Birds p. 522. See Seebass, D. N. T. T. II 
p. 224. 
104) See Gehman, " aA%6,, os ... pp. 
337-43. 
105) Sir 43: 10(11); 47: 8(9) and 48: 20(22). 
106) Jer 3: 21 I1 i1' is rendered as OoeG ýý°v mi 
Is 60: 9 ( ýt"-7, y -III VV. is rendered as Kve;, oc, r: % av 
5, 
and Lev 18: 2'1 
1 
-ý" ) "'7n M U. A is rendered as 
'% äßn ra TI> ý t, o vý 
)" 
107) Is 26: 21, where the Hebrew ih 1 -11Ju is rendered 
in the Greek as rö `&lsunV. 
108) I Kings 8: 7, where the Hebrew is 
rendered in the Greek as Oros 
109) Ezek 10: 6f, where the Hebre,: T1 i1 is 
rendered in the Greek as j a-l-roX' , Aý4 
110) Jud 16: 17 (Alex). See above, pp. 33f. 
1i i) Is 14: 27, where Yahweh Sebaoth is rendered as ö ©kam ; wSo 
112) Sir 1: 11(12). 
113) Ps 142(3): 10. 
114) Lev 10: 14. See G. L. Bray, Holiness and the Will of God. 
Perspectives on the Theo ogy o Ter ian, P* 137- 
115) See Bray, Holiness, pp. 138ff and F. Hauck T. D. N. T. I 
pp. 122f. Another Greek word related to ELv is ýýe- ös which has no clear Hebrew equivalent 
(so T. D. U. . It p. 113), but it may be distinguished from ZSL-os and Ax ;c fw b its 
emphasis on the moral element (T It p. 113). 
116) I Jn 3: 3; I Tim- 5: 22;. James 3: 17 and Phil 4: 8. 
117) T! oulton and Milligan, Vocabulary, p. 4 write, "Clear 
evidence for the verb ou ,1e ibli cal and 
ecclesiastical writings appears to be wanting". 'See 
T.: ). ! 1. T. It P. 111f. 
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118) For example II Chr 30: 15-18. Note the parallel between 
1 Tp nn 
(vs. 17) and 11 R6 (v8 . 18) 
119) Bray, P-138- "The Hebrew word is infrequent occurring 
only 19 timest 12 of which are in II Chr. 29-31.11 
120) See T. D. N. T. I, pp-90-19 
121) J. Barr, The Semantics of Biblical Language, pp. 217f. 
122) Seebass, D. N. T. T. II, p. 228. 
123) See J. H. Elliott, The Elect and the Holy. 
124) Betz, "The Eschatological Interpretation, pp. 89-108. 
125) See also Acts 26: 18 and I Cor 1: 2. 
126) ProckschI T. D. M. I, p. 108 and p. 110, "In both (the OT 
and the WT7 a cultic element is retained in the people 
of God. This is spiritualized, but can never disappear. 
For it is present in the worship of the supramundane 
God, in reconciliation by Jesus Christ and in the new 
creation as the temple by the Holy Spirit". (p. 110). 
127) Brown, D. N. TT. II, pp. 231f. 
128) Procksch, Op. cit., p. 109. 
129) See above pp. 178-82. 
130) See Procksch, 
_T. 
D. N. T., pp. 100-115. Brown, D. 1, II 
p. 231f. 
131) B. F. Westcott, The Epistles of St. John (Rev. Ed. ), p. 73. 
132) See, for example, T. H. Marshall, The Epistles of John, 
p. 153; R. Schnackenburg, Die Jo armes rief e ev. d. 
pp. 151-4; and G. E. Ladd, New Testament Teo oar, 
pp. 610f. 
133) This is the present opinion of most scholars, see note (130) above. However, C. H. Dodd, The Johannine 
Epistles, pp. 58-64, considers that " ie anoin ing 
Xe 07-0-*- .C) is the "word" spoken by Jesus and transmited by the believers (of Jn 17: 17f), "Thy 
word is truth". There is some truth in Dodd's 
analysis for correctly it places the emphasis on the 
words spoken by Jesus as the avenue to eternal life 
according to the Gospel: But in the Epistle, such is not necessarily the case and in the absence of more 
definite proof we will retain the idea of the Spirit 
as the anointing which remains the most likely. 
Apart from the scholars already listed, we note also 
M. de Jonge, De Brieven van Johannes, pp. 101-14 
and I. de la Potterie, one ion u chretien par la foil' Bib XL (1959) pp. 12-69. The latter convincingly 
sets o reasons for connectingTJn 2: 20 with the 
Spirit, on the basis of verses like Acts 4: 27 and Luke 4: 18, but including also the sense of the words 
of Jesus (cf. Jn 16: 12f)., 
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134) LS. (Intermed), p. 94., 
135) Acts 9: 17 and of 6: 6. 
136) L. Morris, "I John, II John, III John" in New Bible 
Commentary (Rev. Ed. ), p. 1266. 
137) Understanding' 'LV in an instrumental sense. 
138) We note that in Sinaiticus (p. m. ) the second &i, -p, sc is replaced by fivcZY t, which suggests that the 
scribe may have understood a connection, perhaps in 
the use of the verb 1k£yet, ( hY ) (cf. 3: 24}9 
139) Westcott, Epistles, p. 83. 
140) Ibid. - 
141) As suggested by Marshall, Epistles, p. 153: Schnackenburg, 
Johannesbriefe: De Jonge, - rie-ven, pp. 113f and De la 
Potterie, "Lronction", pp. 1 :, asp. pp. 65ff. 
142) Marshall, Op. cit. p. 155, "The Sequence of pronouns in 
2: 27f is strong evidence that Jesus is meant here (i. e. in verse 20)": In contrast to Morris, "I John"t 
p. 1266. 
143) Rev 3: 7; 4: 8(3x); 6: 10; 11: 2; 14: 10; 20: 6; 21: 2,10 and, 22: 11,19. 
144) Rev. 5: 8; 8: 3,4; 11: 18; 13: 7,10; 14: 12; 15: 3; 16: 6; 17: 6; 
18: 20,24; 19: 8 and 20: 9. 
145) Rev. 11: 2; 21: 2,10; 22: 19. 
, 
146) Jn. 1: 33;; (7: 39); 14: 26; 17: 11; 20: 22 apart from 6: 69. 
The instance in 7: 39 is debatable: In the Third 
Edition of Aland, Black et al, Greek New Testament 
the readings (found in p. 66c, and inai icus 
a art from several other texts), o, Yn-, ý,, ,z 1rYF ºx ý.., without 
81(6LOV receives 
an "A" symbol e 
147) Also L(019), 046 and others of lesser value. 
148) Where neither the adjective, nor the verb-appears. 
149) Acts 22: 16 and I Cor 6: 11. See-A. Oepke " ýºoü w, &woAoow, AcuTctiv " T. D. N. T. IV, pp. 
295-307, esp. p. 300, in which he draws a ention to the cultic usage in the OT. 
150) Heb. 9: 14. of Rev. 14: 5. See F. Hauck, T. D. N. T. IV, 
pp. 829-31 esp* p. 830, where the pre ocominance 
of the cultic usage is-described. 
151) See above for 'the; idea of the spiritualized cult pp124f. 
152) See above: P. 195. 
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153) So Procksch, T. D. N. T. It p. 111. 
154). See Num 16: 29. - 
155) We note here a number of variants including N, t'Il wv 
For rtzlov found in H. L. D. w P'r5 et alia 
which is preferred by Barrett, John p. 381, but see 
Brown, John I p. 403, who chooses e reading with 
the neuter ( µt't'ov ). Both Nestle, N. T. Graece, 
p. 264 and Aland, Greek New Testament p. 370 prin the neuter p Lev But given a verse like 
14: 28 a case can be made for the masculine p zLt u, y . On the idea of a link between 10: 29 and 14: 28, see 
Barrett, "'The Father is greater than It (Jo 14: 28): 
Subordinationist Christology in the New Testament" in 
Neues Testament und Kirche (F/s R. Schnackenburg), - 
pp. 144-159, esp. P* 150- 
156) Schnackenburg, John II, p. 310. He concludes that "no 
certain conclusions can be drawn; the Johannine 
scene retains its own marked features". The idea was 
first treated in detail by C. H. Dodd, Historical 
Tradition in the Fourth Gospel, p. 91 following 
Lightfoot , John, p, 209, On the idea of a trial in John see Harvey, Jesus on Trial and the elaborate 
work by S. Pancaro, Te Law in-the Fourth Gospel. 
157) See Barrett, John, pp. 383f, particularly on the idea of first century "blasphemy" and "stoning". 
158) So Bultmann, Jam, p. 389 and St= III, pp. 223-5. 
159) Schnackenburg, John 11, P4,310fo 
160) Barrett,, Op. cit., p. 384: Bultmann, Op. cit., p. 389 n. 1'. 
161) Barrett, loc. cit. 
162) On the idea of Psalms as "Law" see Morris, Johnpp. 525f. 
163) Schnackenburg, loc. cit. 
164) The opinions range from those J. A. Emerton, "The 
Interpretation of Psalm 82 in John 10", who links the 
"gods" with angels, J. T. S. xi (1960) pp. 329-32 to 
J. Sanders, John, p. =who writes "The original 
meaning of tihe verse is irrelevant to its use in the 
Fourth Gospel". See the critique of both stand- 
points in A. T. Hanson's two articles, "John's citation 
of Ps. LXXFII" N. T. S. XI (1965), pp. 158-62 and "John's 
citation of Psa m Lx_II reconsidered" N. T. S. XIII 
(1966/7)pp. 363-7. 
165) In contrast to Morris, John, 'who argues that "the passage (Ps. 82: 6) refers to the judges of Israel, and the 
expression 'gods' is applied to them in the exercise 
of their high and God-given office". Consequently, 
if Morris is correct, Jesus would in this round 
about fashion be passing judgement on the Jetics as false judges. This in our opinion receives little 
support from the actual passage; see also 
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Schnackenburg, John II p. 311 and Hoskyns, John II, 
p. 455. 
166) See Schnackenburg, loc. cit. pace R. Jungkuntz, "An 
approach to the exegesis of Jn 10: 34-6", Concordia 
Theol. . xxV 
(1964) , PP. 556-65. 
167) Discussed by Hanson "John's citation... reconsidered" 
PP- 363ff. 
168) J. A. Emerton, "Melchizedek and the Gods", J T_S. XVII 
(1966) PP. 158-62. 
169) Hanson, see note 164 above. 
170) M. de Jonge and A. S. van der Woude "IIQ Melchizedek", 
pp. 301-26. See p. 111 above. I 
171) Hanson, "John's citation... reconsidered", p. 314 writes, 
"In the Johannine context there is no reason to think 
of angels: vs 33 even makes a clear contrast between 
god and men". 
172) So Barrett, John, p. 384: Schnackenburg, John II, 
p. 311 and 7a=6n, Op. cit., pp. 366f. 
173) See Abodah Zarah 5a. 
R. Jose (c AD 150) said, "The Israelites have 
only received the Law that the angel of death 
may have no power over them as it is written 
(Ps 82: 6)... " 
174) Barrett, Op. cit., p. 385. 
175) Hoskyns, John II, p. 455: See also Macgregor, John, 
p. 242. 
176) See also Schnackenburg, John II, p. 311, who stresses 
the contrast between those who "receive God's word" 
and he who is God's Word incarnate. 
177) Ibid. 
178) "Sometimes pressed but wrongly" - so Morris, John, 
P. 527 n. 97. 
179) Schnackenburg, John II, p. 311 4)rL,, ýw is tied 
up with the mi'' son. of God's Son. 
, 180) Bultmann, J_ n, P"389 n"5 
181) According to Bultmann there is an overlap of meaning 
between "being sent" and "being made holy" in vs 36 (see n. 180); To this statement BUhn. er responds, 
Der Gesandte, p. 394, of. also p. 231. 
182) Schnackenburg, loc. eit. 
183) See Bülmer, "Der Gesandte" p. 394. 
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184) Including in John both the words and the deeds of 
Jesus according to Bultmann, John, p. 390, of. 
Jn 14: 10 which supports this cö clusion. 
185) See Barrett, John, p. 385, "It is sometimes assumed 
that this 'sanctification' or 'consecration'.... 
implies a sacrificial meaning, but this is not so, 
though of course sacrificial ideas may be implied 
by the context". This is the opposite of what 
Bultmann suggests, John, p. 511. Our study supports 
the former. 
186) Hoskyns John II, p. 456: Barrett, Op. cit., pp. 379 
and 3b5 suggests a more likely alternative in the 
first verse of the Dedication lesson - Num 7: 1. 
187) So Bernard, John II9 p. 369. 
188) Schnackenburg, John II, p. 312. 
189) Borgen, "God's Agent in the Fourth Gospel" in Religions 
in Antiquity (Ed. J. Neusner), pp. 137-48; BT er, 
er Gesandte passim, but esp p. 414 and 393f speaks 
of an "apokalyptischer Prophet". 
190) Schnackenburg, John II, p. 312, `' öCýccý w here denotes more in e OT sense, a 'consecration, 
setting apart'. Jesus' spiritual endowment (1: 33; 
3: 3 and 6: 63) is in line with the prophetic tradition 
(cf. Is 42: 1 and 61: 1) and at the same time it 
exceeds it". 
191) This did not exclude other believers, but allowed the 
focus of the prayer to rest on the historical milieu 
before moving to the ecclesiastical plane. 
192) See N. H. Cassem, "A grammatical and contextual inventory 
of the use of ýc öo-tº o, in the Johannine Corpus, 
with some implications for a Johannine Cosmic Theology", 
F. T. S. IX (1972/3), pp. 81-90, esp. pp. 88f. 
193) See note 185 above. 
194) So Morris, John, p. 730 (of I Jn 5: 19) and see also 
Brown, JoF' II, p. 761. Thus stressing the dualistic 
instead of the ethical aspect. 
195) In contrast to the view expressed by Lightfoot, John, 
p. 298, "the root idea of Holiness is separation", an. 
idea also present in Macgregor, John, p. 318. 
196) Bultmann, John, p. 509, links the disciples' mission 
with Jesus' mission of judgement in view of Jn16: 8-11; 
the mission of the Paraclete is in fact, the mission 
of the disciples, for the Spirit works through them, 
197) Ibid. 
198) See Bernard, John II, p. 574, "Although this is not 
expressed in Fie passage, the 'Spirit-of Truth' 
would be the agent, (cf. 16: 13)". 
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199) We are reminded of Ps 119: 42 (LXX): We note also 
that vs 19 omits the article before truth and 
therefore gives the phrase in ch 17 a more definite 
impact. The trouble is that it is difficult to be 
sure whether John has left the article out by 
design, or whether he still intends it to be under- 
stood. 
200) We are reminded of I Jn 2: 20 in which the Spirit and 
perhaps also the word (see above pp. 196ff. ) form 
part of the anointing, according to De la Potterie, 
"L'onction", pp. 12-69. See note 133 above.. 
201) There may have been a party within the Community who 
placed a higher value upon the Sacraments than John 
was prepared to consider. Such an idea will be 
explored when we consider ch 6 in detail, particularly 
vss. 51-9. As far as the work of the Spirit is 
concerned, the forms of the Upper Room discourses 
according to Painter, "Discourses", pp. 539-41 suggest 
a need, to correct various misunderstandings concerning 
the Spirit and its role, was the motivation behind the 
second and third versions of the discourses. 
202) So Barrett, John, P. 510: But see Schnackenburg, Das 
Johannesevangelium III, p. 208, who writes, "DocTi 
ie Situation der- Jünger in der Welt, um die es hier 
geht, ist inzwischen... eingetreten und steht so 
lebhaft im Bewusstsein, das sich der Aorist auf- 
drangte(vgl. auch 4,38). Veilleicht hat auch der 
poetische stil der LRX (für benr. Perfekt) eingewirkt, 
wie deutlich im Magnifikat (Lk 1: 51-4)... Jedenfalls 
darf man daraus nicht schliessen dass Jesus schon als 
Erhohter sprechen soll". 
203) Bultmann, John, P. 522, "Who is in fact praying? Not the 
'historica Jesus' but historically speaking the 
community . But he is himself speaking in the community 
as the bo ao'ecýs ý. 
204) See Schnackenburg, Das Johannesevangelium III, p. 208, "Der Geist als Inbegriff ieser Kraft, die im Wort 
Gottes bzw, in den Worden Christi wohnt (vgl. 6: 63; 
I Joh. 2: 20,27; 3: 9 a--trte r. a wird zwar genannt, 
aber wohl nur wegen der Kurze der Bitte, die auf die Anwesenheit des Wortes Gottes in der Gemeinde angelegt 
ist". 
205) So Bultmann, John, pp. 692f, "Thus the judgment that took 
place in the coming of Jesus (3: 19;. 5: 27 and 9: 39) is 
further achieved in the activity of the disciples". 
206) Bultmann, p. 509, "Thus holiness is not due to its oven 
quality, nor can it manufacture its differentiation 
from the world by itself, by its own rite, its institution, or its particular way of life, all this 
can only be a sign of its difference from the world, 
not a means of attaining it". Bultmann, loc. cit., then contrasts this with he position in Judaism 
evidenced by Tanch, 
,W 
tU 31,74. 
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207) Bernard, John II9 p. 5? 3, itr I. it4wv is not 
equivalent to <. cAýýý 3 ccv One who is holy 
is not necessarily impure ... " 
208) See Williams, Cultic Elements for a detailed treatment 
of this subject, pp. 296-335 and see above pp. 124-129. 
209) Brovm, John II, p. 748. "This is more a prayer of the 
union or Communion of the Son and the Father than it 
is a prayer of petition". See also Barrett, John, 
p. 500 and Dodd, Interpretation, pp. 418f. 
210) Did 9: 2 - 10: 6. We note the use of the title TITO( RXI& COm) 
of. Jn 17: 11) and the phrases roG k6too ivöq&KTvS dpou tw.. L) 
of. Jn 17: 6) and LSo- rGi 1 . c; v . tira rrcvr -trorh a; C o: sý 
Text - K. Bihlmeyer, Die Apostolischen Vater (3 ed), 
pp. 1-9). In 10: 5 the-congregation is described as 
Vzv k (cf. Jn 17: 17). For further 
parallels see Brown, John II pp. 746f. It is possible 
that the Didache was influenced by Jn 17 or a similar 
tradition - Barrett, John, p. 501. 
211) See Hoskyns, John II, p. 599: Bultmann, John, p. 510. 
212) Bultmann, be. cit. 
213) Barrett, John p. 511. 
214) Schnackenburg, Evangelium III9 p. 213- 
215) Kysar, Fourth Evangelist, pp. 249-64. 
216) Brown, John I, pp. cxiii-cxiv. 
217) H. Klos, Die Sakramente im Johannesevangelium, passim 
but see espo pp. 97-99. 
218) Bultmann, John, p. 510 n. 5: Schnackenbur , Ivan elium III, 
p. 213. See also Hoskyns, John II9 p. 598 F. M. 
Braun, Jean le Theologien III Sa theolo ie Le mystere 
de Jesus-Christ, pp. 165: r, 
219) See above, pp. 124-7. 
220) Didache 10: 5 Text - J. B. Lightfoot, The Apostolic 
Fathers (Rev. ed), p. 233. 
221) Asting, Heiligkeit, pp. 314f. 
222) Barrett, Jon, p. 511. 
223) Bultmann, loc. cit - "Since there is no disputing the 
allusion to the words of the Lord's Supper, Acting's 
interpretation must be wrong" : But in so stating 
his position, one wonders whether Bultmann might 
himself be wrong, as there is not necessarily an 
allusion to the words of the last Supper, unlike 
ch. 6: 51ff. Schnackenburg, Evangelium III, p. 213 
emphasizes the note of vicarious suffering in 17: 19 - but again this is not contained in the verb 
so much as in the general context. 
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224) Schneckenburg, loc. cit. 
225) Asting, Heiligkeit, pp. 314f. 
226) Barrett, John, p. 511. 
227) So Bultmann, John, p. 510, n. 5. 
228) Barrett, p. 507, "though no-one could stress more 
strongly the ethical result of holiness in love, 
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"Das johanneische Zeugnis vom Herrenmahl", Ev. Th., XII 
(1952/3), pp. 341-63; Borgen, Bread from Heaven, 
passim and Brown, John I- XII, p. n 4: 2 
which reads, "Every spir3tthat acknowledges that 
Jesus Christ has come in the flesh is of God". 
58) So Barrett, John, p. 299. But Brown, John I- XII, 
disagrees and suggests instead thatJoohn's use of 
T(L;: 2Yw "is part of John's attempt to 
emphasize the realism of the eucharistic flesh and 
blood"(p. 283). 
59) Broom, Op cit, pp. 287-9. 
60) Brown, p. 290. ' 
61) Ibid. 
62) C. K. Barrett, "'The Flesh' of the Son of Man' John 6: 53" 
in Essays on John, pp. 37-49. 
, 
63) Barrett, "The Flesh" pp.. 44ff.. 
64) Barrett, Op oit, pp. 45-48. 
64a) See above 'p. 274 and Schnackenburg, John, I pp. 556f. 
65) J. Painter, "The Farewell Discourses and the History 
of Johannine Christianity", N. T. S., 27 (1981) 
pp. 525-43. 
66) Bornkamm, "Die eucharistische Rede" pp. 161-9. 
67) G. Stahlin, ' 0'04i' tXev KTA. 
in T. D. N. T., VII pp. 356-7. 
68) Barrett, John, p. 301, suggests that JnI6: 60-71`«eeems 
to rest upon a number of Synoptic passages like 
Mk 6: 1-6, Mk 8: 29 and Mk 14: 18. However John's 
tradition may have been independent of the Synoptics, 
in which case the parallels arise from a connection 
between a John tradition like that of the Synoptics, 
which has been interpreted by both John and the Synoptics in different ways. 
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69) Barrett, John, pp. 297f. See also Marshall, Last 
Supper and Lord's Supper, p. 134. J. Jeremias, 
The Eucharistic Words o Jesus, pp. 107, suggests 
that n 6: 51C-8--is an in epen ent version of 
Jesus' word of interpretation over the bread. 
70) Bultmann, John, p. 237. 
71) Bultmann, John, p. 445 suggests, "Then the offence will 
be great". 
72) See above pp. 274,281. For John's use of Dan 7: 13 see 
P. Borgen, "Some Jewish exegetical traditions as 
background for Son of Man sayings in John's Gospel 
(Jn 3: 13-14 and context) in L''evan ile de Jean, 
ed. M. de Jonge, pp. 243-258; C. P. ou e, "Neglected 
features in the Problem of the 'Son of Man", in 
Neues Testament und Kirche, (F/s for R. Schnackenburg) 
pp-413-426 and particularly his diagram on p. 415. It 
remains an open question whether John also incor- 
porated a tradition like the Son of Man of the Synoptic 
Gospels into his Gospel. 
73)_ The reason for this difficulty 
""4 C P- d 013K w4E. afL < 
which apparently contradicts 
flesh of the Son of Man (yes 
who eat the flesh of the Son 
blood iX ß.,, 2v otiwvc, ov 
is the phrase 
»6 E-11 " 
the teaching on the 
53-54) in which those 
of Mari and drink his 
If the contradiction is a real one then there would 
be good reason for supposing 510-8 to be the work of 
someone other than the Evangelist. 
74) So Wilokens, "Der eucharistische Abschnitt", pp. 220-48; 
Bornkamm, "Die eucharistische Rede", pp. 161-9; 
Bultmann, John, pp. 235-7 (Note his qualification on 
p. 472) and Brown, John I- XII pp. 285-287. Brown 
writes, "The form 51-56 represents a more radical 
rethinking of the discourse in which the eucharistic 
theme has become primary. It was added to 35-50 at 
a fairly late stage on the editing of the Fourth 
Gospel, probably in the final redaction" (p. 287). 
In view of Brown's comments on the style and language 
of these verses (pp. 285f) at its provenance within 
the Johannine tradition (p. 286), one wonders why he 
does not attempt to interpret the discourse as a 
unity. Schnackenburg, John II, writes, "The clear 
links which connect the eucharistic section with the 
metaphor are a very skilful piece of work if they 
stem from editors, but easier to account for if the 
whole section is the work of one author". (p. 65). 
75) Vs. 63 with its contrast between "flesh" and "spirit" 
has been interpreted in several different ways. That 
"the flesh avails nothing" has been understood as a 
corrective to the sacramental passage (51c-58), lest 
the symbols of the eucharist be seen as life-giving 
in their own right (see above pp. 279f. ). 
R. Schnackenburg, John II, suggests that "flesh" and 
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"spirit" correspond to Jesus' earthly and heavenly 
roles -a Christological interpretation (pp. 72f). 
He writes, "it is not the flesh and blood of the 
earthly Jesus, but that of the heavenly Son of Man, 
who, filled with the Spirit, possesses a new mode 
of existence. " (p. 72). G. Bornkamm, "Die 
eucharistische Rede", understands "flesh" in terms 
of the human condition of mankind. Man is called 
to faith but he can only respond through his 
reception of God's Spirit (pp. 167f). Brown, 
John I- XII, pp. 299-300 follows Bornkamm. Barrett, 
o, P-304 combines a Christological interpretation 
esus, the bearer of the Holy Spirit) with an 
anthropological interpretation. ("There is no 
revelation apart from the Spirit and the Word, and 
no reception of revelation apart from the initiative 
of God himself (6: 44)") 
76) Barrett, "The Flesh of the Son of Man" pp. 42-4. 
77) Schnackenburg, John II9 p. 72. See n. 75 above. 
78) Some writers hold that John was critical of the 
Sacraments themselves - so Bultman John, p. 237. 
Others like Martyn, Theology, p. 138, Vierstand 
John as qualifying t He role of the eucharist 
vis-ä-vis the problem caused by the separation of Jesus from his disciples. See also the general 
discussion in Kysar, The Fourth Evangelist and his 
Gospel, pp"249-59, on the sacraments o. 
79) As pointed out by J. C. Rylsarsdam, Revelation in 
Jewish Wisdom Literature pp. lOOf,: o, o "2: 8 
and s. 1: 7; and 11: 20. 
80) So Dodd, Interpretation, p., 342. 
81) Peter responds to Jesus in vs 68 with the two 
verbs Tt1rt rTf u K4 1 zV and -tZSvwK"gMrv 
but we are not to understand the latter as implying the rational over against the realm of belief. In 
John, '! the verb 
_trtrT 
Lutt. v is used almost 
: -synonymously with .... and knowledge itself implies relationship in addition to cognition: to know God is to be united with him... " (Barrett, 
John, p. 82). W. Grundmann, "Verständnis und Bewegung desGlaubens im Johannes-Evangelium", in Ker Ygma und Dogma, VI (1960) pp. 131-54 discusses the whole "-' 
subject at length and concludeg, "Die Erkenntnis des 
Glaubens besteht nicht in der tlbernahme dogmatischer 
Formulierungen, so gewiss sie sich in dogmatischen 
Formulierungen ausspricht, die, wie an Nathanael und 
-Thomas und auch an Petrus deutlich wird, anbetendes Bekenntnis sind. Die Erkenntnis wächst in der 
Begegnung mit Jesus unter seinem Wort. " (p. 146). 
82) Bultmann, John, . p. 449iß. 
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83) See C. M. Connick, "The Dramatic Character of the 
Fourth Gospel", J. B. L., LXVII (1948) pp. 159-69 
and my forthcoming article, "The Johannine Drama" 
in the March issue of J. T_... (1983). 
84) So Cranfield, Mark, p. 77; Marshall, Luke, p. 193; 
Joubert, "The oly One of God", pp-. -57--69; 
R. McL. Wilson, "Mark" in Peake's Commentary, p. 801; 
G. A. Buttrick, "The Gospel according to St. ärk" in 
the Interpreter's Bible, VII, p. 661; W. Manson, 
Theos e ode, p. 46; A. R. C. Leaney, The Gospel 
according to St. Luke, p. 120; and A. Plummer, 
The ospe according to St. Luke, p. 139. 
85) Harvey, Jesus on Trial, pp. 37-45; Cullmann, Christology, 
pp. 284- ; ran ie , Mark, p. 77. 
86) Cranfield, be cit. 
87) Cullmann, p. 284. r 
88) See above pp. 255-62. 
89) Schnackenburg, John, II, p. 77. He refers to Asting, 
Heiligkeit, pp. x'07 and 312. 
90) Buitmann, John, p. 449. 
91) Morris, John, p. 390. 
92) Brown in D. N. T. T., II p. 231. 
93) Bühner, Der Gesandte und sein Weg, passimp but see esp. 
pp. 231-5 an P-414. He believes that John combines 
elements of the "Apokalyptischer Prophet", the 
"Anabatiker vom Himmel" and "eine himmlische Boten - bzw. ' ?t1 JXX '- Figur. " 
94) On the connection between Melchizedek, Daniel and the Son of Man see D. Flusser, "Melchizedek and the Son 
of Man" in Christian News from Israel, V (1966), 
pp. 22-9. This is clearly an area Tor further research, but one which requires more time and space than at our disposal. 
95) Jn 9: 359, reading -"a^: dcvAew, rov with P75 B x0; . 
. We note that the man does not use the title itself, 
96) See J. Blank, Krisis, Untersuchungen zur johanneischen 
Christolo ie u-n- E'schatolo ie stresses the double 
function of the Son o an to bring life and judgement (p. 160), and the dual aspect of the Son of Man (p. 164) 
as "menschgewordene Christus" and "eschatologischer 
Lebenspender und Heilbringer". The term "Holy One" 
is able to contain all these ideas. And since the 
process of : cC tW. SUa marks Jesus' entrance 10: 36 and exit 17: 19 from this world, the holy one 
encompasses the whole of Jesus' existence and 
particularly his own resurrection. 
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97) Perhaps deliberately so, see I. H. Marshall, 
The Origins of New Testament Christology. PP. 77f. 
98) F. J. Moloney, The Johannine Son of Man,, esp. 
pp. 209-220. 
99) See our discussion on this form of Peter's confession 
above pp. 260f., where we point out the importance 
of Is 9: 6 (LXX) in this connection. 
._y\ 
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